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FREFACE

The SNSO Newsletter No. 24 (October 1966) contained'a Preliminary Report

of a New Curriculum Project. The aims and general character of the project

are spelled out in sem detail In that document.

in curriculum effort is designed to produce an experimental set of

materials for grades 7 through 9, which build on a modern elementary school

program and take into aeeount recent changes which have occurred in mathe-

matics and In the use of methematics. A consistent emphasis on the relevance

of mathematics to problems of the real world; a rethinking of the ordering

of topicc and the combining of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry; the use of

the function concept whenever appropriate; and the inclusion of material on

mathematleal models, flow charts, and probability and statistics are some of

the features of these matertaln.

since the report in the Newsletter appeared, drafts of a substantial

number of chapters devIgned for use In grades 7 and d have been prepared.

This volume contalrel preliminary versions of five of throe chapters, the first

four and the tenth in the sequence as presently conceived. The first four

chapterr were taught in experimental seventh-grade classes in 1968-69 and are

revisions of earlier drafts taught by the naele teachern in 1961-68. Chapter

10 in a slightly revived version of an earlier draft taught by the same

teachers in eighth-grade classes early In the 1968-69 school year. Further

revision of these chapters in anticipated.

The sample chapters in thin volume illestrate a number of aspects of the

curriculam project as described in Newsletter 24: association of ideas of

number and space through coordinate geometry; early introduction of the

functiom concept; developeent of flow charts and algorithms as an introduction

to the role and use of computers in modern society; attention to the mole of

mathematical models for physical situations; and introduction of concepts of

probability.
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Btudentla Text

Chapter 1

STRUMMING SPACE

1-1. introdurtion

geometry began a few thousand years Ego vhen men began to study syste-

matically the size, shape, and location of objects in his physical suer3und-

ings. Thin understnnding you neeeopary then as it io today in such activities

es ...aviation, building, and surveying. Today, hovever, we find that geometry

has been considerably refined and extended to deal with the more cOmplicated

prOblems which confront us.

Geometry Ii a system of ideas based oe our experiences with physical
objects. For example, from our experiences with variOus boxes we have

developed an idea of the shape end form of R box. This idea we have of a

boa ia called n geometric figure and it is this figure, not the box which in

studied in geometry. In other words, geometry in developed no a mathematical

iodel of our experience with physical npnce.

Tte idea of a milt in geometry is formed from ouch objects as the end
of a pin, ft speck or dust, a grain of sand, and a distant star. COnsequently,
we gay think of a point ati a definite location in space.

A

Points Fire represented by dots and ure named by capital lettcro as is

shown for point A at the left.

we think of spac ac being a set of points. There are an unlimited

number of points in space. Suppose that a mooquito io flying about inside a
room. Its location nt a particular instant might be described as a point end

all such points make up a set. All the points Wade of this room make up a

portion or subset of space and all the points outside thin roOm make up another
pOrtion or subset of space. Therefore in geometry, space is the set of all
points.

Each of the verious kind,' of geometric figures studied here will te
developed no ft set of points. We shall see how npnee is structured by care-
fully exemining the Ifni in which the various figures are formed and related

to each other urine the taste ideqr of point, line, und plane. Later in this



chapter a ayatematic way of asoigning numbers to pointa in a plane will be

developed. This will provide us with another very ueefulAsethad of studying

the etructure of apace.

Exercises 1-1

(Class Diecuseioa)

1. Complete the following sentence.

Geometry iu the study of

2. What is the relationship between geometry end physical objectnl

3. Describe three objects which can be used to form the idea of a point,

other than the Objects already mentioned.

4. What meaning would a point have for a !surveyor or navigetorT Give

some examplen.

5. If you were to think of a point as e definite location, how would this

affeet the way in which you would represent a point?

6. 'In forming :ale idee of a box an a geometric figure, what err come

things %bout a box you would ignore?

1-2. Lines and Points

The points shown at the left

lie on what we think or as a "straight

line", or simply a ullme.

There are an unlimited number

of points on a line, and a line extends

without ending in both directions.

Think of two boys holding a Aring stretched between them as shown



When the string is stretched tight between the boys' bands, the stretched

string oepreaents part of a line. Ihs line itself, however, goea beyond the

boys/ hands without ending.

Boas other ot4eets which help to form the idea of a line ire

(1) the edge of a ruler,

(2) the crease of a csrefUlly folded payer,

(3) the edge of box,

(4) a flagpole.

The dividing below representing line I can be made by tracing a pencil

along a straightedge on a sheet of

psper.

Whet do the arrowheads on the

drawing indicate?

Mark point P on your paper and draw three lines, (, m, and n

which contain point P. Are there other lines on which point P lies?

We can think or many lines passing through point. For two different

points, however, we think of only one line passing through them since we

think of a line as being straight. We shall accept the following statement

as a fundamental chsrecteristic or property of the structure of our apace.

Properly, 1: Through any two different points in space there is exactly one
line.

This property may be reutated in the following wsys.

(1) For any two points there is one line and wily one line containing

them.

Any two pointn determine a line.

As a result of Property 1, a line can be clearly identified by naming

any tao of its points.

For example, the line shown at

the left ern be identified as "line

AB" which is written

It may also be identified as

"line BA" and written "la".



Exercisen l-2n

(Class Discussion)

1. The following drawing was made on the blackboard with a broad piece of

chalk. It represents two lines i

and m that cross or intersect.

(a) How does this drnwing suggest the possibility that the Intersection

of I and m may contain several points?

(11 Let's explore this possibility by assuming that the intersection

of i and m contains two points, A and P.

Show that this means we huve two lines passing through the same

two points.

But Property 1 states thnt there can be only one line passing

through any two pointsi

(c) If we wish to continue to include Property 1 In the structure of

our spnce .hy must we exclude the possibility of there being two

points in the intersection of two lines?

What about the possibility of there being more than two points in

the Intersection?

We have the following statement as a rather surprising result of

Property 1.

If two lines intersect, they intersect in exactly one point which is

called the vizt of intersection.

point.

This statement together with Property I can be summarized as follows.

Tvo points determine ft line and two intersecting lineo determine a

4



Exercises 1-2b

1. Name.three objects other than those already mentioned which suggest

the ides of a line.

Points A, B, C, and D lie on the

uume line.

(a) Using these points, write five

different nsme6 for this line.

(b) How many different names are

there using these points?

3. (u) How msny Ines !ire shown below?

(b) Nume the lines.

(e) Name the point of intersection
.

for euch p9ir of liner..

L. Copy the :,et of points [A,P,7,111 -irranged aL;

A

p

(a) Draw ull the lines you cun

D through pairs of these points.

(1) Name the lines you hove drawn.

C (c) How many such lines are there?

Think of 5 point.. mhrked on sheet of paper, no three of which lie

on the s.ame lin". Now think of all the lines through pair:; of these

points.

How many ::uch lines are there?

Check your answer with a drawing.



6. Nage the point of intersection

for the following pairs of lines.

(a) m and

(b) p end 1

(c) 1 end

7. For the figure in Exercioe 6, name the pairs of lines which have the

following points.as points of interaeetion.

A

(c) F

1- Fl,inf!s

A pl'Ine IL; 4n idea in geometry which is suggested by any flat surface

ouch so

w/111 or a rooms

the top of a derA,

a door in any po:lition,

;heet of paper.

A plane io thought of an extending indefinitely in every direction. There

are an unlimited number of points in plane and a plane contains an unlimited

nutber of liner,.



This drawing represents a plane
1( which contains two pointa A and
B.

Now consider the line AT.

Both the line and the plane extend .

outward indefinitely. Because of our

thinking that all lines are atraight

and all planes are flat, we have the

feeling that the line and the
plane K will never leave each other. Therefore, we shall agree that the
following statement a fundamental characteristic of our space.

Property It two points of a line lie in a plane then all the points on
the line lie in the plane.

The figure at the right represents

an "pen notebook. Pointe A and 14

mark the endpoints of the binding, and

the pages represent planes. This figure

suggests that there ure many planes which

contain any two points.

Proper% 2: For any two points in space, there are many planes which contain

them.

Now consider three points A, B,

and C represented ty the tips of

your thumb and first two fingers spread

stiffly as shown so that the points do

not lie on the line.

Take a piece of cardboard representing a plane and place it on the tips

B and C of your two fingers. Show that the cardboard may be rotated in

different positions while held fixed to the two finger tips. What property

doaa this ahoy?



Press the cardboard against all three tips A, B, and C. The position

of tbe cardboard is now fixed. Tbia illustrates another important property.

Property 4: Through any.three points, not all on thrsame line, there is

exaetly one plane.

This property may alao be stated in the following ways.

(1) For any three points in upace not all on the same line, there is

one plane which contains them and only one plane which contains

them.

(2) Any three points not all on the same line determine a plane.

As a result of Property 4, a

plane may be named by identifying

three of the points in the plane that

do not all lie on a line.

For example, the plane shown at

the left may be called "plane ABC"

or "plane BAC". The three points may

be written in ano, order.

Exercises 1...7.1

1. Show how Property 4 helps to explain why a three-legged stool or a

tripod always rests flat on the floor.

2. Can a line pass tbrmugh

(a) any one point?

(b) any two points?

(c) any three points?

(d) any four points?

Can u plane pose through

(m) any one point?

(t) any two points?

to) any three points?

(d1 any four panto?



Points A, B, and C lie in a plane

and point D is above the plane.

How many planes are determined by

these four points?

Nume the planes.

5. Copy the points A, B, C arranged as shown.

(a) Draw a line through points

A and B.

Draw a line through points

B and C. Are Xt and

in plane ABC?

Give a reason for yowl

answer.

A

m..0

(b) Mark a point R on 11 and 9 point 0 on I
A

T. Draw Is

RI in pl9ne ABC? Give a reason for your answer.

6. (a) Points X, Y, and 7. have the property that many different planes

contain them. How 9re points X, Y, and Z. arronged? Draw H

diagram.

(b). If points X, Y, and Z have the property that they are contained

in only one plane, how 9re points X, Y, and 7 arranged? Draw

a diagram.

7. How couny different lines may puss through

(a)

(b)

one point?

two different points?

B. Row many different planes may pnol; throu6jh

(s)
(11)

(c)

one point ?

two points?

three points which are not oa the =me line?



9 . Explain why there ure many plane:3

which may contuin a given line Xg.

10. Llne 1 intersecta the surfuce shown

Nt pointn A and F only.

Explain why the surface could not Le

plane.

Explain why e line Als und a point

C not on the 1in determine a pinne.

Name the planu.

IP. Explain silly two lined Xi und AC

interuecting at A determine a

plane.

IC

Nome the plane.



13. The drawing below represents a box. Look at the side of the box

determined by points b, 0, and F.

(a) Name another point that lieu in

plane HOF.

Name the plane suggested by

(b) the top of the box,

(c) the bottom of the box,

(d) the front of the box,

the buck of thy iox.

1-4. Intersection::

Lt A and F be names for the following .;ets.

A (1,3,5,7,1,11)

F (1,40,16,5,36)

The inter:ection of A and B i the wt of 1;11 numherr that belong
to both A 4nd N. The intersection 11: the ret (1,1.

We write: A fl1 (1, )7

where "A 0 13" means "the intersection of A and B".

The intersection of the lines

1
and i, the cet of all points

common to both lines. Since P ic

the only point in the intersection,

we write I
1

n I, (r), where

"(Frs mean:: "the uet consisting of

the point r.

When two lines intersect they
hay, one point in common au waa shown from Property 1. When two lines do
nut intersect they hgve no points in common.

ii



In the drawing of the tox nt the

left the twp lineu FG and EH do

not intersect. W... say that their

intersection is the empty cet. The

empty L:et may be nnmed ty the nymtol

"011 or " Therefore 7 n

Since the intersection of FG and EH

is empty nnd they lie in the same pinne,

they are said to he This is

written, FOHEA, where the symbol

"I I" means "is parnllel to"

Thu inter.7ection of 4nd AC lc also vmpty, tut the two lines do

not lie in the :Amt. pinnv. The linv,L; are not parnllel but are called nkew

wbn w sny that two liner, urv parallel, we mean:

(1) the two liv in the nnme plum., and

(..) their inten.ection vmpty

ExerviJen 1-4

1. In wr:te the Irtersotion or the FIven sets

(a) A

B=

i (J .Ln1 Ethel, Bill, Frank, All-e)

(Frnn), Paul, Alicte, Diane, John, Helen)

Tlw 1etter:7 used in your full name and the letters

of your r:hool.

uncd in the name

fi) The set of national holidays and the set of days in July.

(e) The Ilet of nehool days in this year and the et of Sundays in thia

y



O. In the drawing below, Il.
3

ih
-

In the wing or the tox

5. If twf.

A

lines do not

Write the intersections of the given

pairs of sets.

(a) name three lines thnt are

each skew to AB,

(b) name three lines that are

each parullel to GC.

4, Find the intersections for the

following pairs of lines.

(a) CD A HD

(1) CC A FA

(c) BA n FA

(d) Eg n BH

intersect, gre they parallel? Explain.

O Two lines sonetimen intersect and sometimes they don't. Also, two lines

sometimes lie in the oame.plane and sometimes they don't.

Wist do we C011 two lines which

(n) lie in the eame pinne nnd which intersect?

(b) lie In the crime plane nnd do not intersect?

(c) do not lie in the same pinne and do not intersect?

(d) Ts it possible for two.linco to intersect and not to lie in the

same ',Line



(e) Copy the table below end write your answers to (a), (b), (c), end

(d) ln tha boxes indicated.

Lie in same

plane

Da not lie

in same plane

Do not

Intersect intersect

(s)

?

(b)

?
..

(d) (c)

? ?

1-5. ;nteraecticna of Linea and Planes

The drawing below shows the possible interaections of a line and a

Line 11 intersects the plane at point P. Then Al ri plane

ABC . (P). Line /2 is parallel to

plans ABC.

12

the plane. Therefore 12 n plane

ABC 0. Two points 14 and N of

line 13 lie in the plane. Why does

1
3

lie in the plane? Eiplain why the

intersection of £3 and the plane is

1
3

itself. Than 1
3

n plane

ABC m /3.

Exercises Iza

(Class Discussion)

1. Hold two shueta of paper so that they have on/y one point of intersec-

tion.

Does this show that two planes may have only one point in their inter-

section? (Remesiber that plants extend without limit in all directions.)



2. Let A wad B be two points in the intersection of two plunen.

(a) Lxplein why the intersection

muJt contain the entire line

Xg.

(b) Explain why if the intersection

evntninn uny other poInt not on

n then the intersectine pinnez

are the :Auto plane.

Thin discussion leads uz to another fundnmentnl property in the struc-

ture of our spnee.

Froperty 2: If the intersection of two different plunes is not mpty, thn

the intersection in II line.

Whrm we .:Ply thnt two jannen rf pit-1nel, we mean that: their

intersection Sr; the miaz .7et.

Exerci!;e11

I. Describe some phylcal objects which :luggeot

(a) two plunen intercecting in s line.

(b) u line und 4 plane intersecting in n point.

(c) twa pnrallel plunen.

(d) the intersection of a plane and a line 1,yIng in the plane.

(e) M line parnllel to 4 pinne.

Think of the planes and liner. zuegel;ted 1,y the figure which represerAn

foldine, chair.

Write the following internectionn.

(n) FH n BJ

(b)

(c) Olnne ABC n MJ

(d) V n plune EYA

(e) plane ABC n plane Smx

(f) plum, cm n plane HMB'



3. Think of the lines and planes nuggeNted by this drawing of a tent.

Name

(a) three planes.

(0 three lines which are skew to

(c) two lines which are parallel to

(d) two parallel planed.

(e) two planes whose intersection is

(r) q line und 4 plane whone interccetion contains the single point E.

(g) 4 llne und u plane that ere each parallel to AB.

4. From thv druwing.of u t,ox, write the following intersections.

(a) plane EVC n plane FGE

(b)

(c)

plane CBG n ,

AG n plane FCG

(d) plane GAP n CH =

(e) plane CIX n plane FGE

(f) plane EVA n plane GEC

(g) plane FED n EC -

5. For the Lox shown above in Exercise 4, name pairs of planes which have

the followln6 lineo of Intersection.

( Trc

( t,) 7.76

6. Vc=erite the three possible positions for a line und u plane, and in

each eal;6, tell w)at their intersection ia.

7. Dencribe the two poccible positionn for two planew and tell what their

intersection is in etch case.
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1-6. hetweetneas and Segments

Three boys are standing together.

ban is short, sad Ben is between them."

Can you tell which boy is named Ben?

You're told that, "Tem is tall,

The word "between" is confusing here. Ben could be between Sam an4

Tom in height, or he could be between them in position. The beat we could

do is guess which boy ia Pen.

In mathematics we must not use laeguage which forces ua to guess stout

ths meaning of a statement. We need to know exactly whet it means to goy

°point B is betveen points A and C". BO would probably all agree that

the phrase should not refer to the alphabetical order of the points because

tbe lettere are only names for the points. &mover, it should have something

to do with some kind of order.

tie will use the word "between" for pointo only when the points in

question ere on the same line. took at points P, Q, R, and S:

R is on the live IN End the order

of Ahe points is P, R, Q (or Q, R,

P) co we can say "R is Between

P and Q". However, point S I.

not on line FQ so it is not

between P and Q. Look at the

points A, B, X, and Y on Iine

AY:Figure 1

Is 14 between A and X?

Is X between Y and A?

Ie A between B and I?

Figure 2

Your =owes to the third question should be "No" because the order of the

three points involved is Y, B, A (or A, B, Y) and that mesna point ia ie

the one in between.
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In Figure 2 we know that X is between A snd Y and that B is

also between A snd Y. Xn fact, there are many points between A and Y.

We haven't named them all because we couldnit.

we meannEE we Ely that a getn; P ic bemeen potato A and 13,
4.~1. OMMIMEM

Vgactlk two thingl:

(1) There iv a line containing A, B, and P;

(o) On that line, the points ure in the order A, P, B or B, P, A.

We can simplify this definition u little by using the word "collinear".

A riot of points is collinear if there is a line which containu 10.1 the points

of the set. For example, in Figure 1 the set of points containing P, Q, and

R is collinssr, while points F, Q, R, and B are not collinear. Using

this word, we may resist* our derinition:

When we say that v_lat P is between points, A and 14, we mean:

(1) A, P4 end P are collineer, and

(2) on their line the points 4re in the order A. p, B cr A. PA,A.

Think of two different points L and M. Can you count sll the points

between L and MT Think of the two points L and M together with all the

points between them. The Jet of pointn you are thinking of is a part of a

line, and a picture of it looks like:

Such a set of points /a called a line eegment, or mare simply, a segment,.

Points L and M are the endpoints of the segment. We name the segment

by its endpoints; for example, the segment stlwn is named LM or ML.

Definition. The segment AB is the set of points, consistinK of the two

snd all gsdatE between A end B.

16



Exercises 1-6

1. In the figure at the right,

(a)

(b)

(C)

(d)

is 14 between B and RI

is C between B and RI

is C between M and R?

is C on segment RE:

(e) Name 3 segments on TD.

(r) Are T, K, and R collinear?

(g) Is K between T nd R?

(h) Name sato of 3 collinear

points.

2. (a) Draw s picture representing 3 segments, AB, BC, and CA, where

pointy A, B, nd C are not collinear.

(b) Whet would your picture represent if A, B, and C were collinear?

3. What word in the definition of segment shows that a segment is part of

s line? Explain.

4. Pointe A, B, and C are collinear.

If the distance from A to B is. 5 inches, and

the distance from B to C is 12 inches, and

the distance from A to C is 7 inches,

draw a dausm showing A, B, and C in their correct order. Which

point is between the other two?

5. In the fir're nt the right,

( ) Nene 4 segments that

intersect at Z.

(b) How many segments have Y

as an endpoint?

e There are 4 segments which

contain point Y. Nana them.

X

V

(4) What is TR' n Wi
6. Draw two segments AB end n for which AB A cp is empty but

AB n CD is one point.
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7. Mirk two different polnts, X end Y.

(m) Drew some segments which contain X and Y.

(b) How many segments could contain X and 77

(c) How many lines could contain X and 17

(d) How many Agments hrVe both X and Y as endpoints?

(e) We have agreed in Property 1 that "through any two different

points there is exactly one line". Is it true that "through

any two different points there la exactly one segment"?

IAA INBUSTER :

Points P, Q, and R are collinear. Tlw distance from P to Q is

greater than the distance from Q to R, end the distance from

is greater than the diutance from P to R.

Which point mat be between the other two?

to R

1-7. Seyarlition

Mark any point A on a sheet of paper, and place the tip of your

pencil on that point. Trace out sny drawing you like .' anut lifting your

pencil from the paper. Your drawing might look like any one of these:

A

(a)

A

(t )

(c)

(e)
(f)

Figure 1

20
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(g)

(d)
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Thu geometric idea which all of these pictures represent iz called a

RIM. The paths you drew were contsined in the plune of your paper. It is

possible to think of paths in apace, but in this section we will work only

with paths La a plsne.

Look at the paths in Figure 1. Some of them crosn themselves, like

Paths (a), (b), (d) and (f). Some paths do not cross themselves, like (c) and
(g). We will call a path which does not cross itself a pimple Elth.

Same paths return to their starting points, like (b), (e), (f), and

(h). We will call a path which does not cross itself and which goes back to

its starting point a simple closed Elth. Which of the paths in Figure I are

simple cloued paths?

What do you suppose a simple open path looks like? Such s path does

not cross itself and does not go hack to its starting point. Figures (c)

and (g) 're. examples of simple open paths.

You can invent names for the other special kinds of paths, hut we will

only be concerned with these two kinds of simple paths.

A simple closed path has an interesting property which no simple open

path has. Draw a simple closed path, perhaps something like psth p in

F'gure Mark two points A and 14 inside the simple closed path, and

murk 4 point C outside.

Figure

Try to draw u path in the plane from A to 1A without intersecting p.

Try to draw 4 path from A to C without intersecting p. Finally, try to

draw a path from 13 to C without interuecting p. Were you able to draw

allthrce paths, or were there situations in which you could not?

If you tried to draw all three, paths, you probably noticed that a

aimple closed path like p In Figure C has the property that it can separate

points in thr plane. We .:ay that points A and C, for example, are

separated, 121 ELth g because (1) A and C are not on pith p,
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(2) every path connecting A end C intersects p. Notice, however, that

points A and B are not separated by path p; you should have been able

to drew a path connecting them without intersecting p.

Are points B and C separated by path p in Figure 2?

Exerclnes 1.711

(Class Discussion)

1. The figure at the right shows a

simple closed petb a and points

L, M, N, 0, 13, Q, and R not on

the path e.

(a) Name the points which are

separated from point N by

path s.

(b) Name the points which ere not

peparated from N by a.

(c) Trace the drawing, and then

drew paths on your tracing

which connect point N to

the points you named in (b).

(d)

0

Make another tracing of the drawing, and on it shade all the

points on the page which are not separated from point N by

path s. This set of points is called the interior of s.

2. The figure at the right shove a

line i and pointu A, B, C, D,

E, F, 0, and H not on I.

(n) Which of the points named

can be corinectri to point

H by paths which do not

intereect II

(b.) Which of the points named

are separated from H by II

(c) Imagine all the points in the

plane which are separated from

H by S. Copy the figure above, and shade the pert of the plane

separated from H by I.

22
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3. Show why points X and Y are

not seperated by the simple open

path connecting A and B.

Y

4. Show why !moment does not separate any points in the plane in which

it lies.

A line separates points in a plane just as imple closed path does.

Suppose line I aeparates points A and B in some plane.

B,

The line 1 separates the plane into two sets of points:

All the points not on I in the plane which are separated from

point A by 1 and

All the points not on I in the plane which are separated from

point B by I.

Bach of these sets of points is called a helf-plane. Weather they form a

pair of opposite half-planes. Line 4 is tha Ilmor boundary of the two

half-planes. We sometimes mane a half-plane by one of its points; for example,

the "B half-plane" contains, among many others, point B. When there

wouldn't be sny confuaion, we can call the B half.plane determlned by line

I the "B-side of le, and opposite half-planes determined by I can be

called "opposite sides of r.
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Just line aeperates a plane into two half-planes, a point separates

a line into two half-lines.

B

The point P separates the line into two seta of points:

All the points except P on the line which are separated from point

A by P, and

All the potnts except P on the line which are separated from point

.13 by P.

Each of these sets is called a hslf-line. Together they form a pair of

pIlmosite half-lines. Point P is the houndary of the two half-lines.

Point P is not contained in either of the half-linee it detemines.

If we join point P to one of its half-lines, the resulting set of points

is called a La.

Definition. A La IS 9 half-line together with its boumdary point.

The boundary point is called the endvoint of the at.

If P is the endpoint of a ray amd (i is another point of the ray, we name

the ray "PQ". Note that Pl* in not the same ma v. We now have a geo-

metric meaning for the term "ray" which should match very well the picture

we have of a "rmy of light".

TWo opposite half-lines, each joined with the common boundary point, form s

pair of opposite mi. For example,

24
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PQ, and PR are opposite rays; point P is their common endpoint. Note that

it is lways true that if P is between Q and R, P end pg are oppo-

site rays, and PQ and A together form a line.

It dhould nov come ea no surprise that a alost aepsratea opace into two

helf-specee. W. will aciume that points A and B in apace are separated
4111P

by plane m if each path from A to B in atm intersects m.

In the figure, plune m aeparates space into two acts of points:

All the points not on m in space which are separated from point

A by m, and

All the points not on m in apace which are separated from point

Li hy m.

Each of these sets is called s half-snace. Plane m is the boundary of the

two half-spaces.

1. now know that

Exercises kit

simple closed path separates a plane

a point separates a line

a line separates plane

m plane separates cpace.

Each of the following is a physical example of one of these separation

ideas. For each, write the Roman Numeral of the separation ides which

the example suggests to you.

(a) the net on a tenniu court

(b) a shut-off valve an pipeline

(e) a moat around a castle

(d) a dividing line down the middle of a road



e stetion on a railroad line

a window in your living room

the plane of a movie screen

the chore of a lake

the Mason-Dixon line

2. Draw a line I and mark points A and B on opposite sides of I.

(s) Will every path (in the plsne) from A to B intersect I?

(b) Draw X. Does it intersect (Can ri be thought of as a path?)

(c) Mark points C and D so that AC and AD intersect I. On

which side of I must you mark C and D?

(d) Mark point E so that AE does not intersect I. On which side

of I must you mark E?

(e) Using parts (b) and (c), state a simple test for showing that some

points P and Q are on opposite sides of I.

(f) Using part (d), state a simple test for showing that some points

R and S are on the same side of I.

(g) Would your tests in (e) and (f) still work if I looked "wisgly"?

3. Not counting the lines themselves, into how many sets of points is a

plane separated by two lines in the plane

(n) if the lines are parallel?

(b) if the lines intersect?

4. Tell whether each or the following statements is true or false. Draw a

diagram supporting your answer.

(a) A segment contains many other segments.

(b) Each segment contains two rays.

(c) The words "rsy" and "half-line" have the same meaning.

(d) A half-plane contains many rays.

(c) A ray contains many other rays.

(f) A half-plane contains many other half-planes.
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In each ease, identify the boundary between

(a) two half-lines.

(b) two half-planes.

(o) two half-spaces.

6. Tell whether each of the following is true or Value.

(a) Space is separated by a halfplane.

(b) Space is separated by a line.

(c) Space is separated by a rmy.

(d) Space is separated by a closed box.

(e) Space is separated by an open box.

(f) Space ii separated by an inflated volley tall.

(g) Space is separated by a point.

7. Not eounting the planes themselves, into how many Bete of points is

space separated by two planes,

(a) if the plunes sre parallel?

(b) if the planes intersect?

8, In the figure at the right, line

snd points P, 1, R, and S

ere in one plane. Are the follow-

ing statements true or false?

(u) The R-olde of S 14 the amme Po

ea the 0..nide of I.

(b) The 0-side or S is the same

as the P-side of 1.

(c)

(d)

(e)

n g to empty.

I n f4 is empty.

I n 104 lo empty.

R.

S

9. Draw a horizontal line. Label four points on it, A, B, C and 11 in

that order from left to right. Name two rays

(a) which are oppooite.

(b) whose intersection contains exactly one point.

(c) whose intersection is rmpty.

(d) whose intersection is CD,
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PRAINPUMER #1

The geometric idea which L. a

model for the uurfaceu of shapes iike

doughnut4, tire innertubes, or candy

Life Savers lo celled a torus.

Find a _ample closed path on a

torus which does not separate nit points

on the :;urfact. Jr the toru5.

RKAINIAUSITA #.

A child wandered off from hi;; parentL; in u park that was fenced, but had

3everAll GuurdJ ut the gates reported he hmd paused through their gntes

Hi; follOUJ:

Gate #1 -- 3

Gute # -- 7

Gutc #3 -- 5

Gutt, 04 -. t

where woald y(11; 1,y1X ror the ehile

times

timeo

time.;

timeo

Angle: hav many applicati.mo in our modern civilization. An airplane

pliot arW a Alp nnvigutor uJe anglvi; to chart their couroe. An engineer

builds a clad o that the angle that the road makes with the horizontal plane

Ls not too .:tek..p. A builder makes sure that the plane or a wall and the plane

of the floor meet nt right angles. In this section, we will review the con-

cept A* angle ..nd ,x1v. or the iduar thut are related to it. However, we

first need to recall thi idva of the "union" of two sets.

Definition. The union of two sets of vints is the set consistiog

of all the points belongini to either of the nets or to both).

28
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For example, the figure at the right repre-

sents the union of AB and AC because it

consists of all the pointo in 701 and AC.

Uaing the symbol "U" to stand for "union",

we can write "AB U gel to stand for the

figure at the right, the union of g and

AC.

Furthermore, the figure ahown also represento what we mean by

Therefore, we can asy:

the word "angle".

refinition. An angle is the union of two non-collinear ElLa

bilLias the same endpoint.

Why "non-collinear"? Remember that sets of points are collinear if there ia

a line which containe them. Therefore, if we allowed collinear rays to form

au angle,

then the line formed by opposite rays PQ und PR would have to be thought

of as a kind of "angle". We will agree for now that no angle can be the name

an a line, 4nd hence, that uny angle in made up of rays which are not on the

same line, that in, "non-collinear" rays. (Perhapo the clone dincuasion

exercises will give you further reason for wanting the definition of angle

to exclude collinear rays.)

In the figure at the right, we have a

representation of an angle. Point R, the

common endpoint, is the vertex of the angle,-
and ir rand RT are the sidea of the angle.

In order to be qble to talk about angles we

must agree on a method of naming them.

Tbe angle illustrated et the right night be

celled /BAB, or ZEAC, or kW, or AAC.
rate that the letter at the vertex is always

written between the letters on the rays. In

cases wterm no confusion in likely to result we

name the angle by naming the vertex. In thin

case, we would refer to 4A.
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Do you think that every angle is contained

in exactly one plane? Let us see why this must

be so. Since points A, 14 and C do not lie

on the same line (they are not collinear) they

must lie in exactly one plan, by Property 4.

Thus, we may talk about the asra of an angle.

Sxerc1sea1:81

(Class Discussion)

1. Draw an angle ABC.

4. Does the angle separate the plane

If so, bow ean we describe the -tarts

of the plane?

3. Shade the.portion of the plane that

appears outside the angle, es shown.

This shaded portion is called the

esterior of the ang).e.

4. Shade the portion of the plena that

appears inside the sngle, as shown.

This shaded portion is celled the

interior of the angle.

5. (e) Describe the A-side of SC.

(b) Draw a new /ABC and shade the A-side or BC.-
6. (a) Describe the C-side of AB.

(b) On the figure you drew in part 5(b), chade in a different wsy the

C-sid of AB.

7. Describe the doubly-chaded region in your drawing in 6(b).



These exerciees suggest the following definition:

PlaRitiOn. Z1 interior of ABC la the intersection, of the A-side

of le .and plt C-alde of IDE

If point P is in tbe interior of

LABC we say that RP la between a

and V. Note that betweenness for rays

is similar to but not identical to

betwernness for points.

I.
ibsercines 1 -ab

In the figure

(a) nese 4Z in two other ways.

(b) name the vertex of 4Z.

(e) name the rays of Z.

NIP

Label three pointe A, B, end C not sll on the same line. Draw 16

and BC.

(a) Shade the C-side of Z.

(b) Shade the A-side of

(e) Describe the set that is doubly shaded.

3. For the figure ut the right, write

another name for

(a) U

(b) ri

4. Tell whether each of the following is true or false.

(a) The vertex of an angle is in the interior of the angle.

(b) If two rays ore not on the same straight line they form an angle.

(c) An angle ix the union of its interior and its exterior.

(d) An angle eeparatea its plane.

(e) A point ia in the interior of an Ingle if it is on a line which

intersects the aides of the angle.
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5. (a) Name three angles thut have It

as a oide.

(b) What is PQ u

(c) What iu the intersection of

the interior of :QM and

the interior of [MPS?

6. Suppose CB iu between g and 6C, and -ar is between a and EC

Then

(a) ari is also between and 7 .

(b) OX io also between ? and 7

7. Draw LABC.

(a) Draw a fe.4 rays b.tween BA and PC.

(L) Imagine 411 such rays drawn. How can you describe the figure

formed?

H. Drnw LABC.

(a) Ih plane ABC draw a few rays with endpoint h that are not

Letween a and P.C.

Imagine 411 such rays drawn. How cnn you deacribe the figure

formed if a and g' tire excluded?

Exercises 1-8c

(Class Discussion)

I. (4) Points X, Y, and Z are non-collinear.

Drnw a figure represtntlng the union of XY, YZ,

(b) Points L, M, and N are collinear.

Draw n figure representing the union of LM, MN, and LN.

(c) The figure in part (a) is called a triangle, and lie name it

triangle XYZ or "Mr. It; 4XYZ a plane agure? How do you

know?

(d) using part (a), write a definition of a triangle beginning

"Triangle XYZ io the union of ...".

(e) Is i triangle q zimple closed path'?
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2. Mark 3 non-collinear points A, B, and C.

DWaw 'AT, 11E, and

(a) Shade tha A-aide of V.

(b) Shade the B-aide of X. Name the set of points which is doubly

ahaded.

(c) Shade the C-side of AB. The set of points which is shmded three

times is called the interior of MC.

Using Parts (a), (b), and (c) and the idea of intersection of sets,

write a definition for the interior of bABC, beginning "the

interior of 4,4BC is the intersection of ...".

(d)

Pick some point P in thy interior of QABC. Pick another point

Q which is not in the interior of NBC and which is not on the

triangle either. Does PQ intersect 4ABC? Always?

Definition. For au three non-collinear points, A., E., and C,

the union of AB, BC, and AC is called a triangle.

1-9. LocntinK Positions and Points

Below is shown a seating chart for a class in which the rows, and the

seats in each row are nuMbered.

5 Nay Mke Nora Eve Carl

4 Fred Fete Gary May Nell

3 Rik, Ed June Myra. Paul

2 Ann EWma Bill Don Max

John Mary Jene Jim Sue

SEAT

3 4 5

Figure 3
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From the chart we uee that Ed sits in Row 2, Seat 3. This could be

shortened to (R203).

If we agree that the number for the row is named first and the seat

number Is named second then Ed's position is located by the pair of nuMbers

(2,3). In this way s pair of numbers can be used to locate u position in a

plane.

With the same agreement In naming the row and seat, position is

located by the pair (3,2). Therefore, the pair (2,3) and the pair (3,2)

locate different positions. Since the order of the pair of numbers is impor-

tant in describing a position, we shall sgree to the or
, sent) for

this discussion.

Exercises 1-92!

(Class Discussion)

1. (a) Who sits at

(0 Who sits st (5,4)7

(c) What pair of numbers gives Fete's position?

(d) Whst pair of numbers gives Don's position?

Write the set of nil the number pairs which correspond to seats occupied

by girls.

3. Consider the set of students:

(Fred, Fete, Gary, May, Nell).

(a) What do their positions have in common?

(1,) Write the set of number pars corresponding to these students.

(e) What do these number pairs have in common?

4. Write the aet of number pairs corresponding to the set of students:

(Jane, Bill, June, Gary, Nora).

State what the number pairs have In common and what the pnsitions of

these students have in common

5. (a) What is the intersection of the sets of students in Exercises 3 and 4?

(b) What is the intersection of the sets of number pairs in Exercises 3

and 4?
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6. (a) Pind the set of students having row nuMber and seat number equal.

(b) Pird geometric way of describing the positions of these students.

7. (a) Find tbs aet of students having their seat number greater than tbeir

row number.

(b) Row can you express their positions geometrically!

The idea of using a pair of numbers to locate a position on a seating

chart can be applied to locating points in a plane.

First, draw two lines, ane horizontal and one vertical.

Notice that the four angles determined by these lines 2re all right angles.

The point of intersection of the two lines is to be the zero-point (origin)

an both lines. Using the sane unit of distance on both lines, we can mart

off points on each line at equal intervals.
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Tha horixo.ltal line is called the X-axis and the vertical line is called the

Y-axis. The plural of the word "axis" is "axes" (pronounced ack-seeze, with

the accent on the ack). The point of intersection of the axes is culled the

origin.

Now let's sec how a point such as S in Figure 4 below can be located.

draw ti

Figure 4

vprtical line P1 through S as in Figure 7

Look at the paint where

line crosoes the X-axis at

2
has been drawn through S.

crosses the X-axis. In this case, the vertical

3. Now look at F Igure 6, where a horizontal line



Here, the horizontal line crosses the Y-axis at 2. We can now locate S

by the vertical line through 3 on the X-axis and by the horizontal line

through 2 on the Y-axis. With the weement that the number on the X-axis

is to be named first, S La then located by the number pair (3,2). If we

denote a nuaber on the X-axis by the letter x and a nuMber on the Y-axis by

the letter y, we can write

(x,y)

Thus, we have wsy of naming various point* in the plane.

Drawing point in the plane when the number pair is given for it is

r'lled plottIng the point. To plot a point, we simply reverse the process

described above. For example, if we were to plot (5,3), we draw the vertical

ilne through 5 on the X-axis and the horizontal line through 3 on the Y-axis.

Where these two line* intersect is the point (x,y) = (5,3).

Figure 7

3'7



Exercises lak

1. Using the picture below, fill in the table.

Feint A

-

B C D EFGHI_
1 7 2 7 ? 7 7 2 7

Y 7 7
_

7 7 7 2 7

2. Give the number pair for each of the pointn in Exercise 1.

4.

Point ABCDEFGHI_

Number Pair 7 7 ? 2 7 7 2 7

(a) Wbat do points B, G, and I have in common?

(b) Wbat do the number pairs for B, 0, and I have in common?

(s) What do points E, F, and G have in common?

(b) Wby might you say that the point (91,91) would have something in

common with E, F, and 07

(c) Bow might the point (91,91) be related geometrically to E, F,

and 0?

(a) What do points C, H, and I have in common?

(b) If a point (x,59) has the same common property, what is the number

x?

4 "
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6. Plot the pointe located by the number peira givrn below.

Point P Q R s T u

Number Pair (1,4) (6,1) (4,4) (0,0) (2,5) (0,5)

Point X

Number Pair (J, 4) (5,2) (4,0

7. (a) What do points; q, T, V, end W have in comaon7

(b) If (1,y) haw the aeme common property, whet in yT

8. 0Ive a number pair for a point between P and V that has the same

eommon property shared by P, R, end V.

9. How con you tell by the number pmir whether a point is on the X-axisT

Thw far, we have been ible to locate points that can be named by

pairs of whole numbers.

Figure 8

There fire many more pointa which can be located in the part of the

plant. Aver In Figure 8 by using such Niro of numberu as (i (tt, .2.f.)

and so on. in this wa:: more and more points of thiu part of the plane can be

filled in until our picture beginu to look like the following.
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Figure )

Notice that this still giVes la only part of the plane. No point to the

left of the Y-axis nor any point below the X-axis has been identified.

In the next nectiono we ihall develop 4 wny of locating Find naming these

other pointn.

1-10 Coordinetea

In conl;tructing the horizontal number line called the XqixiS, the point

of internection with the Y-nxic (point A below) Was assigned the nuMber 0.

A unit point (point B below) was selected and assigned the number 1. Then

points at unit intervals were marked along the ray 45 and assigned numbers

au ahowm below.

You will see eventually thnt each point on ray AB can be assigned n

number, as for example, the number for C is 2 or 2 and for 0 is
2 2

4.8. The numbers assigned to the points on the line are called coordinates

of the points. The coordinate of point B is 1 and thecoordinate of D

is 4.8 on the X-sxis above. What is the coordinate of A? of C7

Now consider the opposite ruy of ruy AB on the X-axis. Nark a point

(point P below) at a unit interval to the left of A. The coordinate of

point P is -1 (read "negative one") which is the "opposite" of the number 1.

40
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The coordinate A' the next interval point is (neoative 2) whi,!::

the "opposite" of .2. This procenr in continued us Jhown below.

X ax1

-7) -1 0 : 7

In this way numbers are assigned te., each point on ray AP, Nr. for
. I

5
example, the coordinate - 7of point 64 I.: ' or - which In the opponite

of the coordin4te of point C. What In the coordinate of point H if It is

the oppoulte of the coordinate or 7loint

The numbera acsigned to the points on IvAlf-line AP ure culled negutIve

numbers, and the numbers assigued to points on half-line AP are called

positive numbern. The number 0 is neither positive nor negutive.

The Y-4xi.1 may he "er,ordinatized" in the same way ao war jurt rhown for

the X-axls.

Exerci!mn 1-10

I. Describe how pnnitive 4nd negative numbero may be assigned an coordinates

of points on .he

Referring Lc: the diagram below, give the coordinates of each of the pointc

E, A, 14, '41,1 C, if r la located the dictance from 1 to 2, and

If B la midway between points with whole numbero for coordinateo.

3. G:ve the letter name in the diapram below for the point whose coordinate

ic erch uf the following: It, 1, O.

L 0 M T

2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



1-11. Coordinuten in the P1 4tif.

low tht h4ve 4 way Loth poitive qnd nevtiv.- n=tor::

(coordin,Jtv.; ) to polut:.: on thy und Y-4x11:, we cnn continue with loctine

roint: tn pirtf; of the pllne.

In tr.., Ir4wing 0.J-ow tnt, rori7.ont41 4nd vt=rtic41 lineh ar.1 !lhown to

t:elp yfrti:u1 lin, ttiroueh r tht. X-qxi.:

und tht- horizont41 lin thro..4e1; P

(7rornen the Y-axi fit 3.

Yi

4-

Th.^ point P 1. locutud hy the

(-4,3) where -4 1.!. called

th. X-cor1tniit md , 1: c911fml the

Y-coordin'Itt. of point P. Noti ct. tnat

the X-coordinutu. of P

'Ind the Y-coordinqt, of F

For point 4, mu c!in t.:11 9t N

tht. Loth coordinate:3 ,.re

coo.dinute:: '1r" r-

For point R, which coordinqtr

und which i:: neeutive?

The coordinutv:. for N Irm.

The Y-coordinate for F 0.

1,11;y? It,1 coordinutv:! -Iry (-3,0).

Which coordinate of T ic 0? The

coordinutt-r of T are (0,-).

A r1,,n, In dhi-h point puir of coordinut tid eqch

plir of coord1nutc dvIervite roInt I:7 culled 4 coordinat 212m. We (In

t,11 t% ylane st point I Iy glan,_7ing Rt itn

ordlnate,I. For ,ocimplf-, let r lu m point which hal, neerttive X-coordintite

mod m per,itivv Y-coordirvit...



All points with negative

X-coordinates lie in the half-plane

X to the left of the Y-azia, as shaded

in the diagram.

Y t

4.

meg

All points vith positive

Y-coordinates lie in the half-plane

above the X-axis as shaded in the

diagram.

All points uith negative

X-coordinates and positive Y-coordinates

lie in the intersection of the two half-

planes.

Therefore, p lies in the part

of the coordinate plane which is shaded

in the diagram to the left.

The four intersections of the

half-planes for the X- and Y-axes

Quadrant Quadrant are called ousdrantt. They sre labeled
1 I with Almon numerals I, II, III, and

X
IV as shown st the left.

Quadrant

TIT

Quadrant

/V

Note thut points on the X- end Y-axes are

in none of the quadrants.
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1.

Fxerrir..w.-, 1-11

1111111111111111111111111111
11111111116111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111

1 0 le 11

111111111111111MINIIIII
111111111M1M1111111111

111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111110111111111

.itovY, fill in the following tutly.

PuInt MI11111111111111111111111111113 CIO
rmrdtnnt". EMI 7 7 11111 I MI

For t.hy A!,tgrm ti-low, In wusirnnt I, thy 4nbol "(4- 4- )" meanr thnt

the coordintiter 0 the pr,' Fire both por.itive.

In tandrint II, the ..:intol

"(-,4)" me,snr, thrit the points have

neotive X-coordinute:; 9nd poritivy

Yvroordinqteo.

Write the umbolz for the eo-

ordinfiter of point:: In :,'..nInnt /II

'4114 Quedmint IV.



3. Plot the following points and draw line segments connecting A to B,

to C, and finally, from P to A. [The nototion, ArO,j) meanm

that A is e letter used to name the point whose coordinates are (0,9).)

A (0,9), B (5,5), C (2,6), D (6,2), E

F 0 H (1,-r), I -I,-7), J C-1,-2),

K L (-2,3), M (-6,2), N P

Do the same as for Exercise 3 for the points listed below.

A (6,1), B (8,4), C (7,0), D (10, ), E (6,-1),

F 0 C H (-6,-2), t (- -2),

((,1), E (01A, L

(ti) Plot the following pointc: A (7,-;), B (-2,10), C (-2,-6),

D (7,7), E

(b) Draw the line segments,: AB, RC, CD, DE, EA.

6. Without plotting, give the quadrants of the points whose coordinates are

given lelow.

(m)
(g)

(L) (1,-4)
(h) (0,)

(0)
(1) (!,1,-31)

(d1 rTh-1)
(e) (,6)

(f) (-:4)

(j)

(k)

(i) (-27,-100)

7. Plot 111 of the following pointv on one coordinate plane.

"



8. Plot all the follovimg points on one coordinate plane:

(a) A (1.4 0.3)

(b) B

(c) c (6, 2.7)

(d) D ("3, 3.3)

(c) E (0, -1.5)

1-12. Grapho in the Plane

The ctudy of geometry vith the use of coordinates is called coordinate

geometry. This branch of mathematics was started by the mathematician Rea
Descartes in 1637. This invention was a great step forward in msthematics and
made possible the discovery of calculus which followed shortly after. In this
section, you will learn some very simple coordinate geanetry.

Exercises 1-12a

(Class Discussion)

011 the coordinate plane below, we have drawn the line i through the

point A (0,0) and the point B (50).

11111111111111111111151
11111111M111111110
11111111111111111,21111
111111111.101111111
1111111111111V2111111111111

11111111111011111111111111
11111111M1111111111111
111111101111111111111ER

trill1111111111111111111111



rind the coordinates of some other pointn on this line. Copy ani ?ampicte
the table below:

--------1F.pint A B C D E V

X-coordinate 0 5 ,-)s 7 7

Y-coordimate 0
-

What do you notice about the coordinates of these points7

How try some point., whone coordinates are not Integer:, (the .sf+

integers oonsIcts of thr numi.er zero, the countirw numIcr, .nd the

opposites of the counting rrutlerc ). Eotimate thi. 'corJLnat.t'i ; ur cicwely

"0 Yol; ran.

Point G H 3" K L m

_

H

X-coordinate 34
.

7 7 7 7'

A

7 7

Y-coordinate 7
A

1

Does the came relation between the X- and Y-coordinatec that you noti,a.1

before still ::eem tn hold?

What do you ..onclude about the (-oordr.nate:: of poinlo an

You should have noticed that for all the points that you checked in the

lost example, the X- and 7-coordinates are equal. Thic relation holds true

for all points an th1L; line. Do you auppose that all points with X- and

7-coordinates equal will lie on thin line? Try to find out. Mo.:. these

points on the above graph.

P (1,1), h 4.3), s (-!"2-.-'-'"L).

DO these points seem to lie on the line 7 It is true that all po:nt whcicA,

X- and 7-coordinates Ewe equal Ile on the line a.

Here io another way of loOking at what you have just developed. Let

(x,y) be a point somewhere in the plane. If y = x, then thi'.; point lirn

ah line f. If y x, then.this point does not lie on I. We, can think or

tbe line i qz the "picture" of the equation y x. W., nay that 1 lo the

Arah of the equation, y x.



Exercises 1.-12b

1. Plot points (.1,-1) and (6,6), and drew line f through them.

(g)

(h)

Is the point

Is the point

Ts the point

p2 0 on IT

(-100,-100) on f?

(7 ,7 1) on a

I. the point (-),5) on IT

If (a,b) is on f, what muJt be true about the nutbere a and bT

If (c,d) is not on I, what muct be true about the numbers e

and kit

If x is ta nuMber, is the point (x,x) on IT

Can you find a number n for which the point (n ,n+1) is on IT

2. Think of points whose coordinates are (5,y).

(a) Plot (5,y) where y lc 1.

(L) Plot (5,y) where y i -2.

Plot (5.0 where y is
3

(d) Plot (5,y) where y in Th.

1
(a) Plot (5,y) where r il 4

2

(f) T/1; ribe where theue points lie.

(g) The graph of all points whone cooidinates are (5,y) is

3. Think of points whose coordinates are (x,4).

(a) Plot (x,4) where x is

1
(b) Plot (x,4) where x is 3.

3

(c) Plot (x,4) where x in 3.

(d) Plot (x,4) where x is O.

(e) Plot (x,4) where x is -5.

(f)' Describe where these points lie.

(g) The graph of all points whose coordinates 4re L) is --------*

1.8



4, If the liars for Exercises 1, ?, sod 3 were drawn on the some coordinate

plane, what would be the coordinates of the point of intersection for

the lines formed in

(a) Exercises 1 and 22

(`,) Exercises 1 and 37

(c) Exercises 2 and 3?

5. Draw the line through points G(-5,5) and H(5,-5).

(a) Point J has an X-coordinate of 2, and J is on GH. What
is the Y-coordinate of J?

(b) Point K on GH has s Y-coordinate of 3. WhIat is the

X-coordinate of K7

(c) Find the misting coordinates for points L, M, N and P which
lie on GH.

Point L M N r
X-Coordinate 5 ? 117 117

Y-Coordinate 7 7

h. Pick two point:3 A and B in quadrant I for which the X-coordinate
Is twice the Y-coordinste. Plot those two points, nnd draw AB.

(a) Is the point (3,6) on AB?

(t) Is the point (6,3) on Atgi

(C) 16 the point (?0,10) on Xii3

(d) 16 the Point (2n,n) on AB for any positive number n7

(e) Is the point on AB?

(0 Is the point (-100,-50 on

(g) Is the point (-:'4,600 , -1?,345) on AB?
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1-13. Summary

Section 1-1.

The physical objects annund us suggest the ideas regarding shape

and size which are studied in geometry.

We think of points as definite locations and space as the set of

all points. Geometric figures are sets of points and therefore are

sUbsets of space.

Section 124.

A line is a set of points suggested by's stretched string. Many

lines Can pass through a single point.

Property 1. Through any two different points in space there is

exactly one line.

Lines are named by identifying two of its points.

If two lines intersect, they intersect in exactly one point called

the point of intersection.

SiTtion 1:1L

A plane is a set of points suggested by a flat surface extending

indefinitely in all directions.

Property 2. If two points of a line lie in a plane then all of

the line lies in the plane.

Property 1.. For any two points in space, there are many planes

which contain them.

Property 4. Through any three points, not all on the same line,

there is exactly one plane.

A plane is named by identifying any three of its points not all

on a line.

Section 1-4.

When two lines intersect, their intersection consists of exactly

one point.



When the intersection of two lines ia empty,

(a) they are called parallel if they lie in the same plane.
(b) they are called skew tf they do not lie in the same plane.

Section 1:1.

The intersection of a line and a plane may

(a) be empty, in which case, they are parallel,

(b) consist of a mingle point,

(c) or be the line itself.

Property 2. If the intersection of two different planes io not

empty then the intersection is a line.

When we say that two planes are parallel we mean that their inter-

section is the empty set.

Section 1-6.

When we say that point P is between points A and B, we mean

(a) A, B, and P are collinear, and

(t) on their line the points are in the order A, P, B or B, P, A.

Definition. The segment AB is the set of points consisting

of the two points A and B, and all points between A and B.

Section La

A path in a plane is a set of points which can be represented sy

making a tracing with a pencil on a sheet of paper without lifting the

pencil.

A simple closed path is a path in a plane which starts at a point
and returns to that point without crossing itself.

are

Two points are separated by a path p in a plane if the two points

not on path p and if every path connecting the two points inter-
sects path p.

A simple closed path separates the plane into two parts called the

interior etd exterior.

A line separates the plane into a pair or opposite 1104-planes

or aides.

51
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A point on u line separates the line into a pair of opposite

hulf-lines.

A plane separates space into two half-spaces.

A ray is a half-line together with its boundary point. The

boundary point is called the endpoint of the my.

Tufo opposite half-lines, each joined with the common boundary

point, form a pair of opposite rays.

Section 1-8.

An angle Is the union of two non-collinear rays having the same

endpoint.

The interior of ZABC is the intersection of the A-side of Ed

and the C-side of 71%

If point P is in the interior of ZABC, we say that Eir is

between BA and BC.

Definition. For any three non-collinear points A, B, and C,

the union of AB, BC, and AC is called a triangle.

Section 1-9.

A point may le located in a plane by a pair of numbers (x,y)

using an X-axis and a Y-uxis. The order of the pair of numbers is

important. The pair (',3) and the pair (3,2) locate different points.

Section 1-10.

The X-axis is separated into two opposite half-lines by the origin,

the point of intersection with the Y-axin. Pbsitive numbers are

assigned to all the points of the half-line to the right. Negative

numbers are assigned to all points on the opposite half-line to the

left as opposites of the positive 4umbers. Positive and negative

numbers are assigned to points on the Y-axis in a similar manner.

The numbers assigned to the axes are called coordinates.
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Section 1-11.

With the assigning of negative numbers to the axes, points may

be located in any part of the plane by pairs of nuMbers

number x is called the X-coordtnate and the number y

the Y-coordinate of a point.

(x,Y). The

is called

The coordinate plane is a plane in which each point is assigned

a pair of coordinates and each pair of coordinates designates a point.

The coordinate plane is separated into four quadrants na shown

at the left. In each quadrant
Quadrant Quadrant

the X- and Y-coordinates of the

(-,#) points are indicated as positive

101 or negatve (-).

Quadrant
III

(-,-)

Section 1-1,.

Quadrant
IV

Points whose X- and Y-coordinatcs are equal lie on a line I.

Then for any point P(x,Y), If y m x, P is a point on i, and

iL; the cet of all such points. We say that 1 is the graph of

the equation y x.

In this wly various lines become graphs consisting of points

having X- and Y-coordinates related in certain ways.
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Teacher'u Commentary

Chapter 1

STRUCTURIND SPACE

1-1. Introduction

Geometry is approached here as a subject that is based upon or modeled

from our experience with physical opace. The studenta by now have gained a

substantial amount of experience and knowledge about the shape, form, and size

of Tariouo physical objects in their aurroundingu. Reference should be made

continuously to this background in developing geometric ideas.

The basic concepts of geometry -- point, line, plane, space -- do not

actually appear in the physical world but are ideas that are ouggested by

variouo physical objects. This is the theme carried throughout ma other geo-

metric figures are formed. Space ic idealized au the set of all pointu and

the various figures are formed sa oubsetc of points. The way in which the

figures are formrd determines the structure of our apace.

The otructuring of :wire io prvnented 41". n dynamic process of formulating

the properties or characteristica we think our opace should have. Each pro-

perty io checked for conoistency with ,11r knowledge of physical space. These

properties provide 9 basis for oyotemotically organi....ing our knowledge and

for focusing on thv really fundamental elements or our otructure.

In a coordinate system, points are assigned numbers in m cystematic way.

Consequently, we can represent geometric ideas numerically and study the prop-

erties of sets of points (figureo) by means of numbers. Later we shall study .

the properties of numbers by means of our model of space. Furthermore, this

sets the stage for the study of the important idea of function in the next

chapter.

Exercises 1-1 (CI:1:o; Discussion)

1. There are many possible completions, including:

... ideas based on the ..alapv, and location of physical objects;

... models resulting from experitnces with phyoical objects;

... relations among points, lines, and planes, in space; etc.

Geometry deulo with ideas which are suggested by physical objects.

3. A knot on a thread,

the tip or a pemcil,

the apot where the corners of 4 floor Woo meet,

6



4. Very definite location, especially a model on chart from position in

the physical world.

5. It could not have size, because if it did the location it represented

would be indefinite.

6. ... whet it la made of

... color

... texture

... weight

etc.

Lines and Pointo

The fundamental relationships between points and lines are studied in

this ;:retion. W, avept as a baxie characteristic of our structure of space

that for any two point.; In space there is one and only one line that passes

through them.

The acceptance of this property leads to a rather surprising result.

It can be argued from Property 1, as is done informally in the class discus-

:Ilon exercises, that two lines cannot intersect in more than one point. This

In the first encoun:er for the student of an argument or proof presented very

Informally. It Is an indirect proof, but the technicalities need not be dis-

cussed. Most ;;t4dents will see the reasoning that If the assumption of these

heing two point-) in the intersection of two lines gets us in trouble (leads to

a contradiction) then we should discard the assumption.

Exercises (Class Discussion)

1. (a) The intersection is thick and fuzzy. It simply looks like there

is more than one point there.

(0 Since A end B are contained in the intersection of i and m,

then

containa A and B

and m contsins A and B

so both / and m contain, or pass through, points A end B.
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(c) The $11.1umption that thtm- are two points in tile intersection leach; to

the reJult that two linez may paas through the JtiMe two pointz.

Property 1, however, otatez that only one line may Twos through

two pointLi.

Thee two otatementz cannot both be true L:o One or them Ls falae.

If we agree that Property 1 iz true, we muot discard the assumption

that there arm two pointz In the intersection and agree that i and

m intersect in juzt one point.

If therr were more than two pointo in the intersection, thingo

would even Lc worze;

Property 1 would ztIll te contradicted.

Exerci:a., 1- t

1. Ahzwerz 14111 vfiry. Pozzltilitleo include:

the line or .:lg,ht from your -ye to

a thin la;:er beam,

the inter,ction of a wall and floor,

ete.

(a) and (b): L 112mc1;: A14, BA, AC, 71, AD,

F, T.
1:14atk

(.)

(h) Mery are many wayo to name AE, KF, and HD .

(c) /IF and KF interzect in point 1i.

KF bind HD interoect In point G.

AE and interoect In point D.

4. () :tud.11t RetIvity

(11 0, AC, AD, 7D.

(e)

LO

MI,



7. (8) m and

(b) I and

(c) P and

1-3. Planeo

In this section some very important structuring takes place. Each of

the three propertiea stated here needs some demonstration to ohow that they

ere fUndamental to our experience in physical apace.

The essential message of Property 2 io that if a plane contains two

points of a lino it muat contain all the points of the line. This means that

the line and plane ere then irrevocably committed to each other and will

never part company. Thia tiro together our ideas of the atraightness of lines

and the flatneao of planeo.

The demonatration with three finger tips and cardboard is helpful for

developing Properties 3 and 4. Show that there are many positions for the

cardboard fixed to one finger tip and to two yinger tips, but that there is

only one pooition for the cardboard when fixed tOthrea finger tipa not all

on the same line. Since many planes may contain any two potato it follows

that many planes may contain the line determined by the two points.

The exerciaeo offer an opportunity for students to give reacons or provid

an informal argument. This will help the studenta to become aware that these

propertiea are quite fundmmental and lead to important reoulta. Alao, the

utudento may begin to get an inkling of what is a structure of ideas. Note,

particularly, Exereiseo 11 and 12 in whicb students are poked to nhow that a

plane is determined by a line and a point not on the line, and it; also deter-

mined by two intersecting limo.

It is hoped that atudenta will become tired of saying, "not ell on the

name lino". They will be ready for the tenon "collinear" and "non-collinear°

which are introduced later in Section 1-6.
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EXercisea 1mi

1. The endo of the 3 legs (of the atool or tripod) can be thought of aa

3 pointa, and Property 4 gtateg there ig elwayo a plane containing them.

Therefore, th. j If!gli can alwayo be maci to reot flut un the floor.

r. (a) yen

(t) yea

(c) no

(d) no

3. (a) Yes

(b) yea

(a) yeo

(d) no

4. 4 planea: ABC, ABD, BCD, ACD.

5. (4)

(L)

AB and be are in plane ABC by Property

Part (a) Auwo H and S are in plane ABC, and Property zap:

that al; a result RS io in plane ABC.

Puintg X, Y, and 7, lie on the game line.

Point:: X, X, end Z do not lie on the oame line.

an infinite number

exactly ml

an Infinite number

an Infinite number

exactly one

Many planeo may contain the two pointg A, B. (Property 3)

Each of thege planeo.containa the line It. (Property P)

Threfore, many pluneo contain the line If.

10. If the surface were u plane, then the line AB would be wholly con-

tained in It (Property 0. Since 77 interoectl: it in Not pointo,

the ourface could not be el plane.

1 . The 3 points A, B, and C lie in exactly one plane (Property 4) and

liuo in it *loco (Proporty 4, iso AB and C lie in exsctly one

plane. Th plane could te named plane ABC.
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I'. 1 ExercIre 10, AT und C .Iie Ln exnctly one plane, end ly rroperty

AC Ile.; in It Fano. Ti.erefore, If and AC lie In exqctly

pInne. It c,u1d be numf'd plane ABC.

i. (n) D

(t,) An:. yr:. Inv le 'thy eCICit inrit inn Of d. 1,tto.r.! from 1r.,1417,F1.

(e) Anrwirr. mny be any comblnut:cm or 1 1ttern rrom (A,P,G,H).

(d) ittriy itly coottriwit Ion of I uttt-rr: frnti rA,1-

(-) At5.:14,-r.: may IA 'my contlwotiun ; 1"ttvro rom (E,F,G,F().

1-.4. Inter cti)n-

vI-w 1 r ,,r trqe.,11, lip rcir notntIon.
d-fInItbm re- inter,.ection 1r 4veh, and If nererary, you Alould Frovldf,
oth-r rnr fInding, int,ructionr nr

sra,1.: 1,-1, A ( 141,15) 9nd B (4,7,10,11, then A n IA (7).
It 1. 1,411 to Introduce l,,th :;ymlo1;; for the empty :.et. "Or 9nd

1.,., th,,, ar- I,,th -nc,unt-r-d in mathematic:. text&oolu:.

1'0 I LT it. to. Of 'I 1,4 I r of .t... .:ct.
t.tuat. "I14t,-r..-ct." rwc, 1.1!it.:1 riy ntf,r,....ct or

t,h-v trvi:; N)t 'nt-1- .17t.

- Fi nd k.w Itni.. Introducod h-re tht,ri, arf. two
whirti do Not. Intornct.

r'.;ro'c N11., -; which ::tannririzt,:: tht, n.ltstiNt. ro2i-
t:m, for

,t i. IA-. al rigid conformlty with !ter:fleet to ulwujir ur,Ing tracer,

when repre-enting the re:olt: or forming the union or interllection of

It 1. Ui. 0,41e,ut Ift,r tirn nut the notation. Hopefull:,, the :tudontr

will Fievire thc r,rop, r itit, Ir 1, 01,:trvIng tttichfr und th. t,xt.
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glirreiorls 1-4

1. (s) (4,10)

(b) (John,Frenk,Alice)

(c) (Answers will very.)

(d) (July 4th)

(e)

2. (a) (D)

(b) (D)

(c) 0

(d) (C)

3. (n) Any 3 from EF, EG, DM, qnd rm.

(b) AT, and ED.

(a) (D)

(I) 0

(0 (A)

(d) (H)

5. Not elway:i; if they do not 1 in the, 1:cimr, thtv aro lAew

not purN11.-1

6. (m) Interuvctine

(b) perullvl 1111..1:

Acey lirwL;

(d) NG

(0)

LIP in
i;UMi plane

Do not
in Dame plfiny

I%tcrrect Do not
intcr-t,ct



1-5. Intersections of Linec, and Planes

This suction i5 a continuation of how lines and rlanes may be related to

each other In terms of their possible intersections.

A linv und u plune wiry have the following possible intersections:

(1) the empty set,

( 1 the set consisting of a single point,

(.,3) the line itself.

In the ouse whore the intersection of a line and a plane is the line

itself, some additional explanation may be necessary. Note that in this case

the line lies in the plane, or in other words, is a subset or portion of the

;dune. Each point of the linc then is common to both the line and the plane.

IT, general, whenever A is n subset of P then A n B A.

pxample: Let A , (1,'3,4) tend 13 = . Clearly A

ism:Atbset of B. ThenAnlim A.

The ./e..:11 discullon exercises present a very Informal argument that if

twu plune.; Intersect they must intersect In a line.

Two pi:ene:: then may MIA, the following possible intersections:

(1) th- empty .:et,

( 1 a Line.

The exorcise.; provide opportunity for the student:: to explore the

vuri po.;.;lb'lltie,; about how lines and planes are related.

Exorel 1-5,1 (Clu::1; 1);;;cuJioh)

1. No; since the plune..,, do not stop at the edges of the sheets of paper,

the intersection of the planes. will contain more than just the single

point common to the sheets of paper.

(a) A and h lie in Loth planes. Property 2 ouye; that, us a 'result

zr must li- in both planes.

(L) Property 4 and es.peeially Exercise 10 in (1-3) show that 'X and

any other point nOt On AB may lie in exactly one plane. There-

rOre, they could not be in the interaeetion of (or be ommon to)

two different nInneo.
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Exercinea 1:02

1. (Answera will vary.)

2. (a) (14)

(b) (D)

(c) (b)

(d) 0

(e)

(f) 0

34 (a) Any 3 from among plane:. ABE, CDF, 4WD, NUT, and EFEA. (Each

of the last 3 may be named ty any caMbination of 3 of the four

letters mentioned here.)

(b) EF, DF, and CF

(c) 5 and 51

(S) plane ABE and plane CLF

(e) plane ABCD and plane CDF

(f) 3 poszible an4;wers: AE and plane BLt.P, BE and plane ArEF,

or FE and plane ABE.

(g) plane BCEF and either BC or EF.'

(L)

(e) (G)

(li)

(e)

(,f)

(g)



5. (a) Planer FFCH und AHCH. (Zome students may Are that Lf points

C, D, G, and H are En the! mime plane, then that plane CDCH

could be one of the pair of p.,unes which intersect in 16.)

Planes DISH and 1020C. (AA La part (a), plane AEVO could he

included.)

(b)

(c) Ama two Pros-taws* plunrA ACE, BHCE, and GCE.

(d) Any two from nmong planqs MOH, ECBH, und ACFH.

(The fact that D, C, G, nnd H all lie in the :Elme plane may

prompt diocuoolon which lo teA. handled Ly rufvrring to a physical

model rx the h!ix.)

The lln- Li In the pints: m: n m = I.

The un. f mny Inte:Ect the, pl!.ne m in one point P:

n m = (P).

The IL," mny lv paralli to plan m: /nolo 0.

rh- tw,-) muy Inter!lcct: thvir interection lz a line.

t4o th,ir intvrsvction Is 0.

1-4). 7, twe-nno. :01Lment:;,

N!tw-ennv1:1 fee point he); N very Lpec:al meaning. The word "between"

1_ ,..ed 'n,l2 for threr pointo thut lir on a lint. The term "collinear" in

Intrmdur-d nt th17 tine nnd 1. the definition of betweenness.

Thv concopt or 1..tw,vnip..%, 11 needed to define n regment end its ure in

the definition re:Alit.; In a ..;egment being a outset of a linc. Since a segment

.d.11912,1:; detormined endpoInto, segment lo named ty its endpoints.

Exerci.!!!.

L. (a) no

(b)

(c)

(d)

(r) IV)

(g)

(h) IM,C,K1, 41,RJ), (45(7,R), ITA,D1



2. (a)

(L)

A

B

A aegment.

For example,
A B

. AC

3. The word "between" in the definition of a segment requires that the points

of a segment lie on a line.

4.
7"

A

A lo between C and B.

(a) 77, 77, 27, 774"

(b) 3 are shown

(0 77, T5c 7V, and ZY

(d) n 175 fw)

alwers will vary. Here are two drawings.

n CD

7. )

X5 n 6B. (P)

(c)

(d)

(e)

A B X Y C D

infinitely many

exactly one

,..xactly one

No. r/ee 7(n) above.

TtliATPliwER:

P R 4

R must be between F and Q

65

AY, AC, AD, BY, BC, BD

all contain points

X and Y.

PQ > QR

QR > FR
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1-7. fleparatlon

The important idea of separation is introduced through the intuitive

notion that two points may be separated by certain kinds of paths.

First, the concept of paths in a plane io developed. Then these are

classified so that the, meaning of a simple closed path is clear. A simple

closed path eeparates two points that do not lie on it if every path connecting

the two point. intersects the sigple closed path.

'In the class discussion this idea is pursued further until the set of

points called the interior of the simple closed path is identified. If you

wish, you may continue and identify the set of points called the exterior.

it is important that students see why some paths do not separate certain points.

After the class discussion exercises 'the students are ready to examine

the separation properties of points, lines and planes. In each case there is

a boundary, a point, a line, or a plane, and two parts, called appropriately

half-lines, half-planes, and half-spaces. With half-lines introduced, a ray

can be identified as a half-line together with its boundary point. The con-

cepts of opposite rays, opposite half-lines, and opposite half-planes or sides

of a line are Important because they will be used quite frequently.

Exerciser .1-7a (Class Discussion)

1. (a) 0, P, R

(b) L, M,

(c) (d)



2. (a) A, E, B

(b) C, D, F, G

(c)

A

3. X and Y are not separated because there is a path from X to Y

which does not intersect the simple open path connecting A and B.

The path from X to Y can

"go around" the path connecting

A and B.

4. Let studentsdraw an example.

If X and Y are ano, two points in the plane not on a segment Ali,

X and Y can be connected by a path that does not intersect A.

Therefore X and Y are not separated by AB.

Tbe path from X to Y can

"go around" the segment.
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Exercises 1.7b

1. (a) IV (b) II (c) I (d) III (e) II (f) IV

(g) IV (h) I (i) III

2. (a) Yes

(b) Yea (Z can be thOug,ht of as a path.)

(e) C and D must be marked on the opposite side of A.

(d) E must lie on the came side as A.

(e) Tuo points P and Q not on line I lie on opposite sides of

/ if and only if PQ intersects /.

(f) Two points p and S not on a line i lie on the same side of

i if and only if RS doeu not intersect I.

(e) The- "segment test" in (e) works for the "wiggly" path to test for

points on opposite sides.

The "segment teut" in (f) for points on the same side does not

necessarily work for "wiggly" paths,

Exumple: A and 1 are on same side, yet AB intersects path.

Segment test works only for lines.

3. (a) three (b) four

4. fa) true (b) false (c) false

(d) true (e) true (f) true

5. (a) a point (b) a line (c) a plane

6. (a) false (b) false (c) false

(d) tru (e) false (r) true

(g) false

7. (u) three (b) four

8. (a) true (b) false (c) true

4) false (e) false

7 S.
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9-

(*) and 3 and et

(b) r (B) n (ci

(c) Ann.0
(di virs n

BRAINBUSTER #1

SEe if students can find two answers.

path p does not

separate surface

of a torus

BRAINBUSTER #2

path p does not

separate surface

of a torus

3 4. 7 4. 5 7 22 (even number)

the boundary of the

patch does separate

the surface of a torus

Since the child starts from inside the park and his path intersects

the park bbundary an even nuMber of times, you would look for him iuside the
park.
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1-8. Angles

To develop the definition of an angle it is necessary to review the con-

cept of Union of seta. "A U B" means "Use union of seta A and B", end

the union consists of all the members of both sets. You might provide some

*maples.

Let A , (1.,4,7,7) and

Then A u P (1,2,4,6,7,9).

The two sets in effect are "joined" to form the union.

An angle is now defined as the union of two non-collinear rays having a

common endpoint. Since an angle is determined by three non-collinear points

with one of them designated as the vertex, we can use the three points to name

the angle. The vertex is alwaya named in the middle. If an angle is named by

three points, we can name the rays that form the angle. For example, [BBC is

formed by the rays DB and 5F. me . DB U DC. Since the three non-colli-

near points which determine an angle also determine a plane, we can speak of

the plane uf an angle.

The requirement that the rays forming an angle be non-collinear eliminates

"straight angles" and "zero angles". The reaaon for agreeing that an angle

cannot be the same as a line or a ray becomes apparent in the class discussion

exercises where interiors ard exteriors of angles are discussed.

Two non-collinear segments with a common endpoint may suggest an angle

although the rays are not shown. For

example, the two segments AB and AT

shown at left suggests the angle ZBAC

even though the rsys 5 and AC are

not shown. This allows us to tell

later about angles of triangles and

angles of various polygons.

Betweenness for rays is defined. If P is $ i point in the interior of

tBAC, then AP is between AT and AC. It might be well to show an

example where the ray al is not

, between X; and AC as is shown at

the left.
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In the final clast; diJcu:mion exercises the definition of a triangle is

developed and the interior of s triangle is shown to Le the Intersection of

three hulf-plunms.

Exercises 1-8a (Class Discussion)

1. Show drawing.

?. Yes. Two partc of the plane can te identified so that every path from

any point In one part to any point In the other part intersects the

angle.

The phrto cun te deacribed till; the inside part and the part.

3. Done on drawing.

4. Done on drawing.

'5. (h) The A-cide of IsC Ix the half-plane with boundary BC which

contains point A.

(L)

(a) The C-side of AP LI the halr-plone with baundhry AB which

contains point C.

(t)
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7. The doubly shaded region represents the intersection of the two half-

planes.

Exercises 1-8b

L. (a) ['MY, £YZX, IXZV, LYZX

ZWZY, LYZW, [WV, aZW

(b) Z

(c) a or ZW and ET or ZY

The doubly :;haded pert represents the interior of LABC.

3. (a) LPQR or ZINI0

(b)

4. (o) folor (b) false (c) false

(d) true (e) false

5. (a) ZSPT, /SFR, LSPQ

(b) g - tQFS

(c) The intersection is the interior of al*S.

6. (4) 5 la also between 6f and OC.

(b) 5 iv ulso between 1 and OC.
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7.

(b) The figure formed would be the union of .!ABC and its interior.

8. (a)

fb) The figure formed excluding DA nnd he, would be the extfrior

of LABC.

Exercises 1-8c ((lass niscus3ion)

(e)

14)

X

Y. AXYZ u plane figure because the segments XY, YZ, and

XZ lie Ln the plane determined by the thrae non-collinear pointa

X, Y, Z.

'Mangle XYZ is Vat: az400 of the.: Aegmeuto V, V, ud 25E

(x, 1, Z ore non-collinear).
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(0 Yes. A triangle t closed path.

It can he traced starting ut a point and vnding at the same point

without lifting the pencil from the paper and without the path

crossing it4;elf.

(b) Th, doubly rhaded part represent the interior of LACB.

(c) TL irt hadd thr e t:mes 1r the Interior of AABC.

(d) For thrre non-collinear points A, h, C, the interior of bABC

intersvction oV mt Vollowing three half-planes; the A-uide

NC, the B-side A' AC, and the C-side of AB.

Y. PQ will alwayn intersect QABC.

1. . Locatinfi Positionr and Pointr

In this section, u way of locating and plotting points in a plane using

pairs i numbers Is developed. At the outset, a seating chart is introduced to

obow how otudenta may be located by a pair of numbers. Tf you are accustomed

to comlidering rows horizontally inatead of vertically on the chart, pleape

foul free to interchange the depignation of row and ceat op the diagram. We

are told that moot oeitinecharto uoe the deaignation of row and Peat agi

ehown in the text. The important idaa in to use the pair oV numbers in the

smoe way us is done in locating pointa in a ,plape,



Tbe stap-Ly-step method of showing how a point S ls located ty a palr

of numbers should Le understood Ey all students. The number on thy ic

always named first. The order of thy number.; is important beemue If the

order of a pair of two different nuher Ia changed then a different point is

located. Tbe term "ordered pair" is not introduced at thio early stuge.

Lots of practice should be provided for the students if necessary. It

io noted that the plotting and locating of points is restricted to only n purt

of the plane in the beginning.

Exercises 1-la (Class Discussion)

t. (a) (L) Nell (c) (2,4) C4,))

(Ann (1, ) , Kay (1,5), Mmry (:,1), Emma (',) , Jane. (3,1), Junr (3,3),

Nora (3,5), Myrm (4,3), Kly Evt. (14,;)), Sue (5,1), Nell (s.,4)7

3. (4) These .itudents sit in tho 1 scat in each row.

(b) Fred (1,4), Pete (,4), Gury (3,4), May (4,4), Nell (5,4).

(r) The :;econd numtyr ln each pair 11: 4.

(3,1), Pili June (3,3), Gary (3,4), Norm (3,5).

Thy first number ln pn1r Is 3.

.rd
The:;e 4tud..nts sit 1n the row.

1.

(4) Thv Intrn.ect1on of the two cet'.. .1" ;.tudents cons1::ts of Cnry.

(t1 Pht Interseetinn of the two number pn1rs comr,lts the

numl.Pr (3,4).

(n) (John, Emma, June-, May, Carl)

(11 They ::1t diagonally from left-front (1,1) to right-renr

of the ruum.

(a) (Ann (1,1, Ray (1,3), Fred (1,4), Kay (3,5), Ed (,3), P, e

Mike ( ,5), Inry (3,4), Nora (3,5), Eve (4,5)7

(b) They to the left of the diuonal from left-front to right-rear

of the room.
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(a) Points 4, T, V, and W lie on a line. They each have numter

pairs In which the sum of the first number (x) and the second

number (y) is 7. x y = 7

(b) 1 # 7, therefore, y must equal 6. (1,y) = (1,6)

8. (.:,14)

?. For uny point on the X-axirs, the zecond number (y) in its number pair

mu:A te zero. (y . 0) Thuz, (x,0) is the number pair for say point

on the X-ax11..

1-10. :7')ordinat,'-;

In order to continuo plotting and locating points in other parts or the

plane It i.: ncesary to extend the asslgning c)f numbers to points on the X-

and Y-axe.:. Tte m.gative numtr.; are trought in us "oppoAtes" of the already

M.:signed positive number. This ties in nicely with the fact that positiv.!

and negative aurrd,r.; are asr.igned to points on opposite half-lines. This also

anticipat-.; the levelopment :)1 ,Tp:;site.; for Integers In a later chapter.

Implied that each point on the line is assigned a number, there-

f,,re we are.aPtuully "tringing in" the real numbers which inclun :oth the

ratIonal and irrational numbers. For the time being we shall refer to them

simply nx; nu:Lberl; that are called eJordInstes. Later, after the .7tudents have

studied the various kinds of numbere, the procecs of coordinatizing a line and

5 plan, ran be explained more fully.

Fxercisor: 1-10

1. The process Ix- .1;1 for the X-axis. Draw 4 vertical line and

asrign n to the noint intersection with the X-sx!s.

a unit pInt upward and assign it the number 1. Mark off points

at unit intervul urnoird and assign the whole n=bers in succession. It

Is aosumed that numbers can ip assigned to all the unmarked points above

0.

Now murk off the same unit Intervale downward and label with the nega-
-,

tive number -1, and so on in succession. Again it is asaumcd

that.negative numbers can be aaaigned to all. the unmarked points below

0 as "opposites" of the already asrigned positiv numberc.
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Point

Coordinate

..-

1
6 i

.

Foint T K 1. 0

Coordinate 4

-.

'3 P.8
-
1 0

1-11. '7oordiziate:, ln Taunt.

Now that Loth positive and negative numbers are assigned to points on

the X- and Y-axe:, the proc ss (Jf plotting and locating points in a plane is

continued. Tix proce.:z iz thc same us the on described in.the previous sec-

tion for prlisItz located by pairs of whole nuuters.

For ,each pair of numbers (s;,y) the first number iz called the X-coordi-

nat (x) and the zecond numter Is called the Y-coordinate (y). The coordi-
nate plane 1.; defined Hz a plane in which each point is assigned u pair of

coordinatez, and each puir of coordinatez designates a point. In other words,
there iz a one-to-o14 correspondence

between points in the plane and pairs of
coordinates.

T1K. coordinate .eparate the plane Into four parts called quadrants.

quadrantz cari be defined interoections of nalf-planer. It would be

time well zpent with thc :tudents to analyze each luadrunt in the same manner

us is dune in the students' text for .4uadrunt II. Students should develop

skill in tel line in what quadrant s point is located by glancing at ito co-

ordinateo.

Fvercizeu 1-11

1. Point A T E
_

F C
1

Cnordlnates 3,1 (.' 3) (-31e!) (2,-3 )

Point 11 I J X L M N

COordinaten (-2,-3) (f,-5),(9,4) (-2,-5) (-2,2) (10,2 ) (0,2)



2.

3.

14

:itiadrant III (.,

Quadrant IV (

NIMMEMMEVEMO MM
INIMMOMMINIMMOM

MMEMMINWEMENEMMERM
MORMIWOOMINOMMOIM
INIMSFAMMAIMOOMMEMrammumummommum
MMOMEREMMEMOMERM
OrOVISUMMINWAITIMME
UMMOMMENUMOMMUMM
umwommommommomsmuts manzmoull
K IMIEREMIll a MEM=
MEMMEMMENIMMEMEM
UMMEMOMMIMMIIMM
MMEMESUMMEMERM
IIMMORMOMMEMEMM
IMMUMMUMEMMUMM
MOMMEMM MO MEM

MOMMEMMEMOSOMMENUMMEM
MEMMEMMOMMOMMINIMMUMME
MOOMMEMOMAIMMEMMERMOM
MO ROOMMINWE !MUM=mu Ammunsusimsfam
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6. Point

(m, (3,5)

(0 (1,-4)

(c) (-4,-4)

(d) (-3,-1)

(e) (,(3)

CO (-7,0

quudrunt Point itaudrItnt

(g) (-3,-5) III
IV

iii
(h)

(1)

(0,)

(31,-31)

nom,

lv

iii (j) (-7,-7) 711

(k) 11

II (A) (
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l-L'. Griph, In the Plane

The purpose this last section 1:i to provide some opportunity for

students to examine some patterns of coordinates of pointo that lie on the lame
line. The development is very informal and exploratory.

The lines are described very informally as being horizontal or vertical

throuel s.rtaln point.; on the Y- or X-axis. The only equation of u line
Introduced L y x in the class discussion exe.rcineu.

There will Le ample time later for students t. develop equation.: for
.;(-) this :Aug,- they are asked only to look for patterns.

ExP.rc.lea 1-1'a fClas.; Discu.:sion)

'
P,int

_

P C I) E F

X-coordinate 0 5
-
4 4

-...

Y-coordinate 'Ii. 4

vuch pint, the X- and Y-coordinate!) are the same.

Point

X-coordinate
3

-4 4

Y-cuordinAte

For 04c11 paint 11 this line, the X- and Y-coordlnates aro equal. y x

Of?



Exercines 1-1 I

1.

ammummommummmommimomm

mmummisimmumn
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yus

yea

(o) no

(d) no

(c) a = b

(f) c d

(g) yec

(h) no

(a) A(').1)

(t)

(r)

(d) D(5,-4)

(e) E(5,4

(11 The points lie on the vertical

lint through 5 on the X-nxis.

(g) The graph of all polf4!: whose

cooAinates ,!rv (5,Y) thc

vertical line through 5 on the

X-axls.



4. Th4 Tin .r interection would Le

(4) (b) (4,14)

4

1----t"t+
-4

lk,

lialleMEMUM

t-ff

.1111

II

113111111.MMUMWMAIMMIMail
MeMMEMOTO

4- WOU
1--

' MUMMIlow
WIMMUOMOM= mom44 4. UM a

(f) Te pointu liv ..)n the horizontal

line through 4 on the Y.axis.

(g) The graph of all points whose

coordinates ar,2 (x,4) iz the

horizontal line through 4 on

the Y-axis.

Cc)

() Y-0,,ordinate of J is

rt,) X-coordtnatv of K is

Point L M N' P 1

X-c-11-Tdintite 5 5 117 117 I
..

roc.rd1nute '- -5 -,..iy 117 1



6. (s) no (b) yeg

(d) yeg (a) Yec

() picie

.c./4gE,foted Test Item,

bin:tit:Ile. Choice,'

Let ort

and get

A = 40.5'70)

-

Thu union of 2.,.to A and N is:

(A) (3,7d)
(A) (1,30,/,1)

(c)

(c) yes

(r) yen

(1)

(E) (a)

2. Which 'me of th followine !J a gimplx clo:;ed patht

3.

(A) (c) (E)

(a) (a)

Figur( 1) PAnt P zepurstes line 1 into tuo:

rayo

1tgatento

nalf-line3

half-planen

'halt-Apnoea

Figure 1



6iurjtionts 4-5 are ltwed on Figure ?.

1.. P and :4 bre both:

(A) in the tnterior of 6ABC.

(B) in the exterior of angle PCA.

(c) on the ;:ame nide of Tre.

(D) n rw.i.

(E) in tte interior of angle BAC. F:gure .

5. AP.BC in:

(A) ao pulrAL: (D) point

(.0 1 point (1%) u :egment

(C) poInto (F) un unlimited number of pJinti:.

tIon.; 1,4;:ed n F:gore 3. For :ach queLAion chome 2our sticuer

from tbe followIsie

(A) XV

( )

CD) RE

(E) ih, emFty

0.J. Ault . the, Ilitvr..,i.et or

XV lind TrY?

7. What XV U X7.7

1. wttit 1:; XU n YV?

4. Whut UZ fl WI

Fgure

-.4ArnIFEriN



10. Angle YrZ (Figure 4) is m bret

of point41 consisting of the

4nion of two:

(A) segments

(B) lines

(C)

(D)

(E) rays

11. A ç1ini L separated into two hulf-plunes by:

(A) a point

(13) line

(C) t phth

Are '.3n Figure

n

(A) ;TF:

(0 t,

A, t.

(0 ,Tr

(D)

(E)

H plane

an angle

A

Figure 4

() the mpty et Yieur, 7

1.1. AC n

(A) 77

(1) T,77

14. A1-7 U

(A)

(E)

A(' (0) 17. (E)

7177 (I)) 7



15. A ray without its endpoint is celled:

(A) a line (D) a half-1;pece

(B) u segment (E) u half-line

(C) an ass,g1t4

QueationJ 16.18 are baued on Figure 6.

For each queL:tion chooge your answer

from thc following Liut.

(A) uV and 77 (r) UR and VT

(B) 77 and V7 (E) UY and

(C) UX and 77 Figur,6

V

I . Name

1T. Nnm"

13. Nam.,

sygmento whose inter6eet1on t u egmvnt.

egmentl; whoae interteetion iu empty.

.A.gmontl. who':;), union 11; UY.

arv tad n FIgure 7

1). The f-it.vr t:lr. of AAFC und

PC :

(A)

() 7

(c) CB

(D) potnt P 9nd

(E) the eapty Figure 7



O. LW angle ACE 14 the same rd..:

(A) AC u CB

(B) A-7 nai

(C) AC U CB

21. Triangles EBF and ALE intersect in:

(10) C

(E) al% u cE

(A) 1 point

tr,Intri

(C) u line

6ABC the "nlon of:

(D) a segment

(E) a region

(A) AC, PC (D) angle BAC, BC

(1) AB, AC, BC (E) A, 14, C

,.2) AP, AC, BC

In Figure how many differt-nt

sogment., are dut-rmlned ty the

v)int:1 I', 4, and ?

(A) (n)

(D) (F) -
(0 Figure t4,

L. Lot rlane APC le the plan- the chalkboard In :,7our clur,sroom, and

let R and nam- L:nsv two flint.: of ;:pnce on oppogite oIdee; of plane

ABC. Then, the intrr.wctlon of 'lane ABC nnd ::7egment FS ia:

(A) a line

(B) a point

(C) !,wo point.;

(n) .',egment

(E) the empty I.:wt.

The point 1..Ith oord1nate:3 (0,0) IJ located In the:

(A) upper haLf-plane

(B) lower halfplane

(c) loft huJX-plano

(n) right half.plane

(E) note of these

(E) all Of throe



26. The point with coordinates (47,-47) lies in the:

(A) upper half-plane (D) left half-plane

(B) lower half-plane (E) both right and lower half-planes

(C) right half-plane (P) none of these

Completion

1. Each of the following objects suggests n point, a line, or a plane.

Supply the correct word.

(a) the floor of this roam.

(b) a button on a uhirt.

(c) the wall'of n house.

(d) n fishing rod.

(e) ti thumb tuck on n bulletin board.

(f) a sail on ea sailboat.

Ench of the following objects suggests n point, a line, or a planc.

Fill In the correct word.

(a) a typewriter key.

(t) the uchool gymnasium floor.

(c) a traffic light.

(d) i Aolace bar on a typewriter.

(e) a ;creen on a window.

(f) 4 parking lot.

(g) bnton.

i. het A nume point on the floor oi this room, and let 11 name a point

on the ceiling of this noom.

(0 How many lin d may be drawn containing points A and BT

(b) State the property which justifies your answer.



The figure on the right represents

a tool box with hinges for the top

it points A and B.

(a) How man/ different planes are

suggested by the door as it

swings up?

A

(b) How man/ different planes contain points A und B?

Stite the property that justifies your answer to (b).

5. Consider the following points suggested by

X, a foot of your chair

Y, the top of your head

Z. the knob on the door

(9) How many planes are suggested by these points?

(b) Iltate the property that justifies your avower.

6. A, Y, C, and D are four distinct points, not all in the screw plane.

Also, no three af these points are collinear.

(n) How many different planes arc determined by these four points?

(t) Name the planes.

(r) Do 9n/ pair or planes named in part (L) intersect?

(d) If so, how man/ pairs of plane& intersect?

(c) Draw the figure formed ty the intersections of the planes.



7. Tbe diagram at the right' represents

s corner cupboard with a shelf.

(s) Name two skew lines.

(b) Name two parallel planes.

(c) Name two intersecting linen.

(d)

(e)

(f)

11InmEM
Name their intorsection. 111.
Name two parallel lines.

Nome two intersecting planes.

Name their intersection.

What is n trt

What in plane BEIP n plane AC=

What is plane ABC n plane win

What La X3 n

what in plane AJG n Et1

The diagram at the right representc

n hookcaoe with n

(a) Name two parallel lines.

(b) Name two skew lines.

(c) Name tiro parnllel planes.

9

..=10e.

.=flM

A

A

dae,

(d) Nome two internecting planes.

(e) Name the intersection of the

two planes mentioned in part (d).

(f) NaMe two intersecting lines.

(g) Name the intersection of the

two lines mentioned in part (f).

(h) What is If n WE

(i) What is m plane BLO

)2



9. See the figure at the right.

AF 0 BF.

HK n FC.

KF n GB.

KF U FR.

RE U AG.

Na"e three collinear points.

111No I we

(g) OD 1 BG.

(h) U KR.

(i) fl AB.

1.111.,=

(j) CD n AB.

(k) Nnme two opposite rnys.

(1) FE n FK.

(m) FK DC.

10. In thy figure nt the right, find:

(4) TE r I.

(11 174i7

(d) BO u OY.

( 7-r u V.

ii. :;ee the figure ut the right.

(n) Nnme three collinear points.

(L) Find AF

(c) F:nd IT n

d ) Find IT U CE.

T V Y



12. rwe the figure mt the right.

(a) Find AB U AC.

(b) Name two opposite rays.

(c) Find 15 n a.
(d) Find g U A.

13. Complete each of the following:

(a) A point separates a

(b) A line !;epurater

(c) A plane separates

into two

into two

into two

14. What are the boundaries of each of the following?

(4)
(b)

(c)

4 half-line.

n half-plane.

n half-space.

15. Explain how each of the follo.'ing may be regarded an Fl reparation

figure:

(4) the midfield stripe on a football field.

(b) 9 net on a tennis court.

(c) a pencil point.

16. Which or the following figurer have

boundary Identify the boundary.

(t)

9 line

4 half-plane

a half-line

4 ha1f-op4ce

a plane

boundaries? If the figure has a

Into how many non-overlapping regions do three paraI ' lines

separate 4 plane?

Into how many non-overlapping regions do two Intersecting lines

separate 4 plane?



113. (a) Into how many nonoverlapping

regions does the union of the

segments 5, re; and BC

separate the plane?

(b) Into how many non-overlapping

regions does the union of the

lines AB, AC, and rc
separate the plane?

19. A triangle neparates its plane into three sets of points.

Describe these sets of points.

(a)

(b)

(c)

M. An ang'e separates its plane into three sets of points. They are:

(a)

(b)

(c)

A. See

(a)

the figure at the right.

Whst is IBAC u Lam

(b) What in /BAC [CAM

22. (a) Into hew mnny non -overlapping

regions does the union of the

segment XF, BC, CD, and

separate the plane?

(b) Into how many non-overlapping

regiono does the union of the

lines AB, BC, el4 and fx

separate the plane?



Into how many non-overlapping regions is the plane separated by each of

the followieg figurest

thc fir. .t the right.

(4) What lc, 17, n AAPC?

(b) '1 point ,)n thv A- id of

( e) N'Anie 9 nOInt :n th(r extrrior

AAPC.

-
(d) Whnt he U BEI



25. See the Meuse at the right.

(a) What is ta 0 4ABC?

(b) Name a polat on the G-side

of 7.

c) Name n point in the exterior

of NM.

(d) What io GE GC7

' (i. Which of thf, following figureo are 13imp1e closed pathoT

(a)

(d)

(1)

;_7. Which of the fallowing are simple closed paths?

(c)

()

LTh c%-4)
(n) ) c

(4)



28. In coordinste plane, the point of intersection of the horizontal end

vertieel number linen is called the

29. in e coordimate plane, the horizontal number line la named the

axis, and the vertical number line is named the axis.

30. In a coordinate plane, the intersection of the half-plane below the

horizontal axis and tbot half-plane to the right of the vertical exit)

is defined to be quadrant

31. The word quadrant refera to one of

rifsTinsiy
coordinate plane.

distinct regions in a

32. Each point in a coordinate plane has znrihers aseociated uith
riewliwur

it.

33. Wbst are the coordinates of the origin?

34. If a point belongs to the x-axis, then ito y-coordinate mu.:t be

35. Write e mathematical sentence describing the line ouch that the

x-coordinate of each point on the line is equel to its y-coordinate?

36. Identify the location of the points whose coordinateo ere ahown below.

Choo.e your answer from the following list.

(a) (4,7)

(b) (-5,-4)

(a) (-9,0)

id)

(e) (6,-4.5)

(f) (0,-45)

(g)

(h) (3,-5 i)

quadrant I

quadrant II

quedrent III

quadrant IV

horizontal axis

vertical axis

'48



37. Given the following ordered pairs of numbers, write the number of the

quadrant in which you find the point corresponding to each of these

ordered pair..

Ordere4 Pair Quadrant,

(a) (30)

(b) (1,-4)

(c) (-4,4)

(d) (-3,-1)

(e) (8,6)

(f) (7,-1)

(g) (-3,-5)

38. (a) Both numbers of the ordered pair of coordinates are positive. The

point lc in quadrant

(b) Both numbere of the ordered pair of coordinates are negative. The

point is in quadrant .

(e) The z-coordinate of an ordered pair is negutive and the y-coordinate

in positive. The point is in quadrant .

(d) The z-coordinate of an ordered pair is positive and the y-coordinate

in negative. The point is in quadrent

19. (a) If the x-coordinate of an ordered pair is zero and the y-coordinate

is not zero, where does the point lie?

(b) If the x-coordinate of an ordered pair iv not zero and the

y-coordinate in zero, where does the point lie?

(e) If both coordinate:: of an ordered pair are zero, where io the point

located?

(d) Lb thr points on either the X-axis or the Y-axis lie in any of the

four quadrantn7 Why, or why not?

'Pi
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(n) The coordinates of point A are

(10 The coordinatea of point 14 are

(e) The coordinates of point C are

(d) The coordinoteo of are

(e) The eoordinsteo of thm point of intersection of line and
1

line I, are

(f) Nage the point which io located in Quadrant III.

(g) NSW the point which is loested in Quadrant IV.



Problems

1. Plot the pointo corresponding to the following pairs of numbers.

(n) (2,5)

(b) (6,:)

(c) (0,3)

(d) ( ,0).

(e) (5.1)

(f) Draw a line through the points whose coordinates /ire (2,5) and

(-5,1).

(g) Draw linr through the pointa whose coordinates are (0,3) and

(h) In which quadrant do these lincu intersect?

11111111111111111111111111MIIIM1111111111111

11211111111111111111111101111
1111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111
1111111111111111111111111=111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111111i=1111111111111111111111
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1111111111111111111111.111111=1111111111=111111
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1111111111111111111PM 111111111=11111Minmummii ummunwomimumumem mmommum
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2. Plot the points af set S , (A(. ,1), P12,1), C(-2,-3), D(2,-3)).

Use a straight edge to join A to B, B to C to D, snd

D to A.

What kind of figure is formed?

Draw thu diagomnls of the figure.

Tbe coordinates of tilt point of intersection of the diagymnls seem

to be

1111111111111111111

IIMIIIIIMI111111111M111111111111111
11111111111111111111P11=1111111011.111111

111111111111111111
1111E1111111111111N
IRRRRRIUWRURRRRU
UIURRRRRRIRRRRRRRL
11111211111111111E111M11111111111r11
1111111M1111111101
1111111111111111111111
111111111111111MMI RRRRIIUnummuni immernam.Rommessammumn
11111111111111111111. 11111111111111111111111

tinnuero to :7tiggected Iteim

Multiple Choice

1. D 1'. A

. C 13. B

14. C

4. E 15. E

5. 16. D

6. 17. A

7. A 18. C or D

8. E 19. B

9 '0. A

10. E E

11. B C

102



23. D

24. B

25. E

26. E (B and C are also correct.)

Commletion

1. (a) Place

(b) point

(e) plane

(d) line

(e) point

(f) plane

2. (a) point

(b) Plane

(e) point

(4) line

(e) plane

(f) plane

(6) line

3. (a) one

(b) Property 1: Through any two different points in space there is

exactly one line.

4. (a) an unlimited nuMber

(b) an unlimited nuaber

(c) Property 3s If there are two points, then sonny planes comtain

this pair of points.

(a) one

(b) Property 4: Through any three points, not all on the same line,

there is exactly one plane.

103



4

6. (a) 4

(b) plane ABC, plane ABD, plane ACD, plane BCD
(C) Yea

(4)
(e)

7. (a)

(t) plane ABC and plJim, DEF

(c) Ai and AC

(d) A

(e) and EP:

(r) plane ABC find plane ACK

(h) 0 (the empty r.et)

707 and CK

(1)

(.) 0 (the empt)' L;et)

(k)

( I) ED

8. (a) IX and tlf,

(b) and n
(c) plane ABC rind plane Me

(d) plane ABC and plane DCL

(e)

(f) rcandL
(g) K

(h) 0 (the empty oet)

(I) HIC

104



9. (8)

(b) FR

(ci 0 (the empty :;et)

(d) KM

(e) AP

4 (f) A, F, F

(g) 71.6

(h) Eff

(i) F

(i) F

(k) FD und FC

(i)

(a) DC

10. (u)

(i)

(e) 0 (the empty ::et)

(d) HY

11. (.3) A, C, F

(h) A.

(c) 0 (tiu npti :vt)

(d) BE

L. (4) AT on AC

(L) i nd i77

(c)

(d) Ac

13. (N) line, hnlf-linel:

(t)

holf-opneell

14. (n) n point

(b)

(e) 9 plane

15. (a) models a line

(b) models a plane

(c) models a point

16. (a) no boundsrY

(b) a line

(c) no boundary

(d) a point

(e) n plane

(r) no boundary

17. (s) 4

(0 4

18. (a) 2

(1) 7

1?. (a) the triangle

(b) the interior of the triangle

(c) tte exterior of the triangle

(n) the angle

(11) the interior of the nngle

(e) the exterior of the angle

(u) MAC u ZCAD

(b) AC

(a)

(1) 3

23. (a) 6

(t) 4

A. (g) (E,F)

(L) E

(e) II

(d) LCBE

,5. (a) (F.G)

(0 A

(c)

(d) ZECIC
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26. a, b, d 39. (a) an the f-axis exaudialk

27. .. c the origin

(b) on the X-axis exe1941AK
28. origin

tin origin
29. X, Y (c) at the origin

30. IV (d) NO. Tbe word padre=

refers to the interior of
31' 4

any of the 4 right angles
32. 2 formed by the two axes.

33. (0,0) 40. (a) (1,3)

34. sera (b)

(c) (7,-2)
35. Y

(d) (1,0)

36. (a) Quadrant I (e) (-2,1)

(b) Quadrant III B

(c) horizontal aria (g) C

(d) Quadrant I

(e) Quadrant IV

(f) vertical axle

(g) Quadrant II

(h) Quadrant IV

37. (e) I

(b) IV

(e) II

(d) III

(e) I

(f) IV

(g) III

36. (a)

(b) III

(c) II

(d) IV
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Prob1

1. (s), (g)

(b) Quadrant II

2. ( ) (b) (d)

(c) a square

(0,-1)
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Student's Tfxt

Chapter 2

FUNCTICIS

Car Travel

The relationship between the distance traveled, the speed, and the

time, is familiar to everyone who has traveled by car. For example, if you

could maintain a speed of exactly ...710,nales per hour, you could travel 50

miles in one hour, 100 miles in two hours, and so on. A shorter way of

saying this would be:

distance traveled m (miles per hour) X (number of hours).

In terma of the situation mentioned above you could smply write:

(t 50 t,

where A represents the number of miles traveled, 50 represents the speed

in miles per hour, and t represents the number of hours.

Another way of describing thin relationship is to say,

"The distance traveled depends on the number of

hours you have been traveling."

In present day language we would say that,

"The distance traveled is a function of the time

spent in traveling."

The rule, or formula, d m !,00.t, says that, if you input a value for

t and ID the indicated calculation, then you output exactly one corresponding

numerical value for d. It is this kind of relationship, called a function,

that we want to dismiss in this chapter..

10,
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"mistral

(Clime Discussion)

1. Complete the table of values below. For each t we have a distance,

50t, which corresponds to the input t.

input Output

'At

1

2

3

4

5 250

Figure 1

When we use the relationship between d and t, we are actually

using a model of the real situation for which a number of necessary details

such as heavy traffic, gas stops, and meals seem to be ignored. In the

actual planning of an automobile trip, however, we often do estimate our

speed and how far we min travel by such a model, You have probably heard

people make such remarks as, "You can average 65 ailed an hour on that

stretch of highway," or "You'll be lurky to average 25 milee an hour on that

narrow, winding road." Do these statements mean Oat the first speaker kept

an exact speed of 65 miles per hour and the second speaker was able to

drive allays at Zi mdles an hour? Perhaps, but this is not often true.

110



It is possible that the trip of 250 miles eight have been as

follows:

Hour of
1.23V.L.

ist

2nd

3rd

5th

Ho. 0f idles
trImeled

65

50

20

60

55

COOnent

Interstate Highway had very little

traffic.

A different highway had a

few traffic light°.

A quick lunch and

gas stop

necessary.

A return to the Inter-

state highway followed.

The traffic began

to get heavy.lai; !Zgrilstl

That is, if the trip began at noon, by one ofclock the car woull have

traveled 65 alles; by tiro o'clock, 50 more mileo for a total of 115
1

miles. The average speed after two hours would be 57 miles per hour.

EXercises 2-lb

(Class Discussion)

1. Putting the above information in another fora, add to this information

by completing the following table:

(5/ith) (Total distance) (.112.M.E 2E220
w 1 ,

No. miles No. milee of No. miles per
added total travel at hour averaged at

Time each hour end of each hour end of each hour

t 1 65 d 65 65

t .. 2 50 d 115 57 is

t 3 70 d 135 ?

t 4 60 I I

t . 5 55 7 50
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2. Another example of a functional relationehip is the correspondence

between the number of the year and a persongs age in years. This

relationship can be shown on a gxaph. We show below the graphs of

the ages of two brothers during a ten-year period. Bab waa exactly

8 years old when John was born in 1950. Just recently, the

brothers were wondering about the relationship of their ages at

different times. Can you answer their queatione from the

given below?

(a) Can Bob and John ever

be the same age

(b) Wan Bob ever twice the

age of John? If so,

when?

) Was Bot ever three

times the age of John?

If so, when?

Was Bub ever five

times the age uf

John? If zo, when?

(u) Whz Bet' ever nine

times the age of

John? If no, when?

17

6

A
G 13

A

13

11

9

3

graphs
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TEARS

In Exercise 1 above, the corTespondence between the "time" and the

"average apeed" wan easily shown in a table. This method of representing

a function is very often the Jnly way that such information can be shown.

In Exereise %' an important reason for studying functional relation-

ships is illustrated. Namely, that by "looking at" functions you can find

additional, important information that unually is not apparent in the

original Nrm of the given situation. In this situation the representation

of the functions by graphs should have made it eASIer to discover the answers

to the ques!lono,



2-2. Falling Objects

Sear the end of the oixteenth century (around 1590), as the story

goes, Itmlian mathematician and scientist, Galileo, performed an important

experiment in the city of Pisa, which is located' on the Arno River in

central Italy. He hauaell a ten-pzund

weight and a one-pound weight to tne

top of the now famoun leaning tower of

Pisa and droppel them off at the same

time. Friends of Galileo on the

ground Imlay otoerved that the weights

remained nide by side BB they fell and

6* that they seemed to hit the ground at

exactly the same instant.

101106......""r4*

Figure .!

lieturning tr.. the

discovered. :line'. the

nay that for nny given

name liotance.

ft

Thin simple experiment upoet many

people, rur almost Ll000 yearn earlier

(about 3',0 B. C.), the great Aristotle

Nal argued that the heavier the obj^t

1.!;,! :1u:ter the run. During the many

yoarS Letween, no one had nua:4 teote,3

Ariototieln statement.

experimmnt in Pisa, let's nee what it io that Galileo

two stones were always nide by side an they rell, we

numlwr uf ueeontO the tiru weighto will travel the

What Galileo lisTxtered was thrAt the distance traveled by 4 fulling

object dos not depend in its weight, but :Ally )ependo un the length of

time during which it :Inci been falling. It in more common now tJ refer to

holien, rather than falling oL,Iects, hut the meaning is, of course,

the name. In present lay languav lee would say that the distance traveled

by a Palling 1,:ply in a function of the time spent in falling.

Galileo wonted to dencribe this relationship using the language of

Matheelatirrs; he wanted a mathematical model far what physically happened.

Thus a ru,e or formula for finding the distance traveled will express

the distance in tersm of the time and will not involve the weight. This



relationship, vhich we vill not atteept to justify here, turns out to be:

The number of feet traveled by a falling object is

approximately equal to the product of 16 and the

square of the number of second." the object was falling.

Using a new aribu1,

statement to:

to mean "approximately equal to", we shorten this

d a 16 t .t,

a 16 t2

or the more usual notation,

vhere d is mbasured in feet, and t is measured in seconds.

For convenience, we often write this statement ma followsi

d 16e.

We should keep in mind that the answers are not exact in the physical sense,

for not only is aecurate, split-second timing impoonible, but the "16"

is an approximation that hic been rounded off to the nearest whole number.

(The meaning of the "16", in the ntstement, will be discussed in later

courses.)

Let us consider an example of haw this formula might be used.

EsagnLe: Suppoee that two boys wished to measure the height of a

waterfall, using the formula, d 16t2, and thaing the Mall with a stop

watch. Actually, physical conditions, such as whether the cliff Se vertical

or slants outward at the bottom, and vhether the spray of the water blocks

vieion, often make uch experiments difficult to perform. Let us assume,

however, that the very beet conditions exist in this situation.

One boy went to the top of the'falle, and the other etayed at the

bottom of the falls vith a stop watch. The boy on the cliff dropped a

ruck to the ground helm. The other toy started the stop watch when the

stone wma dropped !Ind stopped it when the stone hit the ground. He found

that 3.5 seconds had passed. Sew the boys made their calculations. They

started with the formula that tells them that the height (in feet) of the

falls ean be estimated hy the pryduct of 16 and the square of the time

(in seconds). This is how they made their calculations.

;14



In this formula

d a 16t2

they emlaced t by 3.5 to obtain

d 5 16(3.5)2

a 16(12.25)

a 196

3o the boys concluded that the

falls were almost 200 feet high.

Of course, it would be impossible for

these boys to find the exact time

difference using the stop watch. Al-

though a stop watch measures tic* to

the tenth of a second, for this experi.

ment mistake of a fraction of a second

in measuring the time would produce

quite different results, since the atone drop* 112 feet between the third

an4 fourth secondoi

Figure 3

In the following exercises you will find out a little more information

about the dietance traveled by the rock used in measuring the appreximate

height of the falls mentioned in the example above,

EXercises Zzg

1. Using the formula d 16t
2

, find the approximate distance traveled

by the falling atone during each half-second during its rall. Fill

in the missing values in the following table:

If t

then d

t : number of seconds

0 0,5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3.5

o 4 _ 7 36
_

100 7 196

d number of feet rock has fallen



Nor find out hou fer thu roek fallu tech Mar.-arca:14. Using the

information of thy table In Exerciue 1, complete the following table.

During the folloring n
balf-uecond intervalu

Number of feet
rock fell

t - 0 to tL.1 4
I

t 6, ...a tO t . 1 7
4,

tO t

,

. 1.5
h.

t ' I.', to t.0
r

.. ;.0 tO t . Zs') 7
1

tO t . :o0 7

4r

.
t . ,.0 ta

r

I. Suppune the clirf hai been somewhat higher; from your table in

Exereive 2, min you conjecture (thin means "make an intelligent

guerie) how many reet the rock would drop between t 3.5 and

t 47 betw t 4 and t 4.,7 between t 4.5 end t

(D,1 not une the formula 1 m lot
;!

. This problem needs 2211 little

arlthmetl-.)

In uning the rule, or formula,.

we nubstitute r "input" a nunber an a value fur t and then calculate ur

"output" the numerical value for 4. riz each input there is a corresponding

output. 2h1.2 correspanience between the inputo, and the nutpute iq an magas

af a "fUnction". The formula 1 . 16t' eerves to specify the function, but

the formula itse:f in nut considered to be the function. Thus

y Ihs
2

ran be considered an designating the same function ea d 16t2 does,

becaune it produces the name correspondence between input and output values.

During thin discusnion you may have doubted that a feather would really

nal) as faut as a stone. Galileo wise well aware that the feather falls mcle

nlowly, and he assumed that the air resistance was very great with such a

light object. Later experiments showed this tu be true. When a feather

and a lead hall arr dropped in a closed container from which all the air

llt



has been pupped they fall side by aide and strike the bottom at the pane

time. The answers obtained using the formula d 16t2 are regarded as

the eorreet sascers in terse or the model, and are often good estimates

of the real physicel problem. For solid objects, such as lewd halls,

filling through short distances, the model is in rather close agreement

cith'rear life.
-

2-3. Oome ftemples of Functions

Functions occur everyvhere in mathematics as well as in situations

vhich may not be strictly mathematical. Because they occur co often we

shall have many occasiunn to discuss them. We cannot hope to give a list

of examples which will suggest all the possibilities. However, we shall

giVe a few examples to suggest the wide variety of places in whirh the

runetiun idea is itself. Let's begin by summarizing the information from the

last section.

In the last section it was mentioned that the distance traveled by

a falling body is ft function of the time spent in falling. Here, it was

noted that by substituting ur "inputting" values for t (in seconln), we

can calculate or "output" values for d (in feet). For each input, there

is a corresponding output, or image. This correspondence between the

czeptable inputs and the outputs is called a function. The mathematical

sentenoe, 4 lot , helpa to describe how the correspondence is to be

made, and is only part of the leacription of the runction. Other parts

or the description of the function include the set of inputs and the set

of outputs.

It sometimes helps our understanding to think of function az a kind

of machine (see Figure 4). This machine is equipped with a hopper anl a

spigot. When we place an Lnput into the hopper the machine produces the

corresponding output at the spigot.

Thus, for our falling body function, the output, or image, will alvays

be 16 times the square of the input.
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Name of the

function

3

YALLD/0
BODY

YUNCTIoN

ounin sProor

Fitgure 1.

In this example, we input a number of seconds and output a distance

that corresponds to the number of seconds. Thus, with the inputs 1, 2,

3* 4, and 5, we get the outputo 16, 64, 144, 256, and 400. This

can be shown as follows:

1 16, 2 64, 3 144,

.ympe.....4111. 256 , 5 ....."^11 400, and so on.

2 ,
In general, an input of t (seconds) outputs 0 . tfeet), and dia-

grammetically, this is indicated in a fashion sLlilar to the above:

f t - 16t2.

Tile letter f is a name for the function. The remainder of the notatice

states that under this function, 16t2 corresponds to t. In this case,

f names a function whose input is a number and whose output is a number.

Since the values of t (time) are never negative in this function, the

condition t > 0 (t is greater than or is equal to 0) can be included

in the description. Thus,'we can now write:

r : t 16t.2, t > o.

Schematically, we can think of this statement in the following way:

Input

Value

Output

Value

1.18

16t2

Deecription of

acceptable

inputs

1

t > O.



This way of representing a function is called arroveotation, and it can be

road as.follows:

(1) *the function f suah that to every t there corresponda

1&!, and t is a non-negative number", or

c(2) "the function f such that t ie the input and 16t2 i the

output, and t is a non-negative numbee, or simply

(3) "f takes t into 16t2, where t > 0".

Tno other examples of functions, which can be illustrated by a machine,

are the ariallias function and the :merino function.

number

Doubling

function

Fii

double of

the number

For example:

I has the image 2, on 1 -0.

2 has the image 4, or 2 -64,

3 has the iaage 6 Or 3 -0 6.

4 has the image 8, or 4 -48.

The arrow notation for this

function is f : n -32n.

number he 1E5E4E:
-.N.

.-N 42. 1 has the image

Squaring 2 has the image

runctios 3 has the image

F3
4 has the image

\

1, or 1 -61.

or 2 -64.

9, or 3 .-* 9.

16, Or 4 -6116.

The array notation for this
square of 2

function is f : n -0151
the number

Suppose you soy, "The time I wake up in the morning is a function of

the time I go to bed, and I aluays sleep 7 hours." If t represents

the time you go to bed, then t + 7 is the time you wake up. We can

deacribe this :Unction in arrow notation by

f t -ft + 7.

The r, used here, is probably the moat conmon name for a function, but

F, g, h, and other letters are also used as names for functions. We could



just as well describe this function by using these other letters, for

example,

: t t + 7

g t - t + 7

h t 4t 1- 7

Functions slay establish correspondences between objects other than

nuMbers.

&mos. 1

Names of Four Buildings
in New York City Height (in feet)

Empire State Building 1472

Chrysler Building 1046

RCA Rockefeller Center 850

Pan Am Building 808

We have four inputs and the corresponding output for each. In this

case, the height (output) is a function of the building (input).

awls. 2:

The world's tallest known trees are all in California. If ve input

the name of one of these big redwood giants, ve output the height; for

example, the height is a function of the name or the tree.

Names of Six Redwood Trees Height (in feet)

Howard Libbey Tree 367.6

Harm w. Cole Tree 365.4

National Geogisphic Tree 364.5

Rockefeller Tree 356.5

Founders Tree 352.6

Redwood Creek Grove 352.3

It is also true that if we input the heights of these particular trees

we would output the name of the tree. In thin case, the name of the tree

is a function of the height.



It is important to note that when we reverse the direction of a

correspondence which is a function, the resulting correspondence is not

OlvMs a fUnction.

BORP121:

BelaV is a table which shows a correspondence between pairs of numbers,

a correspondence from the tap row of numbers to the bottom row.

Input 0 1 2 3 4 6

Output 12
2

8
1

4
2 1 0 2-

2

You can see that corresponding to each input there is exactly one

output. Therefore, this correspondence is a function.

If the direction of the above correspondence is reversed, ther the

table below shows the following correspondence between pairs of nut,
. a.

Input 12
2

8

--.,

2 1
2

0

Output 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

You can see that there are two outputs, 4 and 6, corresponding
1

tu thn input 7, . Therefore, this second correspondence is not a function

because there is mot than one output for a particular Input.

Smazgl le 2:

EVery ertIcle in your neighborhood hardware store has a price. The

price is a kind of label associated with the article. Thus, the price is

a function of the article.

We may describe the correspondence by such a statement as, "Nvery

article in thin store has a price." Or, we might say, "Assoviate with every

article in the store its price." Since, for each article there is one price,

we have a functional relationship. We can use the arrow notation to des-

cribe this function, wherr price is a function of the article,

p : article -.price.

Now, sumnse we say, "Associate with every price (for vbich the store

sells goods) an article." Since, for some prices, there would be not one,

but several articles, We do not have a functional relationship.
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werases

(Class Discuesion)

1, In some cases below, the statement describes a function. In other

oases, the statement doss not describe a function. If the statesent

describes a function use the arrow notation to represent the function.

If the statement does not describe a function explain why it does not.

(a) Associate with a point in space a lige through the point.

(b) Associate with two different points in space a line through

theme points.

(c) Associate with a paint in space a plane through the point.

(d) Associate with tee different points in space a plane through

these points.

Associate with three non-collinesr points in space a plane

through these points.

(e)

Exercises kab

Below are four statements which describe correspondences between

pairs of things. Write each statement on a sheet of paper, and, under

soh Iks, write a mg! statement which shows that the first correspondence

has been mire:reed. You should have 8 statements (4 pairs) an your paper.

Now, follow these instructions:

(1) Decide whether the first statement, in each pair of

statements, describes a function, and then

decide whether the egy statement, in each pair of

statements, describes a function.

(3) If any of these 8 statements describe a function, then

rrpresent this function in terms of arrow notetion.

1. (a)

(2)

Associate with each member of your mathematics class his or

her age in years.

(b) Associate with each state of the United States the name of its

present governor.
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Associate with each height, in inches, a citizen of the United

States.

(d) Associate with a first name for a person, a last name.

2-4. mhyl of Representing Functions

We Lave 3een that functions may be represented by using the arrow

notation. since a funAion is a correspondence it is reasonable to expect

that a function may be represented in many other ways. In this section, we

will discuss some of the more coamon ways of expressing functions.

(a) A function may be represented by a statement. For example:

With two distinct points in the plane associate the

distance between them.

This may be expressei by using the arrow notation:

(A,B) -.distance between A and B, A B.

Here, inputs are pairs or points in the plane, while outputs

are punitive numbers.

(b) A function any be expressel by a table. Fur example:

In a basketball same, the nusiber of points scored

by each player on the Lincoln High Schoel team is

shown in the following table.

Flayer Points

Andrews 12

Brown 8

Davis

Thylor 10

Harris 6

Pater 10

Elliot 7

In thin ease, we have a function from a aet of playero to a set

of positive numbers. The table actually states the correspondence

r,ompletely ani is probably the most useful form of representing

the function. However, we may indicate the function ty using the



arrow notation, as follows:

h : player -0number of points scored by pleyer.

(c) A function say be indicated by a diammes which pictures the

correspondence. For esemple:

(1)

This diagram shows the correspondence between a set of boys and

the set of their fathers. Although we could do so, it would be

of little use to express this function by using the arrow

notation.

A runction say be described by a formula. Think of a formula as

a rule which has been abbreviated and written in the form of a

mathematimal sentence. For example:

P 4s.

In this formula, s (representing inputs) stands for the length

of a side of a square and P (representing outputs) stands for

the perimeter of the square (see Figure 5).

Figure 5

In describing a function by a formula, such as P 4s, the

letter representing the outeut occurs only once in the formula

and is alone on one side of the equality sign. If this function
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(a)

Is nixed g then it can be repreeented in arrow notation

as:

g s -104e, e > 0.

Motu: >0 news that "s is greater than Or.

ARM is onemf the sostobseful says of representing a

function. Before ve learn to draw the 'mph of a function,

let's mim to the following statements:

(1) "TO draw the graph of e function" means to find a

collection of points in the coordinate plane

such that they will accurately picture the certain kind

of association or correspondence which we call a function.

(2) ilis&A of a function will be aseociated with the coordinates

of points on the X-exis (the horizontal number line).

(3) !Outputs. of a function will be associated with the coordinates

of points on the X-axis (the vertical number line).

Now, we will draw the graph of the function, h, described by

h : x -42x, x > O.

Reheiber: x > 0 wens that "m is greater than or is equal

to 0".

In order to draw the graph we will first choose a few impute,

represented by x, snd calculate the corresponding outputs,

represented by 2x. Our results are shown below.

InPut: COOCI i En
13 7 8

Output:
2x IIII 3 11
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Notice that inputs vere chosen so that the calculation of putputn

was easy work!

Notice also that an increase in the input causen an increase in

the amftput.

Now, we plot the points corresponding to these pairs of numbers:

(0,0), (1,2), (3,6), 4,
(4,8).

IUMMEMMOOM OM
MMOMOMOMEM OM
MMUMMORMEMEM
EMMMONEMMOMM
WHOOMMUMMUM
HIMMEMOMMUMMM
isMOMMMOMMOMO
UMOMMOMMOMOMM
MINOMMOMMMOMME
MNIMMOMMMEMEM
MUMMEMERMMOME
MWSZMAOOMMAMM
MOOMMILINMOOM

Figure 6a Figure 61,

Figure 6a shows these points. Of course, the graph of this

function consists of more points than are shown. You can see

that it would not be possible to make a complete table for the

function. Therefore, it would also be ispossible to plot all

the puints belonging to its graph. However, as shown in

Figure 6b, the points we have plotted seem to be collinear.

In fact, if we find other number pairs which Lelong to this

function, ouch as (t , 7j7), (3/9), (7,10), their corresponding

points seem to be collinear with those already plotted. Letts

wee that the graph of this function is a my, whose endpoint

is the origin, and whieh passes through the first quadrant as

shown in Figure 6b. Notice that this graph is rising from left

to right. This shoull not surprise un because we have already

noted that an inereaso in the input causes an increase in the

output. A function whose graph has this characteristic is Jften

called an increasing function.

I C.)
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To swth ge!! experience in drawing graphs of funations, we will

draw the graph of the function, f, described by

f :x4z2,O$zS3.
mow: O<z<3 email that ? x 3".

Again, Dm order to drww the graph we will first choose a few

jamb represented by x, and calculate the corresponding

outputs, represented by z2. Our results are shown below.

,

tetputt x 0 1
2

i 3
2

2 1
2

3

Output: x2 0 tli4V9,

Again, notice 2 things:

(1) inputs were chosen so that the calculation of outputa
was easy work;

(2) an Increase in the lagut causes an increase in the

output.

Nov, we will plot the points corresponding to these number

pairs: (0,0), (11 , i), (1,1), (i , !), (2,4), (i , 1?),

(3,9).
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Figure 7s shows these points. CM course, the graph of this

function also consists of more, points than are ohown. You can

see that it would ma be possible to make a complete table for

this !Unction either. Therefore, it would, again, also be

impossible to plot ell the points belonging to its ggaph.

However, it is easily seen that the points ve have plotted are

Ma collinear. Out, bY drawing smooth curve through the plotted

points, aa shown in Figure 7b, we can obtain a fairly accurate

sketch of the true graph of the function. Notice that this graph,

too, is Alba Imam to right. Recall that an incrAsse in

the input causes an iocreace in theoutput. Therefore, we ahould

expect the graph of this function to behave as it does (rise frms

left to right). Thus, this function, too, can be celled au

qcregpg alms.
When drawing the graph or a function, ve my choose ma uml

of Ittesoure for 22 X74xlq and my uga of ensure! for At!

This information will be useful when droving the graphs of certain

functions.

We have learned to draw the gretph of a function by making

table of inputo and outguto. Now, let's learn to read the

graph of a function (see Figure 8).

Figure 8
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We can read this graph in the following way. Suppose we wish

to know' the output for the input 2. We first locate the point

labeled 2 on the input axis (here the horizontal axis). Then

ve search along the vertical line through this point until we

find a point on the graph. The horizontal line through this

point of the graph passes through 5 an the output axis. Hence,

the point with coordinates (2/5) is a paint on the graph',

and 5 is the output corresponding to the input 2. We can

see that by using this method, a pinnies, output can be found for

each input. The reanon is that each vertical line intersects

the graph in just one point.

It would be difficult to express this function by using the

arrow notation. In some cases, a graph is the only convenient

way of repmesenting a function.

In Figuree 9a and 9b, ve see graphs vhich do not represent

functions.

Figure 9a

In Figure 9a, vhat would be the output correeponding to an input

of 47 Here, we see that instead of getting a sinale definite

image, three possible images are put forth. Thus, there is no

orie output corresponding to each input. So, although this graph

may be useful for other purposes, it does mel represent a function.
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0
V
1'

Figure 9b

13 Figure 9b, what would be the output correspondLig to an
input of 5? Here, we see that this input will be ameociated

with two images. Again, there is no one output corresponding

to each input. Therefore, this graph does not represent a

function either.

=PUT

04th ULU: it5gIng

Can you name 2 ways of repeeenting a function?

2. What does "to dnsw the graph of a function" mean?

3. Which ma in the coordinate plane Le aseociated vith the set of

Impaeg of a function?

4. Which m12 in the coordinate plane is aseociated vLth the set of

imlinal of a function?

5. What is a function called if its graph rises free left to right?

6. What does "to read the graph of a function" man?

7. When you look at a graph, how ean you decide whether it represents

a function?
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Exercises 2-4

1. Associate with each counting number, c, its triple, 3e.

(a) EMpreso this function by uoing the arrow natation.

(b) To it practical to express this function by means of a table?

Give a reason for your answer.

2. The following diagram reprenento a function.

What in the input if the output in 67

What is the output if the input is 27

What is the output if the input in 101

Express this function by uoing the arrow notation.

3. StIdy the arrow notation lescribing the function n.

n w -1P;!le + 1, V represents a whole number.

(a) What is the output for an input of 4?

(b) What is the input for an output of 15?

(e) Can an output be an even number? Give a reason for your annwer.

4. A ear travels at a steady nate of 40 miles per hour. Associate

with the time (t) in hours the distance (d) in miles covered by

the mar.

(a) Express this function by a formula.

(b) Stprens thio function by wiling the arrow notation.

(c) What is the output if the input is ?

(4) What is the input if the output is 1501

5. The function, g, associates with each positive number s the area

of a square whose side is s units in length.

: s -to
2

, s > 0.
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(a) Find the uutputs for inputs of and 6. How are these

outputs related?

(b) Find the autputs for inputs of 4 and 8. How are these

outputs related?

(c) Does the same neLationship between inputs and outputs hold for

sa liar of inputs such that one is double the other?

6. The graph below represents a function.

What is the output for an input

What is the output for an input of 'Yr

What is the input for an output of 4?

Dues this graph nepresent an increasing function? EXplain.

of

7. Draw graphs of the following runctions.

(a) k x -42,

(b) / x

Uee the language of geometry to accurately describe these graphs.

Explain.why functions surh as k and 2 are often called

constant functions.

8. In measuring temperature we ordinarily use the Fahrenheit scale.

However, in many parts of the world and also in the science laboratory,

the Celsius scale (formerly called Centigrade scale) is used. The
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relationship between the two scales is a function. The function may

be impressed by the following formula.

F.2c+32
5

(a)

100°

wunuffaugrr CELSIUS
IMMICINVIER THERXCIMER

What is the output for an input (C) of 0? What is the

scientific significance of this output.,

(b) What is the output for an input (C) cif 1007 What is the

scientific significance of this output?

Pommlete the given table:

Input: C 0 10 40 60 80 100
...

Output: 2 c + 32
5

7 7 7 7 1 7

(d) Choose convenient units of measure for both axes, and dray the

graph of this function..

9. A certain amount of a gas shut up in a container exerts pressure on

the walls. If the site of the container can be changed, as by a

piston, then the volume (V) of the container determines the

pressure, in agreement with the function

g 0.
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(n) CoNxlete the given table:

- _

Input: V 1 2510 20 25 50

0Ltput:I TI I I IT I

(b) Draw the graph of this function.

(c) It; the function, g, an increasinf function? Explain.

10. Which of the following graphs represent functions?

(a) (b)

(a)
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Discovering the Usefulness of Graphs

We have seen that graphs can be used to give clear pictures of different

kinds of functions. Here than jugt picture of some relationship, a graph

can shay other important patterns of behavior of a function on closer examina-

tion. Consider the following example of charting growth in height.

ExaMPle: Tom Jones' dad liked to keep records of facts and figures.

When Tom vas born and un each uf his successive birthdays, Kr. Jones wrote

down Tom's height in inches. He stopped keeping records when Tom isle 21

yeam old. Here are his records.

Age 0 1 ,-) 4 6 7

Height 21 25 28 i.
1

33 F 4 i
37 7

1
39 7

Age 1 10 U. 12 13 14

Height 41 44 48 t 51
?

52 7
1

514 r
_

Age 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Height 56 5.3 64 71 TI. 71 71

In nJme or our other examples, the tables don't completely represent

the functiun. If the number of acceptable inputs is nut too many, then by

shaving all these inputs together with their cc,rresponding outputs, a

_conPlete representation of the function can be given. Thus, the information

that we have atIcAre, in table form, on Tom's height at each birthday through

his tventy-first, represents the entire function: namely, Tom's height-at-

birthday funcrt1n. If ve gnmph the function, Tom's growth pattern show up

more clearly.
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Therr are tvo things to notice about this graph. First, ve have used

liffermt aleo on the two axec for convenience in representing the facts.

1;e7ond, although only the points plotted belong to the graph of the function,

we have joined consecutive points by segments to make the graph easier to

!Tad.

We IsAnot rNat the graph au yell as we can read the table. However,

we can find a numler ,r properties of the height-at-birthday function from

the graph more quickly than lie can from the table. We will discuss a number

of those properties.

Before doing 0j, :Pt us agree to use the symbol h (suggesting height)

as the name for thin function. Throughout this section, h represents

Tomn height-at-Lirthlay function:

h : age -.height at birthday for the age.



Exercises 2-5a

(Class Discussion)

Look at Figure 10.

1. (a) Is the gars of the function h raiag or Dallimg, frmm left to

right, for the inputs (ages) frmm 0 to 184 Ekplain.

(b) For theae inputs, is function h an increasing or a decreasing

function?

(c) What meaning can ve give to the answer to question 1(a)?

2. (a) What is happening to the Assg of the function h for the inputs

(ages) from 18 to 21? Explain.

(b)

(c)

What meaning can we give to the answer to question 2(a)?

What word do you think we can use to describe the behavior of

h for the inputs (ages) from 18 to 21?

3. The graph of the function h consists of 22 points. Perhaps ve man

discover some new information by examining the segments joining any

two consecutive points belonging to this graph.

(a) Is there a segment which seems to be steeprr than any other

segment?

(b) What meaning can we give to the answer to question 3(a) if ee

want to relate it to Tom's growth pattern?

( ) Can VP find the coordinates for both of the endpoints belonging

to this "steepest" segment by looking at the table of Tom's age

and height?

What are the eoordinates of the left endpoint and the right

endpoint of this segment?

(e) Between which two birthdays did Tem have his greatest growth?

(g)

What arithmetic problem can we do to- find lift's growth between

these two birthdays? How much did Tom grow doring this 1 year

period?

Can we tel from looking at the graph of h how Tam's growth

between his 16th and 17th birthdays compares witeany other

1 year period?
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(h) What arithmetic problem can we do to find Tom's growth between

his 16th and 17th birthdays? How much did Tom grow between

these birthdays?

The class discussion exercises suggest that we consider how much T7112

grew from one birthday to the next. The change in his height during each

year may be associated with his age at the end of the year. In this way

we describe a new function. In ftercise 3(f) we found that Tbm grew 7

inches between his 17th and 18th birthdays; thus his growth during his

18t1 year was 7 inches. We sake 7 correspond to 18 under the "growth

funcAon". If we represent the growth function by g (suggested growth),

we have

g : age -Pgrow%h between preceding birthday and birthday
for the age.

The growth is, of course, the change in height. Thus the output under g

is given by

(height at birthday of given age) minus (height at preceding
birthday).

Also, in EXerrise 3(h), we found that when 17 in an input fur the groWth

ranction g, then the Jutput is

The graph of the function h (see Figure 10) rises rather steadily

between Tues second birthday and his sixteenth birthday. This represents

the fact that Tom grew at a fairly steady nate during thin period. In

terms of the growth function g, this statement means that the outputs for

g are nearly the same for all these inputs. Let us check on this by studying

the pattern 'if Tom's growth in more detail. We may do this by guing to the

table for the function h and using the facts given there to find outputs

under the growth functirm.

We now give ,part Df the tahle fur the growth function g. Then we

will use this table to answer different questions about Tom's grwth.
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Tout for
growth
runotlop g

Growth
from

AMP

to

age Output for growth function g

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

2

3

4

6

I 7

8

9

10

11

3

4

5 .

6

7

8

9

tO

11

12

31128im 30i- 28im 2.t m 2 -e

1
33 i - 31 i * 33 t - 31 i ..' 2.4

1 1
35 - 33 a m' 2

1
37 - 35 -1 36 i - 35 f m 1 i

1 1
39 4 - 37 4 = 2

41 - 39 i = 40 t - 39 * 0 1 i

44 - 41 a 3

46 ... - 44 2 1
2

148 i- 4qm 148 - 2.4

2 .451 i 50't-18i
1

(1) During the ten-year period from age 2 to age 12, what was

Tomes largest yearly growth? When did this occur? Ay examina-

tion of the outputs shown in the table ve find the larmmst

output is 3. So Tom's greatest yearly growth during the

ten-year period was 3 inches, and this happened between the

Some of 8 and 9.

(2) During the ten-year period, what was TOmgs smallest yearly

growth? When did this occur? The smallest output shown in the

table is 1 . Do you find that there were two years during

which he =de the least growth? The first was between his fifth

and sixth birthdays, and the second was between his seventh and

eighth birthdays.
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Nov consider another question concerning the ten-year period between

Tbm's second and twelfth birthdays'. What was 'Nags average nate of growth
during this time? Another way of putting this question is: "Suppose that
Tom had grown the mime amount each year from the age of 2 to the agp of
12. What wewld this amount have had to be so as to produce the same total
growth over the ten-year period?" We can answer this question Ly finding
the change in Tom's height between the ages of 2 and 12, and dividing
this total growth into 10 equal parts.

Height at age 12 was 51 inches.

Height at age 2 s 28 inches.

1Total growth from age 2 to age 12 22 inches

4 1because 28 ',j0 28
'4

Average growth per (for each) year - Ibtal growth
?hither of years

We can simplify this fraction by multiplying by the number I (named
as

1

1,2

10

4 22 4 't 88 1

; 10 7775- ' 2

1If we remember that the numerals . .
t and ".25" are just different

names for the same number, then we could simplify this fraction by replacing
"22 " by "22,25":

.1..)

10 10
=).

1In any cane, we see the average nate of growth is just about 2 .4 inches.

Remember: 2 2,225 and either numeral names a number a little less

than 2 t
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Mmereises

For these exercisea, refer to the table and pcaph of Tom's height-at-

birthday function k (see pages 61-82).

1. Wo know from the class discussion exercires that Tom grey more 1141tween

his 17th and 18th birthdays than during any other recorried : year

period. We know also that Tom had hie next greatest growth Letween

his 16th and 17th birthdays. Look at the graph of h and deeile

Shen Tom had his third greatest yoarly growth. Give the ages between

Which this growth happened and then use the table to find how much

Toil grew.

2. Look at the graph of h crid decide when Tom had his least yearly

growth. Glve the ages between which this growth happened ami then

use the table to rind bow much Thm grev.

3. (a) From the graph find at which birthday Tbm's height first becume

greater than twice his height at birth. When did his height

firnt become greater than three times his height at birth?

(b) Tom's final height was how many times his height at birth?

Name thin numier in three different ways: by a fraction, ty

a mixed numeral, and by a decimal numeral (rounded to the

nearege. hundredth).

4. (a) Make k complete table showing Tomos growth function g.

nrresponding tu the input I give the growth from age 0 to

ate 1. We have started the table fr you. Don't forget:

J'Atputn (.orresponding to inputa from 3 tu 12 are noun

'in page 85.

Table: Growth function g

Age 1 2 4 ..

Growth since preceding birthday 1 ?
1d

(b) Why is 0 an acceptable input ror the function h, hut not an

acceptable input fur the function fa

The largest input for the function h is ;11. Is it also an

acceptable input for our function g?

(e)



CO Draw the graph of l'onte growth reaction g from problem I.

Choose a scale on the vertical axis so that your graph will be

about 3 inches high.

(b) Join consecutive points, belong:Lag to the graph of go br

segments. Do these sweats belong to the graph of the growth

function?

(e) ;camera the mag of functions k and A for the inputs (ages)

frac 1 to 6. Notice that the graph of Amnion k is

increasing for these inputs while the graph or reaction A is

decreasing. In terms of Touts growth pattern, what does this

meant

(d) Comore the Apstals of functions h and A for the inputs (egos)

from 14 to 18. Suttee that, lox now limy., the graphs of

Illk functions are increasing. In terns of Tools growth pattern,

what does this missoI

6. Wbat was Tom's mow met 2 srowtt4 during his growing period free

birth to the age of 18 years?
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fterciOna 3.:2E

The Wane rosily consists of Nr. and Nam. evens and three children.

Wham the children were young Nr. and Nhs. Means decided to start a savings

fund to pay for the college education of their children. The correepondence

below shove how much money was in the rand at the end of each year.

The nueber of years the Dooms The number of dollars
sv in e mistime fundPave Wiz ainma fund th

0 $ 0

1

2 1,680

3 a. 3,312

4 Al. 2,906

4,850

6 40 6,784

7

::12758

9

10

11 I 8,420

12 10,164

This correspondence between number ofsears and number of dollars

represents a function.

(a) How do we know that the numbers In the left-hand column are the

inputs for this function?

(b) What name can we give to the numbers in the right-hand column?

2. The graph of this function consists of a set of 13 points. With

the exception or the point whose coordinates are (0,0),

(a) in which quadrant of a coordinate plane can you draw the graph

of this function?

(b) Whist own be done to make the graph of this funetion easier to

read?

3. Dem a graph of this function: Let points on the horizontal axis

represent the years and points on the vertical axis represent the

savings. (A convenient scale on the vertical axis is 1 unit of
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measure $500.) Join consecutive points of this graph by segments.

4. The segments, joining consecutive points of this graph, seem to have

2 different kinds of asumg.
Save segments are steep in the sense that they lilt frau left to right.

For *maple,

Some cements are ateep in the sense that they Vali from left to right.

For example,

Now, let's find meanings to assign to these segments, in term of the

Evans tautly and their savings fund. It seems reasonable to state

that a,risilusegment shuuli mean an dncrease in savings. What

meanino,should we give to a /taiga metal?

5. From the graph find the year in which there wns the greatest increase

in savings. How does the graph show this?

6. From the graph ietermine the year In which there was the sharpest

Ira in savings. How lues the graph show this?

7. From the graph detessine the longest period of years during uhich

there vere lelx increases in aavings. How doeo the graph show this?

8. During the fuurtb year of savings the Evans tautly bougnt a new house.

Ekplain how this information "fits" with the aegment joining the points

whose courdinatee re (j, 3'312) end (4, 2)0)-

9. During the tenth year of savings W. Evans received a big increase in

salary. Explain how this information "fits" with the segment joining

the points whuse coorlinates are 0, 7020 and (10, 9560).

10. (a) How much money did the tvana family save over a period of 12

yearel

(b) For the entire period what was the average change in savings per

year?
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Identity Function

Certainly one of the simplest of all functions is the identity

function:

If we imagine this runction as a machine operation, then Whatever nueu)er

we une an input is returned to us as output. This happens, for example,

when we put a 7uin into a machine for rr.)111 drinkm, and the machine has run

out of cold irilks; the coin is returned to ua. In Figure 11a, the

Identity funitiJn machine outputs A. for th, Lipot U.

rwor- Ilo

IIWUT HOPFS11

MITPUT SPIGOT

Figure llb

It r'ertainly :melt be easy t) build such a machine. The inner workings

would .%)nnist entirely a tube c,nnecting the input hopper and the output

spigot, as ch..wri in Figure l.

Graphing this furp-tion in, of course, quite pimple. Take a particular

input, say 3, and its ,-:Jrresponding output, also 3, and plot the point

corresponding to (3,3). Similarly, the points corresponding to the number

pairs (0,0), (7,l), and DJ on, belong to this graph.

In ,'onne,!tior, with th: identity function, let'c
. examine the set of

four prints: 0 with coordinates (0,0), II with coordinates (3,0),

V with *.:Ariinates (3,3), ant A with coordinates (0,3). It is clear

that these points arr the verti,res square. The diagonal of this square

(see Figure 12) orom 0(0,0) to F(30) divides this square into two

triangles having the same shape and size, 6 AOF and BOP.



TO understand this, think of cutting a square out of paper, as in Figure 13a,

and folding the square over the diagonal OP, as suggested 'n Figure 13b.

A

0

Figure 13a Figure 13b Figure 13c

After this folding, the points A and B vill coincide. See Figure 13c.

So vill the angles: LAW and 4B0P. (You have seen this done many times

in folding aquare napkins.) Thus the angles, LADP aad IMP, have the

same measure so that in Figure 13a the ray dr bisects the angle BOA

formed by rays on the coordinate axes. The same reasoning holds for any

points with the tvo coordinates equal augh as (2,2), (4 .5,4.5), (8,8),

921 22 22.
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So all these points lie on the nay bisecting the first quadrant. /f we

extend this ray into the third quadrant, thus having an entire line, we see

that all points on this line have both coordinates the same. Thus the graph

of the identity function is a line through, the diagmnal of the ,square in

Fisurm 12. The graph of this simple, but Amportant, function is dnmns for

you in Figure 14. Study it carefully.

exercises 2-6

1. On one coordinate plane, drww the graphs of the following functions.

(a) I s x -fx

(b) hr x -+ x + 2, x >

(c) k x -4 x + 3, x >

(d) i : -ox + 5, x >

2. Wa know that the graph of the identity function can be described

as a line.

(a) Row can we describe the graphs of functions h, kJ and i?
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(b ) How are the graphs of h, k, and i related to the graph of if

(c) Are nwnctions I, h, k, and /3 increasing functions? &plain.

2-7. !few Kinds of Functions

Mesas 1:

Mr. Gray works for the National Metals Corporation. He is often called

upon to work overtime and has agreed to do so provided he Is paid $4 per

hour and is to get a rall hourte pay for any part of an hour that he works.

1For example, he in to be paid for 11 hours when he works 10.E hours.

This carresponlence between number of hours worked and pay received is a

function. The input is the number of hours worked and the output is the

corresponding pay; an4 corresponding to each input there is exactly one

output.

If we try to describe this function Oy using the arrow notation we

run int iifficulties. We may get a clearer understanding of the function

by drawing a graph. When we consider the set of inputs and the set of

utputs we note that they do not follow a familiar pattern. For example,

For all inputn, n,

if 0 < n 1, then the output is 4;

if 1 < n < 2, then the output is 8;

if 2 < n < 3, then the output is 12;

if 3 < n < 4, then the output is 16;

if 4 < n < 5, then the output is 20, and so on.

Let us Araw a gnaph of these inputs and outputs, plotting the inputs

on the horizontal axis and the outputs on the vertical axis. rote that ye

are using different scales on the horizontal and vertical axes.
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INPUT
(NUMBER OF HOURS limn)

Figure 15

The tiny circle at the left of each horizontal segment shows us that

this endpoint does not belong to the graph.

We see that the graph of this function is made up completely of a

number of horizontal pieces. A function whose Ante has this property is

called a 21E2 function.

Elammle 2:

In the manufacture of certain machine parts at the National Metals

Corporation it is necessary to cut 1-foot lengths of steel out of Large

sheets of steel of standard width. In this prucees, a leftover piece of

steel,with length less then 1 foot is considered waste. Thus, for a sheet

of steel of standard width that is 6 feet 5 inches in length, six

machine parts may be obtained. The extra 5 inches are waste. This

correspondence betveen lengths of steel and the numbers of machine parts

obtained is a function. The set of impute consists of the various steel

Sheet lengths used awl the set of putnuts consists of the numbers of

machine parts obtained.
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Again, a graph may help us to get a clearer understanding of the

function. The inputs and outputs do not follow a familiar pattern. For

example,

For all inputs n,

if 0 < n < 1, then the output is 0;

If 1 < m < 2, then the outpUt Ls 14

if 2 < n < 3, then the output is 2;

if 3 < n < 4, then the output is 3;

if I. < n < 5, then the output is 4; and so on.

Let ua irav a graph uf this function, plotting the inputs on the

horizontal axis and the outputs on the vertical axis.

3

lour
(mum op sum mar)

Figure 16

The tiny circle at the right of each horizontal segment showu us that

this endpoint does not belong to the grnph.
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Exercises ata

(class Discussion)

1. We know, from Example 1, that the correspondence between number

hours worked ani salary earned is a new kind of function called a

step function.

(a) When is a function called a 21t2 function?

(b) In EXample ,, is the correspondence between length of sheet

uteel and number uf machine parts a step fanction7

(,) In Figure 15, why are different scales used on the horizontal

and vertical axes?

There are functions whose graphs are obtained by repeatedly sliding

an initial portion of the graph to the right always by the same amunt.

Surh a functixi .0 called a perioii,. function. The number of units by

oli.th we muot slile the first portion to get the second and Glide the

second tu get the thirl, ani s'o forth, is calleq the period of the function.

The runctizat %/hour graph is inawn in Figure 17 is a periodic function whose

peri,;1 is

Figure 17

Note that uvt'r the interval from 0 to 1 the graph of this function

is the same au that :JV the identity function. The rest of the graph can

be thought Jti as being otAaineti by successively shifting this portion,

between 0 and 7, one unit to the right. If a function has a period

A. 1, and x is an input, the output corresponding to an input of

x + 1 is the same as the output associated with an input of x.
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Of course, there are periodic functions with periods other than 1.

For example, Figure 18 shows the graph of a periodic :unction with a period

of 2.

1

Figure 18

We can see that any one section of the graph must be shifted two units

to the right to fit the next section of the graph.

The function whose graph is shown in Figure 19 is a periodic function

whose period is 3. Any one section of the graph =At be shifted three units

to the right to fit the next section of the graph.

Figure 19

01PNIC

If a function has period 2, and n is an input, the output will be

the same as the output for an input of x + 0. Likewise, if a fanction has

period 3, ani x is an input, the output will be the same as the output

for an input of x 3.

Exercises 2-7b

1, The Ace Car Rental Service rents a certain type of car for $7 per

day with the agreemPnt that use for any part of a day will carry a

charge for the full day.

(a) This statement involves a function. Below are 3 columns

correspondences b&z,nging to this function. audy each

column separately.
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.1 1

2 A--- 21

3 21

Row do we know that this function is a 2122 function?

(b) Draw the graph of this step function.

. An electrical repair service charges $10 for the first hour and

$6 per hour, or fraction of an hour, after the first hour.

(a) Write 5 inputs and their corresponding outputs for this

function.

(b) Draw the graph of this function.

3. The coat of sending a letter by air nail La the United Dtates is

10 cents per ounce or fractional part of an ounce. Draw a graph

of this function.

I. Dray a graph of the function

1 If 0 < n < 3,
:

2 ir n > 3.

5. Const1er the function described by the following statement:

2be cost of sending a telegram between two given

points is 50 cents for the first 10 words

(or less) and 5 cents for each word over 10.

(a) Represent this function using arrow notation.

(b) Draw the graph of the function on a coordinate system like the

on" on th,- following reg...
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7. (a) The function whose graph is shown in 6(a) has two different

outputs. What are the Outputs for this function?

(b) The function Whose graph is shown in 6(b) has the output i

corresponding to an indefinite number of different inputs. If
1

x represente the amallest input whose output is 2 , then

what counting number must be repeatedly added to x to find all
1

other inputs which have the image -2- 7

Look at the graph shown in 6(e), and decide what output will

correspond to Inx input between, and including, 21. and 23.

2-8* 1141SISSEY

Oection 2-1.

An introduction to functions was given in this section by way of

a iscussion on automobile travel uaing the familiar words, distance,

speed, and time. For a given speed, we found that distance is a

function of time; for example,

if the car travels 70 mi!es per hour, the distance, d e 50t;

if the car travels miles per hour, the distance, d = 4.5t.

The average speed (in miles per hour) ia the total distance treveled

divided by the number of hours spent in travel.

Section

If a heavy stone is dropped from a cliff or a building, it

travels farther during the second one-second interval than during

the first one, farther during the third one-second interval than

luring the second one, etc. In this way, a new rule, modeled on an

actual physical problem, was introduced. Again, ve have the distance

aa a function of time. The diutance which a falling body, or falling

object, drops elan be approximated by

d 1.6t2.

A new symbol, 4, meaning "approximately equal to", was introduced,

and tho above rule, or formula, is sometime written

d S lot
2

.
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Section ELL

A function is a special kind of cJrrespondence such that car-

reaponding to each input, there is exactly one output.

It is sometimea helpful to Imagine a function as a kind of

Machine.

Arrow notation ia a convenient way of representing a function

in brief form.

The arrow notation f n -92n own be read as "the function f

which associateo with each input n, the output 2n".

If a correspondence is a function, the reverse correspondence

nex Jr mu not te a function.

Section Ezitt

The text haa introduced you to c", wows, other than arrow nota-

tion, for repreaenting a function:

(1) a statement,

(2) a table,

() a diagram,

(4) a formula,

(')) a graph.

iraw the gatai of a function" meana to find a collection of

points in the coordinate plane that will accurately picture the

special kind of associatiLn or correspondence which we call a function.

When drawing the graph or a function, any unit of measure may be

selected for the X-axis, and au unit of measure for the Y-axis.

Ser.tion

The graph of a function very often shows the correspondence more

clearly than a table.

Certain rrppertien of a function can be easily discovered by

examining its graph.
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Aectioll PAL

A sleple, but important, function is the identity, function,

I

The Ana of the identity function, I, is a line.

Section 2:IL

A 2122 function is a function whose graph is made up entirely of

a number of hort2ontal pieces.

A neriodis function is a flinction whose graph can be drawn by

finding that part of the graph which constantly repeats itself, and

then sliding this part to the right always by the same amount.
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Teavheets Commentary

CLapter 2

FUNMIOPM

This the students' first formal introduction to the important

mathematical concept of function. Since physical situations often lead to

functions and graphs :II functions the chapter also contains some introductory

remarks about matheMatical models.

Although the function concept is one of the most significant ideas in

the mathematleal world, the textual treatment is merely a rano introduction

to the subject. Please treat it this way.. That is, do not expect your

students to master the concept at this time. The student vill meet and work

with the function concept through the rest of the sequance.

A function ie a correspondence between two seta of things, usually

numbers, such that tu every member of the first pet A there corresponds

xactly one member of the second set D.

This statement can be illustrated as follows:

A fUnction A function Nat a function

Using the very descriptive words, input and output, we can say that

for every jaw from set A there corresponds exactly one putput in set B.

The output is sometimes called the ifflige of the meMber of set A.

We Wove boitially chosen tO emphasize the "arrow notation" to represent

a function since it seems to convey to the student the basic feeling we would

like him to gain about thiS concept.Refinements in the notation will occur

as they are needed to handle more sophistiaated situations. Do a21 intro-

duce any Additional notation st this time.

We usually vrite a formula which tells us the member of set B that

corresponds to the member of the first set A. For example, if A is the

15 )



set of all integers, and x is a member of set A, then

r : x -ix
2

is the function that takes any integer into its square. B is the set of

all perfect aquares 0, 1, 4, 9, a6, .

Sometimes instead of a formula to denote the imagg of a member of set

A we use a description of this image in words. For example, we may associ-

ate with each circle in the .plane the single point which is its center and

write

f : circle -*center of circle

to explain the function which we have in mind.

A brief version of the well-known story about Galileo is told not

only to introduce an interesting function, but also to give the flaw,r of

what discovery meant to Galileo, Newton and others. People have sought

since ancient days to find a model of reality, to discover mathenatical

rules fur ouch physical phenomenon as motion. Discovery meant finding a

model, an ideal, or a mathematical description, which would approximate as

nearly as possible a natural motion. 1

In Galileo's experiment, we think of nalling objects RD points and we

regarl the earth as a plane. Our mor:el ror nalling bodies is quite accurate

for nearly spherical, dense objects dropped from a few hialdrei feet off the

groutd.

SUDGEBTED TiME SCHEDULE:

Gection 2-1 2-2 2-3 L'-it 7-5 2-6 2-7

Days , 1 1 2 2 1 2

1
Jourdin, "The Nature of Mathematics". James Newman, ed., The World

Pithemetico, ibid., pp. 44-'). Another reference which might be of inteis
eat to the teacher Is Rudolph Carnap's Philosophical Foundations of Physica
(16 Y. Basic Books, 1966).
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2-l. Travel Car

Tbe studentls introduction to functions is woven into a discussion of

automobile travel. This illustration is chosen for two reasons:

(1) It is linear (a term not used with the students), and simple

(2) Tbds is a topic about which the students have some intuitive

fee!ing, since this is usually a part of their previous

experience.

Exercises 2-:s. tClass Discussion)

l. input output

1 = d=50t

If t = 0, then d = 50(0) . 0

If t = 1, then d = 50(1) 0 50

!CO If t 2, then 1 = '/0(2) . 100

If t = 3, then d = 50(3) = 150

If t = 4, then d 50(4) 200

If t = 5, then d 50(5) a 250

The otulento io nut nrAel to

plot his pvints on the coorlinate

axis, since thio is n.,t the emphasis

in this section. The teacher might

winh to return to 'his graph when

the students are stuiying

Section 2-4.
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kercises 24112 (Class Discuasion)

1. While the students have not had a "formula", as such, for computing

average speed, this is a familiar area outside the classroom:, and

they can intuitively handle this important idea of avenwetpeed

time m/p/h TOtal miles Average speed

t 0 1 65 65

2 50

.

115
. .

20 135 Al -.

4 60

,

48 i

5 55 250 50

Come of the values in the table above were given, but let us review

how they were obtained and add the new ones:

During the first hour he drove 65 miles, avenaging, of course,

65 miles per hour.

During the second hour, he drove an additional 50 miles, for a

total of 115 miles. His average speed for the 2 hours would be
22:4 . 7

)r

I miles per hour.2 1 2

During the third hour, he drove only 20 miles, for

135 milee. His average speed for the 3 hours would be

miles per hour.

a total of

112 . 45
3

During the fourth hour, he drove another 60 miles, for a total

of 195 miles. His average speed for the 4 hours would now increase

to 42 48i miles per hour.

During the fifth hour, he drove an additional 55 miles, raising

his average iiii)eed a little, to 222 50 miles per hour.
5

2. (a) No, rsob will always be eight years older than John. This can be

seen from the graph.

(b) Yes, when John was 8 years old and Bob was 16, Bob vas twice

the age of John, in 1958.
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(c) Yes, when John was 4 years old and Bob was 12, Bobrs age

was three times that of Johnle, in 1954.

(d) Yes, when John was 2 yeare old and Bob was tO, Bob's age

was five times that of John's, La 1952.

(e) Yes, when John was a year old and Bob was 9, Bob's age was

nine times that of john's, in 1951.

2-2. alLia Objects

The story o Galileo is told to help introduce a function which is

perhaps a little different from the ones the students have intuitively dealt

vith before. In this story the idea of functional deiendence (Tunction of)

is encountered before the actual function is ascertained. Incidentall,y, the

Danction concept is consiiered to have originated with Galileo.

After graduating fram "functional dependence" to the actual function,

we immediately turn to the application of measuring the height of a water-

ma with a stop watch.

Although "iomuin" (the set of inputs) and "range" (the set or outputs)

are not mentioned, we stress the idea of input and output vhere the input

value determines the output value. The last part of this section focuses

upon the variab1es which have been ignored in the earlier discuesion, and

brings to light the model involved in a mathematical description of a real-

life situatiun.
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EereIsea 2-2.

1. number of seconda

If t

then d

_

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

0 4

....

16 36 64 100 144

d . 16t2

If t 0.0, then d . 16(0 = 16(0) 0

If t . 0.5, then 3 16(.5)2 . 16(.25) = 14

If t . 1.0, then 1 = lq1)2' . 16(1) = 16

If t then i = 16(1.5)2 . 16(2.25) = 36

Ir t 2.0, then d - 16(2)' = 16(4) = 64

If t then 1 = 16().5)2 16(6.25) = 100

t then 1 - 16(3)2 = 16(9) = 144

If t then A = 16(3.') = 16(12.25) = 196

Computing lifferen.es from the table of prublem 1 above, we have

t 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

4 16 36 64 100 244 196

difference IL

laEins the - second

20 28

1nt.erval,l the rock fell

t = 4 ft.0 to t

t - to t 1 12 ft.

t = to t = 1.5 20 ft.

t to t 2.0 28 ft.

t = 2 to 2.5 36 ft.

t 2.5 to t = 3.0 44 vs.

t = 3 to t a 3. ,2 ft.
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If we take differences again we have (repeating the tab:es of

problems ! and 2, and extending them),

t
3 3.!)

differences
of distanee

differences
of difference

6 !00 196

I
4 14, # #

1_

TT
.--1

1
120 28 36 44 in

k.:. 60 : =,,8 1 76. :

#"*-1:=1'-zr."--"..0T,'.1-",-*.t.-..--)T..-.1
8 8 f 8 8 8

i
,

I

J )
That is, ir we observe the lifferenee between the numbers representing

the number or feet that the rock rell in consecutive half-second

intervals, we wi:: note a constant difference of 8. From thic 8,

we :,nn extend the tale ty adding; i.e.,

.he ruck fell 5;.) + 8 . 60 ft. between t 3. and t = 4;

it fel? 60 + 8 = 68 ft. between t = 4 ana t =

it fell 66 8 = 76 rt. between t r 4.' and t =

j. Examp t Functions

This se,!tion really han a four-fold objective. It introduces the
students tJ:

(!) a few varied functions,

(I the machine interpretation of a function,

(i) the arrow notation method of representing a function,

(4) the reversing of the direction or correayondences.

The class discussion exercises arr lesignea to review certain funia-
mental ideas fram geometry as well as to test whether students can recognize
the statement .e a runctional re:ationship.

Assign Exercises 2-}L. When discussing these exercises with the
students, emphasize ideas rather than language.

a 0)
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Exercises ';'-ift (Class Discussion)

1. (a) This statement does nut tescribe a function. Given u pAnt in

spaee, there are an uniimitel number of linea eontaining it.

(b) This statement describes a function. Through' any two flfferent

point0 in apace there is exa:ttly one line. f : (A,B) --- .

(e) This statement does not describe a runotion. Given a pint in

spaee, there are an unlimited number of planes containing it.

(4) Thin statement Joes not Aenoribe a funetian. Given tw, afferent

pints in awe, there ar an unlimitel number af p1aaea .tontain-

ing them.

(e) Thia statement Aes.triles u funotLm. Through any three points,

not all an the same line, there is exactly ane plane.

r (A,B,C) 0 plane ABC.

Exer-ise,-; ;'eib

1. (a) Aooiate with eath memLer Jt. your mathematics class hie or

her age in years.

This statement ius'!ritjes u functiJn.

membor -.age m ret e r

A.:swiate zith ea.th ago, in years, a memher ;if your ma7hemati.

luas.

This statement 'LA's not desorihe a funot1Qn.

(1) Asliato with ta..11 tat t the Unitel .1.tates the name ,r its

.present goverm r.

Thin statement les(!rirer a function.

r otate -"name irprep..nt govern,r

AnaJoiate with the name ,C ea-h present governor in the Unitel

ates the otter whioh he serves.

T1s statement iescribes a function.

$ I name of yresent g,vernor -ostate

(e) Assliate with each height, in inohes, a citi:en he Unitel

!;tat.ev.

This statement t-otta n:yt Aesrribe a functin.

t



Associate with each citizen of the United States his Cr her

height in inches.

This statement describes a function.

f ; citizen -4beight uf citizen

(,!) Associate with a first name fur g person, a last name.

This statement does nut describe a function.

Associate with a last name for a person, a first name.

This statement does not describe a function.

. Yfiyo Representing Functions

The objective uf this sect in to introduce the students to signifi-

cant (1) iff,a;;, symts1ism, and (3) vocabulary, relevant to the function

0:4pept.

It is absolutely essential that the students understand the content of

this secti.m. There are two major reasonn f,./t. this statement.

(l) Ii prepares the students to cope with the remaining sectione

of this chapter.

(.) It also prepares them for much of their future work in

mathematics.

Afth:ugh this section is not explicitly called a clans discussion

exercise, It 1111Jult be treated as one, but 2nly after the students have been

instructed to carefu11y nmai the entire section.

The text introduces the students to methods, other thah arrsw

notation, fur representing a function. Each uf these ways should be dis-

,1ssed and in the '.1rier r presentaticm: (a), (e). Give special

attention to part (e), the gnwph. There are many subtle, and significant.,

ideas involved in this exposition.

Concerning Exercises 2-4, questions 8 and 9 will probably be meat

difficult for the students (5 and 7 to a leakier degree). All questions

should be assigned, but especially 1 as it introduces the constant

function, a function which the student will frequently meet in subsequent

sections.
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brereiees 2-4

1. (a) n : c -.3c, c represents a counting number.

(b) No. There ere an unlimited number ;:f correspondences.

2. (a) 3 (b) 5 (e) 13

(d) f c -ye + 3, e represents a counting number.

3. (a) 9 (b) 7

(e) Nu. If v represents a whole number, then 2w represents an

even number. Therefore, 2w + 1 vill represent an odd number.

4. (a) 1 40t

(b) g t -#40t, t 0

1
(c) 140, 40. 3 .5

40 (3 +

(40 . 3) + (4o =

120 + 20 a

14()

If 40t . 150, then t
0

11*12 4? 3

5. (a) 9, 36. since 4.9 a 36, the'second output is four times the

first.

(b) 16, 64. Since 4 .16 64, the second output is four times

the first.

(c) "I seems to huld" is an acceptable answer.

The teacher shoul1 knov that it always holds.
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3 units

A

3

S

-.9

2s (20' but (2

6. (s) 3

(d) Yes. The

7. (a)

6 unito

MN I

.

II .
,

.

,

. .III 1
1

i o

i 1

I o 1.1----;.---.1
:

: $

i I
i I I IIIa...1pm. m .. .41. m mi. .141.

, , . .

i

-- 36

() (2c) , 2). (t.;

(b) 6 (c) 3

graph ia 21211a3 from left to right.

Input : x 2 -1 0 1 2

Output : 2
,

2 2 2 2 2
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8,

( h) input: x
.

0 1 ,.
._

Output: '1 'l -1 -1 -1 '1

The graph of each function Jo a line, and both lines are horizontal

(Daral;e1 to the X-axis).

The function, k, descriteA by k : x -42, is such that regariless

:x the input chosen, the corresponding output ie constantly 2

(likewise V'Jr the PL.:action i).

Boi ing Edint

Freezing PtInt

10CP Boili

1

CP Freezing Point

Thermometers are available in both F and C scales. The relation

is due to the msritings in these scales.
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Thio ie the point on the Celsiue

(Centigrade) ScaIe Where water is

100gme cenverted into oteam (with additional

heat) and atom to converted into

water (with removal of heat).

(P.+

411

This is the point where water is

converted into ice (with removal

of hest) and ice is converted into

water (with additional heat).

(5) 32, freezing point of water

(t,) '1?, boiling point of water

(c) nput: 0 10 40 0 Bc 100

Output: C * 4,2 32 50 104 140 176 21:

It" C 0,

then C 32

2 . 0 + 2 2,

0 + 32 =

If C 10,

then + 32

2 .10 32
5

3 18 .4- 32 .

Tr C

then

40,

2 C +

If C

then 2

50

60

C + 32

2
4() + 32 °

72 + 32
.4.

2. Go + 32 -

108 + 32 .

104 140
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If C

then

80,

2 C + 32 .

2 do 4. 32
`.)

If C

then

.

2

100,

C + 32 a

100 + 32 .

144 + 32

176

180 + 32

212

RIM 2111111111111111111111111111111.11
IIP 11111111111111111111111111111
Ili 1111111111111111011111M1111
: 11111111111111MIMINIII

III ilinenrairlai
116 1111111111111051111111111111111111
IMO IIIIIMIN111111111111111111111
NI 11111111111112111111111111111111M
ea IMIIMMINIIIIIMIIIIIIII
IaalBIM

111111V1111 1111111111111111111111IMO 1111111INIMMI
MI AIM 11.1111111111=
111M1111111111111111 MEMgew 20 0 0 0 100

INI 111111111111111111111111111111.. , . .

Concerning this graph, some students will *Neon that the points

which they have plotted are collinear, others will guess they are

nJt collinear. In toms of pruof neither group can justify'their

peon,: lt is hoped that the majority of students will agree that,

at this time, they really don't know. At a future tite, the

evllinoarity of theoe points will be proved.
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wnien are rea1ily available frost the graph if a funetinn if it ie examintrt

in an appropriate wuy.

Thiu ceetiun wIll be helpful t,o utudents in levelupiag it.me

standing of the tact" reasons for ottaininE functions and their erupts. Tn.i

analysis of funCtiOns anl tbeir gnapthn produces Infnrmatinn nf a "g7ita"

sort nut usually apparent crum the Initia Inervatiin ,r the fdnotina*

relatiunship.

he main i,tean in this seetion are:

(1) The graph ,r the funetiou very _Zten Iloplays the t'un,71.1ina

re.ati.mohip awn. elearly than u tut (In thin reti_ti

Tumf.; grIell pattern nh,we up m-re ,.lear;y .,ri the grnph.)

(,,) itentificatiin nime pr-pertien of a funetiin ean te i te

the graph 'if the t`tubtti.d..

) pe.r,,I,,s if the furb-ti rni1.1 fr-,m the graph 4r1

, UV, i In n pretiet V,. 'It1;t1"1_,:l t_ In tIeate what the igittern

might be :Ike thr. tat tilt:sr vtaluno.

Cin,erning Fub.reinen ft: queuti..:nn anttigne II 111. n
eopeelal : y I I :'11 -.4!

A :tee 41; A,.f. Linu, Exeri..- nue, ti . y iwu t,te

ti net. 17., ro!e..io,1 t;,' ntuit.ntn I% a=w,r

thou.. guest I no. fru' , In quent I Al 1., t he otu lent i a i" Ii r470', (,i ma?..

n'ight, ut. alignifloant, extensi,n of their .ucisting oonceptun: framework.

Their intuItI.ti f att,mrinh tnis. The quentimc are intended,

primarry, t ntate'iln/ underutuntIng their newly twquiret

eineepts. The entire n t nnuull he annignei, but inl, after the prevb.)us

net han teen Eirrignet an! tirounrol.

Exereinec H- 3 rO'n.:

I ( ) I.,1!we in the input pr an ITV rIanl In tte

InveasIng

, An T..m gr o' ter, fr.)13 t irt/: 11(.7 no gr.= *At:

(a)- in term; if rrtuing ,r ra;:ing, nothing is happring

A ,!hange in the Input protunes nei ohange in vv, outpt's.

Eraph.



(b) Az Tom grows older, frau 18 to 214 he does not grow ta:ler.

(c) Far the inputs (ages), from 18 to 21, the function, h,

behaves like a constant function. (Refer the students to question

7, EXercises 2-4.)

3. (a) Yes.

(0 There is a 1 year period, between the ages of 0 End 21,

in vhich Tom gay more than i- any other 1 year period within

this interval.

(0) Yes.

(1) Coordinates or the 'eft endpoint: (17,64)

Coordinates Dr the right endpoint: (18,Y1)

(0 Between hic 11th and !8th birthdays.

(19 11 - 64, 7 inches

(g) Yei;. The steepness jf the segment joining the points whose

r.%)arlinatec are (1f48 ) and (11,64) innicates that Tam

ivew more between his 16th and 17th birthdays than in any

Aller 1 year perLd, excluding the period between his 17th

an! 75th Ilrthlays.

(h) - inches,

Exercises

1
- 58

1. Between tirth and his 1st

t -
4

;4 t inches)

birthday, 0 and 1,

between ',is t3t..h

;1 - Ti = 0 (0

and

inches)

:gth birthdays, and 19,

Between his !9th

(1 - (1 = 0 (0

and

inches)

20th t,irthdays, 19 and 20,

Between htc 20th

71 - ;1 - 0 (0

and

inches)

21st birthdays, 20 and 21,'



3. ( His 9th birthday, his 17th birthdny

(b)

II + 8 8
21 21 21 21 21

3.38

4. (a)

Age t MEDI
._

6

II
II

111

9 10

4_

Growth since
preceding
birthday

Age 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Growth oince
preceing
birthday

1 i
i 1

( 0 0

( L) 0 is an acceptable input for the function h leoause the

function associates the age, in this cane 0, with the height

at tirth fur the age.

0

0 is not an acceptable input for the function g because the

function associates age, in this case 0, with the growth between

preceding birthday and birthday for the age. There Is no

preceding birthjay for age 0.

(c) Yes. 21 is an acceptable input for our function g, since g

associates age with the growth between preceding birthday and

birthday for the age.

2'. - 0

The output iu 0, beeauve the growth betveen 20 and 21

is 0.
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AGE (IN TEA.'r4l),

41101., that. 40 Txn grows opeolrioal]y rrim Lirth t,

age , a.o, growo ta. interpret4tiun Li male

rrom xamining the graphs ,f the runetions is that while T'im

griwing taYer, within thio age ihlerva, he io iiing si at

a ie..reaoing ,f zroWth.

We iuliw that us Tom grw!; i!,ler, spv,lfioa!ly rram to 1:3,

he a!oi growm ta!lor. The interpretation to 1K. male Cnial examin-

ing the graphs if the ranotiins is tnat while Tom is grawing

taller, within this age interval, he is doing so at an

in-roazinz rate Jr growth,
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TotaligrvwthAverage grwth per year
Number of yea/s

18

11_11:11 L%.Q
' I2999

2 inchez

Exerrizws

1. (a) lAy itsn212112 aereement, the n..Jtation (e.g., 1 WC) imt! ies

t hi3.

b) Outputs Jr images

(a) quadrant I (the 1st quadrant)

(L) J.Jin consecutive pAnts, LelQngin., tJ the graph QC the t'uncti:41,

tiy segawnts.

3.
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4. A decrease in savings

The !Oth year. The segment, joining the points whose coordinates

ar" (J, loA and (10, 9,..:ii;c) is steeper than any oAler segment
which rises from left to right.

6. The hth year. The gement, Joining the pointe whose coordinates

an! (!, -,1J)) and . ;215), is steeper than any other r-gment which
T'ftaic from left to right.

7. years. If a segment rises frum left to right, then this indicates

an increase in savings. The maximum number of consecutive sepents
whith io this is 3. There are 2 3-year periods during which there

wer only increanes in savings, the lst 3 years and from the 5th
year through the Yth year.

) .

The segment, joining the puints whose cooitinates aru (, _,312) and

(4, ,roi,) falls from left to right, and this indicates a decrease

in savings (i.e., a withdrawal of savings).

Tle oegment, Joining the points whose coordinates art (), 102:) and
(;(), e,A)), rises from Ieft to right, and this indicates an increase
in :ravings. From question we also know that this increase in

savings is maximum over the ;-year interval.

'0. (a) $10,4

04;

Th,! Ilentity Function

In this section the studen u are introduce., to a ,significant function,

the identity !Unction.

The exposition concerning the Voiding of a square-shaped item, such

as a napkin, is excellent. It should lead to a visual deftanatration that
sd 1 ilelp ne!ste geometrical and functional concepts, and thus contribute

to a better understamiing or mathematics. The word "bisects" appears in the
text. At this time, do not attempt a formal definition, but be prepared

iscuss the Ilea fnformally.
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Exercises 2-6 are t difficult, t,ut they are impartant.

questions zhou74 be asoigned.

1. (a)

Input x

Output: x

III
2

° 1111

1

Input: x
III

1111111
Output: x + 3

mom mumMirmmom=
morommmommommumesm mum=

summummummummumm.mummums.m

(h)

Both

Input: x 0 1

Output: x + 2 2 3 4
_

(A)

Input:

Output: x + .)

k

ONOMO%EOESMOS'MOSQUES=ESOMOMSomommommuMOOMESSEEmommoomm.
somommimm n
sommenammum
mogimmumumumummiumms

1

iliwassisr, wait'. mowmummummis Iinummenr smismommemus.MEM= MEMEMEE=MOM= OM monsomm
II Sr IN OM ME ME

2. (a) A!: graphs are mu.

(h) Eh.::1 ray is 2.arallel to the !inc.

(c) Y. The graph %.4 each functioq is slain+. from left ty right.



2-7. New /Unit., Funetions

This section will acquaint che stulents with new kinds

functions, the It= function and the periodic function.

A class discussion exercise has been inserted into this section.

It aerve ft dual role. Iltep functions are introduced first, and this

exercise attempts to reinforce learning relevant to this kind :)f functin.

It also Servea ts separate the textual presentation of une functiJn from

that :if the 7.ther.

The step function pr'...viles an early exposure to discntinuous

runctisns, which play an important. part in sums areas Jr MathemniL's. nonie

tJp1,.11 fur Lrier iIeuL,n anl etsphasis with students include:

(1) The reason we call It s "step" function. This is rather obvious,

Lut students right like to talk about it a little.

(L') cre fa't that thio to a functioni.e., fur each Input there is

.:ingle

71-1, n%,-t that th.. graph Is "male up . . of hurirontal piecJs"

thW the pleoes are nA ;;egmenta, sinee eat711 ltEwks an end-

p:,Int. If this wore mt so, then at each malue :eV x where one

picce nds and

the next LegIn we wou'd

have .me input with tv,o

outputs. For example,

the graph iniimted heft

ls n the graph or a

function, since bur the

input 1 it shows out-

puts of 1th 1 and 2.

X
*

2

(4) "Missing" endpoints are indicated by open circles.

Another special function is the periodic function. A physical

applicaticn uf a periodic function

ifilt,C1 consider a red spot on the

w6.01 of a car. What is the graph

of the motion end position Jr this

spot as the mar moves forward? 17ertain3,y there are numerous examples of

periodic functions and the (!tsrussion of this subleet here In only an

Introduction.

1 PA17-7'1:," A , :PW:Vi.:.; '47



Concerning Exercises it is again recommended ttut all questions

be assigned.

Altercise# 2:b (class Liacusswo

1. (a) A function id named a Elte2 function if itn graph is aade up

entirely t)f u number of harizOntal pieces. This is the rtmia-

mental characteristic uf this kind of a function.

Yes.

P:.,r convenience I. nepresenting the late.

(b)

(c)

Exercises 2:a

1. (a) Thc 3 columna or corresp...ndenees, belonging to this ounctixl,

imp!y that the graph .;f the funr.tian is male up comp!etely Jf a

numt,er IsJriz.mtn1 pit!cea.

s



2. ) input

Pain! ea :

2

(b)

-* output

-°

1 -0

1 0

10

10

1

z

3

-0

-0

16

16

16

1 -

-0

22

22
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000'

.000.



(a) if n NI1lniso tJ (1, 2, 3, ..., :03.

50 - '0) if n belongs to (11, ]2, :3, ..

m mm ammomilmumumm
m nommommemerlmom=mummalnilliiimwillH ammmmum

I 1111111111111
4

umemmirsommnommommomm
MMEMEMMUMOMOO

er 1 11 1111111111.11

P P-t-4

1 0 2 i 4 MM.
l'

fT. limm..

(a) = :

(a) 0 and

(1)

(c) "I, - ani = 15

Inputo, 74 and lh, apP"ar

1E,t,

in dnawing



Suggeated Tent Items

KU1L11le Choir..?

1. Ilentify the graph which 'Wee not represent a function.

(A) H (C

(E) (F)

Ilentilf the ilagram which does not represent a function.



3. Identify the diagrams Which represent fUnctions.

(A) (B)

4. Bach of the diagrams below shows a correspondence,

(c)

Identify the

diagram that represents a function ge which will still do so if the

correspondence is reversed.

(A)

Completion

1. A function is a special kind of

(B) (c)

2. A function whose output value is them!! for each input value in

the oat of inputs is said to be a function.

3.. The perimeter (p) of a square is four times the length of one

side (s),

(a) Express this function by a formula.

(b) Express this function, using the arrow notation.

188



Write a mathematical sentence which describee the set of

acceptable inputs for this function.

(d) Au input of 9 determines an output of

(e) An output of 2 results from an input of

4. TWO numbers are ao related that one is five times the other.

(a) Does this statement describe a runction?

(b) Game the input with a letter.

(e) Name the output.

(4) Write the arrow notation indicating this relationship.

(e) If the input is 7, what is the output?

Given the function, f, described by f x -.3x + 2, find the

output corresponding to each input in the table below.

6. (a)

Input: x 1 2 3 4 6 7

Output: 3x + 2
.._

The velocity (speed) of a Oalling body can be found by using the

formula v = 32t. Express this function by using arrow notation,

and name the function f.

(b) In the formula v = Pt, which letter refers to the set of

inputs of the function?

fel

. (d)

The formula v 32t informs us that an input of 10 produces

an output of , and an output of 256 must have been

produced by an input of

Write a mathematical sentence indieating acceptable inputs for

the formula v = 32t.



7. The graph belov reprenentv a function.

11111111111111111111111171M11111111MMR1111111111IRUIUIUIMRUUUIsiminnummomimmaimminume
11111111111111111111111111W1
1111111M111111111111111BNII
111111M111111111E211111111111

1111111114111111111111111111111
IIIIIMI111111111111111111111itraprninumumsrmirusumnommaININIM

ounimmimunirminumemmumnuanomimmumlimmun
INNIMENIuliumisamsammoslimannumsormummumm

MUM

the graph, complete
table below.

From
the

Nun
nput Output

Num
(a)

110

-1(b

(e

(d)

(e)

(f) What wiii be the output ror an input of a

(g) Deacribe thin functi= ucing arrow notation.

1 )0

-t. ,4111



8, 'Me graph below nrpresents a function.

MOMMOMMOMMOMMUMEMEMEMOMMMUMMmosimmisommummummummummm
mummilimmummismommmommumm
MMOMMOIMMEMEMMUMMOMMOMMEIMESOM
MOMIIMMOMMEMMOMMORMEMMOMMEMM
MOMOMMOMEMMEMMOMMEMOMMEMMEM
OMMOMMOMOMMIAMMOMMINIMUMMEMME
MOMMEMOMMEMMEMOMMOMMEEMMEMMEM
WOMMIIMMOMMOMOREMMOmmOMMEMMMEM
MMOMMOOMMEMMEMMEMBEEMMEMMEMEM
IIMMOMMUMMEMMONMOMMEMMOMMEMM
IIMMOMUMMOMOMOMMMEEMOMMOMMEMOMommommummommommommirmille
wrommusumemumommommummummum
mommommommonnummummommommu
J1111111111114111111111111111
mum I. mammismommummismorm
sm OM= imMEMMOROMMOMMEMMEMMM

mmOMONMEMEMOMMEMMOMME
MO WINOMMEHROMOMMINIMMEMOMM
MOM smilIMINIMMOMMOMMEMMOMMEMM

qt................................................... ........................mummosigiummummulm mmommummommo

(a) What name is given to a function that has a graph as is pictured

caul/WI

(h) From the graph, fill in the following table.

InPut 2.'"' 1101111imigi
Output

0 11111 111111



The graph below.represents a function.

1

0
1

3.14

2 5 7 10

(a) This is the graph of a function.

(b) How far must you shift any one section of this graph to fit

the next section of the graph? units

10. The graph below represents a function.

Th-
e

X
4 5 6 7 8 9

/

(a) This is the graph of a function.

(b) How far must you shift any one section of this graph to fit

the next section of the graph? units

Problema

1. Each stateemit below specifies a correspondence. Some specify
functions, some do not. For each statement that specifies a function,

use arrow notation to show the input and the correaponding output.

Example: Associate with each article in a store its selling
price. g : article -I, price of article

(a) Associate with a father his four children.

(b) Associate with each student in this mathematics class, who took

the test, his or her letter grade on the last test.

192



(c) Asoociate with each legal driver in the state of California

his or her drivers license number.

(d) Associate with each ordered pair (spy) on a coordinate plane

the corresponding point F.

(a) -..ssociate with each non-negative integer (whole number) a

positive integer (counting number) of equal value.

itymme the correspondence in each of the statements above, and for

each new atatement that specifies a function use arrow notation to

show the input and th= corresponding output.

(s)

(b)

(c)

(4)

(a)

2. For the correerndences shown in each table below, answer the

following questions.

(1) Is this correspondence a function?

(2) Is the reversed correspondence a function?

(a)

(b)

(a)

21110M 0 1011111 6

Output 0 1111 4 9 11011

111;44 -1 ° 11111111111111111

Output "1 0 III 2 II, 6

Input 8 0 2 8

" -4

Output "

.

'2 0 2 4- A
6

3. In the forsula

h is the distance above the ground (measured in feet) and

d is the approximate distance to the horizon (sessuxed in miles).

Thus, if a person Wishes to see a distance of d miles over level

ground, he must he h feet above the ground.

193



(a) Write this relationship as a function, using the arrow notation.

(b) What is the height of a lighthouse fron whoee top the horizon

is a distance of 24 mama

What is the height of a talloon if the distame to the horizon

is 48 miles?

(0)

gy What number was the height multiplied when the distance to

the horizon was doubled in questions (b) and (c)?

4. (a) Represent the identity function in arrow notation.

(b) Draw the gm% of this function.

MMIIIII111111. 1111111111111111M11
111111111111111111111111111111011111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111. 1111111111111111
111111111101111111111111111111111111111111
141111111111111111111111111111111111111MIF
111111OMM iii11111111111Mill
IIMEME111111111111111
1111111111111111IHNI11111=111=111
11111111111111111111111=111111111111111
11111111M11111111111111111111111101111111111...ENEM. IMMO MIN
RURRRV 1111111111111111111

5. Dam the graph of,the function, fp described by f x -0-3.

MUM MIN= 1111111111111111111
1110.1111111111111111111111111.111111111
1111111111111111111111M 111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111H11111111111111.111111

11111111111.11.111111111111rnalli=MIMI
HIM 11111111111.111111111

111111111111a=111. 1111110111M11111
IMINIIMMIIIIII11111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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6. Draw the graph of the function, 8, deocribed by g : z -4 3, x < 0.

11111111111MI3 11111111111MMIMM
111111M11111111111M

UUiRNiU 111M111111111111

1111111111111M11111111111KIIIIIIIIIN
1111111111111111111111111MMIMM11111

1110111111111MMIM 1111111111111111111
M1111111111111111

111111111111MIIMUUUIUUIUUUUIUII
1111111111111111MIIMMIIIIIIIMMIIII

7. Dnar the gag!: of the nmetion,
h x -42x 0 < x < 2

4

described by

11111111111111111111u
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

11111M1111101111111111111111111111111

MIIIMMI1111111111111111MMIIMMEMauiiau 111111111111111M111111111

111111110111111110111111111111MMIIMM

IIMIMM1111111111111111111111M111111111
11111111111111MIIMM

A function is expressed as f -P2x + 1, x0.

(a) Fill in the following table for this

Input: x 0 1 2 3 4

Outputs 21 + 3

I

1 95



(b) Dram the rap that is the pal* of this funclUNI.

ur 111111111M1111111111111111111111111111E
UI EMEEMMEHEIMMEIMEM

IIMEEMMEEMEMEWEE
EEEMMEMMICIEWEI
EMEEMIEMEMEMMEEM
EEEMMINEEKEMEEMM

au EMERIMMEMEMIEEIME
OE ENEHEIMMIMEMIEMEE

111111MHIMMEMEEMIEME
OE EIREEMEEEEEMEREM

MEENIEMEMEIMEME
II EEEEMMOMMOMMEMIIII
UI EMEMESEEMEMENEM
El EMMEEMMEMEMEEMEI

MEMEMEMEEMEMEIMIS
MEMEMINEEMMINEMIE
EIMEMINMEEMEMEME

9. First class postage costs 60 per ounce. For each additional

ounce, or part of an ounee, another 60 is charged.

(a) What kind of function la represented here?

(b) Draw a grepb of this fUnction for first class mail from 0 to

6 ounces inclusive.

MMEIMMEEEMEMEMEMI
UI MEMEEMEMEEMEEME
UI SEMEEMEMEMEMEME
ME MEMMEEMEEMEMEME

MEEEMEMEEMME
ES EMEIMMEMEMEIMMEMIE
UI 11111111111111111M111111111111111MI
Ii EMMEMMEMEMESEIME
UI EEMEEMEMIEHMEEMI

MEMEMMEMEMMMEIM
111111111111111111111111MMI11111
Mil EMIEEMMEMEMIMEMM
Ru MIHEMEMMEMMEMEMEI

EMMEMEEMMEEMMM
gU EMMEEEMEEMEMEMiii
ui EME47.71=711111EMEI
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..11111,

10., A dress manufacturer has several bolts of cloth of standard width.

In order to make a certain type of drees it is necessary to cut

three-yard lengths from these bolts. The correspondence between the

length of a bolt and the number of three-yard leagths that mmy be

cut from It is a function. The set of inputs consists of the bolt

lengths and the set of oldmuts consists of the nueber of three-yard

breathe obtained. Draw a graph of this function.
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(c) On the coordinate ayatea below, dray the graph of the wtest score"

function.

4
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(4) The clans Irma for these ten testa was b. Dray the graph

of f - -P75, x > 0, but use the same coordinate system on

which you 'trey the "teat score" function.

(e) EXplain why it is not necessary to compute this student's average

score in orter tu letermine whether his average score was above

Jr below the class average score.

(f) Wes this stuJentys uvensge score above or beluv the class

average?

13. Inst.rance companies are interested in letting peuple know the stopping

liatance of a car traveling at different speeds. If the input

10 the measure of the speed in miles per hour, ond the output is

the measure f the stopping listance in feet, the function is

-xprensed by the fullowing

Input: npeel 10 30 40

124
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Output: 3topping Distance 16 78 180 2 zet
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(a) Plot these points on the coordinate system below, and drew a

smooth curve through all these points.
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1111,1111111MMOMMOMOMMIIMM
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IIMMOMMEMEMMEMMOIMMOMmmus 1! 20 ya 4o 60 0

OROWEEXECEZMUDIMOM

(b) Ia the graph of this function a line?

(c) Accordiag to your graph, what distance (approximately) is

needed ror a car to stop if:

its speed is 25 split

its speed is 37 mph?

its speed is 45 mph?

Speeding automobiles often cause accidents. After such an

accident, a policeesn or insurance company representative may

try to determine how Vast a oar vas traveling by measuring the

length of the skid marts. How feet may he assume that the car

vas traveling if the skid marks were measured to be 200 feet'
60 feet?
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AgmL.vo to stjageoted Z Itents

patinle. Choice

1. 13

2. C

3. B, C

4. C

Completion

1. Correspondence or association

2. Constant

3. (a) P a 4s

(b) f s -04s

(0) S>0

(4) 36

(e)
1

3

4. (e) Yes

(b) n (2az letter will do)

(e) 5n

(4) f n -*Sn

(e) 35

5. Input: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Output: 3x 4. 2 2 8 il 14 17 20 23
_ t

6. (a) f t -.32t

(b) t

(c) 320, 8

(I) t > 0
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(a)

(b)

(r)

(g) f n n

8. (a) Step function

lnput
..

OUtpUt

-2

A

-1
,

-1 -(i)

0 0

1 1
2

v

1.

-

(b) 0 < a < 1

1 < b < 2

1 <c < 2

Input -3 -2.25 a b c 4i i

Output -3 -3 -2 01 1 4
_

9. (a) Periodic

(b) 6.28 ... units (i.e., 2s units)

10. (a) Periodic

(b) 3 units

'Problem

I. (a) not a function

(b) student - grade of stu4ent

(c) driver drivers license nuaber

(d) (ea) g

(e) not a function
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(s) child tither of chiLd

(b) nat n !Unction

(c) drivers license number driver

(d) P ", (xiy)

(e) positive integer noremegstive integer

2. (al) Yes (42) Yee

(b1) Tee (b2) Yee

(cl) No (C2 ) Ten

3. (a) : -9 d2, 4>0

(a) 38Ie feet

(c) 1536 feet

(4) Si

Ie (s) I : -ex

( a )

MMINIMMOSUMMEMOMOSIM
ommemom immswimmum
MIIMMEMOM IMMOMMEMM
WOMMOMMO MEMMMMON
IIMMMME MIVANIMMORM
MEMEMMINVOMMIIMMEMME
mmummumm nummummum
NREMMEMOMMEAREMMOMM
MEMMEMMOOMMEMEMMEM
WOMMOMOMINIMMEMOMMII
mmommilummummussm
MOMWOMMO OMMEMMENEM
MOMMOMEM MMIIMMEMMEM
MMOMMEMMEMORMMOMME
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(b)

Input: :: 0 1 2 3 5

Output: 211: + 1 1. 3 5 7 9 11

MUMMOMOMWMM MEMOM MINIM IMOMMIM
OMMOM2M EMMEN
MENEM MMOMMEMW OMOMWM NUMMI'

M9MMMEM8llS!lUlUlU..I Ong7 OMMOMMEMOME MEII OMFAMOOMMEMMOMM
M5MMEMMOMMMEMMMOMM
COVIMMMOMMMOMMEMM

MMEMMOMEMMMOIMMO
CWIIMMOMMMEMMMEMMM

MEMMIMMIMMEMMILIO
INLI 1 2 8 9 0 OM

9. (a) A step function

(b)
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MOM OMMMIMMMOMMENOMMMMEM
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MWM
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f :n
125 1r n belongs to (1, 2, 3)

25 5(n - 3) if a belongs to (4, 5, 6, ...)

Of course, the graph Bey differs from that shown above.

12. (a) f test number - test score

(b) No

(c) mad

(0)

IP! 11111111111111111111111111111111111M
111111111111MIIIIIMMINIRMINIII
VI 1111111111=1111111111111111111111111111111111
1 1111111111M111111111111M1111P11111111 , 11111111111111111111111E11111111111111=Il 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111i , 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1if 1111111111111111111I111111111111111111111A , 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
A 111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111li IMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIM

2 i 6 01111111111111111rmrcrtrrnmem
We mere4 have to examine the graph of the "test score" function

with reference to the graph of f : x -.75, x O. We can

determine, visUally, how the sum of the distances of each point

above Fp to f, compares with the .m of the distances of

each point below f, to C.

Obviously, above the class average.
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rig
Lib
7:111

no.
4.1411

miaaorriummr.romommuovammum
11111111111E1111111111PAIMEEIHIEMEN
IIIIIMIEEREEK11111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111WEREINEEMINIIIIIII
IIIIEEIHMINVII1111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111IAIIIIIIMEEEEEMEEME
1111111111111111.5111111111111111111111111111111111111
INEEEEKAIIIIMIESIMUENNEEIMI
11111111111%111111111111111111111E11111111111111111
11.211E11111111111111EREMEREERE
ENIIIIMEREEEREEEE1111101111111111mu 10 20 30 40 50 70 80 ulli

(b)

(0)

(d)

No

25 -41 60 (approxlmatelY)

37 105 (approximately)

45 -* 150 (approximately)

(approximately) 53 -4, 200

(approximstety) 25 - 60
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MAR OUT SORT

agl2-4.22 ELS (Clans Discussion)

1. Complete the following table. Show your work below.

Distance traveled = 50 mi. per hr. x no. hrs. traveled

d = 50t

(time
tn hrs.)

input

t

(distance
in miles)

output

50t

0 0

1 50

2

3

250

nat wit km:
ti 50t

If t0, then d = 50(0) 0

If t = 1, then d = 50(1) = 50

If t = 2, then d

If t = 3, then d 4

If t 4, then a .

If t = 5, then d = 50(5) = 250
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MB OUT MEW

bum-ma:2 (Class Discussion)

(distance)

total mi.

1. Complete the work

belov, then complete

the table to the left.

na4 distance:

During 1st hr. he drove 66

During 2n4 hr. he drove 50

During 3rd hr. he drove 20

During 4th hr. he drove 60

During 5th hr. he drove 55

Find averaxe 2220:

Average speed

At the end of

At the end of

At the end or

At the end of

At the end of

distance
a time

miles.

ml. for a total distance of 65 50 115 mi.

mi. for a total distance of 11:3 4- 20 n 135 ed.

mi. for a total distance of

mi. for a total distance of

hr., average speed 65 m/p/h.

2 hr., average spad . 57 m/p/h.

3 hr., average speed so m/p/a.

4 hr., average glYeed ° sii/fis

hr., average speed .
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S.

gseIrrinon, 2-2

Follow t6(/' problems In you& text, and fill in this table.

(nji ameondx)

2.

3.

t 0 .5 1 1.5 2 2.5

(no. ft. object

d o

dietance object
Calla each
half-second

0

1,

100

difference
between distance
fallen each
half-second

bLe mg is for mr wort.

1. If t 0, d 0 16(0)2 o 16.0 o 0

If t .5, 4 . 16(.5)2 . 16(. )

If t 1, d

If t o 1.5, d 160. a 16(2.25) 36

If, t a 2, d

If t 2.5, d 16(2.5)2 a 16(6.25) 100

If t 3, d

If t 3.5, d o 16(3.5)2 s 1E(12.25) 196

2.

3.



Utlif.ntou T-xt

Chapter 3

INFORMAL ALOWTIMMU AND FUN CHARD;

3-1. 5...sing a gal /Ire

You have experienced many times the need to follow instructions in

order to carry out some procesn nuccessfully. For examle, putting together

a model airplane, following a recipe, playing a new game, complying with the

ruler' of conduct net down by your parents, are all instances where it in

necessary to follow inntructionn in order to carry out a process.

pefinition. bait of instructions forgoing out Liegg procesa

eittplx 212 is called an algorithm.

Mont procennes can be represented as algorithms in many different

ways. Hen; in ,ine algorithm for changing a flat tire.

Algorithm for Changing a Flat Tire

1. Jack up the car.

2. Unscrew the iuge.

3. Remove the wheel.

4. Put on the spare.

5. 3crew on the lugs.

6. Jack the car awn.

You may feel that we have not put enough stepn into our algorithm. Ve

have not consilered getting the equipment out or the trunk, placing the jack,

rmmoving the hub-caps, loosening the lugs before jacking mp the car, etc.

These are good objectiono. Ztill, our list is good enough for getting

&cram the idea of an algorithm. When we get to the stage of writing

algorithms for mathmmatical processes we will have to be much more precise.

A flow chart is a diagram for picturing an.algorithsh We will give

a flow chart fur our not tire algorithm, and then explain it.
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1

pack up the car ]

1 2

[Unscrew the lugs 1

1 3

IRemove the rbeel 1

1 4

Fut on the spare

5

Serer on the lugs!

1 6

Jack the car down!

elf

Figure 1. rivet flow chert for a flat tire.

In this flow chart, asin seat, ve see

and

We also Obeerve in our flaw chart that each instruction is enclosed

in a l_meg or 10. A little later on re rill see that the shape of the

rouse tells us what kind of instruction appears inside. common4a to take

sone action are rrittea in rectangular frames.

211.
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In Figure 1 all instruetions are of this form, so they all have

rectangular frames.

To carry out the process shown in a flow chart we go to START, follow

the arrow to the first "bore and carry out the instruction given there, then

folov the arrow to the next box, etc.

Atter drawing a flow chart we slew look to see whether we can improve

it. In the flat tire algorithm we forgot to check whether the spare vas flat.

Drivers seldom thinlit at a service station to check the air in the spare tire,

and seaetiaea it is flat when it is needed.

If the spare in flat then we certainly do not want to go to all the

trouble of changing the tire. Instead we should call a garage. TO make this

decision we introduce a nev kind of frame into our flow chart: The frame is

oval in shape.

Inside this frame we find a statement on which we make a decision.

(The spare tire ie flat)

We have two exits from this box, one labeled T (true) and the . Labeled

F (false). After checking whether the statement is true or false, we leave

the box at the corresponding exit and go or to the next box.

Fii;;;;Iithe tire 1

The spare tire is

[call a garage'

1

fAlch an oval box is called a ,decision box. When we put this flow

chart Treatment into our flat tire flow chart of Figure 1 we obtain the

flow chart of Figure 2.
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(The spare tire is flat

las up tbe car

rev the lugs

'Hamm the wheel

on the

on the lugs

IJack the car down

Call a garage

Figure 2. Second flow chart for changing a flat tire.

There is still one more improvement ve would like to make on our flow

chart. Let us look at hox 2 in our flow chart.

IUnscrew the lugsi

Actually this stands for a number of tasks, or rather the repeating of the

same task. Since this automobile wheel has five lugs, one way of showing this

is to have five frames.
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IUnscrew a lug

LUnscrew a lug 1

IUnscrew a lug I

IUnscrew a lug

IUrscrew a lug

1

Thin is correct but we can aimplify this diagram by introducing a 122R.

IUnscrew a lugl

We see that when we leave this box we are sent right back to repeat the task.

The trouble with this idea as that we have no way or getting out of the loop

to the next task. We are caught in an endless loop. We can correct this

situation by placing a decision box in our flow chart as shown in the figure

below.

8

!Unscrew a lugl

"KAU the lugs have been unscrewed)

We pet our.final flow chart for changing a flat tire (Figure 3) by

replacing box 2 by boxes 8 and 9 and making a similar replacement for

box 5.
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The spare tire la flat

Jack u
1.

the
1

-1Catu

neerew 8

lugs have been unacrewed5

Renove the wheel

4

Put on the spare]

10
Screw on a lug 1

All the lugs have been screwed on

6
Jack the car down

F igu re 3

2th

2 1

Call a garag
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Itemism
(Cuse Discussion)

1. Narkos fatheree favorite breakfast consisted of orange juice, toast,

milk, and I. fried egg (sunnyside up) basted in butter. On Fathers@

Day, Nark deaded he would surprise his father by cooking lireakfast

for him but (Met know how to fry the egg. Narkos older sister (who

was a computer pmgrammer) coastructed a flow chart showing Nark how

to fry an egg the way their father liked it cooked.

To start, Nark's sister listed the basic processes needed to cook

an egg.

I. Place frying pan on burner.

2. Set heat under frying pan to sodium-low.

3. Put butter in pan.

4. Break egg into frying pan.

5. Bmste egg with melted butter.

6. Serve egg to Dad.

(a) Construct the first flow chart for frying an egg. (See Figure 1,

Fade PO

(b) It is always possible that the family may be out of butter or

eggs. Change your flow chart to account for this possibility by

insertins a decision box in the correct place with the statement

"We have both butter and eggs."

As there are two exits from a decision box, one labeled T (true)

and one labeled F (false), tbe sister decided that if they were

out of butter or eggs Nark's father vould be served cold cereal.

Change your flov chart to take account of this possibility.

(c)

(4) Before breaking an egg into the frying pan the butter should be

melted. Insert a decision box with

has melted", into the flow chart.

(e) If it la T (true) that the butter

would be to "break the egg into the

is F (false) then Nark must "wait

a rectmagutar box, change your flow

possibility.
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(r) TO determine whether the egg is cooked or not, the vhite should

not be trmnsparent. If it is transparent, then more bastiaS to

needed. Change your flow chart by putting in a decision box, and

loop, with the etatement "the egg white is transparent°.

With this last chmnge, ve get our final flow chart for frying an egg.

3-2. Blear/than, Flow,Charts, and Commuters

First you should know that our study of algorithms and flow charts is

innpired by computere. Basically a computer does arithmetic: it can add, it

can subtract, it can multiply, it can iiiide. The computer can perform these

operationn very repidly. In fact, the computer csn do millions of these

arithmetic pperations in a single second. By combining a vast nuMber of

simple arithnetical calculations a computer can no]ve in less than a minute

a problem which might require weeks of head computations. In an hour it can

handle a problem needing years of hand computations.

/he computerse greet speed in performing an arithmetic operation would

be of little value if after each of these calculationn ve had to stop and

give the instruction as to vhat to do next. The time required to give the

computer its millione or instructions vould make it impossible for the

computer to reduce computing time by much more than half. The secret is

that all the instructions are pet into the computer at the beginning of the

problem so that the computer can get at these instructions using the same

kind of speed which it uses on its arithnetic operations.

Still, if the computer is to perform millions of operations, will this

require millions of instructions? Surely these would require an enormous

amount of time to prepare. The answer is that an few as ten or twenty actual

inetructions may be used to tell the computer to make millious of calculations.

The secret here lies in algorithms involving :epetition. On a ssall scale we

have met this idea in our flat tire algorithm in the preceding section when

we introduced the loop in the flow chart. We passed through this loop several

times before leaving it to perform another task. The instructions given a

computer are in the form of algorithme, involving much looping, so that a

small number of Instructions can result in a large number of openations.
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The first task in preparing a problem for a computer is to construet an

'algorithm for the problem. UXually it in not possible to see in advance just

exactly Wbat the computer will do at each step. We do know that if the

instructions are followed the correct answer will be obtained. It any seem

difficult to understand how we can give instructions for solving a problem

but not know in advance what steps will be taken. The following exercises

will illustnate.thie. .

Exercises 121

(Class Discussion)

1. Ouppose a hiker is lost in the woods without a map or a compass. We

will ansune for simplicity that the man has found a river or stream.

We want to construct an algorithm that will help the hiker find his

way hack to civilization so that he does not wander around aialessty

and never find a town. (We will assume that all rivers flow tomsrl

the sea.)

(a) After the hiker has found a river what is the first command that

you would give him?

(h) If the hiker follows the river and comes to a town, then what

command would you give him in the algorithm?

(c) What would you instruct the hiker to do if the river flows into

another river?

What would you instruct the hiker to do if the river flow into

a lake?

What would you instruct the hiker to do if he comes to a river

that flow out of the lake?

What would you instruct the hiker to do if the river flows into

the sea?

(g) Compare your answers with the following flow chart.
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Follow the river dowustres s

ou cow t touts

3another river
You wee

body of eater

Follow the shoreline of the body of
rater with thd ester on your left

river
UM

Che river flows out of
the body of eater

TiOtas 4. Lost in the woods.
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As you can see, even though ve have no idea what path the lost hiker

Will actually travel in following our floe chart, we believe that this flov

chart will finally lead kickback to civilization.

Of course, there ars masgr different algorithms thet could be constructed

Shied would also lead the hiker back to civilization. Notice that in two of

our decision home the exits are labeled with words rather than T or F.

Also notice that the "body of water" referred to can be either the sea or a

lake.

Afercisem 121

1. Two parties of hunters (A, 3, C, D in one party, and X, I in the

other) on Gull Island became separated during the hurricane of 1964.

Their positions after the storm are shown on the map in Figure 5. Each

followed the flow chart of Figure 4 to find his way back to civilization.

For each hunter give the town he finally reached.

List the hunters in the order of the distance they traveled.

Which hunters from different parties reached the same towel

Which hunters from the same party arrived at towns that are the

farthest apart':
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2, In 1768 Gull Mind wad a haven ror pirates, and it is claimed by some

that buried treasure still exists somewhere on the island. An old

pirates log book waa found recently which indicated that the trea.4re

was buried under an old oak tree at the headwaters of some stream on

Gull Island. It is known that there are oli oak trees at points

As Br D, DI El FP X, and Y whose positione are shown un the mbp on

the preceding page. The instructions given in-the log book sre chown

in the following flow chart, Figur' f,. Find the point where the tres:nre

hunters should dig for the treasure.

11111

Walk around the
lake, keeping the
lake on your right
until you come to
n river

Go to the mouth or
one or the rivers

I

Follow the river
ups t ream

o: Tome to)

(You come to a fork T
in the river

F

f
( You bome to an old oak tree a

the headwaters of a river

Figure

21?)

Follow
tbs right
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3-3. Aasignment mmi Variablen

In computing work a variabls is a letter used to represent number.

You have seen exaaples of letters used in this way in such formulas as

A L. W,

where L and W stand for the length and width of a rectangle and A

represents ite area. As another example we have the formula

W !I T

for computing wages. Bere, R stands for the hourly nate of pay of a worker

in dollars, T for the time worked 10 hours, and W for hie wages in dollars.

In computing work, at any particuaar time, 0 variable must represent

one definite number. This number is called the 211H2 of the variable. Al-

though at any particular time each variable has just one definite value, the

value may change tram time to time. For example, we might elan to use the

formula, W R. T, to compute the wages of several werkers who may have

different pay rates or may work for different periods of time. Boon we will

develop a flow chart for doing just that.

Before drawing thio flow chart we will devise a model which eill show

very clearly how variables are used in caaputing.

We imagine that for each variable used in our problem there is an

associated window box. On top of each box is engvaved the associated variable.

Inside the box is a slip of paper with the janlamulp (or current name

of the variable written on it. The variable is a name for the number that

appears inside.

Figure 7. *eery

Bach box has a ltd which may be opened ',hen we wish to assign a new

value to the variable. Bach box has a windoe in the,side so that we my

read the value of the variable without changing the value. These windoe

boxes lake up the tenor, of our computer.
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We imagine that the computing operation is performed by a "master

computer" and two assiotants called the %soigne? and the "reader". (In a

real 1:Computer their tasks are performed by electrical circuits.) The master

camputor receive, his instructions from& flow chart and gives certain taeko

tO the assietants.

Suppose ve wish to have a worker's vages cmouted unix* the formula

T.

The instruction to coepute the value of W vill come to the easter computer

in the following flow chart box.

W 41- T

Inside thie box we find an osaianoment Oatenent, To read thio statement aloud

we say,

"Assign to W the value of R

The left pointing arrow is called the leammt operator. This

arrow is to be thought of aa an order o*. a command. Rectangular floe chart

boxes will always contain assignment statements. Such a rectangular box is

therefore called an ,assienment hex.

Next, we shall see what happens when the master computer receives such

an instruction. Ws shall assume that R and T (but not W) already have

the &Paired values, say those shown in Figure 7. (How they obtained these

values will be discussed Later on.)

The computation called for in the assignment statement occurs on the

right-hand ide of the emu, so the master computer looks there first.

He sees that he must know the values of R and T. So, he calla the reader

and sends him out to bring these values from the memory.
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The rosier goen to the memory and finis the winiow boxes latelel R

mat T. He resin the values of these van!. 'leo through the windows,

writes the values own, and takeu them Lack to the master computer.

The master computer computes the value of 10 T uning the values of

and T brought t..7) him by t.:1- liu getz th,, value 54 for R T.

How the master computer !ooks at the left-hand si,le of the arrow in

his instruction.

R T

Re neeo Thw h.. must assign the computed value or R. T, namely to

the variable W. he writes "54" on a slip or paper, calls the assiver,

an t110 him to asoign this value to the variable W.

2
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The assigner goes to the memory, finds the window box labeled W, and

dumps out its contents.

Then he puts the slip of paper with the new value in the box, closes

the lid, and neturns to the master computer for a new task.

We say that assignment is destructive because it destroys the former

value of the variable. Reading is nondestructive because this process in no

way changes the values of any of the variables in the memory.

Check Your aslAd

1. In computing work what is a variable?

2. What will you always find inside an assignment box?

3. The left pointing arrow is to he thought of as an r a

4, Why do wr say assignment is destructive?

5. Why do we say needing is nondestrurtive?
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1. (a)

Ekerciaes 3:3a

(Class Diacuasion)

:Ile starting (or initial) values of B and C are given La the

table belov. Pill in the values of these variables after carrying

out the instruction in the assignment box on the right.

starting values 9

final msluea

(L) Instructions the same as in pert (a).

B C

starting values 4

final values

B C

(r) If we compare the values of B and C after either of the

ssignment statements

B 41 C or C

what do we find?

(d) Are the effects of the assignment statements

B 4 C
the same or different? Wby/

and C 4 B
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2. (a) The starting values of A, 116 and C are given in the table.

The two aasignmenta on the right are to be performed in the

indicated order. Fill in the values in the table.

A B C

starting VO4U05 9 U. 13

,

values after first
assignment

,

final values

(b) Instruction's the same is in part (a).

(c)

A B C

starting values 9 U. 13

values after first

assignment
.

final values

B

IA

I

B]

In what way are the instructions in the assignment boxes of parts

(a) and (b) the same?

(4) In what way are they different?

(e) Does the order in which two assignment statements are carried out

affect the final result?
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Exercises 11.31

Compute the values of V and A according to the two assignments

on the rpght for each set of values of L, W, and H given in the table
below.

1.

3.

L W

IIII

131111111111111Dm
if El A

II
8

"

I

3-4. /Iput and Output

In the previous section the master computer was instructed to perform

the following assignment:

W 4 R T

The vnlues of H and T at the time were 2 and 27. The task was performed

with the result that the memory looked like this:

The desired value of W ic now stored in the computer's memory. Next we

vant the computer to produce the answer so we can see it. This will require

an instruction to the master computer to print out or output the %answer. While

we are about it we may no well have the computer print the values of R and T
along vith the vnlue of W. In this way, in cace we have to compute the wages

for severnl workers we will know which wages go with which vnlues of R and T.
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2ar laalmathiga Ike =tar =mut= SS2 214/1114 _thit MUMS la Sp
mo v takes this fora:

We see that ve have a new shape of flow chart box. Inside the box, separated

by commas, are the variables whose values we wish to know. This box is

called an output box. When the master computer receives this instruction

he sends the reader to bring to him the values of these variables. When

the reader returns vith these values the master computer types them out for

us to see in the same order as they are listed in the output box.

The shape chosen for our output box suggests a page torn off a line

printer, one of the most common computer output device°.

Figure r5. Output from line printer

In Figure 8 we see how the output data for our problem might look if printed

by a line printer.

have:

Putting our two fluw chart boxes together in the proper order we now

R, T, W

We notice that the actual numbers, the values of the variables Iglu output,

do not appear in aur fl:m chart.
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Now we give our attention to haw the variables R and T get their
values. Remember that ve are making a flow chart for finding the wages of *

worker wbove hourly rate of pay and hours wofted ere given. The rote of pay
and hour* worked must be read in ea lame from outside the machine. Just as
tho actual output values of our variables do not appear in our flow chart,

neither do the input silts's of our variables.

tnatead, the master computer rill be given an instruction to take whatever

values err supplied from outside the machine and assign these values to R
and T. This instruction will take the form:

The shape of this box is supposed to sufgest n punched data card of the type
shown below.

199999,10,99118,11,991,8#1899019,99/191111,11111,1111/111/1/90111/1111118/611//11,t,.....404601144114, MMMMMMMMMMMMMMM lenwrowo.spos

islitlIsi11117111111111111111111t1111,1111,1111111i111,111111111i11#11$11111i111

1111:111111111/111181i111121121181/111:1111111111;m1:11,1111111111:ifitil/Ittl

ISSMIIIIIMISIIS811111111118711111:31:131311:1117121311711111111StiSSISSIIIII

4444444401444444444i444444e444444444s44444gmumill$MmuMuM1444a4alasm

SsISSIISMMISIISSIMISIMiiii$115151111SiligIS11111.11101,1111111111111111111

1111111111111$1111111111,1111011111,1111111111111110111111.1111111111101100111181
71111 F17FF17111111717111171117/11IIIIIIIIII7

111111111711711171117111111117117111

isosimmovisesesesmssolsomspostsummilmilmosmassivessassmemme
#771011111111111111111111111m111011illItsellislAssmSsissmullimmignilln upsigwow MMMMMMM

.110 esOftftpt!pbblIPOOMPODO.ff.lieffiii.W.M40 19.

You may have seen such cards and referred to them s nom cards". We will
cell them peneh Por4o er"IbllosTith verde'

after Rome* Mellerith *Oho inverte4
them in the late lith century. The holes pun,Thed In the card are a special

code for thn numbers printed directly nbove them.

When WP see an ima. 123 Itke

we know there will Le stack Jf plawh cards, each cnrd lowing tw')

numbers printed on it. When the mnster computer receives the instruction

ejlb

9 ,
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R, T he reads the first eari in the stack. He then gives the

valuai printed on, thin marl to the assigner to be assigned respectively to

R and- T. The marl which wts read is removed from the stack.

Before proceeding to the next part of flow charting, let ua review the

ideas studied thus far. Ue have discussed four kinds of flow chart boxes.

The assignment box. This box io rectangular in shape and always con-

tains an arrow pointing left.

Ltio-RT

On the left-hand side of thin arrow we always find a single variable. On

the right-hand nide of the arrow we find an arithmetic expression. The

assignment box io a command t9:

(I) real from the momputer/s memory (window boxes) the values of

any variables 7,,lourring to the right of the arrow;

(2) using these values for the variables, compute the value of the

expression on the right of the arrow;

(3). assign thin value to the variable on the left of the arrow (that

is, put thia valuP in the aso)ciated window box).

The Jecision box. This box is oval in shape and always has two

exits, one labeled T (true) and the other labeled F (false).

F
( The spare tire is flat 7-.0

The .1-cini,n box alwaya ,:antaino a otatement instead of an instruction.

Atte: 'lleoking whether the statement is true or false, we leave the box at

morresponding exit and go on ta the next activity.

The output box. This box is shaped like a sheet of paper torn off a

line printer.
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Inside the box we find a single variable or a list of variables separated
by commas. No computation takes place in an output step. The output box
is a command to:

( ) mad the value of each listed variable from its vindow box;

(2) print out these values in the order listed.

The input box. This t.ox is shaped like a punch card.

A, QtB

Inclle thr t,ox We find a single variable or a list of variables separated
by cAlimso. No computation takes place in an input step. The input box
is a PlmmanA to:

( I )

(. )

read, ror each listed variable, a value supplied from outside
the -omputer;

assign these values in.order to the variables in the list.

We note that aosignment is c;alled for in an input box as well SA in
an assignment tijx. The lifference is that: in an assignment box, the
&soigne values are obtained from k.almilations done inside the computer using
values ottained from inside the computer; but in an input box, no computation
is inv,olve1 anl the values CCM' from outside the conPuter.
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Exerelaea 3-4a

(Claaa Diacuaalon)

1. Which of the following are valid input boxes? If not valid, tell why.

( * )

(h)

(c)

(d) A,B,C

(e) A,B,C,D,E,F

(f)

(g)

H x A

A 4 7

2. Which of the following are valid output boxes? If not valid, tell why.

(a)

(h)

(a)

(a)

(e) B I-- A + 1

(f)

(g)



[A 4 B or C 1

3. (11) What do you think vould happen if ve had an Input box like this:

A, B, A

(b) Euppone that the punch earl to be read 10:

4

What value!) would bp in the memory after the card has been read?

L. (n) What do you suppose that the computer would print out :.or an

Jutput Lox like thin:

(h) r,upposr ttAt the computer memory Pontains the values 19 and
11 for C ani Y, reopectivly. What woull the -7omputer print

out?

14111,.L followinF are vall assIgnment I'Dxes? If not vallf,
tel why.

A, 14, C 2 4 A

F4B+Cx nJ (r) 2 4 1 4-

1 A 4.-- 2 1

( 1 )

(e) 1 z. 4-- 2 (k)

(h) I A + B C 1 (/)

,
i

LA *-- B, C I

IA rLxW

IVfExExE



Now, lot us return to the flow chart for the computation of wages.

...sdriell

Figure 9. Flow chart for computing wages.
P

R, T,

The steps involved in this flow chart, together with the flow chart boxes

which call for these actions, are shown on the following page.
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ACTION CORRESPOND= FLOW MAT
BOXES

Start. e
Go to hos 1.

1

Om.6.( I

Input two numbers and assign
them to F end T.

1

R,T I

is Go to box 2.

a.
2

f.___4{
J

Compute the value of R T
and assign this value to W.

2

W 4.-- R T

Cio to box 3.

Read the values of R, T, and
W and output these valuen.

Return to box 1 end repeat the
process vith a new net of data
values.

,
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You may have noticed that the flow chart, in Figure 9, provides no

instruction toatm. Without uch 4n instruction the flow chart would

suggest an "endless loop". We coald introduce a decision box before box 1

so that oar flow chart would look like this:

We will not ordinarily do this. The -lesson is that one of the jag. of the

Igm21 box in to 2122 the computing larocees when there are no more cards to

be mi. Most computers riequire a special card at the end of a data deck

which tells the computer to stop. However, we will agree that

If a flow chart arrmr carries us into an

input box and !t turns out that there are

no cards left in the stack then the

computation is to stop.

To help you really understand assignment and mariables we urge you ta

act out the operations of a simple computer that are described in the follow-

ing Clans ActiOty Exercises.

Exercises 2:121

(Class Activity)

A Simple Computer

me Parts: The Master Computer, The Assigner, and The Reader.

Materials: Three window boxes (shoe boxes with holes cut in the ride will

lo), blackboard, chalk, pencils and tvo pads of paper.

simp_is t=tke alteration of ILK cosakater:

(1) Mark the t-p of one window box with the letter

another T, and a third W.

4.



(2) Put the following inputs on a deck of six cards and put

the output headings on the blackboard.

new OUTPUT

2.00 27

2.50 ;8

1.75

2.10

2.25

1.)

OperatinA the eumputer:

(1)

12)

(3)

%eh line in the input list represents a punched card.

The Master Computer should vork through the flaw chart of

Figure 9.

After starting, the Master Computer should nmd box #1 which

tells him to input values of R and T. He tells the

Assigner, "Pick up the first data cart' and put tne value of

R in the R box and the vhlue of T in the T box."

(4) The Mhater Computer then reads bolt #2. He says to the

Reader, "Go mad the values of R and Ty write them down,

and bring them back to me."

( )

(6)

(7)

(8)

Tht Mhster Computer then computes the value of R., T. He

then says to the Assigner, "Take this value of R T and

put it in the W box."

The Mhster Computer reads box #3 next. He says to the

Reader, "Go to the R, Ty and W boles, write down these

values, and bring them back to me."

The Master Computer then tells the Assigner to write theee

values on the board under the appropriate Output headings.

Repeat steps (3) through (8) until a11 data cards are used.
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To more closely parallel the operation of a computer the Feeder an;

the Assigner should really perform only one task at a tiMe. One can otserve

that "reading the value or the variable" is nondestructive and that "acoign-
ment" ie destructive.

Also as the "simple computer" operates it is helpfUl to observe 1.,;e

role of the variable in computing work. One can see that the variable

represents, at any particular time, one definite number, and that the value.

of the variable may change from time to time.

Ebeercises 1-4c

1. The flow chart of:Figure 9 is to be married out vith four sets of

valuen of R ami T (four punch earls). The values an these caris

are found In the tatle below:

(a)

R T

First card

,

2 27

Second card 2.15 P
Third card 1.67 41.75

Fourth card 1.449 37.2r,

Display the Jutput uning one card for each time through the

output Lox 3.

name as part (a) but this time nJund off the wages to the nearest

penny. (h is given in dollars per hour and T in hours.

2



2. The flow chart of Figure 9 ia shown in silhouette.

o-
Using the data shown in problem 1, find the values of the variables R,

T, and W at each of the following stages:

the second time we arrive at

the third time we nrrive at

the last time we arrive st

the first time we arrive at

the first time we nrrive at

the point marked

0

0
0

0 I

[Note: In some parts of this question you w1:11 be unable to give the

values of some of the variables. When this happens indicate which

variables do not have their values determined by the available informa-

tion.]

3. The valume, V, or a sox is given by the formula

V = L W H.

Draw a flaw chart far inputting various values of L, W, and H,

computlng the values of V, and outputting the computed values.



3-5. 21m; a Variable as a Counter

In the last section we built a flow chart for computing the wages of

employees. If ve draw this flow chart vertically inntead.of horizontally it

looks like this:

If the input data are the follavingl

then the output values luok like this:

2 27 54

2.15 3( 83,85

1.87 41.75 78.0725

1.q45 37.25 72.45125
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IN N+lf

We might vish to have our lines of output numbered for easy reference so 411

to apvar WI follows:

1 2 27 54

2 2.15 39 83.85

3 1.87 41.75 78.0725

4 1.945 37.25 72.45125

In order to number the lines of output we put an extra variable, which we

vill call N, in our output box.

We would like to make the variable N take on the values 1, 2, 3, ...,

in order. TO do this numbering we place in our flow chart an additional

assignment box.

To eee what this instruction means we remember that an assimament

statement is a comand to:

first, look up the values of the variables on the right;

second, using these values conpute the value of the expression

on the right;

third, assign this computed value to the variable on the left.

To see how this works out with the instruction, N + 1, suppose

that the value of N ie 5 before carrying out the instruction. We look

up the value of N,

Window box before
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which is 5; we aomute N + 1, which is 6; we assign this wslue to N.

Window box after

The effect of this instruction, than, is to increase ths value or N by 1.

This is Just what we wanted. So vs place thla box in our flaw chart as

follows:

R, T

I V o R

V

R, T,

Figure 10
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Exercises

(Class Discussion)

I. Trace the pair of data values

through the flow chart in Figure 10.

2. What is your instruction when you come to the newly added assignment

box N 4- N + 1

3. Is it possible to follow this instruction?

What changr in the flow chart must be made so that the instruction

can be followed?

Tb solve this problem we give the variable "1r an "initial" or

starting value. This must be done just once. Therefore, we put the instruc-

tion in an assignment box outside the loop, as shown in Figure lla.
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R. T

N

V

N, R, T,

R, T

N + 1

Figure Ila Figure llb

In Figure 11a, we assigned the variable N a starting value of 0

insteal of !. If we begin with the value 1, it would be stepped up to

2 in bux 4 before any output. The first line of output would then be

numbemi a result which of course we do not want.

4



It is possible to start N off with the value 1 if we rearrange

the boxes. The flow chart in Figure llb achieves the same result as that

in Figuse lls. In Figure llb we step up the value of N after, rather than

before, the output step. This probably seem, more natural. However,

Figure U. hes tte advantage that we can siMplify it in the following

senner:

R T

4 7 4.

R, T,

Figure 12

Wenew/r two or more assignments axe called for in succession with no

other steps in between, we will allow all the assigmeent steps to be put

into one flew chart box with the understanding that lbell stem mll to be

parried at issi order reading ImEil.s2 ljatte,
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Riercises 1:22

(Class Discussion)

1. An employer using the flow chart of Figure 12 would also like to kilww

the total Mount of his payroll (that Le, the total of all the wages,

paid). This can be accomplished by introducing a variable P (for

payroll) into our flow chart. Each time a worker's wages are computed,

the value of P is increased by the value of W.

(a) Wite the assignment statement that orders the Master Computer to

increase the value of P by the value of W.

(b) Write the assignment statement that assigns the starting value

of P.

When will P have the desired value (that is, the sum of all the

wages pail)?

(d) Revise the flaw chart of Figure 12 to invlude the above features

ani to provide for the output of only the final value of P.

MaI: you will want to uce the flow chart box:

(there are more carla

EXercises 1:2E

1. Using the flow chart developel in Class Discussion Exercises 3-5b,

write the cogplete output for each of the following pairs of input

data:

(10 2.50 32

(b) 3.00 38

(00 3.40 22

(A) ".75 40

(e) 3.60 39



3-6. Decision.mai Aranchins

In our informal "flat tire" and "lost in the woodi" flow charts we have

seen decision boxes. Each decision box with its two exits introduces a

.brianchieA. Often one or both branches lead into a loop. We have already

noted the importance of looping for computers.

We are ready to conaider mathematical flov charts involving decision

Loxes. The statements that appear inside these decision boxes are mathemati-

cal statements, either equations or inequalities. Some examples are:

As a simple example of the use of a decision box, suppoae that ve wish

to inolude an overtime reature in uur payroll flow chart. If an employee

reeeiven Jouble pay for all hours worked over forty, then we need the

following Aeein!Jn l'ox in our flow rthart:

we at

Fr9,7eed ss 1 iCkimpute wages includingi

tefore
I overtIme pay



Before proceeding with the development of our flaw chart we need to

find a formula for the wages of an employee which vill include the pay he

receives for working overtime. The following exercises will develop such

a formula starting with the familiar formula

W R T

share W represents his wages, R his pay per hour, and T the nueber of

houxe worked.

Exercises, .5.-ja

(Clans Discussion)

1. If the employee works 40 hours for R dollars an hour, then write

an expression that represents his vageR for the 40 hours.

The employee is paid double the hourly rate when he works overtime.

Write an expression representing his rate of pay per hour for over-

time where R is his regular hourly rate.

3. If T represents the total number of hours worked, then write an

expression which represents the number of houre of overtime (i.e.,

the number or hours he works in excess of 4o hours).

4. Raving found the rate of pay for overtime, (EXereise 2), and the

number of hours of overtime, (Exercise 3), write an expression

representing the %rages for overtime work.

To the regular wages of the employee,we must add his wages fur overtime

work. Write an expression which represents the total wages of the

employee that includes the pay he receives for working overtime.

fly using the assignment box

W R 40 2 R CT - 4(3)]

we obtain the following floe etart which provides for extra pay for overtime,

for output of the weekly vases of any employee, and for the total amount in

the Whole payroll.
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1

(There are oore cards

T

R, T

R

> 40

5
bi 4 II 4-0 * 2 R (T 40)1

6
N N + 1

P P +

N, R, 'f, V

Pignre 13. Ploy chart for payroll, including double rate for overtime.
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Natio, that there are two output boxes in Figure 13, one for the wages

of the individual employee ant+ one for the total payroll.

Ibrereisee La

1. Trace thringh the flow chart of Figure 13 wlth the input given below.

Give the output for each time through the output box 7, and firally

the output for the total PaYroll (F), box B.

h T

First cord 2.15 39
..

Second card
-.

2.61i

,

44
I-

Third card 1.98 27

Fourth card 2.15

,

40

Fifth card
,

2.26 45

2. If two assignment statements occur in the same assignment box, give

conditions under which the two statements may be interehangert withouL

changing the values which win be assigned to any variables.
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3. Trace through the following flow chart and give the output velum.

In ruirrying out such a trace you'should have a piece of psper on which

to list the output values and a scratch psd on which you keep a

running record A' the latest value assigned to each variable. Each

time you assign a new value to a variable, cross out the old value

and write down the new one. The appearance of the output sheet and

the rwratch pad are given below ror the first three times through the

loop.

1

2

3

4

1 1

3 4

5 1

7 16

SCRATCH PAD

$ I 4

% 7

g 16



L. Anawer these questions about Exercise 3.

(a) Describe in words thy output list of values of N.

(b) Do the same for the list of output values or T.

(P) Each value in the list of values of S (after the first one) 7an

be found by adding what other two numbers in the output lint?

(d) What instru!tion in the !low chart illustrates your answer to

part (c)?

(e) Can you express the output values of entirely in terms of

the various output vatues of 71

(f) Fill in the blanks. The result of part (e) can be expressei ty

,ying that the purpose of the variable 5 is to keep a running

of the values of

Trace through the aecompanying flow chart and give the output. Carry

your u-Jrk to the otage where N has the value lro.

A 1

4.-- 1

4-

N N + 1

A B

(--- S
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6. Recall that 25 represents 2 x 2 x.2 x 2 X 2 and is equal to 32.

Similarly, 2K K a counting number, represents the product

2 X 2 X 2 X X 2

where there are K factors all equal to 2. This number is called

the Nth power of 2. WO want to make a flow chart to output each

pover of two from the first through the 20th. We cannot use an

instruction with a string of dots in it and we will not percit the

uae of exponents. The table below will help in figuring out some

corrert instructions. (P represents the value of the Kth paver

of 2.)

r 1 2 3 4 5 6

P 2 4 8 36 3? 64

(a) How is each value of K obtained from the preceding one?

(b) How is each value of P obtained from the preceding one?

(c) Fill in at least five more colunms in the table.

(I) Now make your flow chart. Be sure to give K and P starting

values and also provide for a stopping mechanism.

7. This problem is similar to problem 6. The number "five factorial"

is written 5!, and means 1 X2 X3 x4X5 which is equal to 120.

Similarly, if K is a counting number, then X1 is defined as

1 x2 X3 X4x... X K,

that is, the product of all counting numbers from 1 through K.

As in problem 6 we tabulate a few values here. (F represents the

value of K1)

K 1 4 5

1 2 1 6 24 120

(a) Row is each value of Y. obtained from the preceding value?'

(b) How is each value of F obtained from the preceding value of

F and the current value of K7
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(c) Fill in two more columns in the table.

(d) Draw your flow chart. Arrange to stop when 15 values are

printed out.

,ses 3±ic

(Class Discuesion)

A teacher assigned her students a problem of constructing a flow chart

as follows:

(1) Its input consists of the lengths and widths of several

rectangles.

(2) The purpose is to output a list of consecutively numbeLped

lines, starting at one, giving the length, the width, and

the area of only thoee rectangles with perimeter greater

than 12.

The flow charts shown an the next two pages were eubmitted by students as

solutions of the problem.

1. Which of the solutions are correct, and which are incorrect?

2. For those thst are iocorrect, in what way will the answers produced

be wrong?

3. For those which are correct, list them io order of efficiency with

the one requiring the least amount of computation first.
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GEORDE

4-

L + 2 > 12

L

PETE



TM GORDY

e
.

N 4- 0

+ 2 > 12

A 4-- L W

N 4- N + 1

f
N, L, W, A ]

------..**-----

LARS



IA the previous exercises you have seen that there are several correct

flov charts for the desired algorithm. Usually ve want to rind the most

efficient one from a computational vievpoint, but sometimes we vent another

'feature included which may not lead to the least number of calculations.

Tbe basic requirement for any flov chert is still, "Will it work?" simpliry-

ins and "streamlining" the flow chart can be accoaplished as needed.

3-7. Flow Charting the Division Algorithm

A playground director found a sack of marbles while cleaning up the

storeroom. Instead of throwing them away, he decided to divide them among

the seven boys on the playground who were helping him. If, after dividing

the marbles equally among the boys, there vere any left over, he would put

the extras away for the time being.

Here is the way the director distributed the marbles. First he lined

the boys up.

John

Paul

George

Fete

Tbm

Goriy

Tars

Then he reached into the sack and took out seven marbles and put one

marble in front of each boy. He repeated this process over and over.

Let ua take a look at this process somewhere in the middle. We see

that the marbles distributed form a rectangular array.

John 0 0 0 0 0 0
Paul. 0 0 0 0 0
George 0 00000
Pete 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ton 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gordy 0 0 0 0 0 0
tare 0 0 0 0 0 0
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We know that the total number of marbles in the array is equal to the number

of rows times the number of columns (rows are horizontal; columns are verti-

cal). As there are seven boys there are seven rows. Let GI be variable

representing the number of columns. Then the number of marbles distributed

so Mr is

7

We see that the number of marbles already distributed plus those remaining

in the sack is equal to the total number of marbles that the director found

in the storeroom. Thus, if we let R be a variable representing the number

of marbles remaining in the sack and let M represent the number of marbles

he had at the begthning, we have the formula:

X 7 . Q + R.. 11MOOF mumg,
Total number number

number of distributed remaining
marbles in sack

This formula is true at every stage of the distribution process.

We can recognize the director's process as an algorithm and we will

draw a flow chart for it. The basfc otep in taking seven marbles out of

the sack and using them to form a new column of the array. In doing this we

ecrease R (the number in the sack) by 7 and increase Q (the number

of coluans) by I. These activities are represented by the assignment

statements:

R - 7

Since this process is to be repeated over and over we write:
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Th difficulty with such a loop is that no way is provided for stopping. As

you remember, in order to escape rem this endless loop a decision box must

be introduced.

The statement to be placed in the decision box will stem from the Met

that in Aistributing the marblee there COWS a time when we cannot remove

seven marbles from the sack because there will not be seven marbles left.

In other words, in order to remove seven marbles it is necessary that the

ramsinder (of marbles) be greater than or equal to seven, that is,

R > 7.

If we place this statement in the decision box we will provide a means

for stopping the process.

T..T --
I

Repeat

procesTp

s I. am. m.e . .w1

-4 264.

Output results ,

and STOP. .



Combining this with the above assigmment box we have:

Tbat is the heart of our flow chart. Only mdnor details remain: namay,

provide output and to give starting values to our variables.

As output we merely give the values pf Q and R, thus:

Q, R

We want to input the value of N:

WO start R and Q out with the values they should have before any marbles

have been distributed. These are given by:

R 4-- )4

Q 0



chart.

Putting all our flow chart fragments together ye get the complete flow

R 14

4 0

ROR -

QEQ + 1

Figure 14

The final value of Q, the value that is output, is the number of

columms in aur final array of marblesthe number of marbles each boy gets.

The final value of R is the number of extra marbles kept by the director

and is one of the numbers

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

The algorithm nen be called the algorithm for integer division with a divisor

of 7. WO have divided M marbles into 7 piles of CI marbles each with

14 marbles left over. This is the best distribution that can be made without

breaking any marbles.



rag-UM 11.7.*E

(Class Discussion)

1. The flow chart of Figure 14 is shown below.

Using an input value of 17, find the values of the variables

R at each of the followtng stages:

(a) The first time we arrive at the point marked

(b) The second time we arrive at (:).

(c) The second time ve arrive at (1)"

(d) The third time we arrive at (:).

(e) The first time ve arrive at (:)'
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We cee that there are four numbers involved in this integer division

process.

4
omeasomma_ . olemmmommemmo. omemimmA4mamft,

Dividend: Divisor: quotient:

number of things number of number of
to be divided. piles into . things in

which the each pile.
dividend
is to te
divided.

owilmmommwm.,

Remainder:

number of
things re-
maining un-
distributed
(remainder is
less than
di'lsor).

Of course, the same kind of reasoning would work for any divisor. The

divisor ,ioes not have to be 7. Te make a flow chart for integer division

ror any divisor, we we a variable, D, to denote the divisor. We call far

Loth the ilviiend and the divisor to be input, and we replace each 7 in the

preeeting rljw ehart Ly r. Then we will have the flow chart:

R

R 4.-- R - D

4 Q + 1

Figure 1... Integer division

es. I



This time we have called for the output of the 'slues of all the

variables M, D, Q, and R in this order, so as to suggest the formula

Dividend Divisor Quotient Remainder

We can think of integer division es a Nnction whose input i a pair

of numbers (the dividend and the divir.or) and whose output is another pair

of numbers (the quotient and the reminder).

(17 ,

dividend

divisor

integer

division

?)
4 41*-

quotient

remainder

The div'denl and the divisor are a pair of whole numbers (with the

divisor not 'qual tu 0). The quotient and the nmainder form another pair

of whole numbersthe only pair of whole numbers Q and R eaticrying the

two conditions

(a) M D 4 + Hp

(h)

During an application of the algorithm the first of these conditions holds

at every stage. We repeatedly decrease the value of R by subtracting D

until the second condition is satisfied.
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Rxreines

Te.! what wi.: happen in :..ur algorithm for integer livision ir we

H.Jutpey inotrucLions aril input the value 0 for D.

;1. Traee through lb ! f;aw ehart of Figure 15 with each of the following

palro Jr input m1;1, Fur eseh pair or input values make a table

siowing the vrt:ues Jr al7 four variables at each passage through

!,ox j Jr the flow chart. The last line in the table vill Le the

A.tput of the f,A4 Alftrt. In each of theoe lairs tLe livilend is

;Imt uni the Aivlaor act:1,114.

(0 ,

We el7e the :,,lution

(d) (o , 23)

(0 (24 ,

(f) (73 , 6,

to part (a) ar an example:

3 9 st It

0

1 16

2

In ,,,y,f; ,' Th. pre,7eling praliem you note that the valueo

M 40 nv,v What la It fauut the flay chart which

,Jul!le palm i values fur H and I) perform the

no..eolary Iiviil. ani finl the .-orrcoponding pairs of output values

f.,r an I B.

(14 ,1)

(I) (62 , 1)
(a) (272 ,16)
(n) (316g ,

(0) ( )58 , 236)

(n) What wi: I *he .lutput values of C and R if M an D have

'he .4.1mk! vn''.4e7



(b) What will be the output values of Q and R if the input value

of D is 1?

(c) If you are given the output values of Q and R, are you able

to determine what the input values of 14 and D were? Explain.

3-8. Stmamsry

Section .11-1.

An algorithm is a list of instructions for carrying out some

process in a stepeby-step, sequential manner.

A flow chart is a diagram which represents the steps in an

algorithm.

In a flow chart, commands to take some action are enclosed in

rectangular boxes.

In a flow ehart, statements on which we are asked to make nonce

decision are enclosed in oval frames, and these boxes always have two

exits.

In a flow chart, a 1222 is a convenient method of handling a

repetitive process, but there must be some way out of the loop to

prevent it from becoming an endless process.

Seetion

When preparing to solve a problem with a computer it is usually

necessary to construct an algorithm for the problem. In preparing the

algorithm it La not necessary to knov exactly what the computer will

do at each step, tut it is necessary to provide instructions which,

if followed, will lead to the correct answer. In other words, in

construeting a flow chart we try to provide for all of the alternative

paths that the computer might take even though we do not know exactly

what paths our computer will follow at any given stage.

Seetion 3-3

In any computing problem, there corresponds to each variable

used in that problem a location in the computergs?memory. By

assigning a number to a variable we mean simply putting the number
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lestrurtively into the storage location corresponding to that variable.

In evalue,ting arithmetic expressionn a variable is to be treate: as a

name for the number in the corresponling memory location. The number

in the eorresponling mcsory tocatiOn 13 referrel to as the value (or

current maul) of the variable. During the course of computation many

tifferent values (perhaps even millions) may be ausignel to a given

variat.1,.. Thus it will not be meaaingrul to speak of the va!ue of a

variable without specifying the time, or more precisely, the stage ot

the Lamputing prooenn. But onee the stage or the pro-es:, is npeeiried,

the valu of the variatle in uniquely leterminel.

An asoignment statement is always p1aee4 in a neetangular tox

like the f lowing: a-74_ l' H.
f

. We rmai this rtatement

"assign to I the value of r H. Tn.

Thin vol -hart tf,y i al :el an anr4nment. lox.

Ilanment is teztruetive in that it iestroys the former value

.,f the. var:.tt;e. Ilnling the valu lir the varialle in not testruotive.

An ,outsut ox, in a f! 'Ai ...hart, euntains a single variab:e or a

of varico.:,n1 which is a command to real the valuer or tne

arlet !e:: an1 print !W. these values in the orier

Art Instr. 1..ax, in a r: ow chart, contain.; a single var1at1e or a

varia1,7m; an! Is a rummani to ensign the value of the variables,

he givm irier, to the appropriate place in the memory. Another

fun-ti.m 'he input 13x in to stop the computr when all ot. the 'late

,ares :lave Leen unel.

Jomet.ifrxes ure wish to count. the number of sets of iata assigneit to

he mertory or number the acceptable outputs. We use a variable in an

assignment box like the ro:loving to ac7omptish this process.

ly 4-11 47-711

Yot. must t,e sure assign the varialle an initial salue such as

r
Ef 16:21 0.1 so that the cotsiting can begin._



Zection

Branching is indicated in :'low charts ty a aecision Lax that is

oval in shape. The decision box gives un the ability to choOse a new

path depending on whether a certain condition is satisfied. One of

the functi:Als of the fecision box is that it enables us to get out of

an endless loop in a flow chn-t.

3tion

In flow ,barting the divisi)n a:gorithm for integer division

we think of it an a funetion whose input is a /sir of numbers (the

dividend ani the livicor) and whose ,output is another WE of numlers

(the quotient ant the mmainder).

When we input a value of 0 for I) in our flow chart (that is,

try to ilvide ty zero) we get locked into an endlean loop in which the

quotient increase.; infefinitely.



Teacher's Commfmtary

Chapter 3

INFORMAL ALGORITHM AND FLOW CHARTS

General Commmnts

A method of communioation I,etween an Individual and the r.omputer hsc

been aecomplishel by the development .of procedural language5. They Nave az

their purpose the task o!' relating to the computer some "unamLiguous plan

telling how to carry out a proceso fn a rinite nwmber otepo." The

algorithm (as the plan ia called) requires u highly Jequential step-dy-ztep

method of ,L,mputing an answer Jr answers to a pru'llem. An early link in this

line of communication is the flow oluirt.

Simply state:

(1) pa algrrithm id a proeur t c:lve syMe problem yr problems.

(1 A flow chart io one expreoci)n c'e an algorithm.

One ahouli hear in minl that the flow fl:art, though leas formal than

the machine language, requires the ztudont to put iown a series of law order

stepa (with we71 iiociplined care an! r)rerhought) for a simple minded

machine.

An expression of how to do sumething lo essentially what is meant by

a flow ,hart; h"wever, it is expe1ient for pedagogio reasons, as well a our

iesire t, lave this work !,:,mputer oriented, to adopt suitable flow chart

language.

Language is u means expressing and communicating our ideas. In

,-ymputing wo want to 11. /We tJ communicate not only with people Lut also

with oompateru. To o'nnmunicate with people we normally use the 4natural

language" we have learned as ohildren. Still, in specialized pi os, people

have always found it useful to ievise upecialieri jargons anl languages.

You will iis,over that the flow chart language helps up to develop, fiaplay,

and lisouso algorithms in fin unambiguous way.

We kmw o".no )ther way to express algorithms that can be ar effective

am a flow ohart In highlighting significant points. After an alfpritftm has

been expresset a a '1,7w 'hart, an equiveent machine language pr,gram mua!

be level:Ted so ha a 'omputer -an exemate the algorithm. However, the



translation !'c.um now !Lart language to ft machine language beemes near:y

painless Ly expluitihg a prucelural language as an intermediate stage.

Conversion an algurithm rrum riv rheirt language V., a proceluraL language

in, for the mc,st part, a pimple translation process. Translati= °T.r.:m a

prouedural language to a =whine language is +lone automatica?ly by a computer

prugnma ealled a 7nmpiler.

Learning unl using the fl'Ai 2hart language will encr'ourtiZe the revel...p-

mont anl use if a Problem duIving teehnique o: trtinenious piwer. This

prur,ess vill !emranstrate how ti subdivide relatively eimplicatel prillemu

int simp'er, more easily unierst.u,1 sutprublems. Thin Is a teehnlque vital

11')Iving prtiblems In all 1k r

unE TO TEACHEN3

Basel n previuus experience ani the estimates of the authurs or the
preliminary (Ineluhing ,!bniir high aohool teavhers), It Is rerummenled

that the tea.hing time rir this -hapter be rbi mure Vim :40 lays, intr!ti,Ung

testing.

.rain h. I t hat . ,tsp v taw; ter);

pr ,esse:: in thin elrapter mit he experte.l.

of the onoept s ant

ft infrir ri-nt ant rurther

tevel.,pment ," ti,er ..inept..1 pri..e:Ices will i'.our in a ipiral manner in

future .elaloe-i.

Tea nors are ...rge I . J eXOtle the utigge3teri time allotment

Ir., that pup! I!: Vil nat. Cott the ,hapters at the frni ur the 't:Jurse.

.niaDE a F:at Tire

The Hen ?!'' an algorithm ant a rlov ohart hau Leen purp,ocfly introlucel

in a nun-mathematigil Huperul!y, the stulent xi!! learn !hat most

prucesa...; ./in to rr-ken Liwn int a series .r lirected steps anI alal, that

the itulent will learn ?..) :.01!Ai these steps. Alsu, It whouli be oleo: that

there ean he a go.al variety it' r121.e ail of which ran result in a

eurmNt eonoept euuld be the rirst step in helping the

*Note: In inhistry, man,y pnignams may be suimittel for the Jolution
of a single pruhlem. It 1:4 the function ar the master programmer to
ietermine whi7h, those subutitte3, will stork the most errioiently ant
thus t±!e inexpeniively.



the itudent av,41 rigid thinking in mathematics.

The language and nutatiun used in this section is u,t the Vinal

chart language or notation. Therefore do not emphasize the language or

notation at this time. Emphasis, 1r any, should he placed un the step-by-step,

sequential development of the flow chart illustrated in the Class Discussion,

Exerelnes

The decision Lox and the.to,ik are two bits or flow chart notation that

are in final °Jrm. At ti%is ntage o' the levelopmeht though, the language

whieh ,.untuin is not. ::tudents should kno1f that the decisEn LOX should

cuntain I 1:tatement (nut a qumtion) that can be answred either T (true)

or F (false) and tlst there mmst tc two exits from this box. The basic

ilea or the loop 1r ust it prAde.4 a simple means to perform repetitive

steps. The fun,tion or the loop tiloull be emphasized tu the students.

Finally, :.tudnts should he male to realize that ir the flow chart

vr their n'o.,)rithm Ives urrcw:J. haw, nw

written a -ea! a7g,rithm.

Exere1;;0

It to %.ggeztet Mat the inztrwtor levelop this exercise either un

the l'hulktoarl ,r with the uve*rheal prujf,otvo. :;tulents should deveop

r1,1, -hart fragments teCore the. Inianuctur pruviies a suitable

mt, le the "ragmen'..

Tea'hing ouggestim:

If yuu t'!Af :'hartn on the chalkboard he sure that the

initia/ fl.w ,..hart hiss ample room between buxen t.C.J insert the required

refinemultx as you plogreroJ thruugh the levelopment.



1. (a)

am!

1

Place frying pan on burner

Set heat under frying pan
to medium-low

Put butter in *ring Pan

IBreak egg into tryi

Baa

1

Pan

e egg with melted but e

3erve egg to Dad

STOP

Ztudents may have drawn the flow chart but omitted the

. This will provide the opportunity to remind the s udents

that the machine must be started and stopped in some manner.

efd



(b)

We have both butter and egg

,

L_Place frying pan on burner

Set heat under frying pan
to mediun-low

2:

Remind students that

all decision boxes

require two exits.



OTART

have both utter atii f!gg

t
'laoo frying pan un turner

heat unior !'r-ying pan to meliunr-low

Irro to vet'. reiterate that nut only iJes a Ittr!iai.in
c tw.) oxitz tut that tr.,th exits =at leati tu some reasonable

i .71 tto c.tart.

tv



e have both butter and egg

IT

Place frying pan on burner

ISet heat under frying pan to medium-low

Put butter in frying pan

Dad co1d cereal

The butter has mel NI

1 k egg into ry1ng pin
1

A
Baste egg with mel t,1 butterj

13erve egg to Dal

TvF

It might it '. well to spend some time in discussion of just where

the F (false) exit will leal and what to do if "the butter bas (not]

melted". FIT' xample, with heat under the pan and butter in the pan

there in nu rason to assume it won't melt in time. See if the

students lei to ouggest that waiting will result in the butter

melting.



(a)

We have both bu ter and,egg

Place rying pan on burner

11

[Bet heat under frying pan to medium-low

Put butter in frying pan

Break egg into frying pan 1

LB"
egg with welted butter

1---Serve egg to Dad

Serve Dad cold cereal

1
The tine, ainute, is purely arbitrary. Remind students

that waiting too Long, though, may result in bu-nt butter.

2 "



(r)

(E:1-1-47

( We have both butter and egg

Yes

Wai 4; minute

Lput butter in frying pan .1

Tile butter has melted)

Yes

IBreak egg Into fryi );:n1

Bute egg with melted butter

The egg white Is transparent
)

:;erve egg to Dad

STOP

At this stage af the development students should have little

liffieulty inserting the leision box in the required position and

looping hack (7orrectly.

2,,



higesinsa, Flow Charts, and Contesters

In thin seetion we try to eotivate the centra. topic of this chapter,

algorithm. We are interested in details or actual computers only to the

extent that they are necessary to motivate or explain eertain aspects or the

study of algorithm eonntrurtion. Some students will want to know much more

about hog' computers are built ur bow they work. 4uestions on the const-uc-

tion ,V computem and how they function are considered to be out of the

scup, or this hapter ant particularly thin seetion. However, same material

and wow references pertinent to these top&es will be included in subsequent

vorticets of the .hetpter, an4 these may help you satisfy the questions o!*

your stuientn.

A common characteristio of algorithmo its that the step-ty-step plan

IMfit bd unambifemus. We eannot.tell a computer to "either add or subtract."

Rather, we must say -- "ir specific conditiona are satisfied, then add;

If these opeeific conditions are not met, then suLtract." There oan be no

rim for dots,t as to the meaning the steps in the algorithm.

A common characteristie of useful algorithm is repetition.'

In a musi,al ..Amposition, speela: cymboln are used to tell a performer to

roplat a Parl, OW piec. In the same way, it is extremely useful to

repeat a w-rlm; Jr utew in a cAlputing algorithm. One reason coeputers

are so usrll is that Cgorithem to lepend heavily on repetition and the

computer 41 1 repmaT the same eteps and without complaint.

ftercises (Claos Diseussion)

There are emal'y two unierstantingo that can he developel in these

exercises. They are:

(l) An alg,rithm is a step-by-stop net uf instructions which

guarantees a suecesaful solution to the proilem, bur it is not

neeessary to lur,w explieitly what the computer will do at earh

ant

There an e. many pussible "good" algorithma. Some of the algorithm

may appear to be more efficient than others, but many times the

dloice an to whieh is "better" is an arbitrary judgMeat.



1. (a) Follow the river downstream.

(Of course other commands are possible, such as, mFollw the

river upstream." The answer given is the one that is

generally acceptable to woodsmen, but there could be

occasions where other directions would be more appropriate.

For example, if the river fl.nred into the desert and

disappeared, then the above command might not be too useful.)

(b) Stop. (He's reached civilization.)

(c) Follow the river downstream.

(d) Follow the shoreline of the lake, keeping the water on your left.

(It would be just as correct to say, "Follow the shoreline of

the lake, keeping the water on your right.")

(e) Follow the river downstream.

(f) Follow the shoreline of the sea, keeping the water on your left.

(This procedure vas chosen because it corresponds to what

happened when the hiker came to a lake. An you will see

in the flow chart, this enables us to cosibine these twe

ntepo in one decision box.)

(g) (The comparison ran be valuable if the student is led to unler-

stand that there ran be many differeit, acceptable algorithms

fur a given situation. You might point out that we used "body

of water" to refer to both the sea and the lake.)

fterrises 3-2b

1. (a) Hunter A reaches Seanide

Hunter B reaches Woodland

Hunter C reaches Rock Beach

Hunter D reaches Seaside

Hunter X reaches Interlachen

Hunter Y reaehes Rock Beech

21)



(b) Hunters traveled distance (shortest to longest) in given order.

A

(c) Hunters C and Y roach Rock Beach

(I) Hunters A and C

2. The treasure hunters should dig at point F.

We include in this section of the Teacher's Commentary a little

historical background about computers. This article may help yOu =Ever

souk questions that might arise in your CIABOTWOL. It is an excerpt fram

Algorithms, Computation and Mathematics, Revised Edition, SMSG, 1966.

"Man's efforts to ease the task of ealculation can be traced back

thousands of years. It is a story of famous people, such as Pope Urban II

who introduced Arabic calculations into tenth century monasteries. Napier

(the inventor of logarithms), Leibnitz, Pascal, as well as unknown contribu.

tors who developed the abacus, invented Arabic numerals and positional

notation, and devised the first notions of arithmetic. Regretfully, we mmst

skip over these ancient contributions as well as the more recent contribu-

tions of people such as the inventor Charles Babbage (19th century), the

English mathematician Alan TUring in the 19302s, the American Howard Aiken

in the 1930s and 1940go, and MillM$ others.

"Beginning in about 1945, a remarkable series of inventions and

advances in underetanding has made computing the fascinating and important

topic that it is today.

"Four recent developments stand out as being instrumental in deter-

mining what the computer is and how it is used today. Briefly these are:

replacement of mechanical devices by eleetronic ones,

adoption of the "stored program" concept,

extPnsive use of "solid state" electronics, and

2tio
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4. introduction of "protedural languages" as a means of

expressing problems.

The first and third of these developments will be mentioned only briefly.

They are Largely engineering developmenta and our interest will be mainly

in the mathematical aspects of using computers. Nevertheless, these

developments have been important in determining the characteristics of the

compu;ers we now have.

"1. ElecLronic devices replaced mechanimal devices in 1946, when

J. P. Eckert and J. V. Nauchley at the University of Pennsylvania con-

structed a machIne called MAC (for Electronic Numerical Integrator and

Calculator). Earlier calculating machines had depended on some kind of

mechamical movement like rotating gears (or toothed wheels), or switching

electromechanical relays to perform arithmetic and record results. ENIAC

was the first machine to rely basically on electrcnic devices (in this case,

some 18,000 nadio or vacuum tubes). For the rirst time the speed of an

addition or multiplication was limited by the speed vith which an electronic

circuit could react to a signal rather than by the speed with which a wheel

could be turned (or some other mechanical device moved). fiter a thousand

steps (think of them as additions) could be done in a second, as compared

to ten or twenty steps per second before, a really tremendous difference!

Suddenly, the solution of problems that squired enormous computation became

practical. Scientists could think about calcuLations ten, twenty or a

hundred times more extensive than they had been able to think about earlier.

Continuing improvements in the speed of electronic devices and circuits have

nov produced machines that can perform roughly a million steps in a second,

perhapa a thousand timea faster than ENTACI

"2. The second major development that we have singled out is an idea

suggested by John von Neumann and his associates in 1945. Calculating

machines to that time (and including ENIAC) cauld store data for any problem

in its "memory" but special wiring was needed to control the steps to be

taken to operate on the data. Each new problem meant different viring.

Von Neumann suggested that numenals, to be treated aa inetruction codes,

could be storel electronically and so eliminate the special wires. A

machine cauld be designed to interpret a btored numkral as a code for a

particular instruction. Once the tyTe of inatruct%;., vas determined it

would establish connections between *1--tronic eireg.ts equivalent to the

special wires that had to be added to eall.er machines. Since a series of

2,
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instructions controlling the behavior of a machine in called a program, this

idea has come to be called the "stored program" concept.

"For machines built under the von Neummuus plan the time and effort

required to change a machine from solving one problem to solving a second

one was drastically reduced. A computing machine could nov be thought of as

general purpose. It could help in solving a wide variety of problems without

having to make external physical changes from problem to pro)-dem.

"A more subtle rosult of the stored program concept, )-40- pn

one, is that a series of instructions (i.e., a program) stored in the machine

could, when executed, makc changes in another sequence of instructions. That

is, a program coull make changes in another program, or, in nact, in itself.

In thil way, a program can be designed to modify itself to do different

calculations depending on what has happened before.

"These two developments provide the basis for the modern device with

%.e long-winled name: stored program digital, electronic computer. (From now

on we vill refer to thiu as simply a !amputer.)

The third development is the widespread use or "solid state"

electronics in eomputers. iol Ii state, as used here, refers not only to

the transistora anl semiconducting dioles with which you aro probably familiar

from their use in radios, but also to certaill magnetic ceramics, magnetic

coatings and inks, an: extreimely thin films produced to have apecific

electronic characteristics. In fact, much current research in advanced

electronics is stimulated by the desire for ever Letter, ever faater

computers.

"The application L,f this research to computer design and construction

has rsulted in both increaseu speed and simplified nabricAtion. The net

effect is that the cost of computing has decreased drastically (although

computers are still very expensive Indeed). Moreover, modern electronics

has male the computer rar more reliable than previoualy.

"In the ear:y 19',0/s, when computers were made largely of vacuum tubes,

one could reasonably hope for a few hours of operation before a tube failed.

llometimes a tube you:: fail after only a few minutes. Although vacuum tubes

were later improved consilerably, the use of solid state components throughout

a computer has drastically reduced electronic failure. Failures still happen,

but most often they are connected with mechanical equipment. Basically this

means that a research problem can now run fur an hour on a mouern computer

without fear equipment failure, while the name problem would have taken



as long as half a year on NNIAC even if there were no equipment failures

to introduce further delaya.

"The high level of reliability or modern computers has far reaching

implications ror the use of computers. Now it is practical to use computers

A situations in which continuous twenty-four hour operation is mandatory,

or where a computer malfunction vould be potentially disasterous. Such

situationo arise In the automatic control of oil refineries, the monitoring

of blood pressure (or other vital functions) of a patient in an operation,

the control of air traffic around buay airports, or computerized telephone

switching systems. In situations which can tolerate no failures at all, the

computer is suppurted by an identical twin commuter. The twin is always

ready to take over instantly when and if the rare machine failure does

happen.

"4. The oeries of coded instructions or numbers that make up a computer

program must be written out in advance. To operate correctly, each instruc-

tion must be properly coded and must reLate to the other inatructiana of the

program in the intended way. An the cmputer developed, the task of preparing

programs became the Lottleneok in solving problems. It vas not unusual for

a person to spend several days preparing the code which took the computer

only minutes to interpret and marry out. Computers got faster but people

couldn't speed up. Of course, once coded, a program could be used as often

as necessary to solve a given type of problem. So, with repeated use, the

investment of a person's time was worthvhile. Nevertheless, some way surely

had to te found to either slow dawn computers (obviously a step in the wrong

direction) or to speed up the process or preparing programs.

"The notation of mathematics has been developed over hundreds of years

to enable people to quickly and concisely describe ways of solving problems.

If the computer could be controlled through the use of mathematical notation,

people would have an eaeler and far more powerful way of expressing problems

for computer oolution. This is essentially what has been accomplished by

the development of procedural languages. The use of such languages has had

major positive effect on our ability to er- Is problems for solution on

computer, and is the subject of most of the 'est of this book."

If you wish to learn more about how a commuter operates you man read

Chapter I and Appendix A of the book referred to at the beginning of thia

article. A simple hypothetical computer, SAMOS, is discussed and the

details of how a camputer operates are presenterl in these sections.

4111r i7ta



3-3. italUilso_t and Variable

The mast fundassantal ideate in this section are those concerned with

watiables and aasigLnmenta. The concept of variable is very explicit. We

feel that thia is one of the mare important by-products of flow charting.

We hope and expect that the student vill msrry this interpretation of variable

with him to other chapters.

The merit or our attitude toward variables in this context is that it

enables the student to manipulate with more complicated arithmetic erpressions

without continually asking vhat they mean. Re knows that the expression has

value which can be determined by looking up the values assigned to the

variables and making the indicated computations. This visual model for

interpreting expressions relieves the student of the necessity of knowing

at all times the value of the expression.

This attitude toward variables is that a "variable" is a letter or

symbol. Associated with each va'riable there is a window box. Oft the cover,

the associatel variable is engraved. Inside the box is a number. The

variable on the cover is to be regarded as a name for the number inside the

box. The number inside is the "value" of the variable. This value changes

from time to time. "Aesignment" is the process of giving a new value to a

variable. In this process, we destroy the old value and put in the new one.

When we wish to make a computation vith the value of a variable, we "read"

the value through the window. This rmading does not alter the value of the

variable. Once a variable is assigned a value, it will keep that value

until roue other value is specifically assigned to it.

23 zuLc....JER

Assignment is quite different from any concept the student will have

met in mathematics. Because of its sirilarity to "equality" it is often

mistaken as such. The use of the window boxes should avoid such a mis-

conception on the part of the student.

Class Activity EXereise 3-4b, in the next section, trill be of great

value in firmly establishieg the concepts of assignment and variable.

k sure this activity taker; place.



;Mortises 3:::A (Class Discussion)

1. (a)

(b)

B C

Starting values 9 4

Final values 4 4

-..

B C

Starting values 9

.

4

Final values 9 9

(c) The final values of B and C are the same.

(d) Different. They assign different values.

2. (a)

(b)

A B
,

C

Starting values 9 11 13

Values after
rirot assignment

11 11 13

Final values 11 13 13

A a c

Starting values 9 11 13

Values after
first assignment

9 13 13

Final values 13 13 13

(c) In both cases the assignments are the same, that is,

and MEI
(4) The order in vhich the assignmente are carried out has been

interchanged.

(e) Yes. Compare the final values in the two tables.
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Exercises 3z112

I.

2.

3.

4.

I. W H V A
,

7 3 2 42 w

8 3.5 5 140 171

,

11. 9 7 693 478
,

12 2.3 4.6 126.96 186.76
4

3-4. bat gal Putput

In this section we discuao two more basic kinds of procedural steps

callel input and output. "Input" and "assignment" statements are closelY

related in that both result in the assigning of values to the variables.

Moreover, input in closely related to putPut in that one process can be

thought or as the reverse of the other. Hence, all three concepts, input,

output, and assignment, seem to be directly or indirectly related.

F,r clarification it should be noted that there are two kinds of

input associated with the computing processinput of data, which is what

we are i soussing; and input of the program (i.e., the set of instructions

or commando). Program input will not be discussed in this chapte:'.

The phrases "read a specific value into storage" and "write out a

specific value from storage" are often used in speaking about input and

output processes. Modern computers are equipped with a varlet; of input

devices which can read data supplied through appropriate input media.

Computers at banks, for example, have input devices which real account

numbers printed on checks if these numbers are printed with a special

magnetic ink. When typewriters are attached to computers, the data may be

supplied simply by typing it. One of the most popular input devices is the

card reader which reads punch cards, so you can see that it was natural to

adopt aa a flow chart convention the silhouette of a punch card to suggest

the input process.

9



pretvpm, (Clips Discussion)

1. (a) Valid

(b) Invalid No computation should be indicated in an input box.

(c) Invalid Only variables should occur in an input box.

(d) Valid

(e) Valid

(f) Invalid No computation should be indicated in an input box.

(a) Invalid An assignment symbol should not occur in an input box.

2. (a) Valid

(b) Invalid No computation should be indicated in an output box.

) Invalid The variables should be separated by a comma in an

output Lox.

(d) Invalid Only variables should occur in an output box.

(e) Invalid Neither computation nor assignment should occur in an

output box.

(r) Invalid Only variables should occur in an output box.

(g) Valid

3. (n) The machine would accept the msrd, B, A J , and read

into stormgm in oraer, the values assigned to the variables

in thellet. When the second value of A is read into storage

the first value would be destroyed.

(b) 8 would have a value of 9.

A would have a value of 7.

4. (a) The computer 'mild print out three values. The first and

third values would be the same.

(b) The computer would print out

293



5. (a) Invalid There is no assignment army and no arithmetic ex-

pression in the box.

(b) Valid

(c) Invalid The arrow is pointing the wrong way. The arithmetic

expression should be on the right-hand side of the

arrow and the single variable on the left-hand side.

(d) Valid 2 is an arithmetic expression vhich can be assigned

to the variable A.

(e) Invalid A single variable should be on the left-hand side of

the arrow. "2" is not a variable.

(f) Invalid A single variable should be on the left-hand side of

the arrow. "2" is not a variable.

(g) Invalid A single variable should be on the left-hand side of

the arrow. "2" is not a variable.

(h) Invalid There is no assignment error given, and no single

variable to assign the value of the arithmetic ex-

pression in the box.

(1) Invalid "B, C" is not an arithmetic expression.

(j) Invalid "B or C" is not an arithmetic expression.

(k) Invalid The equal sign, "", should not occur in an assign-

ment box.

(I) Valid

ftercises kia (Class Activity)

The actual, physical simulation of the operation of a simple computer

Immo to be indispensable to the understanding of the ideas of assignment,

variables, input, and output. You are strongly urged to introduce this

model of a computer in your classroom. You may want to draw the window boxes

on the board instead of using shoe boxes. The student then can ahoy destruc-

tion of a value of a variable by erasing the value before he assigns it a

new value. It might also be helpful to have the flaw chart in Figure 8

on the board. The input and output values are listed below for your

convenience.

2 44
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Outvut

2.00 27 2.00 27 54.00

2.50 38 2.50 38 95.00

1.75 36 1.75 36 63.00

2.10 40 2.10 4o 84.o0

2.25 39 2.25 39 87.75

1.95 40 1.95 4o 78.00

Exerciser; 1.-As.

1.

(4)

(b)

2 27

2.15 39

1.87 41.75

1.945 37.2;

54.00

83.85

784725

72.45125

2 27 54.00

2.15 39 83.85

1.87 41.75 78.07

1.945 .37.25 72.45

2.

(m)

(Note: Discuss thioR T W

2 27 54 problem carefully.)

(b) 1.87 41.75 83.85

(e) 1.945 37.25 78.0725

(d) 2 27 No value knows

(e) No values known
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3. This is the first flow chart that the students will construct for

themaelves involving a eathematical algorithm. Be prepared to accept

ome variation in their responses. The basic criteria for an acceptable

flow chart is, "Doea it Work?" It might be informative to discuss

several "student versions" in class. Nero are two possible flow

charts.

START

(There are no."\
more cards

W,

3-5. Wm a Variable as a Counter

There are three basic ideaa presented in this chapter.

Firth:, we meet the situation where the new vulue of a variable is

calculated la terms of the former value. If any of your students are still

thinking of assignment in terse of "equality" here is an opportunity to

clarify the meaning of such an assignment box. In the assignment N + 1,

it should be obvious that the value of N cannot be slusl to one more than

itself.

Second, the idea of the necessity of a variable having a starting

MUM is brought out clearly in Class Discussion Exercises 3-5s. It is
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'suggested that the teacher trace through the flow chart on the chalkboard

ren the overhead projector as the stumenta trace through it at their desks.

lc,Finally, Figures 11a, 11b, and 1.2 are all examples of different

ft its of the same algorithm. Again, it can be pointed out to theLil
stuillat. that the choice of which of the three flow charts is Wat desirable

usually ppende on which one is the simplest and Wilt efficient, namely

FigUre 11.

.., Class Discussion Exercises 3-5b revisea the flow chart of Figure 12

tvincorporate an additional output. Since EXercise 3-5c, which follows,

4D Oppendent on the revised flow chart, the teacher should be certain that

the'eliUdents have developed it correctly, preferably in conjunction vith

the teacher's ievelpment.

Wereides 3-fa. (Class Discussion)

1. .
The mason for this trace is that hopefully the students will arrive

at the assignment and realize they eannot go any

ill'-Alprther, because 11 does n ve a starting (initial) value.

Air
2. sign to N the value of N + 1.

3. No. The variable, N, has not been assigned an initial value.

14 An assignment box must be added to the f:lov chart that will assign
6

an initial value to N.

4

lite4eises (Class Discussion)

21?

I 1' 4- P

4-0

P will have the desired value when all the wages have been

calculated and totaled.



(d)

1.

2'98

519.20

Note: In this problem

It is desirable, but not

N4reeailar7, that the etudents

folltv the above format.



3-6. Decision and Branching

The development of decision boxes that contain mathematical statements

enables us to construct flow charts for algorithms of any degree of complex-

ity. "Branching" gives us the ability to choose a new path depending on

whether a certain condition is satisfied. A decision box always has two

exits and it is in this way that it differs from all other bozos we have met

ln flow cnortisg.

kezclEum 3-6a (Class Discussion)

Note: If your students are familiar with the distributive

property, then you might want to discuss the

simplification of the expression developed in this

section. Don't overemphaaize this simplification

process as it will be treated at an appropriate

time in a later chapter. The simplification steps

are as follows:

40 R + 2 B. (T - leo)

2 R (20 + (T 34))

2 R (T - 20)

1. 40 -

2. 2 . R or 2R

3. T 40

4. 2 R (T 1.0) or 2R(T - 40)

5. 40 R + 2 B. (T 40) or 40R + 2R(T - 40)
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Esszek.mazit

1. A

1 2.15 83.85

2 2.64 44 126.72

3 1.98 27 53.46

4 2.15 40 86.00

5 2.26 45 113.00

2. The order of two assignment statements may be interchanged if:

(a) the variables to the left of the arrows are different,

AND (b) the value of the variables on the right of the arrow in the

second assignment is not changed by the first assignment

statement.

Obte: Both conditions muet

For example:

In the aseigament box

be Wet

A
the order of the assignments

casmot be interchanged without altering the values assigued to A.

In the assignment box
L 4- 2 A
A I. W

the order of the assignments

cannot be interchanged without altering the values assigned to

the variables, L or A.
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3- Output

31 T 8

1 1 1

2 3 4

3 5 9

4 7 16

5 9 25

6 11 36

7 13 49

8 15 64

9 17 81

10 19 100

4. (a) N has an initial value of 1. X increases by one each time

through the output box until value of 10 is reacted.

5-

(b) T has an initial value of 1. T is increased by 2 for each

output until a final value of 19 is reached.

c) After the first value of S, each value of S can be found by

adding the current value of T to the previous value of S.

(d) The assignment command S 4. T.

(e) Yes. Add the current value of T to all of the previous values

of T to get the current value of S.

Sum, T.r)

DENIM 6 MEM 10 IMISEINIS
89 MOE 6ios 1 NM 8 13

21 31e

111

6. (s) Each value of N is obtained by increasing the previous value

of X by 1.

(b) Each value of P is obtained by multiplying the preceding value

of P by 2.

(c) 8 9 10 U.I7

P 128
L

256 512 1024 2048
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7. (a) Bach value of K is obtained by increasing tbe preceding value

of K by 1.

(b) Ekah value of F is obtained by sultiplying the preceding value

of F by the current value of K.

(a)
it

7 8
F I 720

,

40,320,

3 r.
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(d)

Exercises kis (Class Discussion)

1. John, George, Tom, alld Gordy had correct solutions.

2. Mulls solution is alcorrect because his outputs would be numbered

starting vith 0 instead of 1.

Petefs solution in incorrect because his outputs vould not be numbered

consecutively.

Lars' solution is incorrect because he vould be able to input only

one card.

Bob's solution is incorrect because he could only get one output.
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3. Tam's is the most efficient flow chart.

Gordy and JOhn are nest since they will do fewer computations than

George because an input will be rejected if the perimeter is less

than or equal to 12, and the area computation will not be dane.

George's is the most inefficient'because he will compute the eres

for all input values of L and W.

3-7. ELLyi Chartirm the Division Algprithm

This section uses flow charts to analyze the process of division.

In this particular case, division is presented an a form of "repeated

subtraction."

The flow chart for division by 1 is de-..eloped primarily to enable

the student to easily make the transition to a flow chart using a'general

divisor. In making this transition, the student needs only to replace the

7 with the variable D. The development and une of the flow chart of the

integer division algorithm should enable the student to improve his under-

standing of the division process. In addition, the development provides one

model for transferring from the particular to the general.

Exercises 2tpa (Class Discussion)

1.

2 3



ExerocPee 2:It

1. Follow the flow chart of Figure 15. Use any input for M and let

D e 0. In the assignment box
*-R - Li

+ 1

It is assigned the value

R - 0, and Q is increased by one. R > D for every step. The loop

will continue indefinitely, R will remain the same, and Q will

increase indefinitely. You therefore find yourself caught in an

endless loop from which there is no way out. note: 'Here is a visual

representation of why division by zero is meaningless and this nact

should be emphasized.

2. (a) Done in the text.

(b) D Q,

lst 24 5 0 24

2nd 24 5 I 19

jrd 24 5 2 14

4th 24 5
3 9

5th 24 14 4

(d)

lot 24

2nd 24 8 1

3rd 24 8 2

4th 24 8 3
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(f) M D

lst 73 6 0 73

2nd 73 6 1 67

3rd 73 6 2 61

4th 73 6 3 55

5th 73 6 4 49

6th 73 6 5 43

7th 73 6 6 37

8th 73 6 7 31

9th 73 6 Es 25

10th 73 6 9 19

Ilth 73 6 10 13

12th 73 6 11 7

13th 73 6 12 1



3. At

D

no place

that would

Q

in the flow chart are there assignmente to either /4 or

change their input values.

R

(a) 2 3

(b) 3 0

(c) 24 1

(d) 6 0

(e) 1 0

(f) 0 17

(a) 3 2

(h) 1 0

(1) 3 2

(J) 7 0

(k) 14 0

(g) 62 o

(m) 17 0

(n) 452 4

(0) 4 14

5. (a) 1 and 0.

(b) M and 0.

(c) No. Since N D + R, if only Q and R are given there is

not enough information to determine M and D.

The following is a more practimsl flow chart development for the

division algoritWn incorporating the Ideas of our place value notation.

Because development of the abbreviated divieion algorithm is so time

consuming, we have omitted it from the student text. We have included

it in the teacher's comnentary in anticipation that students may wish to

investigate the division process more thoroughly.

11. time jermits, it may be of value to reproduce both the flow chart

and the trace and go over the process in class. It can then be pointed out

bow closely the flow chart describes the "escalator" or "ladder" method

of division learned in elementary school.
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mu the Division Algorithm Practical

tn the preceding section ve constructed a flow chart for an integer

division algorithm. This algoritNe is perfeetly correct as it always pro-

duces the right answer, but it is rather inefficient. For example, if ve

use this algorithm to divide 3168 by 7, our input values of M 3166

and .D 7 yield output values of Q 452 and B 4. The trouble is that

to obtain these outputs Ly using our algorithm requires 7 to be subtracted

452 times!

3166

---1
3161

---1
3154

3147

etc.

Thia is extremely time consuming and you knov ve would not do it that

way. The thing that is poor about our algorithm in that it does not take

advantage of the short eutu offered by our place value notation. In our

base 10 (or decimal) notation, multiplying by 10 is especially eaay.

Each time we need to multiply a whole number by 10, we merely tack on a

zero at the end of the numeral.

We use this idea in division in the following way. First we multiply

our divisor by a power of 10, namely the largest possible pover or 10

that givee a product no larger than our dividend:

70 < 3166? Yes.

700 < 3168? Yes.

Y000 < 3168? No.

Thus 700 . 7 .100 iS the largest such product. Subtracting this number

from our dividend just once is equivalent to subtracting the divisor 7 a

hundred times. An obvious short cut!

In flow charting our improved algorithm we must remember that each

time we subtract 7.100 from our remainder we muat add 11:00 to our

quotient. Let us try to write a flow chart that includes our ides for a

short cut. Beside all the same variables as before, M, D, Q, II, we will

hare a nem one, P, that is the appropriate power of 10. That is to say,

P takes on values such as 1, 10, 100, 1000, etc. And instead of decreasing
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the value of R by D me 'will in our short cut decrease the value of R

by P.D.

R-R - (PD)

What should ye do to the value of Q1 Well, you must remember that Q is

lust keeping count of the number of times D is subtracted. Since D has

been subtracted P times, the value of Q must therefore be increased by

P to keep the count correct.

le

- (PD)

,(14-CII+P

We repeat this process as many times as we can.

a- - D

p

Ry "as many times as ire asn" ve mean "as long as R > P. D". A decision

box is neceesary to tell us vhen to leave the loop.

This is the basic mechanism in our flow chart.
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The next step is to reduce the value of P and go back into the loop

of boxes 3 and 4. How does P get its new maim', The answer is: by

dividing the old value by 10. (Sere we must assume that the computer knows

how to parrot% such elementary division! as dividing 10 or 100 or 1000

by 10, which merely consists of lopping off a zero.) Of course, this cannot

be done once P has already obtained its lowest permissible value of 1.

With these features our flow chart looks like thief

6

P
4

(P D)

Q + P

Finally we must find how P gets the value with which it first enters

box 3. P must be the largest power of 10 (1 or 10 or 100 or 1000,

etc.) such that R P .D. We get this value by starting P with the value

1 and stepping it up through the values 10, 100, 1000, etc., until the

next larger power of 10 (that is, 10 .P) would not work, that is, until

the statement

is fslse.

> 10 P D
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A flov chart f mount for acoosp11ahing this LI:

chart.

10

-LP.-1. F > 10

enter box 3..... mo

Al1 that remains lo to put on the beginning and end of the flow
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Assembling the pieces we at last have completed our flow chart for

efficient integer division.
Ass.

ft,

/.6

M,

2

R M

4,

if

ct
, f)

ft 0-R -(P D

Q + P

5

D, Q, R

Efficient Integer Division
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pagigg JIL_vma

PM1t1Ple Malec,

1. Which of the following is na a valid assignment box?

(A)

CD) R M CR)

2. In the assignment box

[11/ q- 2

1B
4- C the symbol B«.-C means,

(A) assign to B the value of C.

(B) assign to C the value of B.

(C) B is equal to C.

(D) B and C have the same value.

(E) none of these.

3. Which of the following are valid input boxes?

(A) R T 1 (B) W 4- R T I (c)

(D) (A+7 I (13) A, B, C, D, E I

4. Which of the following are valid output boxes?

5:

(A)

(D)

(a)

(B)

(c)

An algorithm is

(A) one of the symbols used in flow chart diagrams.

(B) a flow chart diagram.

(C) another name for a decision box.

(D) a list of instructions foy carrying out a process.

(8) a division problem.
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6. In computer work a variable is

(A) an operation used in an assignMent box.

(B) the memory device of the computer.

(C) set of instruction' for drawing a floe chart.

CD) a specific number that never changes its-value.

(E) a letter that represents a number .

> 11

The figuxe above is a floe chart of the Integer Division Algoritbm.

The divisor in this problem la 11. Answer problems 7-10 using this flow

chart.

7. If the dividend is 56, then what are the values of R, M, and Q

the first time you pass (I) ?

(A) 56, 56, 56

(D) 56, 56, 0

(B) 0, 0, 0

(E) 0, 56, 56

(C) 56, 0, 0

6. If the dividend is 56 then what are the values of R and Q

the first time you pass

(A) 11, 1

(D) 56, 0

(i)

(B) 45, 1

(E) None of these

(C) 45, 0

99 If the dividend is 67, then AIM are the values of R and Q

the third time yeu pass (i)

(A) 34, 3

(D) 56, 3

(B) 23, 3

00 None of these

3 14

(C) 45, 3



10. Rind the output Q, R when 4 is 81.

(A) 8, o (1) 7, 4 (c) 6, (p) 5, 3 (E) 4, 4

X *-N + 1

L L
T

4 L > N, L,

The above diagram is a flow chart for findintthe area of square

regions given the lengths of the side L. ProbleiM 11-15 refer to the

above flow chart.

11. What is the output if the input L ir

1, 3 12

Nene of these

(A) 1, 3, 9 (B)

(D) 2, 3, 12 (B)

12. What is the output if the input L is

(A) 1, 5,

(c) 2, 5, 20

(13) 1, 5, 20

(E) None of these

(el 2, 3, 9

(C) 2, 5, 25

13. What was the input if the output for A was 81?

(A)

(D) 81

(B) 9 (c) 36

(S) None of these

14. Input the following three values for L: 4, 8, and 16, and

calculate the corresponding outputs. How are the autputs for A

related?

(A) No relationship.

(11) The Valli's of A is doubled when

(C) The value of A is tripled when

(B) The value of A is nuatiplied by

(E) None of these.
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2 I

15. If the input for L was: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, then the last output

vomId be

(A) 5, 5, 25 (B) 3, 5, 25

(D) 1, 5, 25 (E) None of these

(c) 2, 5, 25

Problems

The initial values of A, B, and C are given in the table below.

Follow the instructions indicated by the flow chart fragment on the right.

Fill in the values in the table.

1.

2.

A B C

initial values 10 15 20

values after first
assignment

final values

USE TRE FLOW CHART BELOW TO PROCESS 7MM DATA INDICATED Oa TEE PUNCH CARDS
DISPLAYED AT TEE RIM. COMTE TEE TABLE SO THAT IACE ROW IMPRESERTS
TSE MET OUT TOR mr IMATIM DATA. IF TORE IS NO PRINT OUT FOR AST INPUT,
STATE THIS FACT.

3 1b

5

( 3

60 81



Trace through the flow chart below using the table to the rigtt to

list the output values each time through the output box.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

In the space below, cow the above flow chart but ,change the order czt
Ihg ameisnmente. Trace through this new flow chart using the table to the

right to list the output values each time through the output box.
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21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

T.

28.

29.

30.
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In a previous chapter, you learned that in the "falling body" function

an input of t (seconds) outputs 16t2 (feet), that is, f t -016t2.

The formula, which serves to specify this function, is expressed as

D 16t2, Where D is the distance traveled and t is the time spent in

Below is flow chart of this formula with the necessary information

missing from each box. fou are to supply the variables, commands, expressions,

or decisiomm that belong in each box in order to flow chart this formula.

Be sure you output all the variables, and remember, the computer cannot com-

pute t
2

in this forms.

31.

32.

33.

VA.

V

( There are
more cards

35.

36. The area of a triangae can be found by mmatiplying the nuMber of

units in the base by the number of units in the altitude. Thus, a

formula for finding the area of a triangle can be specified as:

1 b . a
or A

2 2 '

Construct a flow chart that invuts the number of units in the

base (b), the number of units in the altitude (a), and outputs

the area (A). The purpoee is to produce an output with consecutively
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nuebered lines giving the base, altitude, and arse of gmlz lhog triawkee

baying an area rester Ills 1 smart seal. (Eat: It vill help if you

construct a tabl vith columns for 11, a, b, and A.)

'Ase.. j &maw ags. Items,

MUltiple Choice

1.

2.

3.

4.

B

A

C, E

A, C

9.

10.

11.

I?.

A

B

E

A

5. D 13.

6. E 14. D

7. D 15. C

8. B

Probteos

1. 15 15 20 16. 7, 28

2. 15 20 20 17. 8, 36

3. No print out 18. 9, 45

4. No print out 19. Mb print out

5. 1, 5, 4, 20 20. No print out

6. 2, 9, 5, 45 21. 1, 0

7. No print out 22. 2, 1

8. 3, 10, 8, 80 23. 3, 3

9. 4, 1, 6 6 24. 4, 6

10. 1, 1 25. 5, 10

11. 2, 3 26. 6, 15

12. 3, 6 27. 7, 21

13. 4, 10 28. 8, 28

14. 5, 15 29. 9, 36

15. 6 21 30. MO print aut
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31.

32.

33.

34

36. srART

a, b

Af-Eb*s

T

af b,.211

.-------
320



2221 teat!

Its following 8 paws contain the flow charts or the flow chart

silhouettes of the more important algorithms covered In this chapter. These

pages can be removed and either dittoes or overhead transparencies made from

them. This should provide the means for the student to easily develop the

flow chart at his desk as the teacher develops it ou the challtboard or oVer-

head projector.
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TEAR SUET

1

Final flow chart for changing a flat tire
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WAR SUM

C
IMP

)

a
Mai floe chart for frying an egg
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TEAR SHEET

Using a variable as a counter
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TEM SHUT
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TEAR SUN

Flow cWart for payroll, including double rate for overtime
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Integer division
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Student's T.xt

Chapter 4

APPLICATIONS AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS

4-1. Introduction

Mathematics does not deal directly with physical objects. Mathematics

does talk about idesn such as points, lines, numbers, and functions. If

these two statements are both true, then how can you use mathematics to

solve problems dealing vitt; real life objects or situations? The following

story, told by a mathematician, may help you see the answer to this question.

"On a recent trip to New York, I got off at
Pennsylvania Station. I walked to the taxi platform,
but the train had been crowded and soon dozens of
people poured out of the station for cabs. Some of
them waved and yelled; some stepped in front of the
cabs; some, who had employed porters, seemed to be
gettiag special treatment. I waited on the curb,
convinced that if I acted in a civilized, proper
manner I would attract a cab driver. Believer, when
a driver stopped, he was snatched out from under
me. I finally gave up, took the subway, denouncing
the railroad, the cabbies, and roople in general,
and hoping that they would all get stuck for house
in the crosstown traffic.

"Several weeks later, on a trip to Philadelphia,
I got off at the 30th St. Station. I walked to the
taxi platform. A sign told me to take a nuMber. A
man in charge loaded the cabs in numerical order, and
I was soon en my way to the hotel. It was quick, it
wan pleasant, it was civilized. This was an example
of a fine, though very simple user in which mathematics
can affect social affairs. The rule for loading vas
the order of arrival on the platform. The numbers
have an order, and were used as a model of people
standing in line without the inconvenience and indignity
of standing in a line. The numbers vere used to help
turn raving madmen into polite human beings."1

17rom an address delivered by Philip J. Davis at the Annual Dinner of
the Society of the Sigma Xi, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama, May 23, 1962.
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One way in Which mathematics is used in the solution of real world

problems is indicated in the above story. In order to oolve problems about

real life objects ve usually create a "Mathematical Model" in which the real

life objects are represented am mathematical objects. It is the purpose of

this chapter to review and present some ways in which mathematical models

play a part in appl4leg mathematical ideam to the real world.

Let us begin with the uses made of the so-ealled natuxal numbers: 1,

2, 3, ... . These numbers are also called counting numbers. You can easily

imagine situations in vhich even quite primitive peoples would have a need

for something like counting. It is also eaey to imagine that once this dive

into mathematics had been taken such things as "addition" of counting numbers

would be invented to describe something about what happens when tvo sets of

things are combined and that some early mathematical genius might discover,

for example, the commutative property of addition of counting number0. Our

main point here is that what you have done for some time in applying numbers

and geometry is not very different in basic spirit and method from what is

done by men who write about hay to use mathemstical models to solve problems

in business or an Einstein who seeks mathematical models for the functianing

of things in the universe. (Working out mathematical models for such problems

usually requires more mathematical knawledge than you have now, of course.)

With these things in mind, please consider the fJ11owing exercises.

Exercises 4-la

(Class Discussion)

In each of the following exercises you are given a mathematical model.

Try to imagine and describe a real situation that can be represented by the

given mathematical model.

Eaample: Given the set of natural nuMbers and the operation of

addition. Describe a situation that is represented by

the above model.

Answer: The total number of students in a mathematics classroom

where there are 16 boys and 15 girls.

(The specific mathematical model of this eituation would

be (16 + 15).)
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1. Give examples of situations in the world for which the mathematical

model produced in the vorld of mathematics involves addition, or

multiplication, the set of natural numbers, and one of the relations

ur >a

2. Give situation using addition where the nukbers that represent things

in the real vorld are natursl numbere but where actossl counting would

probably not be possible.

Give an example of a situation in the world for which the matheeatical

medel would involve fairly auall natural numbers and subtraction.

Now think of a different kinfl of situation for which the mathematical

model would be exactly the same.

Give an example of a sitoation for which the mathematical model would

involve natural numbers and division. Nov try to think of a quite

different situation ielich would have the same mathematical model.

5. Give a situation wbAch would be described by natural numbers in the

real werld but where counting of individual objects probably did not

lead to the numkers.

6. dive a situation where the initia1 description is in terms of natural

numbere but vhere manipulation in the world of mathematics forces one
to consider fractions.

7. Give a situation for which the appropriate eathematical description

involves negative integers.

B. Give a oituation from the real world for which the mathematical model

VOUIA invalIte both geometry and arithmetic.

9. Give a situation Vhere the appropriate =theistical model involves

an equation, or a function.

One advantage of describing real situations by numbers is that numbers

are "portable"--that is "2" is easier to move around from one place to

another tIMus two caws. Numerical information can be sent over telephone

wires, used in computations done ma paper, or easily "fed into" a computer.

Another advantage is that the same numerical expression might serve as a

mathematical model for many different kinds of situations in the real world.
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In the first part of thio section you found a eituation or problem

which could be represented by a given mathematical model. In the following

exercises, you will be given problem situation and asked to suggest

mathematical model which could repreeent the situation.

Exercises 4-lb

(Class Discussion)

1. Suppose that you're standing on a spot in a room and could shoot any-

botAy in the room with your water pistol. Are there any roam shapes

which.would prevent you from doing this?

2. Suppose that you are, the manager of a baseball team. You need a new

shortstop. You can trade fur Willie MUch or Mickey Little, both of

whom appear to be equally good glove men. In previous play Willie Mitch

has come to bat 225 times and has 53 hits. Mickey Little has come

to bat 183 times and has 43 hits. On the basis of this information

which would you choose?

A T.V. antenna wire enters a room at one of the corners formed by two

walls and the ceiling. The owner of the house wanted the vire to run

down through a wall and under the fluor to the opposite corner formed

uy two walla and the r1,Lor. What is the shortest length of wire he

can use?

4. Suppose that you go.to a picnic and are invited to join either of two

tables. At table A there are now sitting 7 people with 5 quarts

Jr lc.... cream. At table B there are sitting 10 people with 7

quarts uf ice cream. At which table will youo shRre of ice cream

be greater?

The previoun exercises may have given you some understanding of the

reasons why people are encouraged tJ learn a good deal af mathematics. It

turnm out that mathematics is not only convenient, but very useful in dealing

with real wurld events and problems. This is true even though matheMatics

itself is made up ..)r things that are not "reel" at all, at leant not in the

Sense that molecules, cows, bacertia, rockets, bridges, etc., are nrets1".

The discovery uf a guud mathematical model for a given situation is an

interesting but rhallenging process.
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4..2. Situations Leading to Geometric malle

In Chapter I yau represented mathematical ilfas, ouch as lines, rays,

planes, and angles, vith drawings that were refe,red to uaoally as geuretric

figures. Such figures and their characteristics serve as a rich squrce

matheestical models of real life situations.

In Chapter 2, yuu considered the prol;lem of fali!ng oLjects and

Galileo's experiment. Now ve want t'o take a look at ti4 mnleling pr..weso

involved in their chaptero.

meat:

We made the f,ollawing assumptfons when talking abuui Galilea's experi-

(1) We thought of the fa7ling objects au points. (More accuratey we

thought ,-.)f the locrtions of the 41J,lects as being points.)

(2) We thought of the surface of the earth ao a plane, and we th,ught

Jf the paths Gf the oi,ects as being parallel line segments, bOth

perrendicular t, the earthgn surface.

(3) We neglecte, air resistance, that is, we sail the objects verc

felling in a vacuum, (no air).

(4) We anoue'd that the height that an objeot ia dropped from has no

effect cn how car it travels in one second.

(5) Finel.Y ye assumed that the distance traveled by a falling object

is given by the formula:

Wiere t is the time in seconds and d is the distance in feet.

This lo a rather straw picture of the wurldf The earth is a plane

vith nu air ab',Nre it and a falling object is squee:'el down into a single

point.

In fact, every one of our assumptions is wrong. We know that the earth

is roughly spherical in shape and that falling objects will fall toward the

center of the earth and their paths will not be parallel.



Furthermore, the distance traveled by a falling body in one second is

not independent of the height of the starting point. Even if we neglect the

effect of air resistance, an object falling from a mile high will fall less

far in a second than en object dropped near the earth's surface. The ammunt

less would be about one part in 2000. (The change in the pull of gravity

,dus to the distance above the earth is responsible for the difference

mentioned here.)

Air resistance is certainly not always negligible. It is because of

air resistance that s piece of paper falls more slowly than a penny.

All of these remarks must have weakened your confidence in aur model.

That was what they were suppose to do. Noir we are going to rebuild your

confidence.

Although the earth is a sphere, it is ouch a big sphere that a small

ertion of its surface is very nearly a plane. If two objects are dropped

so that they land no more than 100 feet apart, then their paths miss being

parallel by about ---- of one degree, vhich is practically negligible.
3500

The effect of the height of the startilg point only produces

difference of one part in 2000 for objects dropped from a mile high. The

effect will be even more negligible if we consider only objects dropped from

within a few hundred feet of the earth's surface.

The effect of air resistance is very complicated. Its effect depends

on the weight, shape, and speed of the falling body. For objects that are

nearly round, fairly heavy, and falling for no more than two or three eeconds

(so as not tu build up too much speed), we can comfortably neglect air

resistance.
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So our model for the motion of falling bodies is not so bad after all.

Di fact this model is used for very accurate scientific calculations in-

volviag proble10 where the distance above the earth is relatively short. In

euch work, however, the mare precise formula d 16.1t2 is used instead

of 4 16t2.

,EXercisee 4-2

(Class Discussion)

The following exercisels give some situations which lead to geometric

models. Tty to describe these models and, if possible, indicate what

assumptions about the real world you have made to get your model.

1. On a shelf in a market stand tvo cans of beans. The first is twice as

tall as the second, but the second has a radius twice that of the

first. If the second ran costs twice as much as the first, which is

the better tuy?

2. Napoleon's forret, marching into enemy territory, came upon a river

whose width they did not know. Napoleon demanded of his officers the

width uf tha river. A young officer immediately stood erect on the

bank and pulled the visor of his cap down over his eyes until his

line of vision was on the edge of the opposite shore. Ile then turned

and sighted along the shore and noted the point where his visor

rested. He then paced off this distance along the shore. Why was

this distance that he paced off an approximation of the width of the

river?

3. In book-bindi4g a Large sheet is usually printed so that after folding

and cutting, the vases appear in proper position.

(a) Suppose that a large rectangular sheet is to be folded,

left-right, and bottom-top, forming an 8-pair section.

Determine, before folding, the proper numbering of the

pages.

(b) How should the position of the print on each page be located so

that when folded Ws not upside down?

4. How many square inches of skin du you have?
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4- 1. Hw rg) Yrdu Y ,ur Harhiesf

Pe/eently a -Ampany marketei a Galt with graina that sere liats,nt

&Wei (.ryatala insteat of just drtinary cutea. The claim, which appears

to be true, la that the grains, shapel :Ike liamonia, lo not "bounce" off

your rJ.A like Aril:miry salt loes. However, it turna'out that it taken a

larger t,x t, zus the saw weight of the liamoni ehapel oa!t comparei

the apa7e neeiel for the may weight f orilnary salt. Thic means that

,-ulka Luling tido mait raLwt in.reaL:e the am.)4nt unoi Ly at,out t, in .,rier

to have he *am! amuunt Jr na!t that they wdull have uael If they hal uoei
,

,riinary salt. (Have yAl ever ,rie1 to Waliure OUt ." of --, ._)1* a teaspo-,n
3

ua:t?)

Ttir Latuati,n Iesoribel atove introiwea a prutlem which has 0,12e

Interesting app:icationa. In the Iesign Jr insulating materla:s one is

intereatei in having air apace in the form Jr small "pl)ckete if air which

air t., pomp. ..ircu'ation. One way to aimplify such

prAlemc io to 'mate a mathematics: mo1e!. That is, tO consider the packing

Ar apheres, like mart les, totween two layers Jr hari materia:. Some-

imes the surfa,.-e area Jr the spheres must Le taken int', secJunt, an we::

as the phyni..a . pr-pertien i materials themselves. Siml:ar pr-Alemin

,c-ur In the tenign anl fentine p:astin.

usapon,2 that 1..,.,L.4 have a large numLer perfectly spherica: Marbles

vhI4i xj,,y want t, 25.2)1 into a very large, tarrel. Hav sh.ut zai ault the

mao+:.'s s, *hat y..LA 'Et In as Lima an laussiLl4

The f Acing exer-ises vi: iPlif.7op an answer to this question an

illustrate a.nee )C the impuulant proeelhares involved in creating Mathematieal

EXeroison

(Olano Discuasion)

Our firs* cittgilifAyints aasumpt ion was containeri in the statement that

we hal a "very '.arge barrel". So now we are real ly Just asking,

"How I) y )1, plvk the Marb:es so that you have the greatest number

not rt, fon per osibir. roit, in, for xamp!e, a box?" ibre GU; neei to
more in o--ier to 1ring the proHem lown to a level where there's

smse h)pe n, ving it. 'lie neel to make aline ahlit Ior a! simplifying

tinnump* I na.
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(0- Figures in three dimensional space are sometimes complicated to

think Stout. What figure, in the plane, is related to a box?

(b) .104t figure, in the plane, is related to the spherical mambleal

(c) ttate a problem similar to the Mmarble-barrel" problem using the

rigures suggested in parts (a) and (12) above.

2. ..-"Iktppose se use pennies as identical circular disks and see how many

we can plage side by side, without overlapping in a given plane
region.

(a) *If you arrange the pennies in a square in the following way, how

many lo you think you could pack in the square?

`.

Assume that the diameter (the

distance across) of the ipnnY

II/he unit of distance, and

that the square is 8 units

on a side.

6

114 ;his method really amounts to thinking if each circle as

inscrited in a square one unit on a side, like this,

and then fitting squares together so that their interiors fill

out the of:Imre region. (They actually cover about 78.5$ of
llve region, leaving about 21.5% uncovered.)

1

4. 4. ...-gift
How many pennies does each penny in the middle of the arrangement

,aauchl

). Can you think of another way of fitting the pennies together so

that the Winner penuies will touch gem gm four pennies? Draw
I picture illustrating your method. Hew VW other pennies do

"inner" pennies touch?

pennies can you put into your 8 unit square with your

"peeking" method?



ity.

Probably the folloving arrangement occurred to you as a good possibil-

It io helpful X.c.* think of each disk as being

inscribed in a reglular hexagon and the hexagons

fitted together as show by the dotted lines

in the figure to the right. Hexagons will fit

together to cover a plane region without over-

lapping. In this arrangement some 90.7%

of the plane region is covered by the tisks,

which is far

arrangement:

better tha9, our previous

Can you thinko:

better than this? A

er arrangements of the pennies which might be

y the arrangement above can be shown to be the

best one, though we vtotry to give a proof of this fact.
4

o waament with some
Now let-um

bo he best y to pck them? EXperi
3 e problem of packing the marbles in the barrel.

Do yu have ague

marbles before;you4to on Mid see if you can make a guess as to the most

efficient pae1la:1414i

One posillPe prjelure would be to start by putting a Layer of marbles

with their centeri 4i in a plane parallel to the bottomthat is, a layer
4 ,

on the bottom of,the box 0 bar:el or whatever we are filling. From the

top, they vilk l'ook just like a covering of a plane region with circles,

and in the light of our discussion about circles it seens that we should

arrumge our spheres in thekeame way, as shown below.

-10
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New it seeem plausible that ve should try to mike a setond layer of marbles.

Des you think it would be a good idea to place this layer of marbles= such

that each marble is directly above one in the first Liven No, it appears

that we would get a better packing by trying to place the marbles of the

second layer over the "pockets" or "holes" in the first layer. Aetually

there is not room to put a marble above each hole, but we can place a layer

above half of the holes, say those shaded in the figure above. Then a third

layer can be placed on the second, covering half of the "holes" in the

second layer. This can be done in two waye, depending on which set of

"holes" we chwse to fill. The spheres of the third layer may be exactly

above those of the first or may be above the unshaded "holes" in the first

layer.

This seems to be a reasonable guess about the best possible packing.

It can be shown that for this method of packing the ratio of the volume

of the marbles to that of the region is 77 . 0.7405, so this packing

fills about 74% of the space vith spheres. No one know vhether or not

this is really the beat packing. The best result known so far was obtained

by a British mathematician, Rankin, in 1947, who showed that tht .! is no

packing in which the spheres fill mere than 82.5% of the volume of space.

4-4. Some Other Mathematical Models You Have !Chown

In the first three chaptere you developed several very useful ideas

vhich will help you create good mathematical models of real life situations.

The obvious ones are the ideas about points, lines, planes, tables, graphs,

functions, algorithms, and flow charts. These ideas, along with your back-

ground in arithmetic and measurement, make up a powerful set of tools that

you can use to investigate many significant problem situations. As you

proceed through your matheustics courses you will continually expand and
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Wine theae and other important ideas. This should enable you to think

about an even greater variety of practical aituations.

The following exercises illustrate the use of some of the mathematical

Ideas you have developed, in the construction of appropriate models for some

different situations.

Exerripes 4-4

(Class Discussion)

1. One of the interesting problems Pacing those vho design computers is

hov to design a computer that will translate a foreign Language into

English. Letts "tackle" a simpler problem. Suppose you are asked to

find a stereby-step procedure (an algorithm) which will translate

Roman numerals into ordinary Arabic numerals, (say numerals whose

values are less than or Nua1 to 1000), oan you write such an

algorithm? The following table shows letters mei by the &MAUS to

vrite their numerals.

Arabic numeral 1 10 50 100 500 1000
..

Roman numeral I V X L C D
,

The values of the Roman symbols are added when a symbol represent-

ing a larger quantity is placed to the left in the numeral,

MDCLXVI = 1000 + 500 + 100 + 50 + 10 + 5 + 1 . 1666.

DLXI e 500 + 50 + 10 + 1 = 561.

When a symbol representing a smaller rque is vritten to the

left of a symbol representing a larger value, the smaller value is

subtracted from the larger.

IX = 10 - 1 . 9.

XC = 100 - 10 e 90.

The Romans had restrictions on subtracting.

(1) V, L, and D (symbols representing numbers that

start with 5) are never subtracted.

3.
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(2) A nuMber may be subtracted only in the following cases:

I can be subtracted from V end X only.

X can be subtracted from L and C only.

C can be subtracted from D and M on;y0

Addition and subtraction can both be used to write a number.

First, any number whose symbol is placed to show subtraction is sub-

tracted from the number to its right; second, the values found by

subtraction are added to all other numbers in the numeral. Notice

that the table defines a function f : Roman numeral -4 Arabic numeral.

(a)

(u)

(c)

Start at the left side of the Roman numeral and by proceeding

from left-to-right, write out a basic algorithm fur the transla-

tion process.

Cunstruct a flow chart for your algorithm and -see if it will

translate NCLIV into ordinary numerals.

Do you think that something like your algorithm would work for

translating a foreign language into English?

(d) What are some of the simplifYing ansumptions you might have to

make in order to create such a model of a "translation system"?

Almost everyone is aware that any kind of work (even thinking), causes

fatigue. You also know that when you get tired, you can rest awhile,

recover, then go on. Ouppose we want to investigate the effects of

fatigue and to find out how rapidly a person recovers from physical

exertion. Such studies are obviously important for biologists,

physical therapists, physiciana, aatrunauts, and the like. TO see

hew these etudies might be conducted, let us performs simple

eXperiment and construct a mathematical model of the situation.

An Experiment: Work in teams of three, consistiag of a subject, a

timer and recorder, and a counter.

The only equipment you will need is a watch with a second hand,

some paper, and a pencil.
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The firet pereoa vill be thr. sUbJect.

(1) He will use one hand in the experiment, the left hamA.

(2) 3itting in a comfortable position, him arm straight in front

of him resting on the desk top, fingers together, palm up,

he should aga and close his hand.an feat as he can. Be

should be quite sure each time ihat his fingers touch the

desk when the hand is open, and his fingertips touch the WIt

when closed.

The second person will be the timer and recorder.

(1) He will vat& the second hand, start the subject, and call

time at the end of Q seconds.

(2) He will also record the total number counted by the

"counter" at the end of each 15-second period.

The "subject" will now be allowed to rent for 30 seconds,

then start the exercise for another 90-second period.

Aa before, the count should be recorded at the end of each

15-second period.

( 3 )

The timer should also see that the subject's fingers

straighten completely, touch the table ton, and then close

until the tips touch the palm.

The third 22122B is the counter.

(1) The counter will watch carefully and count the number of

times the subject's fingers touch the table top.

(2) It is important that he count quickly, but aloud, so that

the timer-recorder can heVr and record the count at the end

of each 15-second period.

(3) To get the number of times the fingers were oPened for each

15-second time period after the first period the recorder

should subtract the first total count from the second

total count, the second total count from the third, etc.
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The following im a table of sample data. Make a table like this

for each member of your tame and rotate jobs until everyone has had a

chance to be subject.

Mnsele Fatigue

Name of Subject

Time
Period

Time
in

Seconds

Tetal
Count for
Left Hand

Count per
Time Period
for Left Hand

Difference between the
count in one period and
the count in the next
time period

Ar

lst 15 38 38 --

2nd 15

,

72 12 - 38 . 34 38 - 34 . 4

3rd 15 104 104 - 72 34 - 32 n 2

4th 15 132

,

132 - 104 . 28 32 - 28 . 4

5th 157

_.

157 - 132 25 28 - 25 3

6th 15 179 179 - 157 is 22 25 - 22 n 3

REST 30 REST REST

/th 15 26 26 --

ath 15 50 50 - 26 24 26 - 24 2

9th 1';

4.

72 72 - 50 n 22

,

24 - 22 2

10th 15 92

..

92 - 72 20
,

22 - 20 2

Ilth 1', 111 111 - 92 19 20 - 19 1

12th

, -..

15 129 129 - 111 18 19 - 18 1

(a) Draw a graph of your data where the input is the number of

the time period and the output is the "Count per Time Period".

(b) Does your graph indicate that you got tired? Did you "recover"

fully in the 30-second rest period?

(c) Draw a graph of your data where the input is the number of the

time period and the output is the difference between the counts

in two successive periods.
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(d)

(e)

Can you uae your mathematical model to predict what the "count"

would have been in the 7th time period if you had not rested?

If so, explain how you could do this.

Can you use your mathematical model to predict what the eoUnt

would have been in the 13th period if you had continued the

experiment? If so, explain how you could do this.

4-5. Summers'

A mathematical model tries to duplicate some of the actual characteris-

tics of a real life situation. If these characteristics are properly

represented in the model, then ue can use the model to predict what might

happen in different situations. To be successful a model should:

(1)

(2)

(3)

contain as many of the main charecteristics of the real life

situation as possible;

the characteristics of the real life situation that are included

in the model should behave in the model like they do in the real

situation; and

the model should be simple enough so that the mathematical

problems that are euggested hy the model can be solved.

It should be clear that a mathematical isodel is never a perfect

,representation of a real life situation. Usually many "simplifying

assumptions" have been made before the mathematical model is finally

constructed. The anevers found by solving the eatheeatical probleMe are

not the answers to the real problem situation, but just predictions of

what will be seen when the real situation is observed.
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Teacher's Commentary

Chapter 4

APPLICATIONS AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Mathematics cannot deal directly vith physical objects. Mathematics

can only talk about idealized objects such as points, lines, numbers, and

functions. These objects are abstract creatious of the mind and have no

existence in the real world. In order to une mathematics to solve problems

about real life objects, we must first creete a "Mathematical Model" in vhich

the 'real life objects are represented as mathematical objects.

In different types of problems, the same physiCal objects may be

represented mathematically in different ways. For example, vhen we draw

geometric figures on a sheet of paper, we think of the sheet of paper as

representing a plane. However, vhen we have a problem involving the volume

of a book, we think of the sheet of paper as a box shaped solid with one

dimension very small compared with the other two. We wnuld say that we have

chosen different mathematical models appropriate to the different types of

problem.

All thic. is obvious emough when one thinks about it, but the working

out of it in practiee is fairly subtle and has seldom, if ever, been made

explicit for secondary school students. The purpose of this chapter is to

make a very mmill beginning toward making explicit the uses of mathematical

models in problem solving.

The recommendation that school mathematics curricula do a better job

in making clear the relationships between mathematics and ite uses has been

a feature of every suggestion for "reform" of mathemstics education since

at least 1900. The matter seems even more urgent today because of the

extnsordinary expansion of the use of so-called "mathematical models" in a

wide mariety of fields that have pretty much done without msthematics before

nov. For example a list of book6 recntly circulated for college mathematics

teachers intended to "give those interedted a reasmnably clear ides of the

nature of mathematical models and the techniques being used in these applied

fields" had 63 titles under a Biology heading, 41 titles under Economics,

and 63 titles under Social Sciences. In addition, the latest literature
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in many fields includes "mathematical models" either in the title or in the

development of many reports.

The more or less staedard rhetoric which describes how mathematics is

applied is indicated by the following brief summary of an excellent article

printed nearly 20 yeare ago in which R. S. Barrington explained applied

mathematics ia terms of "models":

When considering probleus that are concerned with
applying mathematics to situations in the real world, one
is often confronted with the issues in a complex environ-
ment full of distraction. It remains to develop a well
organized structure so that the essentials of the problem
can be viewed with less confusion. The delicacy of such
a task lies in the following:

( ) Removal from the original setting of only
the barest features of the problem. This
requires due examination of the originel
setting to gain direction 14 determdning
that which is fundamental. The result of
such an effort is a simplified, idealized
concrete or physical model of the original
problem.'

(2) This idealized model is to be made the
subject of mathematical investigation by
direct translation to mathematical terms,
i.e., an isomorphism. Essentially this
translation is a mathematical model of the
idealized model of the original problem.

(3) Through manipulative computation a solution
is obtained for the mathematical model.
In this stage there is no reference to the
original setting or to the idealized con-
rlrete model.

(4) The solution is interpreted in terms of
the idealized model.

(5) Finally, the solution is interpreted in
terms of the original problem.

The validity of the results must be verified and depends
upon the extent to which the models include all the known
pertinent facts.1

1R. O. Burrington, "On the Mature of Applied Mathematics, "Amerioan
Mathematical Monthly (April 1949), 56: 221-242. This has been reprinted in:
SNSO Studies La Mathematics, Volume XVI, Some Uses of Mathematics: A Source
look Lox Students and Teachers. If you become interested, you may want to
read the entire article and perhaps the article "Mathematics and Social
Policy" by P. J. Davis, aloe in the SMS0 volume.
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A/ter a decent interval of time and after several more sessions

devoted to examining how mathematics is applied, a "flow chart" of the

process described by Surrington udght be developed by teacher and class

together, or siuply displayed by the teacher on a poster or bulletin board.

For enample:

itroblem in

al world

Simplify to get
idealised physical

model

Make mathematical
models of simplified

situations

Work out the
mathematical

solution

Interpret the
results in the

simplified problem

1.--

Interpret results
in the original

problem

Think some
more, get some
new information,

etc.

results T
are valid

In simple, everyday, applications one does not, of course, go

explicitly through all of the steps indicated in the flow chart.
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fimaatld Dm Schedule

1Section 4-1. Introduction class period

Section 4-2. pituations &maw to Geometric 1 class period
'Weis

Section 4-3. gar You Pack Your Marbles? 1 class period

Section 4-4. Some Other Mathematical Models 1 class period
You My.2 Nnovn

Section 4-5. Summary 1

class period

hu EXERCISE SETS IN THIS CHAPTER ARE TWIG= TO BE USED IN DIRECTED

CLAM rasacziou SITUATIONS.

Introduction

In this section we focus upon the process of going from the mathematical

ilea to the real situati.on and rjm the real situation to the mathematical

idea.

The sectiun shoull Le completes during one class period. The st4lent

is first given a brief introduction to what is involved in using mathematics

to describe things in the real vurld, follawed Ly two sets of Class Dis-

cussion exercises. The first of these specifies certain mathematical

entities, like 3 + I!, and asks the students to invent situatione for

which the mathematical entities would be a model. The second set of

exertises turns things around and starts with problems and asks the students

to think about what mathematical entities would be apprepriate as models in

att*eing these preblees.

The exercises shou'l be lone in elass liscussion with a free, game-

like atmosphere prevaiing. The teacher has the responsibility for setting

up the situatims in such a way that an interchange of ideas takes place,

and also for judging examples offered by students tu make sure they are

appropriate to the points at hand.

In hanlling the discussion, the teacher should keep at least the

following things in mind,

(1) Nearly every student should participate. Ask them to write down

their ovn Hess, and then discuss, orally, a few of these



(2)

suggestions. If some students are not able to handle the

examples an given, then give them specific numerical exprensions,

e.g., "What is a real situation that leads tu 2 3 as a

mathematical modelY"

Be on the lookout for quite different situations which are

suggested fur the same numerical model. You should especially

watch for situations that illustrate quite different concepts,

as is passible in Exercise 3 below.

Exercises 4-la (Clans Discussion)

1. "In six months Mr. Adams earned more than t(000. Hov much did he

earn per month?"

Note: Of course there are many situations where the

question cLild be, "Who ass the most ...

"Who is older?", "Who has the beat (least) golf

score?".

Oome other situations are:

(7) "The distance an object falls during the first second is

3,Y feet less than the distance it nialc during the second

second. During the two seconds it falls less than 48 feet

because of air resistance. How Par does it tall during the

second second?"

(2) "Teddy is more than 3 years old. How old is Teddy?"

(3) "A student has test grades of 75 and 82. What must he

score on a third test to have an averagr of bad or higherl"

"The total mauler of grains of nugar in three cups of sugar." Some

other situations are:

(1) "The total number of fish in all the oceans."

(:) "The total population of insects in the 50 states."

flute: It vould Le appropriate to note that the numbers used in

these situations are probably approximatioes to the actual

situation.
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"Tia haa 10 marbles and gives 2 of thes to John. How many does

Jta have left?" (The model ia (10 - 2).)

or

"Jim has 10 marbles and Jahn hiss 2 marbles. How Many more does

Jim have than John?" (The model in (10 - 2)0

26.2: There are many °take away" and "host many more" situatione

possible. This is a good time to introduce the idea that

different real world situations ean lead to essentially the

same mathematical model.

4. "If there are 224 boyv in Gym first period, how many squads of 8

boys each can be formed?" (The model is 8

or

"If there are 224 boys in Gym first period, how many boys would be

in each of the 8 claims that were formed?" (The model ia

or

"An award of $224 was to be divided equally among 8 people.
224

How much did each person receive?" (The model iv,

Note: Hopefully the students will see as "different":

(a) Given a certain amount, how many are there in each

of certain number of groups?

vs. (b) Given a certain amount, how many groups of a certain

size can be formed?

"The speed of a car at any given moment." (The model would be, for

example, 40 mph.)

"The air pressure in a tire." (The model would be, for example, *2

pounds per square inch.)

Note: There are many other similar measure situations. It is likely

that many of these involvo rounded-off approximations.
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6. "The number or feet in llY inches." (The model would be ---
. :2

"The perimeter of a ,quare .ot is l2l3 yards. What is the length

pf anq,aAelit" (The model is *1 )

reAPe that makes five doLen cookies calls for 3 ounces of

mini '111" Hoy much vanilla should be used if a person wants to make

kdozen cookies?" (The mode1 would be 2 )
5

"Whit is

7:.24140.-

1'
"Thp act amount if monerine has if he charges $110 worth

clother onereek and earns $1.!') luring the same week."

8. "How can you find the height 'of a giant redwool tree if it stands

un an on which it is impAisille to land?"

vation of the lowest point in the U.0.7" (The motel

(This is in Death Valiey, California.)

the North Pole during a blizzard."

"How mgqi hoard feet f umter is ,2ontained in a :og at a :umber

m1:14

"How muoh.waote is there if the largest possitle circular regi= is

cut from a given square region?" (71as problem has obvious industrial

9, "The numb lours a student spends on homework in !) days."

(The model.C4111 le r : t -4't where t is the LuaLer of hours

stk,i:lent spendn on his homework per day.)

4

Exercises AS C:asz Ilsc.assion)

I. The 41scusr,ion utui I sad pent:x to the fact that this is always

posolble in,a* convex region

401 C--) C) etc.,



but that it is

f:Aluwing:

poasible in non-convex regions like the

The words convex re

malization that

to conn ect any
4

joining those t

s.)me reccgnitio

' 4

The Ain *pint a situation is that a mathematical model will be
s,

use4 uate e talents of these two baseball players. It would

be ftctUt to precisely describe these particular skills without a

ma title: ma.te: since the mathematical model essentially recreates

:2') cf fferrst situations for Dne man and 183 dirferent situations

rJr the Oe player. Notice that in this situation the mathematical

mo,1,-1 has *racteristic of no_n more permanent than the real life

c7f
are not important at this time. The intuitive

re some geometric resions where it is possible

s in the region and that the line segment

ts will lie entirely within the region is worth

pituatisn.

efitimpariRcn 'of the rational numbers, -4 and 4 , usually

ln ders.imal Volt will he4, determine who has the best batting average.

In thin ilig'..a . .',... and ly- .7. .23497, hence.

1 3

li LI II
, i513

5. The model that wr wouLll :Ike the student to think of is a rectanguaar
4-11e

bJx.



However, to solve the problem easily it is helpful to represent the

walls as "flattened" out, thmt is, in the same plane as the floor.

There are two possible paths represented by segments AC and BC.

Usually AC is the shortest distance unless the width of the roam

is larger than the length.

No specific roam dimensions were given since we wanted to avoid

getting entangled with the Pythagorean Theorem at this time. We

think that the students will agree with the intuitive ides that the

line sesment, AC, wili represent the shortest path. In the mndel

the shortest path will be path A.

4. 7The comparison of the rational numbers and helye direct the

students' decision-making process in this socially critical situation.

If your students dongt know how to compare numbers written in this

form, you might be able to gain some"additional mileage" from the

situation by gently painting out that there are some situations where

such a comparison is important.

>; so the student should choose table B. (The 8 and 1111

in the denominator are the total numbers of people.)
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4-2. Situations avang to Geometric Models

In this section we tried to select some simple priblem situations

where the need for some geometric model was painfully apparent. He:p your

students over the "rough spots" in any mathematical calculations. We are

trying to develop some awareness, on the part of the students, slow hov to

apply mathematics and we don't want them to get "lost" in some complicated

calculations at this time.

It is also reconmended that you discuss this section, after the

students have read it, prior to doing the exercises. The section points

out the simplifying assumptions made in constructing the model of the falling

body problem. It then briefly discusses the limiting effect that these

simplifications have on the use of the model in interpreting real situations.

The student should acquire a feeling that absolute faith in a mathematical

model can sometimes be disastrous, but that if he is careful about his

assumptions the model can have pretty good predictive qualities.

Exercises (Class Discussion)

1.

ii
V nr. h

=

2VI

Acconiing to the model neither can is the hetter buy.

E

Help the students

with the words "radius"

and "height" if they

need it.

In this situation h m 2H and = R.

Kr h
V,

V,
mR-H

le' 2H 2 - 2V,--7
1.r` H

VII

m 12 25 12

_2 1B7.7
g .lo . 6

m V,



Note: We donut want the students to go through the formal analysis

given above. If you can Iasi your students to suggest that

you need to compare "how much each can holds" you should be

able to convince them of the Arithmetic, especially if you

use specific numerical values like r 5, R 10, h 12,

and H m. 6, as shown on the previous page.

It's hoped that this problem situation is common enough that it will

provnke the students into making a pleas, and then to evolve some

method to support their guess.

Some simplifying assumptions are:

(1) the top and bottom of the cams are "flush" with the sides:

(2) the cans are made of metal vith the same thickness;

(3) both cans are "full of beans" (no water); and

(4) the quality of the beans in both cans is the same.

Your class will probably think cf many more.

2, The model we're thinking of looks something like this:

Of 'course stu'ents -imut know anything about congruent triangles but

the process of estimating distances hy "sighting" should be familiar.

Once the student has been led to represent the first part of the

situation by A ABC' it shouldn't be too hard to get him to swing

this triangle around until it is in the same position as A ABC.
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Some simplifying assumptions are:

(1) the man can uee along the hunk :X the river, no trees);

) the bank ana river are in the same plane;

(j) the man can hold his eyes in exactly the same position as

he turns;

(4) the angle forme,i by the man and the ground is a right angle;

and many others.

The sheet should look like the following:

(DON1T ALLOW SME =DENTS TO DO ANY FOLDING UNTIL THE END CF

THE DISCUSSION!)

Page 6 Page 7/ The arrows point to the

top of each page. The
sir

t

- --" boxes, L

Page 3 : Page 24
enclose the page numbers

- that are an the hack of*PageL__--
the large sheet.

(a) (1) Have the stulents araw a sketch of one oile of the sheet

including the "f,:,1ding lines."

Prom this sketch the students should observe that four mg22

arr gOn6 to be printed ;:a each side of the ,large sheet.



(2) Ay looking at some books, if necessary, help the students

realize that, starting with the first pair of pages

the paira of pages vi:1 be printed on opposite

sides of the large sheet.

( 3 ) Now, have the studenta imagine a point on the "backside" of

the lover right-hand region of their sketch, (indicate on

the drawing ). Then say, "What happens to the poilt

when the first fold is made?" Then ask, "What happens to

the point when the second fold is made?" This procedure

should help them locate pages (Dond(').

(4) Next, imagine a point on the "frentoide" in the lower left-

hand region. Ask, "What page is this point guing to be

next to after the first fold?" "Does this position change

after the second fold?" These goestions should help the

students locate pages (2) and G)

('.0 The neat of the page numbers man be located in a similar

manner.

(b) Now have the students put an arrow, t , in any one of the Ur

lower regions in their sketch. Ask, "What happens to it after

the f:rst fold?" Then, "What happens tu it after the second

fold?" Hopefully the students should see that the orientation

of the print on the bottum half uf the sheet should be

"upside down."

The students could now take a sheet of paper, number the

pages, indicate the top, and then fold it to see if it works.

(That ia, eheck out their model with the real nituation.)

As a brainbuster, some students might like to try a 16 page situation

where the rJlAs are L-R, B-T, L-R.
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4. Possible models suggested might be!

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Zone of the aimplifying assumptions are obvious. We are representing

a three-dimensional, irregularly shaped object with planar figures

in the first twu models and regular solids in the third model. Your

students will undoubtedly come up vith many other, eometimes bizarre,

suggestions for approximating this area.

4-j. How Do /231 Pack Your Marbles?

The "packing problem" and its applications will most likely present

the students with an unfamiliar situation. This is intentional, since our

objective is to have the student think about an unfamiliar situation, make

some simplifying assumptions and bring the situation down to a level where

there le some hope of solving the problem. Then we wish to indicate how the

solution of the elmplified problem can lead to an adequate solution of the

griginal pr,blem.

It is hoped that actual handling of both the disks and the spheres

will develop real geometric insight into the meaning of these packing problems.

If another reference is desired the probleM is discussed briefly an pp. 148 -

351 of Rouse Ball, Mathematical Recreations and pearl (revised by Coxeter).

One point shoula be emphasized. In an actual packing of either disks

in a region of a plane or spheres in a region of space, there is almost

0.0



always waste space around the edges of the region. For example, in

Exercise 0(4) below, where pennies are being packed into u rectangular

region, every other row will have about half a penny of waste space at une

end or the other. This is the reason why the actual results on the part

of the area cnvemfi by rennien is less than the theoretically computed

result. Az the region gets larger and larger, this boundary waste is a

smaller and smaller fraction of the whole region and the actual results

get clueer and cl')ser to the result found_by using a mathematical model.

Please resist the temptation to teach all abuut Areas uf Squares

and Circles, Hexagons, and the 1ilte. We these ideas infurmally and

proviie u "helping hand" in the discunsions when the mathematical skills

,Jr the students appear to he inadequate.

Exercises 1.=.1 (Clans Discunsion)

1. (a) equare or rectangular regions (Just square or rectangle is 0.1L).

(L) Circular region or rir,ular disk. (Cirele)

(c) "How Marly oirrular disks can you pack into a very larEe

nertanguler region so that you get in as many as possible?"

(a) Using this arrangement, toli pennies. (If you have an overhead

pr)leot.or end ti. pennies this could be easily demonstrated.)

(L) Four

(c) This in the arrangement we're looking for.

The inner pennies

tJuch nix ofle.r

pennies-

(i) en. The Pennies cover about 33.4% of the area of the square.

If your pupils seem mrticularly interested in such geometric

pmdlemp, you may wish t mention the following problem which is

unsolved, but not too hard to understand.

11.)w should n points be placed on the surface of a sphere of

ra11 I, Oat the umallest of the distances between pairm of

points is as 1arge as possiLle? You can visualize this problem by

imagining that you have n ants on the surface of the sphere who

hate each other enthuAiastically and want to stay as far apart as



possible. The question is how they would arrange themselves on the

sphere. For a fey of the simpler canes the solution is easy to see

For example, when n 2 the twe points would be placed at opposite

points of a diameter. The problem was sclved in 1951, by Schmitte

and Van der Werden for the cases, n + 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12. But even

for n + 10 the solution is not known.

4-4. Some Other Mhthematical Models You Rave Known

In this section we present two situations which will use several of

the methematical ideae developed in previous chapters to construct suitable

nethematical models. Since these situations are designed to use recently

acquired skills and understandings, the students should be able to partici-

pate more fully in the development process.

Exercises 4-4 (Class lliscuesion)

1. The key part of the algorithm is that as you read the Roman nunersls

from left te right you add their values unless the value of the "left"

numeral is less than the next numeral to the right. For example,

XIV:

Sum

(1) The first numeral on the left is X.

(4 Ite next numeral is I and the value 10

of X is greater than the value of I

so we write down !0, the value or X,

in our Sum.

(i) NJw we consider I. The value of I

is less than the value of V, the

next numeral, so we subtract the value

of I from our sum.

(4) Nov we consider V. There are no

more numerals so we add the value

of V to our sum.

10 - 1 9

gi

Remember that in the development of algorithms and/or flow charts

you usually start somewhere in the middle with the hey idea and work



your way outward to the start and step stage. The following is an

example of a basic algorithm that you might develop with your class.

Remember that tne Homan numeration system is basically additive,

reading from left to right.

(a) Basic Algorithm rur Translating Raman Numerals to ArabielTimsrals

(to

(!)

(2)

Write dawn the value of the Roman numeral on the left.

Write dawn the value of the next Roman numeral to the right.

(j) Campare the values of these numerals,

(4) If the value of the numeral on the left is greater than

the value Jr the next numeral, then add the value uf the

"left" numeral to thy sum. (The sum starts out with a

value ,or 0.)

(..)) If the value of the numeral pn the Left is less than the

value or the next numeral, then subtract tlie value of

the "left" nosier& from the sum.

Repeat .v1,1 : through ' , shifting over to the left

one numeral at a time until all numerals have been

cunsiiered in step 1.

Note: The key parte or the algorithm are steps (3), (4), and

(,).

The development of the flow chart should occur in stages with the

refinements being aided step by step. Some possible stages in

the levelopment or the flow chart are te-own below.

This is the main part of the flow chart. It illustretee

the pairwley eomparison of the adjacent numerals A and Bp

and then the addition or subtraction of the value of the

numeral A to the sum r.
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(2) Mow that we have a "middle", let's see if we can devise a

beginninn. Our next major problem is to simulate the

numeral-by-numeral emreement from left to right. First we

assign the sum S the initial value of sem (box 1). Next

we input the Roman numeral (box 2), one numeral at a time,

reading frms left to right. This input is designated by R.

(Remember that once an,input is read and assigned that card

is destroyed and the next Input card comes up to be read.)

(3) By using the "dummy" variables A and B we can now model

the inspection of paild of numerals as we move along the

Roman Amaral. In box 3, we nasign to B the first

left-hand Roman numeral, and then we immediately assign

B to A. In box 4 we ask, essentially, if we have come

to the end of the numeral. If we have read the last

numeral, then we assign 0 to B, and this will be our

signal to stop the machine.
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(4) The following is a complete flow chart for translating from

Roman numerals to Arabic numerals.

S1CART)

4- 0

B 4-

A 4- 8

(There
are

!ore cards

8 - R

B 4- 0

(Value of A < Value of B

41- S - Value

of A

4- Ca Value
of A
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2. A watr.h or eluck wtth a second band la necessary for timing purponcs.

It la muat important that the Atalanta be cautioned to follow

instmetiona exacCy. Touching the table and the jelat cir the hand

with the finger tips mna time Ls essential. Scow gpwl-natured

poticing wi!.; unioubtedly be neceesary. wma nacesaary even among

eiuitel)

If a Aulent shwa an increase in number per 30 seconda, he is not

+ling P. prt.ipery.

Ile pure the inatrur-tiana are thoroughly pr-rwad an4 that the students

understanl the activity before beginning.

The rr.ot peri.J1 ohouli not atlow cAtp1ete "recovery", so the aeventh

time perloi ahuttA read higher than the nixth but not as high as the

first.

(a) (;;ample graph Jr data given in text.)
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b Tht..graph constructed from !.he sample data sh.nit a definite;'
ilat fgue in mac !es lend a n!ight recuvery with rent. The stulents
aleph!) vtL vary eunairterah!y.

or

siviemffign immilimm Ilmsommism mommumms summins
NOW OEMsglimassim

MURES
milmiimummumn

rimpur
MINft10 ...MINNIE
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111MO
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11111
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11111
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4,F 1 1111

( 1) The grupti r 'ha ata in part (17) iaticaten that the
lee rms.. ha I t4.mLtant , so a gor.).1 estimate hre ror th
rfAt int,rva: with n) rnat , he T. 9 zripn.

A

(P) Alif,rust,entitvatA tl-p* graph ,Df the natiple 4lata fur the
1:'th Sallteeval t 7 gripo.

Xxtrapulaalan in the est itiaton r the value or a functiun
an interval rrani va:uec, :)f the rtuiction within the interval Here
-- r:te Just making an educated guens or the next va!tie lased on
p _Cain tnritlLn. One txuAtt tit? carful 1,-,-ause Lf the data is

alintite,1, V in&any to arrive at a vrong COM'

A.414**



Suggested Teat Asge

It is strAt recAlinded'Ihat no teat be given on this chapter. An

informal discussip of the ideas presented in the following artic:e might

serve sa a matiefacto7 Almi9itine activity.

41/1
Eicerpts from

"Philosophical Remarkz on Wael-Making"

by M. L. Juncosa

't RAND Corporation

A search !loran "understanding of phenomena" has dominate! human
.

1
intellectalu aetieity from e beginning of time. This pursuit of knowledge

of structure and aiicauaatio can be motivated by desire for comfort, fear

of the unknown, satisfaction'of curiosity, and so on.

Fur the scientist--and this includes mathemeticiansa strong motiva-

tion in the desire for predictability: that is, within certain bcunds the

structure Jr wdel 1,e,interpreted as tieing "consistent." Fur the

inductive ceientint, results of the theory, i.e., predictions, will "agree"

with experiments. For the mathematician, eontradictory theorems will not

result.

Tu arrive0416onelusina, u process of what some people call model

pending is wigs:gel in. 'The primitive man invents concepts or supernatural

gods with anthropam-rphic attributes, such am anger at betoken taboos, and

enormous powere, such az the power to clause awe-in:4,1ring earthquakes,

eclipses, an! Lya an. The seientist olzerves physical, economic, soeio-

logical, hiulogfdal, or psychological phenomena: He invents idealizations

of the phemmena at 4and aceo"rding to some laws which may exist front

previoualy studied "similarl situations or which he constructs for the

purpose. These 'r,ntaitvhat hif fee,n is the "essence" of the observations.

As what he ca'ls eaneequeree.s .)f these lava, he makes certain stetements

or predictionn, asserting that he hae nov an explanation, a theory, or more

modestlyfa mode: (not necessari:y unique and which mny or may not te

mathrmatical) fer the phen.:men,11. The predictiona art chocked out to ece

how %slit .1wy are and, Ir necf-ssary, the model is changed.

The pinematician does rhrt necessarily deal with real world phenomena

.directly hut toes 7:eintruet esny mil models of ither concepts or



theories that he is in the prucess of exploring. He reequently finds that in

'th Ilude7 or image he may have greater insight :or may be able to use language

whift Is mot quite available for the original. This enables an "end-run" in

the pro)fs of goal theorems Jr suggests new goal theorems and techniques for

the origina.. It is not uncommon that he Makes Physical models and pictures

as models for his theory for greater elucidation and inspiration.

It is ensential to recognize the universslity and variety in the

philosophy Dr modeling, regardless of what it is called. Not only i'oes

everyone do moleling a.t. some intellectual level, but frequently transittons

from one %for: i another and back again are male. An engineer may make a

mechanical moqe! (here called analog) of uprings, weigbts, and lasli-pots for

an electrical circuit of resistances, capacitances, and z,nductances, or vice

verna. If he has a mathematical model as well, he may nut even make, i.e.,

physically construct, the mrchanieal or the electrical analog but will rather

t.he p.rtine.nt equations and thun interpret the reautc in either the

rigina cituation or thH analog, using the language of the one most famlliar

to him Lecause "it in eaoir (for him) to see it that way."

Continuing with the variety of instances of the modeling activity, we

have:

the proceinl of going rrom the real world to the real world, cited

ai,ove (conutruotion ,f analog computee, c;loie rules, etc.);

the prooeos or going from the real to the conceptual or mathemati-

cal, and then Lack t, ttw real (mathematical physics, mathematical biology,

matAwmatica tw,n,,mics, operations research, app!iel matheMatics in general,

the process :.eing almiral,y iescrile0 in Burrington's article, "Orn the Nature

of Applied Nathematics"-):

!. the pr:o so going from the conceptual to the real and back

again (':411.,P J7' Venn iiagrams and switching circuits for cyt theoretic

anl Booliqui oleeatiins, oonstructi.n of finite group multiplication tables,

construetion f ings, trees, graphs, knots, cross caps, Xnein bottles for

certain top°. 41-a otlects);

Burringl.,n, 22 . cit -



4. the pr,)cess of gAng from a c..nceptu3 t anthr conccptua.

without passing to the rica: aril Lack again (IdentificatiAl Letween !N':

numbers and puints on a lino, language structures as trees or graphs);

ant even processes uf guing from lower t'o higher conceptua: levels

and hack, as uwl as vice versa,

lora', model-making also goes from iotcrmini&ti c conceptinis to

prohabi:ity conceptions and back again.

will restrict our attention here to the phil._,sophy or mode.ing as

t, rea! worIl proh,ems, as indicated in number .' JInc

the term "mathematical models" is usei very xtensively In Lio:.ogy, economics,

managemnt psycno,ogy, operations research, contrul applications, chemistry,

statistica mechanics, etc., we accept this usage. At the same time, we

nn-,gnizi. that inb ing is a broater inte!lectual concept anl caution

utrmg!y against a monop.oly on a narrow use or tip. term that might ceuse

!nrivatim attituteL among pe,p!.' who zftoult recognize the univ,rsality

pr.c-on. Alch synonyms sh:,11.1 a!ways Le pointed out w1th thetir

s!ight y 11!%011* :Ihates Jr oonn.otati,n

AnotLer otrervation ori tit.,,,e'o is the strong essence or approximation

prsen', parti ar y in real worli prol:ems involving either continuoum

varint ,r 1ww. numhern or variables (c.g., gases, populatims, traffic)

in c.me pr, Wv havf 131.71ple vxtimVot; of this in the representation

a fat ah ..... ,f paper no a reetangle f.,r most purposes hut ac

a rectangular (!) ws-n ,ne latoreA,4 In -:,timntirw tre:

vo:ume a b).,k; the hatitaLle w,rlA in antiquity or much smai:er locali-

ties ti,lay u a fat oeganit of a plane (ign,ring the :,ca: m,untains,

al!eys, riven!) but the ha5itatle bv,r1,1 as a sphere tolay (or happi:y fur

Et 4111,4ftS seeking an estimate of the size of the earth), or the earth as

ot,!utr sphcr 1 i for nate:lite work becauce or thp precision requirei in orbit

.stir14:atory system an a Tump; a gas (collection of in-fees:es)

an a f'uii; These approximaticns frequently are made to enat.e the

recogniti;t: ,r mass behavior :or maoronc:Tic behavior; at ',the!' times they

arc morie %_) make a pr.ot:em either mathematically tractable Jr computationalIy

'474113/L.e. AL 005.,TAIS. ili a go...1 auxle: in this e;aus of situations

is /ha', sma:: Aoviations in the origina!, should resu.t in

sma.: variations in the predicted nNsult.

A pn:,r m4,iel in these situationa in .ine wI h ly,rmous variati:ns in

the resu'ts for sma.: Aeviations in inputs. (We ahoull iserve that

; It



occasionally IL Is because of the nature :Jr satme startiing variatiJn in the

predictions by Inadequate models that original discoveries are made

entirely new formalationa.)

In anotherclass of models the essence of approximatiJns Jouc nit

!iglus Strongly or even at all. In these it is structure that in impomant:

Dv the iariables in the prem figure linoar:y or rwt7 Can en a:getral,2

group structure no assumed iu the modoi for tho phenomenon ,.d. notT Is thv

model for the worll BUclidean (paraiLe: pc,stulate, etc.) r not? PrJ:eraf.

for Ohich trylike ur graph-like mo4e!s are constructed have this f avor.

It is impoe.ant to recognize that the mjtion of stability seflaw t. t,o

irrelevant here. The familiar pmt:em of tho throe huuses desiring throe

utilities without Jverlapping connectiJns fr.= the mains to the homes,

modeled as an attempt to einstruct a certain (impossiLlo) grapt of six

verticez, is again strwtsral. Ztability and appruximatin considerations

are irrelevant, there Loing no sneighUoring" prot'em. (The "co'ution"

lAs "ixisnil,!.." an sy.'n as t nusavr .f homes is redueedi



Otudent'u T.xt

Chapter 10

PROBABILITY

10-1. Introduction

A story is toll about a lady who bought some flash bulbs for her husband

who is an enthuaiastic amateur photographer. When the husband cumplaineA tL

'lane of the bulbs were any good, the lady said, "That's runny, I tesLed every

one and they all worked!"

Of course this is not a true story, but it does point out an interesting

thought: "Huy can a manufacturer be reasonabLy sure that a shipment contains

very few defective fbash bulbs when he knowa that testing a bulb will ruin it?"

Answers to ouch problems may be approached with the help of probability theory.

Here #4-.? a few Jther examples in which the subject of probability exerts con-

siderable influence.

(a) Mr. Ames is running for mayor of Springview, a town which has

i!d,000 registerei vuters. The town newspaper conducts a straw

pAl covering 200 voters taken at random. If 105 of these

vIters say that they intend to vote for Mr. Ames, what is the

prodabillty that he will be elected?

(b) Mr. Franklin is rd.m 30 yeara old. What is the probability that

he wi11 live to be e; years Id? How does a life inaLrance

company make use of this type of information?

I. &ability Is a mathematical topic about which many people have

Intuitive ideas. It turns out, however, that one's intuition cannot always

be trusted. Consequently it Is important to develop a firm foundation for the

baoic notidns.

10-2. Uncertainty

:.;OMP events are certain. If you go swimmdng, you are c..rt.tin to get

wet. If you sele7t a boy from your class, you are certain to find that he is

mare than years )1A.



ame events are nat. ^ertain. We use %Fordo like "prabable", "likely",

"unlikely", in talking about tnem. Far example, when a weatherman makes a

V:srecaat "Rain", he actually means, "It will probably rain." Gimilarly, you

may preiict that, "The Cardinalc will wih thu tesnantu, tut what ycu :with i,

"I think that it is likely that the Carlinals will wih penaaht."

We aften make secisions ab.ait what to 'la in situattans where we eann,t

be -7ertain if what will happen. Very often these decisians have to be male

by "weighing the prau am! '!Ins" and finally choosing one oV tvo or more

alternatives. The phrase "weighing the pros and cane" is used at this paint

for a speAlal reason. )rdinarily when we weigh something we measure it--we

aasign a numeri.ail value 4J a Alaraateristic af it that we call weight. When

e "weigh the pros an ns" we are trying in our minds to give a numerical

measure ti the circumstancee that are "for" ane alternative and campare it

witn a numerical measure thase "againat" the alternative. If we can aasign

numerical values t) the pros ani We reel happier about our decision.

We are in u sulpermtrket, have o,,llected our groceries in a hasket, and

Nati the 1,ftsket towarI the :alsh registers. Which line do ye pick7 We try tu

anite a namer1 .7a1 oount peapia, estimate the number of packages

In thcir taiskets, and then chJose a 1ine.

Here 10 an,ther mathematical l71s1on in the supermarket. The manager

wnt,hing t.ht. GtJrv sf,f-r, the lines at the cash registers getting longer

and I alger. A v)ia. ,ver the inter-tom .ay:, "Citric A to Gate 7, Clerk B to

Gate t)." This manager may know Vram experience how lung the lines should be

Lenore anaher man is sent t, the -ash registers. Notice that he caunts the

-uatamers. His lapin:an io based on numiera.

Here are several pairs of statements. Which et, sent of each pair

tells; sure?

I. (a) : think : :II is a better Latter han Taus.

(10 i think : 11 is a tetter batter than Tam. Bili's batting average

this year Is .300 and Tam's is .190.

c. (a) I think homeroom 20( vill beat homeroam 112 in today's game.

(b) think hameroam 207 will beat homeroom 112 in today's game.

Homeraan 207 has wan five af its seven games while 112 has von

three out of seven.



(a) Weather forecast: rain tomorrow.

(t) Weather forecast: HO% chance o' rain tomorrow.

4. (a) Dr. A: "Try this remedy for your sunburn. It may help you."

(t) Pr. B: "Try this remedy for your sunburn. It has helped f out

of 7 patients who havP tried it."

You have prohably noticed that in each pair of statements the secuni

would be more help'ul, because it gives you mare definite inormation. 7n

each cane, the additional infcemation involves wot: za measures jf some

part. You should realize, however, that the numerical inVormation given does

nut make the conclusion cr,rtain. Tam may have played all year with a sore

arm, the Letter team dues not always win, it may not rain, and the remedy may

not work for wou.

In probability we shflll study systematic methAdo of weighing pros and

cons. Although we cannot change an uncertain future to a certain one, we can

ormetimes :ompare likelihoods or various, occurrences.

rme f the odjectives of this dlapter is To !earn how to assign

appropriate numrical measures uncertain events. These measures will be

aled yrobabilities.

The study J' prolubility has many practi,al ases. Far example, feueral

and state givernments use prolgibliity in setting up budget requirements:

military xperts ulp- it In making le-isions on ieerice tactics: scientists

use it In research and stuiy. Engineers use probability in designing an !

manufacturing rellatle ma-hines, planes, and satellites; business rims use

it t, help make 11icult laanagemerr lecisions: it is the main t"-)ol the

insurance industry In leciling ,n premium rates and on Size or benefits.

We will use as Illustrntions several examples of games ,f chance,

employing sleh "amiliar S.lects as .t./ins, ii-e, and playing cnris. The

examples have leen chosen sinr7o they are fairly simple to understaa:. We all

have some 1ntuit-1_4i aUut the "chance" or throwing heads when u coin is tossed.

The practical situati=s indicated in the precaling paragraph are tou compli-

cated for the present, although we will mention some special protlers from

these ',lens e' application.

It is of interest *hat, historically, the mathematia'

proitabil 1 ty arose t'r ?a t le 7 one Aerat i on )f gamb I Ing gamea.



10ej. Fair anl Unfair Cameo

Suppose that ve ieciAe to play a game ''or twi playeru in which the

outcome leyends upon chance, not skill. We agree that the game is lalz if

each player has an equal :Imance if winning. Fur the time being, we will

assume that you have an intallive ilea )r what we mean by "equal chance".

How may iae lecide whether a game is fair? :iimetimes carertil thinking

ahiut the rules uill enable us to leek. Another possibility is t play the

game many times, keeping a recorl 'if the results. This Eita give us a "feel"

as to whether th particular game is fair. We would expect that i a game is

grobsly uettir, several trials might indi'ate that fact. If a game is almost

fair, it may take 1Pngthy experimentation t.) lver that fact. Fir some of

the games Aeacribel in the filliwing exercises, you may wish ti conluct, say,

;i0 trials ti give you a clue about whether they are fair.

Exer7ises 100-2,a

(Claes Discussion)

Here are smus gameJ t think aLut. Fir each game a rule is given to

t:'11 whether y u r y)ur .ppinent wins. If neither wins, the game counts as

a tie. In ea!h else !,%c-.14, whether the game la fair.

1 These games are playel by tw, pinyers wIth a lie ng six races,

ntrth

n'e
respe:tively. The lie is tossed

(a) Y:u win I'' the fate numIered 1 is tnr.:wn. Your oppinent wins

if is thrown.

(r) Y)u win lf an oil namter la thrJva, an-t your opponent wins if an

even namter is throvn.

Y.0 win 1.

1. Is thrwri.

is thrAin, roll he wins if a number greater than

These games art p)ayei ty tossing a lie with ":" on ane face,

two ither races, anl "3" on the three remaining face*.

Y,u win I' Is thr-vn. Yo.r ,pp.inent wine if 1 is thrown.

Y.A1 ten is thrown, ant ho wins ir any number less than

? is thrown.

Y,u win an even nuruer is thr,WrIt MA me wins otherwise.



3. These games are played with twa ordinary dice, ane white and :Ale

green. Botn dice are thrown tJoether.

(a) You win if 1 is thrown In each die. Your opponent wins if

is thrown on each lie.

(b) You win if there is an even number cm the White die, and he wins

otherwise.

(c) You win if 6 shows on the white die, and he wins 4 shows

)n the green Ale.

0 You win if 1 is 'in each die. Your opponent wins if one die

has I and the Jther has 2.

(e) T.,u win if the number Jn the white die is greater than the number

on the green die. Your opponent wins otherwise.

These games are played with one orlinary die. The die is thrown two

times.

(u) You win if the number on the second throw is greater than the

number on the virst throw. Your opponent wine otherwise.

(L) You win if the numl,e: on each throw is even, and he wins if the

numl)er Jn en.fh thr3v is Ad.

Let us summarize. We have wed the idea that a game played by two
people ( /r reams) ia fair if winning is aa likely as losing. "Winning" means
that pa7ticular events Jecur; "Lsing" means that other events occur. You
cannot both yin Rini lose.

DIA you lisrovP.r which of the rules describeA in the class exercises
does nt really les:7ribe irs game, because it permits both players to "win"?

C,Inailer throwing un JrV.nury lie. Tliroving ane specified number is
luat no 1;kely as throwing any .ther specified number. For example, the
appearance is as 10..ely as 2. On the other hand, throwing one

specified number is less likely than not throwing that number. For example,
it is ipso likely that appears than that P.:, does wt appear. Throwing
an even number and throwing an odd number are equally likely events.



Exerciaea

(Class Discussion)

1. Throw a lie and record which face comes Up. Nave the class repeat the

experiment until 100 trials of this experiment hays been made. For

7,anvenience in caunting and reading, record the numbers in tlackS uf

five with five blocks to a row.

FJr example, the first raw might look like this:

2 14 1 3 1 61435 266j 2 2 5 2 2 2 3 5 5

Make a ^ill' if the form below ani use it to record the number or times

each fa,!e appeare4 in y-,ur experiment. This number la called the

frequency and the table is called a frequency table.

Namber an a dle face

111111.1111111MMEM
EMBRE1 MI1111.111111111111
Frequency, seend rw 1111111111111111111111111.

Frequency, third rw 111111111111111101111111

Frequency, fturth erly
111111.1111111

1111111.111 1111111111.1

(Fur the sample raw given above, the first row of the frequency table

be

3. 'waif, to vdcilLete the table below. IMAD time we art.

interestei in "rune uf like numbers. We want tu know how many runs

ur each length uccurthe actual number repeated in a given run is of

nu intereat for this question.

(a) Copy the form and rill in the second column.

Frequency
Like

NumherG
Consecutive
Nuaterc

f

EXactly two
1

ftactly three
__,

More than three



[For the sample row above the result would be

(22 and 55, blocks 4 and 5)

(22 2, last two in block . and firut
in block 5)]

(b) For the third column look at your data and count the number of

"rune of exactly two conaecutive numbers in increasing order.

Fir example, in the second block of the aample raw the third

and t'ourth entries are the ran "2 3". Also in the third block

la the run "5 6",

( ) On the basis of your record above, do you think that a pair of

consecutive numbers is just aa likely as a pair of like number-0?

KW do you feel about triplee of each sort?

4. Here is u recorl af 25 throws a d:e.

:! 3 3 i i 3 3 3 2 2 1 2 1 3 3 3 3 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 1

(a) Do yJu believe that this record could happen with an ordinary die!

(1) Do you think it is likely to happen?

(c) Can yuu Iffer any other possible explanations of the record an

reportei?

One possible explanation you may have offered is based on the gene

dencriled in Problem 2 of Exercises l0-3a. As a matter of fact, the

'reeori is typical of what ouch a die would yield. You may wish to try

it for yomrselr. Zjnee yuu undoubtedly do not have a die whose face°

are marked 1, 2, 2, 3, 3; 3, respectively, you can adapt one

ordinary die as follower 'Mink f3e the fare with four spots as being

u 2, Lind think of the faces with five or six spots as being gx.

This lo the °chew used by the writers to obtain the record presented

above,

110Im

Here are two more examples of game° which may or may not be "fair",

amalg 1. 1.3pplose that a friend suggeste playing a game that you

tilink iv fair. YO4 play lt 100 tines. ....You win 45 times and he wins

tiMee. You vould probably feel, quite rightly, that this is reasonable



enougb. You should not expect to yin exactly 50 timea.

Example O. Now suppose that in 100 plays of a certain game using a

lie you lose 95 times. Which of the following atatements do you think are

reasonable oanc1usiona7

Statement A. The game is fair, and you have had a run of bad

luck.

Statement B. The game is fair. If you play the game another

100 times, you will win o.out :A' thug.

Statement C. The game is not fair. The evidence of 9f' losses

out of 100 plays is convincing.

r...0 should certainly have not accepted Statement B as reasonable. If

the game ie f-ir, then in the next 100 plays you should expect to win only

about times. The die has no tendency to try to counterbalance its met

perrormance.

Statement A ls a possible conclusion, but as you study more about

probability you will discover that a run of such bad luck in a fair game is

extremely rat...,

Statement C seems the most reasonable of the three alternatives. The

evidence is convincing, but note that the results of 100 trials cannot

prove that the game is unfair.

Exercises 100-3c

1. An Pxperiment similar to the one in Etcercises 10-3b (Class Discussion)

of throwing one die 100 times and recording each time which face is

up, was performed, with the following results.

(a)

43-13 y3i44 14166 ',321; 46451

4133 35335 65536 64112

432.j 62454 53263 33423 21531

24131 64235 26563 22522 21355

Construct a frequency table for theae data as in Exercise 2 of

Exercises 10-3b.

(b) Is the total frequency of each number about what you would have

expected to get in 100 tosses? Which number occurred more



2. (a)

frequently than you would have expected? Which occurred less

frequently?

For the data in Skercise 1 above, construct a table as in

ftereise 3 of Exercises l06-3b to record the frequency of hruna"

of like nutbers and consecutive numbLrs.

(b) On the basis of your table, does a pair of successive numbers

seem just as likely to occur as a pair of like numbers? What

about triples?

Suppose we have ar ordinary lie with six faces 1, 2, 3, 5,

6, For earth of the following games decide vhether it is fair or

unfair.

(a) On a single toss of the die you win if the number on the face

which COMRO up is prime; you l'Jse if it is not.

(b) On a s:ngle toss you Win if the number which comes up is the

square of an integer; you lose if it is not.

10-4. maim Probatilities

In the preceding section ye considered the likelihood that an event

occurs. In particular, for tvo events we attempted to decide whether they

are equally likely or whether one is more likely than the other.' To describe

these ideas more satisfactorily, we need numbers. This section will be

devoted to finding appropriate numbers to measure likelihoods.

We begin by asking you to do two experiments, written in terms of

colored marbles. If you do not have marbles of the oolora mentioned, you

may use other ,totorio, or even substitute colored disks or slips of paper for

the marblea. Just be sure that the objects you use (1) can be distinguished

from each other by color or in sane other say, but (2) in all other respects

are alike, so that the experiments will not be biased.



RxercisealV_La

(Class Discusaice)

1. Pet three marbles, one red, one green, one yellow, all the O&M sine,

into a box or a .)ar that you cannot see through, and mix them

thoroughly. Without looking, reach in and draw one marble. Record

its color, then return the sarbl Jle container. Kix all the

marbles and draw again. Repeat c. g a marble and recorling the

color until you have drawn 12 times D2 all.

(a) Approximately how msny thmes did you expect to drew each color?

(h) How many times did each color actually appear?

2. Again put three marbles, but this time two white and one blue, into

the container and repeat the same process as before: mix, draw a

marble, record its color, return the martle. Repent until you have

smile 12 trials.

(a) How many times did each color appear?

(h) Did you expect the nuMber of whites to be about the same as the

nueber of bluest

In the first experiment above there are three possible "outcomeam.

-.4ch outcome can be identified by the color of the marble drawn: red, green,

or yellov. From the nature of the experiment, it seems that these three

outcomes are equally likely. Since ve wieh to use number. to exprees such

ideas, we will assign to each outcosw a non-negative number. This number

we call the probabilit y. of the outcome. We shall use the oymbol

P (red)

to represent the ;probability that the marble drawn is red. Notice that

P (red) Is the symbol for a number.

In a similar manwer, P (gTeen) represents the prObability that green

is the color of the marble obtained on a drew. Can you tell what is meant hy

the wydbol P (yellow)?

P (red), P (green), P (yellow) are numbers. So far we have not ssid

what these numbers are. However, if they are to fit with our ideas about

what is likely, we can see that not just anr nuehers will do. We want the



prehability of an outcome to be a measure or its likelihooc, duet as the

weight of a block is a measure of its heaviness. It seems sensible, then,

to require that:

Emu' itkoz Ismmou have eouml pretabilitiea.

On the basis of this agreement, the numbers P (red), F (green), P (yellov)

should all be the same.

If all three of the marbles were red, we veuld be certain that if one

marble were drawn the color vuuld be red. Suppose that ve agree to assign

the number 1 as a measure of the probability of draWing a red marble from

a container holding 3 merbleo, all red. What number, then, do you think

would be appropriate to represent the probability of drawing a red marble

from a container in which of the marbles are red?
3

Since the drawing of a red marble is 1 of 3 equally likely out-

comes, it seems reasonable to expect thet in many trials of the experiment,
1the color of the marble drawn will be red about -3- of the tive. This number

1
is a measure of hov likely we believe the outcome red is, and gives us a3

clue about how to choose the probability for red. The same type of discuesion

applies to each of the other colors. Thus we assign to each of the three
1outcomes the probability . In symbols, we have:
3

= 1P (red)
3

1
P (green) .

P ( yellow)

As another example, consider a spinner with half its area red and half

.white, like the one shown here.

An experiment consists of

twirling the pointer with ft gaud push.

Ay the same reasoning as in the case

of the maebles, in this experiment

ve have:

1
P (red) 7 and P (white) .

White

ingure 10-1

We are assuming that the pointer does not land exactly on the boundary

between two regions. Indeed, we shall adopt this understanding in all of our

examplee involving sninners. (This agreement represents an ideal situation.



SoMetimps the spinners in childrenga gamea have wide marks for the boundaries,

and the stopping of the pointer on such a mark is not unusual. If this

happens when you are actually performing an experiment, discard the trial and

spin again.)

RXercises 10-4b

1. Consider the eneriment of throwing one time an honest die

a fair manner.

(a) How many faces does the die have?

(b) If an outcome is represented by

the number of spots on the face that appears on top as a result

of the throw, holt many possible outcomes are there?

(c)

(1)

(e)

(a cube) in

Are all of the outcomes equally likely?

In many repetitions of the experiment, about whet fraction of the

time would we expect each of the six outcomes to occur?

Tb each outcome we assign the fraction described above as the

prubability. Hence we write:

cr PO) as

K2) P(5) 0

113) P(6)

2. One of the simplest experiments in probability consists of tossing a

coin. Soppose that we have an "honest" coine-one that is not veishted

in any way. We toss it in a fair manner and let it fall freely. When

it comes to rest, it shows either heads or tails.

(a) For a single clef, of a coin, how many possible outcomes are

there? Name them.

(b) Assuming that an "honest" coin Is tossed in a fair sanner, what

is the probability of its showing a head?

(e) Complete these statements for the coin tossing:

F (heads) w

P (tails)

(d) Suppose that you repeatedly perform the experiment of tossing an

honest coin, and that on each of the first five tosses the coin

3.

'my



3. (a)

shows heads. What is the probability that on the next toss the

coin will show tails!

Suppose that an honest die has been thrown 20 times without

yielding the outcome 5 at all. What is the probability that

on the next throw it will show 5?

(b) Suppose that the apinner shown in Figure 10-1 etups on red in

10 consecutive spins. What is the probability that it will stop

on white on the next trial?

In the second experiment with marbles you put two white warbles and a

blue one into the container, and drew out one without peeking. The likelihood

of drawing any one of the three marbles is the same as the likelihood of

picking any other. Thus we can again think of 3 equally likely possible

outcomes. One af the poosible outcomes is choosing t..e blue marble, so we

man write

1
P (blue)

What number might be aesigned to P (white)? Whenyou did the experi-

ment you found that the color of the marble drawn was sore likely to be 'white

than blue. In fact, you probably round that white occurred &bout twice as

often an blue. Thum it would seem that P (white) should be a =Sher greater
1than .1 , perhaps about twice as large as

3

Continuing our analysis, we abeerve that the outcome white occurs

whenever either of the two white earbles ie picked. The drawing of ane

'pacific white marble is one of 3 equally likely outcomes, oo its prob-

Ability should be 3 The same remark applies to the other white marble.

It sem reasonable, then, t the probability of drawing one or the other
1 1 2

shouad be 3 3 P or 3 Thus

P (white) e

Suppose now that instead of putting two white and one blue marble in

the container, we put in three white marbles. If you draw once from the

container, what is the probability that the marble you draw is whiteS

P (white) .

If you throw a single lie, what is the probability that the face

which comes up shows a number of spots less than 7?



In these last two situations we considered events that were slag& to

4ccur. In each case, we found the probability to be 1. In general, we

agree that:

ei event lg. certain occur, thes ita probability is 1.

This, then, gives us the unit of measure we choose as a standard of

comparison in probability.

We think amain of the container with three marbles, all white, and

ask: What is the probability of drawing a black marble? This, of course,

is not a possible outcome, but ve do wish to assign a probability. Each time

you repeated the experiment, you would obtain a bladk marble none of the time,

henee we take the probability to be the number 0.

In general, we agree:

Ag event which cannot occur has ordbability Q.

Akercisee 10-4c

1. Consider a single toss of an honest die.

(a) Which of the possible outcomes are even numbers?

(1) What fraction of the 6 possible outcomes- are even nuibers?

(c) What nudoer represents Keven)?

(4) What is F(odd)?

These probabilities represent our belief that an odd nueber and an

even nueber are enuaIly likely events.

(e) Suppose that s is the number of spots shown when the die is

thrown. For what values of a is the sentence a.< 3 true?

2. The spinner shown here is colored

white throughout. The-region X

has an area 3 times the area of

region T. (For siaplicity, the

needle has been omitted from the

drawing.)

(a) It is certain that the spinner

will land on white, hence

P(white)

386



(b) it is reasonable to expect that P(X) n P(7).

(c) Since region Y haa onequarter the area of the spinner,

P(10 .

(4) P(11) + P(Y) , which confirms the feeling that

P(X) P(1' should be the same as P(white).

3. On this spinne., regions A,

B, C, D are all congruent.

The area of each ia
7

the

area of the spinner.

(a) P(A) P(B) F(C) P(D)

(b) 13(A) + + P(Oi + P(D) + p(j) + P(g) .

(c) If , then P(K) e

10-5. Outcomes and Events

In analyzing complicated situations, it is spmetimes useful to have

some special terms. We have spoken of an experiment, consisting of one spin

of a spinner. Sometimes an experiment consists of several repetitions of a

certain action; in such ft came ve speak of each performance of the action as

a trial.

For an experiment, before we perform it, ve own give a set of possible

outcomes, or simple events, theft can happen. When you perform the experiment

in accordance with the rules set up for it, you are certain to get exactly

mitt outcome aut of the set of possible outcomes.

On this spinner, the red U,

red Y, green Y, and blue U regions

all have the same tiro', and the blue Y

region has tides the area of the blue Blue
U region. In an experiment consisting

of one spin, the set of possible outcopes

has five members represented by the five

regime.
(red U, red Y, green T, blue U, blue If)

Red



1. (a)

(Class Discussion)

On the spinner above, why are not all five oetoomes equally

likely?

(b) Which outcomes are equally likely?

(c) What probabilities do you suggest assigning to the five outcome!

2. If you perfora the experiment consisting of one spin, are you certain

to get exactly one of these outccaes?

Now suppose ve are intereste in the likelihood of spinning red. However,

"red" is not one of the five outcomes listed. We have red when we have

either outcome "red U" or outcome "red Y". We shall speak of "red" in

this ease as an emarrt. Thus we identify the event "red" with the subset of

outcomes (red U, red y).

3. Lint the aet of outcomes in the event "blue".

4. List the set or outcomes in the event "I".

5. Consider the experiment of tossing a single die aace.

(a) List the set of possible outcomes.

(b) Now consider the event "even number". List the sebset of outcomes

in this event.

(c) List the outcomes in the event "add number".

(d) List the outcomes in the event "nueber greater than 4".

An event, therefore, is a subset of the set of possible outcome*.

Recall that an ouncome is sometimes called a simple event. All other evests

bre. built up out of simple events.

14. -en we use the probabilities of simple events to find the

probabilities of sthior "13?

For example, in the experiment flat we have been coneldering, we

noted that the event "red" is the subset of outcomes (red U, red I). We

rosied that e(eed O) Keed y) . Ihamining the spinner reveals that the
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fractional part that is colored red is , hence P(red)
3 3

Thus we can write

P(red).etet+ie F(red.U) + 12(red Y).

As one more example, consider 12(Y). Of the area of the wpinner,

is lettered "Y", so we expect that F(Y) e I .

Our event "Y" Is the subset (red Y, blue

abilities of the three outcomes in the set are

P(red Y)

P(blue Y)

P(green Y)

Again, 12(Y) Ilred Y) + P(blue Y) + P(green Y).

Y, green V. The prob-

tie thus see that:

2

3

An event is a subset of the set of possible

outcomes. Tbe probability of ma event is tbe

wam of the irobabilities of the outcomes in it.

In our examples, the sets of possible outcomes have had only a few

membera. We will soon see some more complicated situations in which there

are many possible outcomes. For some experiments, the set of outcomes is

infinite. In this chapter we will conaider only situations In which we can

use finite sets of outcomes.

We are now ready to summarize our development. In order to analyze an

experiment and find probabilities, we proceed as follows:

(1) WO choose a set of outcomes for the experiment. This set

lust be chosen so that the experiment la sure to result in

exactly one of the outcomee.

(2) VO assign to each outcome a probability. Zech of these

probabilities is a number between 0 and 1, and the sum

of all of them is 1.

( 3) Bach event is a set of outcomes. Tbe probability f7t an

event is the sum of the probabilities of the outcoaes in

the event.

There la tr.., single simple rule for deciding on a set of outcomes snd

deciding hOw to assign probabilities to them. Practice and experience will

36)
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help improve your skill. We have noted the following remarks which serve ae

guidelinee.

(a) If two or more outcames seem to be equally likely, they should

be atsigned equal probabilities.

(b) If an event is certain, its probability should be 1.

Among the +wheats of the set of possible outcomes, a epecbal example

is the empty set. Thus the empty set is an event. Since there are no out-

comes in the event, we must understand what in meant by the "sum" of their

probabilities. We interpret this "sum" as the number O. Thus the empty set

is an event whose probability is O.

This remark rits with our earlier feeling that an event han probaLi1ity

0 if the event can nat accur. Gime our experiment must result in an out-

come, the empty net le an event that (Wee not occur. We shall see further

applications of tnis idea when we discuss intersection- Jr events.

/exercises 10-_5b

1. From an ordinary deck ar 52 playing cards, one card in drawn.

(a) HoW many possible outcomes are there?

the subset of outcome in the event "king".

(1) What is the probability that the card drawn is a king?

(4) What is the probability that the card drawn is a spade?

(e) Whet is the probability that the card drawn is the queen of

hearts 7

2. One of the whole numbers frac I through 30 (Including 1 end 30)

is selected at random; that is, the selection is made no that one

number is juot se likely to be chosen as any other.

(a) List the subeet Jr the outcomes in the event "prime number".

(b) Wt in the probability that the number chmen in a prime number?

(e) what ie the probability that the number chooen is even?

(4) What is the probebiiitv that the number iselected is between 16

and ;0;S



3. 1'wo black marblea and one white marble are in a box. Without looking

inaide the box, you are to take aut one marble.

(a) Find the probability that the marble will be black.

(b) Find the probability that the marble will be white.

4. Suppose that you tons an honest coin 9 times.

(a) Are you likely to get a head each tine?

(b) What 16 the probability that the coin will show a tail on the

tenth toss?

(0 Do the outcomes Jr the first 9 tosses have any effect um the

outcame or the tenth tags?

Suppose that a box cantatas 48 marbles, of which 8 are black and

40 are white.

(a) Fin' the probability that one marble picked without looking in

the bax vill be.white.

(b) Find the probability that if nine marbles are taken out

simultaneously all of them are black.

6. There are ?5 studento in a claps, of whom 10 are girle and 15

are boys. The teacher has written the name or each pupil on a separate

card. If the cards are shuffled and one card is drawn, what is the

probability that the name written an the card is:

(a)

(1.)

the name of a boy?

ysar name (assuming you are in the clime)?

7. You have five playing cards: the ten, jack, queen, king, and ace of

hearts. Yau 'raw them, one et a time, at nuriom.

(a) What is the probability that the first card you draw in the ace?

(b) Assume that you draw the jack on the first draw, and put it

"%. What is the probability that the second card you draw la

the ewe?

(c) Why are your answers for (a) and (b) not the same?

(1) After drawing the jack first, and putting it aside, assuae that

the secmd cari yau draw is the ten. Put that aaide also. What

3 #1



is the probability that the third card you draw is the ace?

(e) What do you obeerve about the probabilities in parts (a), (b)

and (d)T

8. In our diecuselomm of the spinner pictured here, we selected as our

set of possible outcome (red U, red Y, green 14 blue U, blue Y). Some

other set might have been selected aa the net of poseible outcomes. For

each of the following, decide whether it is an acceptable set of possible

outcomes. If it in not, explain why not.

(a) (red, green, blue)

(b) (red, blue, y)

(c) Y)
Blue

9. For the spinner in Exercise 8 above, the following sets were proposed

as sets of possible outcomes:

(i) (red U, red Y, green Y, blue U, blue Y)

(ii) (red, green, blue)

(ill) (red, blue, Y)

(iv) (U, Y)

(a) For each net decide wtether or not the outcomes are equally likely.

(b) What probability would you assign to earh outcome in each set

above?

(c) For each of the sets, find the sum of the probabilities of the

outcomes in that set.

(d) What do you notice about the sumo for sets which are acceptable

sets of possible outcomes?

(e) What do you notice about the sums for the other sets?
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10-6. Cow Aim Outcomes; tree Magnum;

Exerciees 10-6a

(Class Discussion)

1. Toga one coin twelve times and record the result of each toss.

In this experiment let h be the number of times that the coin

showed heads. Thus the possible values of h are 0, 1, 2, 3,

.., 10, 11, 12.

(a) According to your previous experience, what value of h did

you expect?

(b) What value of h did you actually get?

2. Toss two coins together, a penny and a nickel. Record your result

as an ordered pair by writing (side penny shown, side nickel shows).

Repeat until you have recorded 12 pairs.

Sow many times did both coins show heads?

Hoe many times did you expect both to shav heads?

Was the number you stated in (b) about the ssme, or greater than,

or loss than the value of h that you stated in Ekerciqe-L(a)?

(4) How many times did you actually observe both coins showing tails?

(e) How many timee did you obeerve the two coins showing one head

and one tail?

In determining probability, we often have had ocoasion to list all

of the poesible outcomes of en experiment. In particular, we shall need a

wmy of telling how gm possible outcomes there are.

Ry way af illustration, suppose that we comsider tossing a single

coin. If we toss it once we have exactly two possible outcomes, heads and

tails, which we shall denote by H and T respectively. If we toss the

coin twice, we have four possible outcomes from the succession of tosses.

We ern show them in a table:

3.i3



First Toes Second Toss

The sane information can be given in n "tree diagram," es pictured below:

Results of Results of
First Toss Second Toss Outcomes

HH.

..°rli HT

T H
TO

TT

Start

The tree shows that, for each result of the first toss there are two

results of the second toss. This is represented in the diagram by two

arrows from each entry in the firot column. The possible outcomes for the

combination of two tosses own be seen by reading from left to right along

the "branches of the tree". They are HR, HT, TR, TT. The nunber of

outcomes is found by counting the ends of the branches at the right. Thus

oe can see thRt there are four outcomes without bothering to list them.

Exercises 10-6b

1. (s) Construct a tree diagram for the experiment of a single toss of

a penny and a nickel.

(b) What are the possible outcomes?

(c) If the outcomes are equally likety, whet probability would you

assign to each?

(d) Row does the probability of compare with your results of

12 tosses of the two coins in Exercise 2 of Exercises 10ebs?

-
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2. (a) Copy aid complete this tree diagram for the experiment of tossing

a coin three times.

Result or Result vf Result of

First Toss Second 'Dims Th_l_rd Toes

(b) Nov msny passible outcomes are there? Now does this compare with

the number or possible outcomes for tiro tossee? How many outcomes

would you expect from a sequence of four tossee?

(e) Complete this list of the possible outcomes for three tosses:

torr,

3. (a) Complete this table showing the number of tosses of a single

coin, and the number of possible outcomes:

(h)

Tosses

1 2

2 4 2 x 2

8 .

4 - 41.1!!.
In general, if an experiment consists of tossing a coin n times,

where n is a counting number, then the number of poseibie out-

comes depends upon n, and can be written:

dxzwew...x2 with factors.

Ibis =ober is m3re simply expreesed with the exponent notation

ft6:

(0) Ue., srrow rvAstlfin .-xpr..ns this as a flAnetlon T vhlch assigns

'7. M wAmPer n the. numbe.r

yo5
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4. (a) Refer to the tree diagram you mods for ftercise 2, and complete

this table shoving the number or heads involved in each outcome.

.aeme IMftE Me0
3

NET =ir

,..

Tirr

(b) Suppoee that we let h repreeent the number of heads obtained.

In how many cases does h 3? doen h 27 does h 1?

does h AT In how mmay eases ie it true that h >2?

that h > l?

(e) Since we have 8 placable outcomes, all equally likely, what

probability should we assign to each? What le the probability

of getting:

three heads? no heads?

exactly two heads? at least two heads?

exactly one head? at least ons head?

In each exercise above we have studied situations where each trial

hmd exactly two outcomes. The use of the tree diagram can often help in

analysing experiments for which the number of outcomes of a single trial is

greater than two.

For =apple, suppose that we have a box containing 3 marbles alike

except for color: 1 red, 1 green, 1 yellow. If ve pick one marble at

random, then there are three possible results, which ve shall call 1, G,

at4 Y, for red, green, and yellow, respectively. If ve return the chosen

marble to the box and draw again, we again hare 3 possibilities. Nach

outcome, for the experiment consisting of the pair of drawings, can be

described in terma of the color on the first draw and the color on the
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seeond dray; for example, RI. The possibilities are shown in the tree

disarm:

First Drew Second Draw Outcomes

RR

RO

RY

"mirrEEEEEEiR TO

YR

Exercises l066c

(Class Discussion)

1. In the tree diagram for the 3 marble experiment above,

(a) Raw many possible moults are there on the first draw?

(b) Tor each result of the first draw, haw maw possibilities are

there ou.the second dray?

How many possible outcomes are there for the succession of two(c)

drawings? Sow is this number related to your answers to

and (b)?

(d) What probability would you assign to each outcome?

(a)

2. Suppose that after the second drew, the marble is again replaced and

a third draw is made.

(a) Construct a tree diagram showing all of the possible outeoems.

(b) Sow many possible outcomes are there for the succession of three

(c)

draws?

Sow is this number related to the number of marbles (3) and

the number of drawings (3)!

3 97



(a)

Make a table for the 3 marble experiment like the one in

ftereise 3, Dgereises 1016b.

suppose an experiment consisted of n trials, where each trial

consists of drawing one marble from the hoz containing 3 marbles,

recording the color, and rmplacing the marble. Hem weld you

express the total number of possible outcomes, using exponents?

3. Consider an experiment which consists of tossing a single die several

times.

(a) For one toss of the die, ham many possible outcomes are there?

(b) For two tosses of the die, what is the nuaber of poesible outcomes

for the succession of tosses?

For three tosses of the die, what is the number of possible

outcomes?

(d) Mike a table for the die-throwing experiment like the one in

ftercise 2(d) above.

(c)

(e) KW can you express the total number of possible outcomes for

n throve

4. We have looked at several experiments, each consisting of n trials.

Let us summarize what we have found.

(a) For coin tossing, (ftereises lo-60, there are 2 possible'

outcomes for each toss, the number of possible outcome* keeps

doubling so that for a succession of n toeses we have

possible outcomes.

(b) For the drawing of a marble from three marbles, (ftercises 1 and

2 shove), there are 3 poeolble outcomes for each draw, hence

for a succession of n drams ve have possible outcomes.

For tossing a singae die, each individual toss has

possible outcomes. For a succeesion of n tosses ve have

possible outcomes.

c)

The outcomes of throwing two dice can be thought of as a set of

lrierrd pairs, made up rf (number an first, number on second). We could

3 e'



Mkt a tree diagrea for this, but betause of the rather large number of

possible outcomes, there is a more compact way in vhich ve eau do it.

ftercieen 10-6d

(Class Discussion)

1. In making a chart for the tvo-dice experiment, let us call the first

die the red die and the second die the green die. Thus the ordered

pair (5,2) indicates "5 on red and 2 on green".

(a) Complete the following table shoving all possible outcomes of

rolling the tvo dice:

Green

1 2 5 6

1

6

(1,1) (1,2)

(2,1)

1.1=1101

11im (6,2)

....=e

(4,0

011111.!1!

k

(5,6)

foNia.1=.0 11,

Save this Utile for use later.

(b) Now mem poissible outcomes are there? What prObability would

you assign to eadh outcome?

(e)

(d)

(e)

Sow would you change the chart if, trusteed of rolling both dice

together, you rolled the red lie first, and then the green die?

Wake a table like the one in (a), but enter the sum of each

ordered pair. That is, lustead of (1,1), write "2".

Make a table shoving the frequency of each sum.

Sum

Prequenc

EMU U U10 EICI6 8

2. Urge the charts made in Sierciee 1 to find the probability of each of

the following events.

(a) The event weiceiblee.



(b) The event "sum is 9".

(e) The event "sum is less than or equal to 5".

3. (a) What sum is most likely to oceur when two dice are tossed?

(b) Is its probability greater or less than k ? I

In this section and the two preceding ones we have found ways of

assigning probabilities to the possible outcomes of an experiment, and of

using the probabilities of outcomes to find the probability of an event

involving two or more outcomes. In the experiments so far, we have dealt

with outcomes that seemed smmellz likely, and with events which were subsets

of the set of outcomes. We have used tables, charts, and tree diagram as

aids in counting outcomes.

ftercises 1.01-6e

1. Consider an experiment which consists of tossing three coins, a penny,

a dime, and a nickel.

(a) Complete the tree diagram below, and list the possible outcomes.

Dime Nickel Outcome

MST

=1.1P

<-
<_
400
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(b) Assumdag all coins are "honest", state the following

probabilities for h, the number of heads:

P(b-3) 13(h a/ 0)

P(h w 2) F(11 ? 2)

P(h w 1) F(b > 1)

Compare your results for (a) and (b) with Exercises 24 in

Exercises 104b, in which you used a tree disarms to analyze

an experiment La which a sing/e coin was tossed 3 times. What

concluilon can you reach concerning the two experiments?

2. ThIe tiee we consider another 3-Nimble experiment, still using a

box containing =erred, one green, and one yellow mmrble. We pick

a marble at random, but this thee ve do get return it to the box

before selecting another marble. Tbe possible outcome are shown

by this tree diagram:

(a)

(b) Compute the probabilities of events as indicated:

l(one marble red) w

10(secend marble green) w

F(first marble yellow) ow

Hake a similar chart showing the outcomes of droving three thees

without replacing marbles, assign probabilities to the outcomes,

Result of
First Drew

Result of
Second Drew

Outeaae of
Experiment

REI

0

Y

OR

OY

BY

Y

YO

R ni

What probability should we assign to each outcome?
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amd compute the followimg:

llome marble red) w

r(first marble red)

*list marble red mad second warble fro0O)

15(two red marbles)

3. A bowl contains 10 marbles, of which 5 are white, 3 are black,

and 2 are red. We shall assume that they are identical in sire,

hence that each marble is equally likely to be picked if you reach

intl the bowl and take one marble without looking.

(a) dhat is the probability that you will pick a white marble in one

draw/

(b) Assuming that you pick a white mmrble the first time and do not

replace it, what is the prebability that you will pick a black

garble the aecoed time?

(c) Assuming that you pick a white marble the first time and a black

marble the eecomd time and do not replace them, what is the

probability that you will pick a red marble the third time?

4. An experiment consists of one toss each of an ordinary die and a

coin.

(a) Neke a tree diagram showing the possible outcomes. Does it matter

which you list first, the outcomes for the die or the outcomes for

the coin?

(b) Assign probabilities to the possible outcomes of the combined

tosses, and compute the following:

143,11)

P(6,T)

Ildie shows a prtne nuiber)

P(coin is toils)

5. A gene is played with a die and a

spinmer. The spinner shown at the

riaht contains regloms which have

equal WOOS that are colored red,

yellow and green. In the gime,

4

V.-
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you spin once and throw the die once. What is the probability that

you will spin red and then get 6 on the die?

10-7. Matimatiag .Probabilitiee

In many of the situations we have studied aa examples (using coins,

dice, spinners) it is possible to discuss the probability of certain event°

simply by thinking about the problem. We reason: If we have honest equipe

ment and use it fairly, we can reach certain conclusions about it.

ftsple. Commider two spinners, I and TI.

II

If the pointer is balanced and if it is honestly spun, we are willing to

assert that:

for Spinner 1, Ilblue)

far Spinner 11, P(blue) e .

Notice that we aesign these probabilities without actually spinning

the pointer. MO reason that, for Spinner I, the red and blue regions are

equally likely if the spinner is "honest". Our reasoning is correct. Hee

much this reasoning applies to a particular spinner can only be decided by

actually experimenting many times. Suppoae, after many trials, our results

show approximately the same nisiber of reds and blues. Then we are somewhat

confident that the spinner is fair and that aur reasoning is correct.

Tou may very voll raise some questions regarding the last paragraph.

For example:

(a) How many trials should be made

(b) What precisely is meant by "approximately the same number" of

reds or blues?

'401
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(c) How confident would we be?

Those questions are sll related and can only be answered somewhat generally

here; our degree of confidence increases as we conduct more trials and as
1

the fraction of red comes closer to
2 "

142rcisee 10-7a

Suppose that a friend tells you that he has a spinner colored red

and yellow. You cannot see the spinner. Your friend spins the pointer 30

times and te Is you the result of each spin, which you record as follows:

RRYYR YRRYR RRRYR

YYRYR RRYRR RRYYR

1. How many of the 30 spins yielded red?

2. What probability oan you estimate for the outcome of red on each spin?

3. What would you guess to be the relation of size of the nal region to

the size of the yellow region?

4. If you were told that you could win a prize by predicting correctiY

the color an the next spin, which color would you choose?

5. Suppose that many =ore trials are made and recorded-- 3000 trials

in all. What would you guess about the relative areas of red and

yellow ifs

(a) 1900 reds appeared?

(b) 1512 reds appeared?

The problem that ve have been discus-inc.-where we know the results

of perforaing the experiment a certain number of times but do not know the

exact design of the spinner--is illustrative Of many real life situations.

There are many examples where decisions are molds on the basis of estimated

probabilities. These estimates, in turn, are based on pest experience. Here

are two examples.

( ) In a baseball ems Robinson comes in as a relief pitcher. The

opposing manager then orders Jones to bat for Smith. Nis decision

is based on previous games, where experience hss shown that Jones

has hod better succees than Smith seal-net Robinson. Regardless
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of the result in the present gams, the manager may well claim

that he is "playing percentage baseball".

(b) A doctor decides not to operate on Mrs. X. His decision is based

an the haat that, In medical experience, a large percentage of

the patients vith her symptoms have been cured vithout undergoing

expenaive (and, perhaps. dangeroue) ourgery.

in a particular situation the confidence that is placed in a decision based

on the results of previous trials depends both on the nature of the results

and on the number of trials.

In the examples above, the ider of percent is applied to probabilities.

Probabilities are often named as percents.

Recall that any rational number hss many nines. When a rational number

expressee a ratio, it is frequently named as a percent. The symbol "%"

mesSis . WO can find the percent name by uoing the property of 1 to
100

name the number by a fraction vith denominator 100. Thus,

i22 . 75 .-1-
le 25 100 100

Alternatively, we can use the division algorithm.

_,467
248
7-37 m .467 rr 46.7(.01) 46.7%. 531 1248.000

212 4

7570
21-2%
3 740

3 717
23

Exercises 10-7b

1. Prcrs many thousands of manufactured articles of a certain type, the

company selected a sample of 100 articles at random. Thole were

very carefully tested and it was found that 98 of the articles met

the desired standard.

(a) What is the ratio of the number or satisfactory articles to the

number uf articles tested?
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(

c)

What perceut of the articles tested Vele satisfactory?

What le the estiested prebability that an article node by this

precede is up to atm:herd?

(d) Why le it more practical to teat a ample of the articlet than

to test all of those manufactured!

2. A random sample of 500 patients with a certain disease were treated

vith a new drug. Of these, 00 were helped.

(a) What le the retio of the number helped to the number treated,

expressed as a fraction in simplest form?

(b) Express the flame ratio as a fraction whose denominator is 103.

What nag& of thoee treated were helped?

What is the estimated probability that a given person with this

disease will be helped by the new drug?

(4) If 4000 patients were treated with the drug, about how many

would you expect to be helped?

3. In baseball a pleyer5o batting average is computed by dividing the

number of his hits by the nuaber of his official times at bat. It is

usually expreosed as a 3-place decimal.

( a) After 240 times at bat, a certain pleyer has 72 hits. What

la his batting average?

(b) What is a reasonable eotimate of the prObability that he will

get a hit an his next time at bat?

(c) If he comes to bat 160 more times dUring the aeason, about how

many more hits migbt we expect him to get?

4. Bill Bdwerds is especially proud of his ability as a foul shooter. In

one series of gmmes he made 15 goals out of 20 attempts.

(a) What was his rstio of number of goals to number of attempts?

(b) In what percent of the attempts did he shoot goals?

(c) What would you estimate the probability to be that he ohoote a

goal on his next attempt?

In the next gperies of games, he shot 22 goals out of 25

attempts. In what percent of the 25 atteepts did he shoot

( 4 )
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gpale? How doeu thia compare with his percentage in the first

series uf wawa

In the exereises *Live, we have used different ways of expressing the

probability of an event: as a fraction, as u decimal, and as a percent.

Actually, each of these is a different way of naming the owe number.

The fraction and the decimal .75 name the same number as20
The percent symbol, %, iz used to name the ratio of a number to 100.

Thus 74 meens , or 75.

Ekercises 10-7c

1. Hach of the following percentages gives the estimated probability that

a certain event will occur. Write a fraction in siMpleet form which

aleo gives math probability.

(a) 80% (e) 37 ;

(b) 16f (f) 6.6*

(c) 104 (g) 1 %

(1) 41% (h) 33

2. Which of the folloving decimals could be the probability that some

event will occur? Write each number as a percent.

(a) .37 (4) .00M

(b) (e) 3.25

(c)

3. Cvy and complete the following table of probabilities.

Fre,-tlinql Form

200

Decbmoi Form Percent Form

*0(

(to newrest
th.lezen4th)

(In neerrst
huolrelth)

11111111,2
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Suppose that we try estimating probabilities in an experiment for

which we have reason to think that the outcome, are not equally likely.

If a rivet (or a tack or a flat-heeded scree) is tossed onto a flat surface,

it may fell "up" like this: or it say Oen "down" like this: ellik

ftervisee lgtIA

(Class Discussion)

1. nia about tossing the rivet 50 times. Jest hy looking at it,

goose how mmny times it will fall "up" and how meny times "down".

2. Now toss your rivet (or similar object) onto a flat eurface 50 times,

recording the result each time.

3. Nov maay times did you get "up"? How does this compare with your

guess in part (a)?

4. On the basis of your result, what is an eetimate of the probability

that your rivet will Land "iv" on a single toss? Express the

probability both as a fraction end aa a percent.

5. Why is it better to base the estimated probability on the results of

50 tosees than un your guess In part (a)?

Thiszing a rivet providex an example of a situation in which we have

no wey of determining the probability of each outcome by inspection. Cer.

Vainly you would expect a broad-headed tack to fall "up" more often than you

would a long scree with a small head. For a given rivet, whatever guess you

mmke is not likely to be close. When the writers performed the experiment,

they gueseed 20 "tqls" out of 50 tosses, but obtained only 9, so their

guess was not very close.

EXereises 10-7e

1. The record of a weather station shows that in the past 120 days

its weather prediction of "rain" or "no rain" has been correct SO

times. What is the probability that Its prediction for tomorrow

will be correct?

2. Life insurance and life annuity rates are based on tables of mortality.

A table of mortality includee statistical data 3n 100,000 people who



were alive at age 10. The following are ten lines from the Actuaries

Table of Mortality.

Age
Number
living

Number dying
during next
year

1, 100,000 676

12 48,650 672

13 97,978 671

11, 77,107 671

21 92,588 6a ,

Age
Number
living

Limber dying
during next
year

40 78,653 815

50 69,517 1,108

60 55,973 1,698

70 35,837 2,327

99 1 1

According to the table, 676 of the 100,000 will not be alive at

11 years of age. Of the original 100,000, there are 97,978 alive

at age 13, but 671 of these persone die within one year.

(a) Now many of the original 100,000 were alive at the age of 50?

(b) What do you estimate the probability to be that a person who is

10 years old will live to the age of 504

Approximately what per,fent of the original 100,000 vere alive

at the age of 50/

(01

(m) Nov many people of the original 100,000 were alive at age -

(b) Of those alive at ege 40, what fraction vere alive at age 50/

About vhat percent?

(c) What I. the estimated probability that a person who is 40 years

old vill live to the age of 50/

4. (a) What is the probability that a boy who is 10 years of age will

live to the age of 99?

(b) What is the probability that a man who is 50 years of age will

live to the age of 99?

c ) Who has the better chance of living to the age of 99, a boy

,.of 10 Jr a tan 50?

.40.1

4
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10.8. Probabilitz of 21. A

Consider an experiment which consists

of spinning the opinner shown here and tossing

an ordinary die. Suppone that we need to find

tht wobability that the oolor on the spinner

ie red or the-timber am the die id 4. -

Exercises 104a

(Class Discumsion)

1. Complete this chart, showing the set of outcomes of the experiment.

Color
QD

Spinner

Number an Die

Red

Yellow

Green

I. 3 1 5 6

(H. 1) 'N. 2) (N, 3) ( ) ) ( )

(Y. 1) (Y. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

(G, 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2. If all outcomes are equally likely, what is the probability of each?

3. (a) Write set A, the set of outcomes in which the color is red.

(b) 1(A) e

4. (a) Write set B, the set of outcomes in which the number is 4.

(b) p(4) t

5. (a) Write A u B. This means that we are looking for the set of

outcomes in which either the color is red or the number is four.

(b) 1,(A u B) a ?

(C) Why is the number of elements in A u B not equal to the number

of elements in A plus the number of elements in BY

6. (a) Write A n B. This mane that we are looking for the set of

outcomes in which the color is red and the number is four.

(b) n B)

7. (a) Shaw that the number of elements in A u B is equal to the

number af elements in A plus the number of elements in B

I. 10

4



minus the number of elements in A n B.

(h) Show that P(A u B) P(A) + P(B) P(A n B).

If we are given two sets A sad B, will it always be true that the

number of eiements imo. A u B equals the muMber in A plum the number in

B sinus the number in A n DT Consider a spinner divided as shown here.

Suppose that you play a game where you

win if the pointer lands an blue or on

W. Verify the following chart which

showy several events and the number of
Blue

%steamed in each. (Nm:. Py n(A)

we mean the nutber of elements in

set A).

Event

Set ,f Ou'comes

In Event

Number af
Outcomes

Blue A - (blue W, blue Y) n(A) 2

W, B :blue W. mi W) n(B) 2

Bl.:e or W A u B ILlue W. blue Y. rei w) n(A U A)

Blue 9124 W A (I B - !blue 11) D(% n B) - 1

Thus again we see that

n(A u B) a n(A) n(B) n(A n B).

WO can shJw this in a Venn 1agram as follows:

I



Since there I. one element, the blue W, that is in both set A and

set B, if we add n(A) and n(B) we ahall have counted that element twice,

hence we mmmt sUbtract 1.

if we assign to each outcome its probability, then the Venn diagram can

include that information also, and we have:

Check that: u B)

P{A)ai+i

P(E) +

" 2

3

2-

P(A n 8) .

2 1 1 1. . . or

P(A u a) P(A) P(B) - P(A n B)

Ibrercises 1008b

1. Le/ us think of throwing two dice, one red and one green. Either make

a chart shoving the possible outcomes or use the charts you completed

for Exercises 10-64 to help you answer these questions.

(a) If A is the event mthe um uf the numbers is 6", state

set A.

(t) If B is the event "both numbers in the pair are even numbers",

state oet B.

(c) State A n B.

(4) Compute P(A), P(B), and P(A n B).

.1.



(e) Ulm the relation KA y B) P(A) + P(B) P(A n B) to

find P(A U B).

(r) Thus the pi-arability, on a single toss of two dice, that the

sum will be six or that both dice viii show even nuebere

2. The principal of James Junior High School said: "60% of the students

in my school are boys; 15% of the students in the school play in the

band. The number of boys uno play in the band is 10% of the total

number of students." If a student in chosen at random, what is the

probability that the student is either a boy or a band member?

(a) If A is the event "boy is chosen", then P(A) * .

(b) If B is the event "band member is chosen", then P(B) * .

(c) Then A n B is the event that a boy band member is chosen.

P(A n R) *

( 4 ) The probability that either a boy or a band weber is Chosen

13( ).

P(A B)

3. On a single toss of an ordinary lie, find the probability that the

number is either greater than 3 or an even nunber.

4. On a single taiga of two dice, find the prebability that the sue of

the numbers thrown is either an odd nuaber or a prime nueber.

On a single throw of two dice, find the probability that the sum of

the numbers thrown is either a prime number or a "perfect" nueber.

(A perfect number is a number such that the sum of all its factors,

except the number itself, is the number.) Now, 6 or 3 .2 1, and

6 - 3 + 2 + 1, so 6 is a perfect nuaber, and is the 21.4 perfect

number less than 3r equal to 12.

(a) If A is the event "a prime number", then P(A) * .

(b) If B is the event "a perfect number", then P(B) .

(r.) P(A n B) .

(d) R(A u B) *



In the exercise above, you found that POI n 11) 04 This is because

there is no poseible wey in whieh you could throw the perfect number 6 and

also throw one of the prime numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, 11. thus the inter-

section of A and B his me sombere. Since A 11 B e 0, it follows that

n i4

Two events A and 13 are said to be mUtuallt exclusive (of diAjofht)

if the occurrence of either excludes that of the other; they coMmot both

occur.

Rxercises

(Class Discussion)

1. If X and F are two mutually exclusive events, then X n F

and 1411 n r)-

2. If a single card is drawn from a deck of carda, drawing an ace and

dewing a Jack mutually exclusive.
(are, are not)

3. Drawing an ace and drawing a spade mutually exclusive
(are, are not)

events.

4. On one toes of 2 coins, the event "one head and one tail" and the

event "two heads" mutually exclusive.
(are, are not)

On one toss of tvo dice, If B is the event "the sus is even"

end F is the event "the sum is divisible by 3", 11 and F

mutually exclusive.

5. (a)

(are, are not)

(b) Ks) , r(r) , n r) , P(N u -

6, (a) Droving a queen and drawing a king on one draw from a regular

deck r cards mutually exclusive eventa.
(are, are notT

(b) (Mere are 52 equally likely outcomes and

4 of them are in the event "kine".)

(c) P(queen) 0 .

(d) P(queen and king) .

(e) Ilqueen or king) 0 .

4114



7. The probability of throwing the sum 6 with two dice Is If
3

you throw two dice, what la the probability of not throwing a 6?

Think about this before you go on.

(a) P(A) " ; U C) a (It ts cgISgig that the BIM

either is 6 or 1.8 not 6.)

'(b) A and C 'are mutually exclusive, so that P(A ii C)

(c) Hence 13(A u C) P(A) 10)

5
1 r 1; P(C)

Naerriae 6 above is an illustration of a general result that is very

*woeful. If PIA) is the probability of event A, and P(nut-A) is the

prObability that A dome not occur, then

P(not-A) 1 - P(A).

Notice that the event A and the event not-A are always mutually exclusive.

A and not-A are Jften called complementary events.

I. (a)

Xxercises 10-8d

If a batter's probatility of getting a hit Ls .325, wha t. is his

probability of not getting a hit?

(b) If thr probability that a student passes a teet is .Eb, what is

the probability that he fat's?

c) If the probability that a certain manufactured article is

iefecti...e is .017, then What is the probability that it 18

not defective?

2. Which af the fo:Iming pairs of events are mutually exclueivef

(a) In tiesing one coin: throwing heads; throwing tails.

(b) In thcneng n ingle lie: throwing an odd number; throwing a 3.

(c) In throwing a single die: thr/wing a 6; throwing a 3.

'4 1



3. In a bag there are 4 red, 3 white, and 2 blue marbles. One

marble is picked at random.

What is the prdbability of pickieg a red marble?

What is the probability of picking a white marble?

What ie the prubability of picking either a red ar a white marble?

What le the probability that the amble picked is neither red nor

white?

4. The gum machine has just been filled with 100 balls of gum of

assorted colors; there are 25 red, 15 black, and 20 each of

yellow, green, and white. The belle are mixed thoroughly, so that

the chance of getting one ball ie as good as the chance of getting

any other. You buy une ball from the machine. What is the probability

that you get:

(a) a red?

(b) a yellav?

(e) either a black ar a green?

There are 3 boys soul 2 girls in a group. Teu of them are chosen

at ruivium to buy refreshments for a party.

(a) In haw many mays can the choice be made?

(a) How many of the pairs consist of two boys?

(c) gow uany pairs consist of two girls?

(4) Ruw many pairs eonsist of one boy and one girl?

(e) Whnt Is the prebability that two boys are 'elected?

(f) What is the probability that a boy and a girl are picked?

(g) What Ix the probability that at least one boy is selected?

Below are vw) seta or informatian.

(i) Joege mathematics teacher has taught 1600 students in the

past 10 years. During this time, he Mum given A as a

final grade to 132 student:), and )3 as a final grade

ta etudente.

(il) During the past 3 years, Jae has received as final geeles

in mathematics four A's, one B and one C.

Which .-.4" the above sets ,pf data would you consider more appropriate



in estimating what final grade Joe might get in mathematics at the end

of thia eemester? Why?

7. In a gime, Nary observed that the probability of a certain event M
2

war 3 . Cathy analysed *nether event C, end observed that

r(c) . Mhx arrived on the scene just in time to hear the dis-

cussion about the probabilities. BeLng quick on the draw, he msde

the observation that since P(M) + F(C) e 1, then M and C must

be complementary events. Lars disagreed with Max, stating that M

and C do not have to be complements. Wha was correct, Max or Lars7

support your decision either by proving or by producing an example.

10-9. ,Probability of A and B

suppose that a tole contains a red, a green, and a yellow martle, and

that an experiment is performed as follaws:

The box is shaken and one martle is drawn without looking as you draw.

The color Jf the marble is :wort& as R, C, or Y, and the marble

is returned to the box.

The Lox is shaken again and a marble is drawn.

The 7olor in recorded with the result of the first draw, to give a

pair such as RR, BC, etc.

What do you think is the probability of getting red on both draws?

.1:



Matztme LO-

(Class Discussion)

1. Odsplete this tree diagrms for the experiment,

Start

First Drew Second Draw Cutcomcm

a au

MOM

em,pste

=I!

=I!

.11111MM

M.1*

2. Bow many outcomes are there in all? What probability should we assign

to each outcome? What is F(RR)?

3. WM many of the 9 outcomes are in the event "red on the first draw"?

List them. What is the probability of red on the first draw? Which

of the 9 outcome* are in the event "red on the second draw"? What

is the pmobability of red on the second drawl

What Le the product of

Kred on firat) F(red on second)?

h. Sow does P(red on first) P(red on second) compare with

15(red on first mg second)?

.5. If event A is "yellow on the first draw" and event II ie "green

on the second draw",

(a) use the tree diagram in Exercise 1 to find F(A), KB), and
F(A Vt 13);

(b) compare P(A n 10 with k(11)P(E).

6. Consider another experiment, this one consisting of a throw of a die

and a toss of * CO/D.

4 ear



(a) Complete thls chart, showing the possible outcomes.

Result of
Coin
Toso

Masher on Die

1 2 4 5

R (R. 1) (H. 2)

'

T (.1., 1)

.
(7', 2)

..

( ) )
_

(b) How many possible outcames are there for this experiment? What

probability would you assign to each of them?

(c) If R is the event that the number on the die la a caawosite

number (either a or a 6) and F is the event that the coin

lands tails up, find P(I), F(F), and P(g Ii F).

(d) Compare P(H fl F) with P(E) P(F).

In each experiment, we have seen situations in which the probability

of the intersectim of two events is equal to the probability af ane event

multiplied by the probability 3f the other event. Do you think that this

relationship holds in "very case? Let us examine another situation.

Rxercisrs 10-9t

(Class Discussion)

1. From the t.ix (../etaining three marbles, one each ar rod, green, and

yellow, we mgain iraw twice, tut this time we do nat replace the first

marble drawn.

(a) C'xflpute this tree diagram.

Reflult

FIrst Prix

ert

Result 4' 0,4teime of
no-eond Drmi Experiment

IC

4

al0

AINEWIF



(b) What ia the probability of each of the aix outcomes?

(c) If event A la "yellow on the first drawl°, which if the aix

outcomes are in AT What le P(A)7

(1) If event B is "green on the second draw", which of the six
uutccalec are in B? What is F(B)?

(e) From the list le outcomes, compute KA fl B).

( f ) Cumpare KA) P(o) with KA A B). Why are they nat equal'?

2. Xcar suppose the bax cantains three marblea, two blue and one ye1311.
The experiment will consist af drawing one marble, replacing it,

then drawing a mettle again. We inch tu find the probability of the
event, "two marblea of same color% In inter to listinguish between
the two blue marbles, we shall call them Bi and 11).

(a) Cupy ant cirsplete this tate ohowing the passit:e eiSCs of

the tbrp-lraw experimnt.

Fitst

Irraw

a
Oeront Pratt

B.

(Y,a.)

(b) What is the number of passible outcomes?

(e) 15rac a heavy t:orizintal line under the B., raw In yaur tat!e
ant a vertioal line ti the right if the 0,,

;Oast is qty.) hlue)T What is P(tvi yellov)7 What in

I(gsame o.Jlor)?
( 1)

y HJW to the ;Ines ya4 drew In (c) make It eaay ti answer the
quest I nu; in ( i)T

N'w '7 _Ins 1 ler again the- I., cintaining hlue and ! yellow riart:e.
The experiment tAllu time convists :A' drawing a marhle twice, but
wit replaoing the first marble drawn.



(a) Make a table rf possible outcomes like the one in It:itemise 2(a).

(b) How many possible outcomes are there? What outcomei in the

2(a) table are missing in this experiment?

(c) Draw linen as you did in EXercise 2(e).

CO Find l(tvo blue), PO Name color%

(el If A is the event "blue on firgt dnot", how many outcomes are
in A? What is l'(A)?

(f) If B is the event "blue on second ircrw", hov many outcomes are
in B7 What is 14 9)7

(g) What i the event "A n what is KA n ts)? compare

n B) with P(A) L(B).

Thun v. I'll that the relatiinship

P(A) P(B) n B)

mitts nAgh trae ir come pairs )t* events A,B, does nut hold for every pair.

The trutl, ,f equati 4.1 lepends upon the particular events A and B.

This givs US a Way ' if characterizing pairs of events, a way that will have
i^aportance till you study mare about probability and its applicae

/SS

Coml ier the try., experiments in which we drew two sarbleo from a box.
The nrst time ve replaced the first marble before drawing the second. In

thia: case, it ueess natuns: L.; say that the two draws ere inderndent. If ve
know the dor 4* the first draw, this knowledge does not affect the prob-
abilitien that we assign t the possible second draw.

In t!.e ne-shri experiment, in which the first marble waa not put back,

we rec ignite that knitting what happened on the first draw has a bearing on
th pr tali Sties assigned J the se,!ond draw. In this case the tvo drays
are frit independent.

The iecision c.rncerning whether two events are independent is sometimes
sire complicated Man these simple examples suggest. However, in eertain

experiments tr.a* lnv.j.ve INJ actions--like throwing a die and tossing a line,

or like drawing ..me Marble and then tinother--we may usually rely on common

sense t re, /mire irtleperviewe. In such cases we feel intuitively mat a
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pair of events are independent if the occurrence of either one does not affect

the other. In case of doubt, we can consider that:

In any experiment, events A and B are independent events

if they satisfy the condition

F(At1 B) KA) P(B).

Exercises lOw9c

1. An experiment consists of throwing an ordinary die twice in succession.

COnsider the following four events:

(a)

(b)

.7, a composite number (4 or 6) on the first throw.

K, a composite number (4 or 6) on the second throw.

L, au even number on the first throw.

M, an even number on the second thraw.

Use the chart (ftercises 10-6d) showing all 36 possible outcomes

and find:

PO), 110,

P(K), P(M).

Find P(.Y n K).

Compare P(J). P(K) with PO fl 10.

Are J and K independent events?

Find P(J n L).

Compare P(J)'P(L) with i(J n L).

Are J and L independent events?

(d) Find P(J n m).

Compare P(J) P(M) with P(J a M).

Are J and M independent events?

2. A Jar contains five marbles which are alike except for color. Two are

red, two are green, and one is blue. An experiment consists of drawing

one marble at random from the jar and then drawing another marble at

random, without having replaced the first.

Coeolder the-. events:

A, the first marble is green.



(a)

B, Ile second marble is green.

C, the second marble is blue.

Which, If any, of these pairs of events do you believe are

independent?

A and B

A and C

(b) We shall need to distinguish between two marbles of the same

color, so we shall call them Bl, G
10

G
2'

and B. Mice

a table like the one in Ifterciees 10-6d showing the twenty pow .

outcomes of two successive draws.

(e)

(I)

Find v(A), P(B), P(A n B).

Does P(A n B) p(A) @FOOT

Are A and B independent events?

Find PIA), IIC), P(A n C).

Dues P(A n - P(A) P(B)?

Are A and C independent events?

3. Suppose that you have a spinner like

the one shown here, vith one-fourth

of the arra rod and three-fourths

grren.

(a) For ane spin of the pointer

there are two possible Alt-

comes, P an4 G. Why do

you feel that these outcomes are not equally likely? What

numbers would you assign to P(G)? to P(B)?

(b) Make either a table or a tree diagram showing the possible out-

comes of two spina.

(C) Which of the outcomee 4o you feel has the same probability as

RG? Why is it reasonable to consider ttmt "red on first spin"

and "mi on second spin" are independent events?

P(red an first spin) e

P(red on second spin) ft

10(13) ft P(H) 140



(d) POO e P(R).f(G)

F(GR) P(HG) -

15(GG) e 1(c) P(G) -

(e) The sum of the probabilities of RR, PG, GR, GG should

be . P(RR) 4- P(aD) P(GR) FOG)

In a rural territory a county road crosses a state road at a dangerous

intersection. Since the state road carries more traffic, the traffic

light ror the county road shove red three-fourths of the time and

green one-fourth of the time. An agent on the county road drives

acraes the state mai eagh morning and returns each afternoon, at a

random time. He wants to know the probability that on a given day

he will get a green light both times, or one time, or not at all.

(a) As amide]. for this problem construct a spinner similar to the

one in fterrise 3. What important change must you make?

(b) Drew a tree diagram or a table and assign probablities to the

nit equa14 likely outcomeo, as was done before.

(c)

(d)

(e)

PNG)

FOR)

How many times as likely is he to get a green light La the

miming and mt in the afternoon as he is to get green lights

bith times?

Which is more likely, that he will get a red light both morning

ami afternoon ar that he vill get at least ane green light?

What percent of the time will he get one red light and ane green

light?

5. Ouppose that you have a bag containing five black marbles and four

white marbles.

(a) What is the probability of drawing two white marbles in succession

from the bug, if the first marble drewn is replaced before the

secane raving?

What, is the probability of drawing two white marbles if the first

marble is nit replaced teeore the second drawing?



6. There are 5 socks, unsorted, in a bureau drawer. CT these, 3 are
blue and 2 are green. If you reach into the drawer in the dark and

take out 2 socks, what is the probability that:

(a) both are green?

(b) both are blue?

(c) one is green and one is blue?

7. In each or two bureau drawers you have some socks, nut sorted into

pairs. One drawer contains 9 socks, or which 5 are black and 4

are blue. The other drawer contains 7 black and 8 blue socks.

If you pick one sack from each drawer without looking, what is the

probability that:

(a)

(to)

(C)

both are black?

both are blue?

one is black and one in blue?

0- 10. 1.242=ary

)n

We frequently make decisions about what ta do by guessing what

is likely to happen when we cannot be oertain. An objective of this

chapter Is to learn how to assign numerical measures to uncertain

events. nueh a measure is called the irObability of the event.

:leotion

A "Fame" played ly tiro eentestants is "fair" if the eontestants

have an equa: zhance t,) win. "Winning" means that certain events

aocur, ":asing" that other events occur. Rules must make it certain

that both cannot win, and that 4 player cannot both win and lose on

th saMP play.

Looking a*. t7ie ree'rds of the results ,r an experiment may help

us t leelde whether me event is more like!y to occur teen another.



Section 10-4.

In assigning measures to the probability of an event, the follow-

ing guideline* are bmportant.

(a) An event which is certain to occur has probability 1.

(b) An event which cannct occur has probability 0.

(a) Any other event has a probability between 0 and 1.

(d) Nqually likely outcomes have equal probabilities.

Section l0-5

In performing an experiment it is desirable to decide in advance

on a set of possible outcomes. This must be done in such a way that,

for any one trial in the experiment you are certain to get exactly ane

outcome out of the set of possible outcomes.

The sum of the probabilities of the set of possible uutcomms of

an experiment is I.

Au event is a oubset of the set of possible outcomes. The

probability of an event is the sem of the probabilities of the

outcomes in the event.

Section 10-6.

The probability of an outcome own often be determined by counting

the members of the set of possible outcomes. Tree diagrams and tables

are helpful in determining the set of possible ouccomms.

We find that if for a single trial in an experismnt, there are

two possible outcomes, then the number of possible outcomes for an

experimemt consisting of n such trials is 2n.

Section 10-7,

in many situations in which probability is used to make predictions

it is not possible to count the set of possible outcomee. In such

cases, probabilities are often estimated on the basis of experimental

evidence. A probability is sometimes expressed by a decimal or a

percent, as vell as by a fraction.



P(A U B) is the probability that an event A or an event B

(or both) will occur. Ttia probability is nalated to P(A), P(B),

and P(A n B) by the equation

KAU B) P(A) P(B) - n B).

Two events are mutually exclusive if, when one occurs, the other

cannot occur. event A and event not-A are always mutually

exclusive. such events are called complementary events, and

V(not-A) I - KA).

Zection

F(A n 13) is the probability that an event A and an event B

both occur. If the occurrence of event A has no bearing on the

Iccurrence of event B, then A and B are indememdent events.

TnAlpendent ovents must satisfy the equation

1( A n B) P(A) KB).



Teacher la Cummentary

Chapter 10

PROBABILITY

This chapter int roituces the utuient to same fundamental ideas stiou'
probability. The theory of protabiIity p'ayn an inctraningIy important role
in science, government, iniustry, business an-I economies. An unlerstanling
ur the haste reneern or probahi'lty Is esnent ix! for the stuly sot' otatist Ica!
methods that are widely used in the tehaviora' and soeia! sciences, as
in the biologics and physieal aciences.

Probability is a esthetes' iea: subject' about which most peopIe have
int'uP lye ideas. It turns out, hos.ever, that °nets intuition can no*. aluayn
be rusted.

The !esthet tea teckgrouni requi re for this ,hapter is nOt ext ens ive.
The example!! usel provl le goal opport unit les for extenling the will...Wee.
underatanlIng of rat ionft: numbers expressei in reset ton, ,leeimal and perrenT
notation. The re-oriing late fr oma experiments offens experience in
orderly artungement of information an a prerequisie to ana!ysii of t I.e !eta.
Some resit iarity wih the !anguage ant notation or -.sets is needed; in
particular, tre ,oneep*s of unlon an! intersect Ion are used.

Experiments are an important part of the chapter. These are -lesignei
(1) to provi IP he stu-ten '.1th late for examination and stuly; (1!) to !eel
the !student to !eve:op a "feel" for probablIist lc !:,ittet ions; ani (21 to
provide opportunity for he studen to guess and perhaps formu!ate
generaitzat ions. The equipment needed incIwien coins, a .leck of earls,
containers, eoIored mart,:es or -lisks; a!! !hese are tralitional items .'or
experiments In protall I*y. Ilpinners are use! a'sa, tecause they are we.
sulted for II ing Ileas in a elmp!e an-i easi.y visual iced way. They

lay he purchased or adapt el frost those provliel with many chi'lren's games.
Suppose, for examp!e, that a !spinner siith ten congruent. regions numberei

is avai!ab'e. It cote. i be =el, if necessarl, when one hich is
red and r 6r, reen is cal 1 041 for. Simp'y eat! the . and 2 regions4
"green", the j, 4, h , 7, ani 6 oeg i one "ret", anl ignore a p J.=

which rens' t In or :O.



The experiments are so designed that a student can use them working
alone. In most Cases, however, they tan a!oo be wife' by sum: ' groups of
students working tope twer an I poo: Ina het r reaul tn.

Ngamt.ctl Time Ochedule

Sett ion 1C:el
1 0.2

10-4
10..`)

_

10.-7 0-8 10...9

Days
1? ,,--, 3 2 3 2 2

Tots' : Three weeko

1. Fair, aril Unfoi I r Games

The purpose or his ne ion is to en.-osre.ge *he student to think
objei!t at,out -fiance fraents. Ito not attempt at thid time to assign
ntestri-a! protahl ' it les o *r.e. e..enr, in queut Ion. The rat icsmi!e for such
Ras pyttwn, (*omen in Fe r 4.30,t tan.

ICXer. ices :0- jt ,!ent aTouni an experime'r which gay we:', be use l as
a pro,),-, for a -'ass; porlot. he c.!Etes into four groups, give each
a lie ani ens *hem ,o re-ori he rem,' tr. of 2 toosea In the form auggeatei
in XX.r.Ine 11:; each group reports itn nesu tn, recant them on the chalk-
boar!. Then pro..i le each Felten* with forms for malting the ana:yses of the
eese!tn of the Ly) tosses .e4 :fei for in Exercises ', 'j anl 4 (a tear sheet
ls proilei in his tommen'ary).

Tn 1 Il' 1011 u pro.. fine Iaa, for est imat ing the I Ike', Moo.: of certain
even's, hone exerticen are vet' uable in that they give the et urients experienee
In outaining ant organizing a sass or 'late whith mean nothing unti7 they have
been a-rangef in an crier y fanhion.

Rxerotnen ! 4 FIR 'ir-levion)

!. (Ft ) Fa r. There it exaet 'v one fate mark/. as! one ma rke.i
A. other res;;::: yle' I a tie.

) rci 711e:7. c. !-.t.- oi!enutatere4 rates
even-nnm:erei rmwes 4#1 6).

, 1, ) an three



(e) Not fair. Yoh win only if 3 is thrown; be wins whenever 4,

5, or 6 is thrown. Ne has more "chsnees" to win than you do.

2. (a) Not fair. You have an advantage--there are three races marked

"3", but only one Owe marked "I".

(b) Pair. Three races are marked "3", and thnee faces are marked

either "2" or "I".

(c) Not fair. Only two Ogees (the ones marked "2") give you a win,

while four flaces favor him.

3. (a) Fair. NOst throve will result in a tie, but throwing two les

is as likely as throwing two 54.

(b) Fair. This game takes a bit of thought. Since it does ncn matter

what happens to the green die, this game Ls essentially tbe same

as the game described in 1(b) above.

( C.)

( )

(e)

The rule does not enable us to decide who should vin if the dice

fan with a green 4 and a white 6 at the ease time. Strictly

speaking, the "gene" is not defined. Notice that if we agree to

a tie when this situation occurs, then we have a true game and

it is flair.

Sot fair. You win only on the throw White 1, green 1. Re

wins on two throws: white 1, green 2 and white 2,

green 1.

Nct ntir. You might list all the possibilities for the two

lice (there are 36 of them). You will nctice that you win san

only of them, while he wins an 21.

4. (a) Unfair. The situation is the 84111e is in 3(e) above.

(b) Fair. The ^hence or both even is the same as the chance of

both odd.
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Pcentses .1c1-310. (Class Discussion)

1. Answers will vary.

2. Answers will vary.

3. Answers will vary.

4. (a) and (b) It could happen, but is very unlikely.

(c) The die probably had no "4", "5", or "6P on any face.

Actually, the row of numbers was made from the first row of

numbers in Exercise 1 by assigning numbers as follows:

2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 2 1 3 3 3 3 2 1 3 2 3 2 :

We were pretending that the ate had one face with 1, two

faces with 2 (the real 2, and the 4), and three faces

with '± (the real 3, the 5, and the 6). Incidenta;:y,

of these 2. throws ue have: four les, seven 2gs, and

fourteen .14. Recall that the lie in Problem 2 of Rxercises

WI-ja has a I on one face, a 2 on each of two other

far'es, ani i's on the remaining faces. This is the kind

of resu's youct find with such a die. In fact, if you didn't

herie a lie :ike this you could do an experiment about it

anyway. Tau could simply use an ordinary lie, and WI the

4 "two", and the and 6 "three", ,Iust as we did above.



lizaulom
_ .

Number on Ile Dace

1 2 3 4 6

Frequency :st row 4 1 6 6

Frequency 2nd row
k

J I 1 3 1 14

Frequency 3r4 row 2 '') 8 4 4

A

2

Frequency 4th row 3 8 4 2
s.

Total

I

12

r

1') 2, :11 2!

, ,

!,'

(b) No, you woull probab!y have expect& the tots frequency or
2

each number to be the same. Since x !00 !o 3 , you

migh, expect each number to occur 16 or 17 times in 1W
tosses. The i and the occurred more frequently,

and the 1 and the much less rreqiwgly. The

frequencies or the and cr the 4 were very c'oce to

the expectel !t', or

F requency
Like

Numbers
Consecutive
Numbers

Exactly two ,3

Exactly three
-.

More than 3 0 0

(b) Answers may vary.

(a) Fair. The primes are

4, 6.

3, full the non-primes are

(b) Unfair. The squares are 1, 4 and the non-squares are 2,



10-4. Eindinis

TO carry out the esperiments in this seetion yOu will need colored

marbles and an opsque Leg or other container (ftercines lu-44), a die ani

coin (EMercieee lue4b). We recommend that you use these experimenits and

base the discussion of haste concepts on the experience gained.

Three important idess are developed:

(1) TO tescribe the fact that two events arc equally like4

to occur, or that one in more likely than another, we use

numbers. The uymbol used to represent the probatility of

an even* is P(A), real wthe probability or event A".

Thus, P(A) represents a number.

I?) The protabl.ity of an event which 18 certain to occur

in tefined to be and the probabi!ity of an event

which cannot occur is U. A77 other events have

probabilities between C and

(0 Hqua:ly :Ike!), events have Nun! protsbiAties.

Exerciseh l.e4e (Csss Diocuaulon)

t. (n) The student woull probst:y guess 4 .

(t) Answers wi:: wary. Hy combining thP answers or all of the elacs,

the tots: frequoncy of each color can be compared with 1- tif the

toga niteder a inaVv.

(a) Answere wi'; vary. Again, the tots! frequency Of each Co:Or

when a': results are combined will i. interest.

(1) He will probatly say that he woul I expect the total number or

.o te Mout twice the number of Wues.

Axtrcises -o-4t

I. (a)

(P) P(:) z ;

( )
( yes

PLO Pei)b

I(.) ; P(c) ' 4

.1



(d)

Two outcomest heals, tailo

2

I(hes4a)

11( tidia)

1

2

1

2

2

3. (a)

(b)
1

(You might, however, begin to suopect tnat the spinner is2
biased in sctr

Werciato 1.ts

1. (a) is, and

(c) i(even)

(0) 7,

2. (a)

(c) r(T) - Mx)

(a) *

(0) P(K) 4 P(J)

r(K) - - r(J) 4 -

(b) 71,7

(A) r(01A)

( b) P( X) =, P(T)

(1) 11x) + P(Y) :

(ti)

Outcomea and itventa

Up to this point we have toed the tem "trial", *experiment",

"outcome", "evett!", relying on the context to convey their meaning. These

ter m. have specific meanings in tte theory of probability, anl these

meaninga are leveloped in thin section.

Tn par41,-ular, thy. iintinctIon In male between "outcome" ani "event".

Itte dintinetiOn may be illustrated by usinp a 41e. If an experiment consinIn

i5



in a single tom or a die and recoriing the number of dots on the upper Mee,
the set of poosible outcomes in obvioue.

A , (1,20,4,5,6).

A toss will result in exactly one of therm outcomes. Thene outcomes are
equalIy likely, no the probability or any one or them ln

We may be interested in whether tbe result. of the toss in in a subnet
of these outcomen, rather than a particu:ar number; for example, a number
greater than I.. The Numbers of A in thin subset are

-

We then speak of ii as an event. That In, an event in a nubset of the net
or weal], e out comet:. fl.nee the event B oeeurts whenever Iti.. out come is 5

1 !or the ottleonse In t,, the protati1I1y of event B is

Import ant andenttan lIr, o v.. I oped in this sect ion, then,
are thene:

( ! ) Before an experiment is performed, the net of possible outcowc

.:tou I !:e teermine.l, ant a theoretical prohat,i!ity asr;ignel
to each OUt,7uMe. The set of Crut(NMen munt ic chonen in such

a way that In any I rift In the experiment exactly one outcome
oecurn. Th or the probabilities 01' the possihle outcomes
la . An ow come is nosel Imes SI !eel nimIe event .

(.') Any SUI4Set or the ne or ponnible outcomes is an event. The

protat 1.1*y ot' an event In the sTim of the probabilit les of the

outemen in the evn'.

( (In.t sta414.4 of the pet of outcomes (as or au Bet ) in the empty

st. :7ft-idle no one or the ponsihle outeomes in a member of this

,m.tey not , its protat 1 ; Ity ifl O.

pereitser ((' *alin NuouovIon)

(a) Boomune *he t:;le Y replan has twice the area or each of the
et her regions.

11114a: iY: ke: Y owl ;tor.,..1: are: re,i U, red Y, green Yip ani
wip- 1.

'1) Y) r(preen y)

lit,!!se Y) 11) -



2. Yes

3. (b:ue U,blue Y)

4. f L1ue Y,green Y,red YI

(2,4,6)

gxere ices :0-5k

1. (n)

(b) (king of

(7) P(king)

(A) P(spftdes)

ciubs,kine or diamonds,king or hearts,king of spades)

4

(-) i( queen or hmartn) 7

(a)

(t,) i(prime)

(e) E(even) = 4
30
.1;..

(a) , 6
ilnumber be* veen :hi and 2' I

(Tho set of numbers between 'Ai Rai 2`, is (19,20,21,22,23,24).)

(v) tiotlitp) -

4. (a) No.

(t)

(o) No.

43(
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1.05. (a) P(vhite) .03

(b) P(9 black) = 0

6. (a) P(boygs name) a 1225 5

(b) Kyour name) -

7. (a)

(t)

(c) In (a) inswing the ace Is one outcome out of five, srhiie in

(b) it is one out of four.

(d) 4;

(e) They are increasing.

(a) Acceptable.

(b) Not acceptable, since there is overlapping between the outcomes

listed. Red ani Y, or Llue and Y, could happen simultaneously.

(c) Acceptatle.

9. (a) (1) Not equally likely.

(11) Not equally likely.

(111) flfot equally likely.

(1v, Not equally :ikely.

(L) P(ret U) red Y) Kgreen 3

11(blue U) Y) =

(11) P(re4) P(green) - 3; , P(blue)

(11i) P(red) , , P(blue) = P(Y) =

2
(iv) P(U) Fly)

(c) (1) 11Hrel U) P(red Y) P(green Y) P(blue U) P(blue Y)

4 it + + 4;

! I 1
(11) Kred) + Kgreen) + 4 3 + 7; 4 7 = 1.

.4 3'i

4



(4)

(tit) P(red) P(blue) + 17(y)
2
3

(iv) P(u) + p(T) mi m 1.

The owe are all I.

(e) The Other aut. is greater than 1.

104. casting Outcomesj TIgg Ramsg

Ite same kinds of meteriale are used for the experiments of this

sectiOnmarbles, coins, and dice.

.The students have already counted the possible outcomes for experiments

in order to assign probabilities. In this section several ways are shovn to

facilitate the listing of outcomes in an orderly way. Constructing tree

diagrams end tables are efficient ways to be mure sli possibilities sre

listed.

XXercieee 1Cm.fa (Class Discussion)

1. (a) Answers may vary but tri11 probably be 6 (or 5 Or 7).

(b) Anevers depend on individual results.

2. (a) Depends upon individual results.

(b) Answers will varythe teacher should discuss all that are

offered. Actually, on one toss of tvo coins, the probability

that both show heads is , so the t &never would be

3 out of 12 pairs.

(d), sod (e) Answers depend upon individudl results.

lL



Mid= .10"--.16

1. (a)

start

nickel

HE, HT, 111, TT

Answers will vary.

Result of
First Toss

Result of
Second Toss,

Result of
Third Toss

(b) Thereare 8 possible outccams; this in twice as sany as the

timber of possible outcomes for two tosses; for four tOGOOB

there should be 16 outcomes.

c) ffHR, HHT, KM ZIG Mily ZIL

440



3. (a) Tosses PnEMEE

1

2 4 = 2 X 2

3 8 2 X 2 X 2

4 - x x 2 X 2

(a) 2 x 2 x 2 x ... X 2 with n factors;

expressed with exponent notation; 2/1

(c) T n -1,2"

4. (a) Outcome lumber of *ads

3

213

2

2

TIT 0

(b) h = 3 once; h = 2 thyee times; h = 1 three times;

h = 0 once; h > 2 four times; h > 1 even times.

(e)
1

To esch outcome, assign the probability 3 .
P(3 heads) P(no heads) a t

Plexactly 2 heads) . P(at least 2 heads) =

P(exactly I head) . P(at least I head) =

441



elercises 10-6c (Class Discussion) are designed to develop the idea

that if one trial in an experiaaat has 2 possible outcomes, then repetition

of the trial n times will yield 211 possible Outcomes; if there are three

passible outcomes for one trial, then there eme 3" outcomes for n trials;

00r a trial with 6 outcomes, then there are on outcomes for n trials.

This inforestion is collected in fterciee 4. If students should wonder about

the pattern which seems to be developing, you might encourage them to

formulate a general result for a trial which has p paesible outcomes. If

it is repeated n times there will be pn possible outcomes. Tbis oppar-

tunitr for noting the natural mathematical tendency to generalize resuts

should be used only if it seems appropriate in the discussion. It is not

important to saddle the students vith a general formula to remember at this

time.

percisee 10-6c (Class Discussion)

1. (a) ' 3 possible reau!ts on first draw

(b) For each of these, 3 possibilities on second draw

(c) 9 possible outcomes for the succession or tvo raws;

this is the product of the results or (a) and (b).

d
1Mach outcome has probabEity c.3

(s) Here is the tree diagram for 3 draws from a box containing

3 martIes, I red, I yellow, 1 peen, assuming each

garble picked is returned tv the box before the next draw Is

maie.
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Start

First, dm/ Revond draw 'Third ilmf Qutease
....p RRR

R<RilO -mill
........R

Mit

RGY

RRG
RRY

ROO

RYR

Y RYY

R ORR......O ORG
Y GRY

.1pR
G.N.WEEEEEEEEEL::1

GOP
GGG
coy

0YR
OYG
GYY

R

YRY

YGR

YRG..G

G YGG
Y YGY

( b ) 27 outcomes

(c) 3 3 . 27. The base 3 is the number of marbles; the

exponent 3 is the nwnber of draws.

(i) T2ElitE Outcomes

r ) 3n

1 3

9 . 3 x 3

3 27 3 x 3 x 3

81 = 3 x 3 x 3 x 3

443
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3. (4) 6 possible outcome*

(b) 62 36 posaible outcomes

(c) 63 m 216 possible outcome*

(d) netts 9212smat

1. 6

2 36 . 6 x 6

3 2115 . 6 x 6 x 6

4 1296 . 6 x 6 x 6 x 6

(e) 6n

k. (a) 2n

(b) 3n

(c) 6; 6n

ftrylum ID-6d (Class Discussion)

1. (a)

Red

Green

1

,

2 3 4

.

6

1 (1,0 (1,2) (143) WO
2 (2,1) (u) (g11) (gA9 (la)

(la) (lag) (3A1) (3A) (3.5) (1A)

4 (..0.) iltig) ('a) (.6) (AZ) (14)

(IL) (210 CUD Usk) (54.2) (5,6)

6 (Ail) (6,2) (AL1) (.4ial) (§4) (.0.:2)

(Ate: Students will use this table again in a later
section.)

(b) 36; ig

(e) No change

444
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Red

(e)

1

Green

2 3 4 5 6

3 14

2 3

3

5 6

5 6 7

6 7 8

7 8 9

8 9 10

5 6 7 9 1.0 11

6 7 fa 9

2, (a) P(doubles) nAsi
4 1(b) Ks= is 9;

(c) eta 5) 1115

3. (a) Seven

(b) 12(eeven) z

Smereieee 10-6e acne of the enperinents begin development of
the probability of unions and intersections, ideas Otitis am considered
sore fully in Sections 10-8 and 10-9. Do not mention this to the etudents
tot be sure they understand.the five problem.

445
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(2) /nosing 1 sots three tines has the same Lit or possible

ostoOems as tossing 3 coins onee. /he probabilities are

the sane in bath esperinsits.

2. (a)

(b) 10(one marble red) alai

11(seaand warble green)

P(first marble yellow)

446



(a) Result or
40.1221

Result ar Result or
ingeutum Ibut Am Atm

ROY

RIO

T ORY

R

*Sae marble rod) s II I

grim used* red)
Xtirst torble rad and sesand Instie green)
Xtve rsd marbles) 0

3. (s) *elite) 12.5

(b) Ilalask as seaand dsisw) 3
3

(e) Kred as third drew)

41.7

41,9

airit

113R





(b) The probability of each outeome is

P(3,10 w

P(6,T) -1-

6P(die *hews a prime number) e T2- e

P(coin is tails) a' .
2

Since there are 6 outcomes for the die, mmA 3 for the spinner,

there ere, In all, 18 possible outcomes. Of those, only one is

(11,6) hence

to-7. bawling Frobabilitiee

In practical situations it is frequently not possible to assign a

theoretical probability of an event by thinking about the oituRtien. Some-

times probabilities are estimated on the basis cf paot experiences, es is

done in determining insurance premium and in Interpreting batting averages.

Sometimes the probability of an event is estimated by sampling, as in

eleetior polls and in the testing of articles as described in ftercises 10-7b,

Iftercise 1. Eitimated probabilities are often expressed as percents. This

section provides opportunity for reviewing concepts of percentage, but this

should hot be peredtted to overehadow the chief idea of the saction, estima-

tion of probability by empirical methods.

In thin section our purpose is to give the student a little feeling

for empirical probsbilitlea. The exercises deal intuitively with the "true"

probebility of a given event; with an "unbiased' estimate of that true prob.

ability, computed as the proportion of occurrencee of the Oven event in

S OW number of trials; and with approximations to the resulting estivate.

For example, in ftercises 10-7a, we never know the um P(red)

because we are never shown the spinner. In 30 trials ve eOtimmte F( red)

2as , and then guess that the true spinner is apprOxiaRtely -5 red and

yellow. In other words, we gml that the red area is approximately twice
3

as large as ttle yellow one, while our best unbiased cations Of that ratio,
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after the 30 trials is

, or

30
11 '

Later, in Exercise 5, the estimate 12(red) i292 f(2) is bowed on 3000

trials, no we should be much less willing to approximste this unbiased
2

estimate by 3 . To do so would imply that we felt for some reason that

the number 1900 of observed occurrences of red as "off" by 100. lie

would be adding this bias becauee Is a "nicer" fractiOn than 12
3 30

percises 1.0-74

1. 19 reds

2. Estimate that P( red) - 12

3.

30

If P( red) were truly
)

, then a of the spinner would be
30

11
red and vould be yellow. The red region would be times

30
as large as the yellow region. Ae a guess, however, we would say

that the red region ts about twice as large.as the yellow region.

You woull be smart to choose red.

(a) Frobably you would still guess the area Of red to be about twice

that of the yellow.

(b) You would be apt to guess that the areas would be about equal.

EXercises

I. (a)
100

qe4

It is less expensive in any case, and is the Au way

feasible in cases where the test would destrOy the articles

being tested.
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2. (m)
29 .12

500 2',

(b) "Ivo

(c) 0 .76, or 76%); an awroximation to this might be t

(4) 76% of 4000 g, 3060; x 4000 a 3000; thus either 3040 or

3000 would be a reasonable answer, depending on the interpreta-
tion of the word "about".

3. (a) .300

(b) .3 (or -ft)

(c) About 54 hi ts

4. (a) k or
(b) 75%

(e) (or 75%)

(q) MI; better, since ati% >75%

premises ItP-Yc

1. fa)

( h) 4

(c) or :

(1)

(e)

4r)

(g)

(h)

14 1



2. ((a), (c) and (d) could be the probability of some event.]

(a) 37%

(b) 105%

(e) 12.5% (or 12 1 %)
2

3.

(d) .24.4 (or %)

(e) 325%

Fractional Form

,8

a

3

200

Paclial Fora Ittslat LER

.75 75%

.444 444% (or 44
4

. %
9

.56 56%

.67 67% (or 66 2 41.)
3

.06.) 5.5% (or 8

Exercises 10-74 (Class Discussion)

1-4. Answers will vary.

In the long run, we would expect thRt the estimated probability based

an a large nuMber of experiments gets quite clam to tbe true iamb-

ability. Unless we hove very strong reasons iltpr our guesses in

Exercise 1, O trials provide a much better estimate than 0

trials.

AMercises 10-7e

1. (erappnmtimately .142)
120

2. (a) 69.17

.69.517
(or .695 approximately)

100,000

(c) 69.5%

1.52



3. (a) 78,653

( b ) 88%

( ) 88%

4. (a) (or .0000a)
100,000

%

(b) (or .0000144, approximately)

(c) .a man of 50

prchability of A or B

In this section we deal with this question: Ir we know the

pTobabilities of two events, how can we determine the probability that

one or the other will occur? Since probabilities are usually assigned by

counting, this question really wee back to a more basic one: Given two

finite sets and the numbers associated with theta, how do we find the number

associated with the union of the two sets? This question is dealt with in

ftercises 10-84 and the table figures in the discuasion which follows. You

may wish to review set union and intersection by using examples such as the

fol loving :

Then n(A

which is

If A - (YOB, Jim, Pete, Barry, Joe)

and B (Jim, Mary, Pete, Anne)

then A u B (Tem, jix4 Pete, Barry, Joe, Mary, Anne)

and A A B 11, (Jim, Pete).

n(B) . 4, and n(A) + n(B) mo 5 + 4 Is 9, n(A u B) . 7,

n(A) n(B) n(A n B),

the aubtraction being necessary to compensate for the hot that Pete and

Jim were counted twice, once in determining ntA) and again in deterainim

n(B).
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ifterctses 10-5a (Class Discussion)

1. Number on Die

Color
an
Spinner

1
2.

TEr

1 2 3 4
.

Red (R,1) (R,2) (R,3)

s
(2112)

,

(Ea (m)

Yellow (Y,1) (Y,2) . (La) CUD (X44)

,

(V])

Green (C,I) (EAg) (2s1) (gAit) (9....2) (24§

3. (a) A

6 1
(b)

4. (s) B ((R +),(Y.4),(G,4))

(b) P(4)

(a) AU B

(b) R(A u .51.;

(c) Because (R,Ii) is in A an; aiso in B, and an element of

a set is counted only once.

6. (a) An Bm

(b) P(A n B) -"E!

7. (a) n(A) ! 6; n(B) 3; n(A tj B) 8; n(A fl B) 1

n(A) + n(B) n(A B) = 6 + 3 - 1 5. 5 .5 n(A u B)

(b)

In Exercises 10,-8b, Exercise 5 develops the probability or event A

or event B when, if A happens, B cannot happen; that is, An B is the

empty set. Such events are called !Ritually exclusive events.
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Exercises 10-8b

1. (s) A -

(b) a = ((2,2),(2,4),(2,6),(4,2),(4,4),(4,6),(6,2),(6,4),(6,6))

(c) A n B ((4,2),(2,4))

(e) P(A U B) =

(r) I

3

2. (a) P(A) . .60

(b) P(B)

(c) P(A n B)

(4). (A u B)

(e) P(A U B) .60 - .10 m .65

3. P(A) EXn 3)

P(A n B)
3

rig) Keven)

1 1 11)(A is B)
f 5 -3- 2

3

4. P(A) = ; P(B) P(prime) P(A n B)

5.

1 r'10 U B; +

(a) P(A) =

(LI) P(B)

(c) F(a n B) . o
(4)

5 0 20
9

14

In Exercises 1043c, Exercise 7 deals with the probability of

complementary events. Note that complementary events are always mutually

exclusive, but the et:Inverse is not necessarily true; that is, mutually

exclusive events are not always complementary. Skercise 6 Is a case in.

point: Drawing a king and drawing a queen (on a single draw) are mutually

exclusive events, but not complementary events.
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Bausissal2-1.1/4

I. n 0; P(I n r) -
2. Are

3. Are not

4 Ant (ale: Xxercises 4-6 we are considering a single outcome--
one toss, drawing, etc.)

5. (a) Are not

(b) P(E) ; P(P) ; n r)

po,u

6. (a) Are

(b) Kking)

(c) F(queen) v
13

(a) f(queen and king) ir

(e) Kq,ueen or king) v

7. (a) P(A) ; P(AU C) v. 1

(b) C) 0

(c) P(C)

ZserciseS 10-8d

1. (a) 1 - .325 v .675

(b) I - - .15

Cc) I - .017.= .983

2. (a) mutually exclusive

(b) mutually exclusive

(c) wait us 1 1 y exclusive

4



3. (a) Xrad)

(b) Kvbite).1.1
9 3

(e) P(red or white) m

(4) P(neither red gm white) = F(blue) e

1" (a) Krell) 115 "

(e) 1014°k or gmen) +g-o '&11)6 4.0
5. (a) 10 ways

(a) 3

(c)

(d) 6

(e)
10

6(r) lo

(8) -1-4- 10

6. Set (ii), since Joe is directly involved in this; his past performance

is a better predictor of his future performance than is the teacher's

tendency to give A's and Bes.

T. Lars was correct. The problem says that Cathy "analyzed another

event, C". However, it need not have been tbe complement of

event K. Tor example, suppose that the experiment consists of

toes of a die, and that K la the event '"zmmber > 2". Then ,

P(K) w . If C is the event "prise number > 2", then P(C) =

and P(M) P(C) w 1, but the complement of X is "number < 2".



10.9. ProbabilitF of A end B

In lection 10-8 we considered the probability of A W B, that is, that

event A or event 5 will occur. This section deals with P(A A B), that

is, that bath A end B will occur. The eases developed first (Mercian

10-9) lead to the conjecture that KA A B) I(A) P(B). In Mereiseo l0e9c

cases ere shown in which the events A and B are related in ouch a way

that the formula fails to hold. This leads to the definition for indemendent

events,' a concept which is very important for further study of probability.

We can in any cases decide from the nature of the situation whether or not

the fact that one event occers has any bearing on the occurrence of a second

event, but this is not always the case. Silents A and B are independent if

F(A fl B) P(A) P(B).

Miemises 10-9a (Class Discussion)

1. First Draw

start

Second Draw Outcomes

2. There are outcomes; P(each outcome) = I
9

riBR)

3. The event "red un the first drawn contains 3 outcomes. They are

RR, NG, BY. ilred an the first draw) . 2 'is I
9 3

The event "red on the seCand dras:tn consists of the outcomes:

RR, CR, TR. F(red on the second (Inv)

F( red on firot).P(red on second) 0 61. 4

. 45H



on first meg ascend) 8 hems

1:0(red.on first). F(red on ascend) isJ F(red on first mad second).

(a) P(A) P(3) ; r(A n

(b) r(An E(*) p(s)

. (a)

Result of
Coin Toss

!Umber on Die

1 2 3 4

K (a,1)

II

(s,2) (Li) (1169 (L2) (L.§)

T (T,1)
,

(r,2) , (24) (Lk) (L2) (L§)

(b) 12 outcomes. 17( each outcase)

(c) P(11) " ; PO) "

r(E n r) - .
(4) Poo xy)

Hence, FOS n F) KZ) PO).

S*Crlises 101b (Clasa Discussion)

1. (a)

start

Result of Result of *acme of
First Dray Second Dom ENBEIMSM

(b) P(each outcome)

(c) A (Y0,111); P(A)

459
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(d) B a (Bom) P(B)

(e) (.11 fl B) (113); 10(A Ii B)

r) POO P( 13) -4

Bence, P(A)0 KB) 10 (I B).

. They are not equal because the result of the first draw does

affect what happens on the second draw, since the first marble

drawn is not replaced before the second is drawn.

2. (a)

and

(e)

Firet
Draw

(b) 9

(c) See

Secce2d Draw

1111211111
Y

(111,131) =WM
R2 (B2,131) EMI=
T 112/11 (T,B2) MY)

table.
4(d) I(two blue) 0 13(two yellow) 13(same color) . .9

(e) The lines separat the table into four sections. The upper

left section contains the outcomes in the event °two blue°.

The laver rieht sectitim contains the outcomes in the event

wtvo yellow°.

(n)
and

(e)

First
Draw

Seem:lam

Ell 11111211111111111:11111

B B2)/,
(B1,11I

B 111111

(IVY NMI (B2,Y)
Y (Y,51) IMSEN

(b) 6. The outcomes (31051), (132,B2) end (Y,Y) are tlot possible

becauee the marble drawn first wee not returned to the box before

the second draw.

(e) See table.



(4)

(e)

F(two blue) mini; f(bs, yellow) 0: Kearns color)

P(A)

(r) Ii. P(B)

(i) "A n r is the event of dnurins two blue marbles.

F(A 8)

F(4) POO' ID

n 13) KA) F(10

fe. LS 1 MI 1.4-9e

Vrercise 7 is harder than the rest and sight well be omitted for
an average class.

Sieber
on

First
Throw

!Weber on Second Throw

1 2 3 4
t . 6

1 (1,1) (12) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (1,6)

2 (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (2,6)

3 (3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,k) (3,5) (3,6).
4 (4,1) (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (4,5) (4,6)

1 5 (5,1) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (5,5) (5,6)

6 (6,1) (6,2) (6,3) (6,4) .(6,5) (6,6)
,

()MS: Compare this with the chart for .mt tins,
of 2 dice in Itrercises 10-6d.)

P(J) m ; P(L) as 1

P(11 ; F01) 2, Is

(4) PC n - ; . FicK)

pcs) F(X) 11J fi IC), hence J and X are independent events.

A .4. 11...
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P(J). P(L) # F(: n L),

evinte.

(d) n 11) 0 p(J) Foo

pm Poo . n 14), hence : and N are independent events.

ii
hence J and L are net independent

2. (a)

(4)

3. (a)

Answers will vary; we hope the student will reason that in

neither pair are the events independent, since the experiment

in of the "dew without replacement" type.

Fleet
Draw

Second Draw

El 0
I

G
2

,

B

11'42 R1,02
Rl's

.

82 R1 R2101 142002

,

R2113

C1,R1
1,112 01,02

02 °2,R1 62,R2 (32P°1

. .

B B,R1 B,1 Boll 8,0,
.

8 2 8 2 2 1

20 dO 5 "I 20 10

KA). KB) .

"(A 11 D) 1(A) P(B), hence A and D are not independent

events.

P(A) 2 ; P(C) ;.-±5 -14

11 A) KC) ;1;

!IAA C) P(A) P(C), hence A and C are BLot. independent

events.

Answers may vary, but the otudente by now should feel that the

outcome correspnnding to the larger area should have a greater

number assigned to it, and that P(0) should be 3 .1(11).

Since P(o) + P(R) must equal 1, we set

PO) and P(R)L.

J.C2
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(b) Second Spin

First
spin

or

vmiir
(R,R)

a (a, R)
aRwR

Amps=

(GA)

First c.pin Second aiti ':uteomes

RR

RC

CR

SIR

OR hes the same proilat11ity as BC. It is reasonaLle to assume

that Um events "red on first" and "red on second" are inlependent

beesvse the outcome or the firs! spin hew no effect on the otreone

or the oecond spin.

P( eel on first spin)

qred on seccrki spin) s,

P(RR) P(R) p(N) =

(u) V(RG) ,m P(R) P(G)

p(cp) POO)

P(m) P(G)

(e)

t )

The sup of the probabilities or RR, RO, GP, and GO should

be 1..

3 3, 16 ,Kw() P(IRG) P(GR) POO
7.6 4. 10

:4, 3

-;



'104

4. (a)

The legomtant change Is to reverse

the colors, since red shows of

the time and green shove z of the

time.

(b) The tree diagram or tabie for Beercise 3(b) can be used. Vete,

however, the change in the probabilities assigned.

I 1 IpfeG) poo

Polo ptim)

POP) P(OG) a , so he is 3 times as likely to

a green light in the morning and red in the afternoon as he

to get green lights both tines.

(I) P(RR) a 124 , KGB) + P(I) + F(GG) u 17:4

(or: 1)( one green 1 ignt ) a 1 - RR) 1. 196 )

Hence, it is more likely that he will get a red light both

morning and afternoon then that he will get at least am
green light.

set
is

(e) F(GH) + P(w) a a. 37 0. Re vill get one red and one

green light' 37 0 of the time.

4
(a) P(first marble white) a ^9- after replacement,

P(second marble white) a t

(b) We may use either a tree diagram or a table to count outcomes.

If we use a tree diagram we construct enough to be able to

count the outcomes that are.of interest for this problem.
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FIrst Draw

etc.

Second Draw uutcomes

B1 WIBI

W1B2
B1 W

1
B
3

WIS4

IB5
W,. WIW2

W3 W
1
W
3

W
4

W W

B1 irLB
1

B2 W2B2

_.-: 83
W
2
B
3

B4
W2B4

B
5 W 2145

W
1

W
2
W

1

W3 W
2
W
3

w
4

W
2
W
4

It becomes apparent that for each of the 9 outcomes of the

first draw there ere 6 outcomes for !Ile second dray. Hence

the total number of outcomes of the excession of two draws is

9 *8, Or 72.

To compute the number of OUtc,OMPJ In which both marbles are

white, note that for each outcome of the first draw which is a

white marbV, there are 3 white outcomes of the second iris,.

Since there are 4 white outcomes of re first drRlf, the number

of outcomes or "both whiten is 4. 3

12 1
Thus for two draws without replacement, F(both white) w w z .
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F nn
rfiV

The tris Ii wc.i..1(1 :Uri,. 11K, ttLig:

'On nrav

w W., w4 I a, B,

W1W4! W,W, W,B, W,}i,, W a,
. 4

4 3 4-t-
W,134 W.,b,.. ,I.-- -...... 4 4.-,- .^..............- -4-- 4 -----

W 14 W '4 W W. WI W it, W B., . W .13 . W h W h
5 I ,t i -. 3 1 1 ,! ) 3 - 4 .`, '

--,-4--

W, W, W w, W ii w ,

.4 .., /.. , WI.Bi 1 W413,' W:.113' W4P1. W1.k_____________________________________ .t .. t
!

B W, B.W, ii.W B,W4 :
_11115-,,, ., B111,1: BA ' BIT3,

'B..,W; B;,W, B; W, B,W4 BA. B li B. Bi
`,) i., .'

n, B W.. it W It 'W B W. 13,13 Ft bj 4 .,,,
B ii, 1 ft B,3 ! ! ) !` ' 3 1 4 _. 1 1

* e- .i- 4 -± -1---
! ,;. 4w. "4'4, ":.": 131:41, Rub. i B4E37 B1.13
bB

5 I
-.- ' - t t

B. I; W. B, W B. W ii, W, 1 h fi, , B, B., ft, It
1

It 14, I4 ', ; ' ' ' I 4 Ii

in I.e. tat ' .11 r :iro t main tiapona: -tan hav ni
r let; 1. I ate tmi i "wit. wit how rep I hi:.

*1 r:: 710 rt- (- is not a pootalt.I.Ity). eact: row
on! Ft: t3o rnr r 4 S WI I ti 1 re L.) rovn , to. a! numt e r

("!: ^ tner. 14 " The ...en! "two wh,e" is th Eubset
1.3n ft rl ! re."an,-..0 in he uppe ,ere-toini ,2orner or the

a t. Th z reel' anw .)ont 1ru ries. Hem)...

wt.:..) 77), -

Et t.": 7y" h In Et"ptut :e, t Lit t MEly more -on-
n. t tit; o ,s ten. r.

rifoe. *0 Ir. quicker to .-ompute: Flynn,. on
aeoort,i) ; ant

Ficrdeve rf, !!!:-.) nvo: pr; " -on-I lona p rotlat. I I I y", he
::.;.ac, I on o whioq: hats te,..n nos! pone,i.



6. Taking out two socks is the same as taking out ose sock first an.1

then, without replacing it, taking a secant. A table is very useful

in comput tug OUt COMe ant the events (subsets) askyi for in this
prob:en.

Ft rz

Gr.tconfi Sock

B-,, B3
G,

t
G`3

,

B,

ft,
.

B3

B.,B,

B
i
B

1

I

r .BP B193
B,G,,

t .4

13

BPB3
,

82Gl

B3 G
I

132

B G,,i
G.

,

i

G1131 1 G1B2 GIB3 G.G2

. .

.:Inte there are ent ries. In each row an there are , rows,

tota nurnt.er of su.!orneil j ii 1*

(a) Th even "hoth green" '!.. otitzet 011,,AlMeS in 'aver

rig:t-hanl .-orner. Tt,L re,tange ,7unt alms two en/ ries, hence

lqt,o.h green) 77, 77-

(b) "Both t,ue" occurs in the rectangle in the upper !eft -ham!
.-torner or he tat!e. It contains ent ries ant therefore

t t

(,) f(one gre-n ant one t.,ue) in ohtatnei hy oun, ing entries in
the two remaining par n or he tab!e; since there are :2

rirg ,n then.. ,vo retangles, green awl one

1-114,)

1#Firn. trawr: I.(t.'t!ok) = r(Vut-)
7

Ieron.t (rawer: P(t,:a-!k) = ; 7- .
Dniving from ti.f first irawer an:3 +raying friss the se,:and t rawer are
In lopen.tent

(a) 1.(toth !-ak)



4 8 4-L2_
(b) P(torth blue) a 5.T-5 .

) P(one black and one blue) 1 -

Alternatively:

135 135

The event "one black and one blue" can occur in two different

ways; black from first and blue from second, or

blue from first and black from second.

a
The probability of the first way is

4
of The seeond way is 5. ; so

lione black and one blue

1.iuggestei Test Items

and the prObability

8 4 0 28 68
9 l!') 135 135 135

Classify each of the fo!lowIng games as "fair" or "unfair".

You spin the spinner at the right.

you win ir If paints to blue or

green. You !ose ir It palate to

or ye':ow.

You toss n sing:e ile. You win ir a prime number is thrown; otherwise

yOu OOP.

t. YON throw two lief.. You win if the sum In 7; you lose if the sum

Is otherwise there is a tie.

4. You 'hrow two liee. You win if a double is thrown and lose if the

AtAr.

You hrow two lice. You win if the product of the numbers shOwn

is or greater than :6 an4 lose if the product is less than 18.

Lint the :let or poostle ou'comes ror each or the fol'oving experiments.

6. Thrwing one Ile.



7. Drawing one marble from a big which contains red, blue, .1*"4 preen

marbles.

8. Tossing a peany and a dime.

9. Tossing a single die and then spinning a spinner with red and white

reeions.

10. Tossing a coin and then drawing a marble from a bag containing blue,

green, and yellow marbles.

Find the probability of each of these events.

11. A is the event "number greater thin 3" when a single die Is

tossed. P(A) ?

12. B is the event "black" when a marble is down from a bag con-

temning three marbles, one red and two blue. P(B) A T

13. c Is the event that a bay will be chosen when a student is selected

at random from a class or thirty or whom :8 are girls.

11(C) a T

14. 1? is the event "prime" when a number n such that 40 < n < 50

is chosen a' random. F(D) - I

15. X in the event thrt an article iiup to stanciAard when a sample of

00 has shown defective. P(E) = I

Tell whether each of the following pairs of events are:

(l) mutually exclusive,

()) complementary,

(3) independent,

(4) none of the atsme.

If mo:'e than one classification applies, list all that

1 - A reci lie and a green lie are tossed.

A is the event "4/ on the red".

B is the event "3 on the green".

41))
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17. One card is drawn from a deck.

C is the event "spade".

D is the event "king".

18. A spinner which is c green, red, and

is the event "green".

F is the event "red".

2
blue Is spun once.

1 . A die is tossed.

G Is the event "number greater than 2.

is the event "number less than or equal to 2".

20. Two lice are thrown.

I is the event "doable".

J is the event "sum is odd".

21. Une the? circular regions

at the right to draw a spinner

such that

(a) P(red) . 40%

(b) F(black)

(.7) /0(green) 1

(b)

( c)

22. On a baseba11 team, player A has a batting average or .320

and player B has an average or .280. Both come to bat in the

seventh inning. Assume "hit for A" and "hit ror B" are

independent events.

1410
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(a) What is the probability that both A and B got hits in the

seventh inning?

(b) What is the probability that either A or B or both get hits

-in the seventh inning?

23. One card is drawn from* hand consisting of the ace and king of hearts

and the ace and king Of spades.

(a) What is the probability that the card is either an sae or a

spade

(b) What is °he probability that the card is either an ace or a

king?

Complete:

24. 1° an event is certain to occur, its probability is .

2'. In a probability experiment, events A and B are independent if

they satisfy the condition

26. A box of candy contains seven caramels and eleven chocolates. If a

piece is 2h0sen at random, P(chocolate) =

27. If the set of possible outcomee'for an experiment consists of four

equally likely outcomes, then the probability of each outcome

is --
28. The probability of throwing exactly four heads and one tail on a

thrOw of five coins is -2- What is the probability of not throwing
32

four heads and ono tail?

29. A stop light shams green of the time. If you make a trip 0:-.q way
5

in the naming and return in the afternoon, what is the probability

of getting a green light going and coming?

30. Suppose you toss a coin five times and each time it shown heads.

What is the probability that heads will shoe on the eixth toss?
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kon le 9.24111...d t ZPIE

I. Fair

2. Fair

3. Unfair

4. Pair

5. Unfair

6. (1,2,3,4 5,6,)

red,blue,green)

8. (iuma,m,27)

9.

10.

11. 2

12. 0

12 213. 30 5

14 1 .
9 3

15. 500 100

16. (3)

17. (4)

18. (1)

19. (1),(2)

20. (1)

21. (a)

1
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22.

(V)

(e)

black

(a) (.320). (.280). .0896 Z .090

(b) + .280 - .c90 * .510

23. (a) P(%) ; p(s) al ; n s) ;

p(Aus) xi

(b) I:( A ) ; A I

Iventa A and K ere nuttally exclusive.

24. 1

25. P(A) P(B) a, FfA

26.

28. a
32

29.

30. 2
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bar alma (Iterciees 1.0-3b)

2.

41101.1MONIMI.

Frequency,
f ret rev

Frequency,
second row

Frequency,
t hi rd row

F req uency
fourth roue

Total

Maher on die fa4e

2 3 1 5 6

4 a

3. (a)

Cecurrence number of blocka

Three of a kind
A.

Four of a kind

Five of a kind -


